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ABSTRACT 

thesis examines a selection of poems from both books Satires a 
backdrop of the dialogic theoretical system conceptualised by the Russian thinker Mikhail 
Mikhailovich Bakhtin (1895-1975). The thesis proposes Horatian satire or 
sermo, as Horace himself termed his genre, as the 'conversation' that this name it 

Bakhtin observed that were one of the works that could be 
considered ancient forebears of modern novelistic dialogic discourse, although he 
to elaborate on this. thesis takes cue from here, and to the ways in 
which Bakhtinian theory can elucidate many dialogic facets of the Satires of Horace. 

moralising satires ('diatribes') of both books of Satires are of this 
thesis. The problematic 'diatribe', a term which has been historically incorrectly applied 
to a vivid dialogic style, and also wrongly viewed as a formal genre, is first as 
an adaptive rhetorical mode found in a wide variety texts. It is not restricted to those 
texts that are primarily ethical, as moralising polemic or exhortation is also suited to other 
areas of life: in Sermones Book this mode is also arguably present in the 
literary satires 1.4 and 1 J O. While the 'diatribe' mode is only a small part many 
dialogic of it is one that provides a on which the thesis' 

larger and more dialogic interactions are based. In the first 
book we are given the impression a strong and direct between the satirist -speaker 
and his audiences, which is interpreted with recourse to the Bakhtinian 'address-
ivity'. Awareness ofthe speaker's orientation towards his listeners' active understanding 
right from the start of the utterance has facilitated a number of new readings in 
ising and moralising-literary of Horace's first book. 

the moralising poems of the second book of Satires, someone were to 
model of the imaginary interlocutors of the first book has been expanded to accommodate 
the larger-than-life personalities ofDamasippus and Davus, who, having usurped the role 
of satirist, it upon to The . moralist of the first book 
by contrast is reduced to the roles of audience, sometime addressee and interlocutor, and 
worst of target of the satiric attack. The thesis employs a number of Bakhtinian theor-

to make sense The reversal of fortune by 
ace's speaker-character in Book Two is in itself part of a broader interlibral dialogue, an 
'argument', if you will, between books. Yet many ofthe criticisms flung at Horace 
also his voice that has been present in the Satires right from the 

of Book That are allowed to voice their views on the 
erstwhile satirist means that different perspectives on 'Horace' are heard. It is suggested 
that in this manner the Satires are a forerunner of the polyphony or 'multi-voicedness' 
which Bakhtin identified in modern novel. Another easily interpretation is 
that Horace's Satumalian Satires anticipate Bakhtin's concept of the literary Carnival, 
whereby roles both and literary are temporarily inverted. Although Horace reclaims 
his satiric 'crown' end, the of the ultimately allow him to ... v ..... n'"''' 

thoroughly all the aspects and roles relating to moralising discourse. 
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PREFACE 

It is with a mixture of horror and amusement that a contemporary student of Horace's 

Satires G.L. Hendrickson's witty analogy of the progression of classical scholar-

ship on the famous article Serm. 1.4: a Protest and a Program-

, published in the American Journal of Philology 1900. is to a 

harvest: first come the reapers who cut down the com, then it is the appear 

and scrape together the remaining loose ears of com, and lastly, the poor, desperate geese 

arrive, 'pick up a grains scattered here and there among the stubble', and then waddle 

home, cackling with joy at their fmds. Modem scholars are the geese, of course, like the 

pitiful 'late-born classical student who essays to present new points of view concerning 

the work of an author to whom such long and devoted study has been given as to Horace'. 

Amusing as it is, Hendrickson's analogy, itself gleaned from two other sources, is now at 

least a hundred years old. It is a very modest introduction to an article that was to prove, . 

well, seminal in its new approach and insights into Horatian satire. What has really 

changed in the past hundred years, are the angles from which the latter-day geese and 

goslings are the leftover grains. new angles have the modem 

scholar to insights into old materiaL Of course, if we are to continue with the 

analogy, this approach not really feed the but it is very all 

and is liable to produce a bit of joyful cackling. 

The present study to Satires from a Bakhtinian angle, one that, to 

the best of my knowledge, has not been attempted before. That Horace himself prefers to 

call his satire sermo, conversation, is generally acknowledged by scholars, yet the vivid 

dialogic traits of his have often been underplayed or viewed as highly 

problematic. The present study proposes to examine Horace's Satires precisely as conver

sations, that is, as dialogues between speakers, interlocutors, addressees and audiences of 

the Satires. Even where they are formally presented as monologues, such as in the moral

triad of Satires Book One, Horace's sermones are speeches that are consciously 
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addressed to their recipients and tend to indicate awareness of their audiences throughout. 

The theories of the Russian thinker Mikhail Mikhailovich Bakhtin, and to a lesser extent, 

some of the ideas the Czech scholar Jan Mukarovsky, have informed of 

the Horatian satirist in dialogue. It is worth noting that Bakhtin, a classicist by training, 

himself identified Horace's Satires as one the ancient texts which exhibited many of 

the dialogic traits which he had identified in the modem novel. Unfortunately, however, 

Bakhtin fails to go into more detail about Horace's Satires. An application some of 

Bakhtin's concepts to Horace's Satires is therefore not only a fairly orthodox extension of 

Bakhtinian theory to a classical author, but a study of this nature is, I think, also long 

overdue. 

While the idea for my general area of study came from RG.M. Nisbet at the request of 

Kathleen Coleman, the supervisor of my Masters' it is to Frances Muecke that I 

owe idea of using Bakhtin as the theoretical basis for this study. I met her in Australia 

at a conference that she organised at the University of Sydney 1994. Unfortunately, I 

have not had much contact with since that from above-mentioned, 

advice, interest and support of a of other proven invaluable. I thank 

in particular: my Richard Whitaker of the University of Cape Town for his 

tireless encouragement, support and careful editing; Kathy Coleman for her end-

less support and help, especially when I visited Ireland; John Atkinson, for his cheerful 

enthusiasm as well as for willing to act as the courier of a heavy tome at a very late 

stage in the proceedings; David Wardle for all his help at Oxford; my tonner 

at the University South where I worked from 1995 - June 1996, especially Marc 

TnTT"rr,,,'" Mader and Richard colleagues at University of 

Potchefstr06m, where I taught July 1996 - 1999, particularly Annette Combrink, 

Marianne Dircksen and Alex my current the De-

partment of at University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg, for his supp

ort and understanding, particularly the few months; Denis Saddington of the same 

Department his encouragement and inspiration. lowe a great deal to the helpful co-
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mments 

to name 

I also owe a 

abroad for 

the 

bya 

iii 

of visiting lecturers to South 

.u"",u"" to a number of university 

facilities. They are 

University of Cape Town; 

of the Institute for Classical 

whom I am unable 

in South Africa and 

chronological order): 

at Oxford; 

College, ............ " ...... 

University 

Africa; the 

at Leiden University, the l''1eme:nana:s; 

Ashmolean libraries 

library of Trinity 

library of the 

Australia; the Samuel Pauw University of South 

",,, .. "U<O.Uy Postma-Biblioteek of Potchefstroom University; the library of the 

Rand and fmally, the Wartenweiler and Cullen libraries of the 

Witwatersand, Johannesburg. 

For their n .... " ..... n ~."'u .... "'.up and support, I should 

ents Catherine Woeber and 

is, Riaan Katz, Christopher 

Christine Bothma (Neels for 

Gideon Rossouw, his par

course Daisy), Paul du 

tiorcn,ercls Merida James, & 

is dedicated to 

(all of them), which is explained by my being part an .vu, ... v .... step-family: in mc;:mc)ry 

LlILI"'I,,",,'" mother, who died tragically to Jacky, who for over twenty years 

has un"" .. " and purposes my mother, and to whom I owe so much; to my 

er, his active belief multum in parvo; memory of my grand-

I have had the and to Nella Walker, my surr-

OIc:neJ[SlJ'OOlm (now resident 

The ImanC:lal """ .. "., ... "','" of the University 

"""'JU,"'''' Development (CSD, now 

aCJj::nOWl<::agea. It goes without saying that the 

necessarily of the CSD (or of the 

with all my love. 

former South African 

project is graLtetuH 

this thesis are not 

Suzanne 
November 2000, 

Johannesburg, South 
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INTRODUCTION: 

VOICES IN THE MORALISING SATIRES OF HORACE: 
'DIATRIBE' AS DIALOGUE 

There is neither a first word nor a last word. 1 he contexts "'''1"'''):1;''''' are without limit. They extend into 
the and the most distant future. Even mearuJtlgs of the remotest will 
never be once and for all, for they will be renewed in later ~'~'~I'>~"" 

be regarded as 

M.M. Bakhtin 'Toward a Methodology for the Human Sciences'. 
cit. Holquist 1990: 39; cf. Bakhtin 1986: 170. 

of the nineteenth and twentieth .... "" ... +., .. , Horatian satire has tended to 
\ 

poor relation in that poetic family group that includes the illustrious 

Odes. While scholars have pored over Horace's poetry, the Satires by contrast 

attention. Where individual ",~t11""'" received scant and sometimes t11<ii:rll'I1I"l'I 

such as 

notoriety 

1.1, have attracted voluminous study, 

perceived structural 

has favoured 

the COfltallneO of the individual 

phrase "'''' ... ''' ... '''AftT The second book 

has often ironically been 

... u' ..... u£'l.n .... may be unfair, 

to 

nun""" approach of the COIDnlel1ilarv or 

as is very tempting, extended 

on the whole received far less 

attention than counterpart, perhaps because many .... ",1'1 .. ' .. " seem to have found 

selves runnm,g out of stearn after the end of the fiber sermonum.1 Very little emphasis 

1 The blame for this has often been placed at Horace's own door. for example, accuses Horace of 
rurmiIitg out of ideas in the second book of Satires because of the repetition of themes there and because 
Book Two contains avoid the conclusion that Horace, as he went 
on sermones, to run short of suitable it was for the same reas-
on that in this second book he contented poems instead the ideal number of 
ten. Unlike many satirists and others, Horace was wise not to continue his work to the 

it would have to be done inllita Minerva. But even so the second book of his sermones, while contain 
some and throughout a model of resourcefulness and balanced execution, shows 

in more than of strain .. .' (1957: ]37-138; Fraenkel assumes that repetition 
of theme, and fewer satires in the collection, are necessarily faults. it is a mistake to judge the Sat-
ires too strictly to the standards of the Eclogues, and there may be method in Horace's apparent 
madness and Both books of Satires are very similar in but the second book is in fact 
longer (Book One is 1030, at most 1038 lines long if one adds the spurious lines at the start of Sat. 
1.10, while Book Two is 1083 lines long, cf. Armstrong 1964 (b): is not a virtue according to 
the CalHmachean Horace asserts, and our poet may even be playing parodi cally with the concept 
oflength in the of his second book. While Satires Book Two is actually longer than the first book, 
on average its individual satires are shorter (good in Callimachean the difference being made up by 
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consequently been '"'u."'''' .... on relationship between the first and second books. 

as an 

viewed as 

and somewhat misguided anc~ml:>t to 

at half-mast contrast to the 

a voice, the Satires have 

poems' sail. 

It is within the decades of the twentieth "",,,,.1-,, ... , with the contributions by 

scholars such as Zetzel, £CL!." ....... Jl.;)VJU. and others,2 that the depth of 

Horace's Satires has to be appreciated. What emerged is that the .'rI,rU't>(' are 

highly '"'ViAl,", .• "'''' aesthetic creations and are from the simple moralising tracts or 

autobiography they were once assumed to artistic of depth, 

the are however ess:enltlall) UUUUJ'.c.<>'Ul"" , to use a Bakhtinianism, in the sense 

they are constantly open to new insights reulter;pre1:ati()ns. Part problem 

behind treatment to which 

opinion, is that nature of Satires 

Satires 

largely 

traditionally been subjected, my 

misapprehended or ignored. In 

to many previous scholars who had struggled to account the strange trans-

itions of Sat. 1.1, F raenkel (for his disparaging comments on Satires Two a 

pages later) astutely observed that the introductory piece fiber sermonum is design-

ed to give the impression not of a '~,..'¥'" tract, but of a sermo, a conversation, ex-

cursions typical of ordinary talk: a talk it is perfectly proper to wander, or to seem to 

wander, from the subject under discussion and elaborate some side issue .. .'. 3 This observ

ation on the informal, conversational nature of this particular satire holds true not merely 

for 1.1, but for Horace's general. Although many 

lip service the 'conversational' nature of sermo, little attention 

precisely as conversations. 

scholars paid 

to 

the monster Sat. 2.3 which is 326 lines long, in which demonstrates how not to 
write Callimachean satire. Whether Horace really shows of strain' in his second book will ll\JIJ" .. "'UY 

be clarified in the work by the relationship between Horace's books as a 'dialogue'. 
2 See Zetze11980; Anderson Freudenburg 1993 The Walking and most Oliensis 1998. 
3 1957: 94. Fraenkel may have derived this idea from who noted of Sat. 1.1: 'II y a un enchainement 
des idees et I'on passe de l'une it I'autre, non d'apres la logique du traite ou du discours, mais d'apres la lo-

de la conversation' 1: 1). Fraenkel (ibid.) thought that the reason for Horace's use of conversat-
ional style in Sat. 1.1, from the fact that it is natural to his genre, was his intention to avoid 
having his speech appear too much of a formal lecture: care never to give the Im,... .. p~_ 

sion a lecture or a sermon: he wants to talk, as a will talk in .... '1£'5'""' ..... ' 
company.' 
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Horatian satire is not just conversation, however; more specifically, it is dialogue in a 

Bakhtinian sense.4 Conversations do not just happen on their own, but consciously poss

ess an addressee. Sermo was recognised by antiquity as essentially dialogic in this sense, 

as Varro sermo enim non potest in uno homine esse solo, sed ubi <o>ratio cum 

altero coniuncla - cannot happen with one person only, but when speech is 

with someone as ....... vl', ... ..,,". even where formally monologic, 

sermones do not m ." ... ,. ..... nJ •.• , but are always a response to prior discourse 

an anticipation of future discourse.6 Conversations are also in conversation with each 

other. While this is potentially true aU texts, it is particularly true of the consciously 

dialogic Satires, as we shall see. 

As sermones, Horace's Satires contain dialogic elements throughout, both on a large and 

a small scale. On the small scale, Horace uses the tradition of the moralising 'diatribe,7 

style, which the satirist "'''J''''~'''''' constantly in mini-dialogues with imaginary or unid-

entified voices. Thus in the apparently monologic C; ... ",jl1Z; <;!Qtllt'P<;! which start the first 

book 'Horace's , to Maecenas, to us, to "'>Tun, fictional the 

satires of Book One which employ this so-called 'diatribe' mode, is in addition a 

patent consciousness of the relationship between speaker and addressee or audience, in 

the bold addressing of 'you'. sermo, therefore, Horatian satire is dynamically r",n,..,,,.,.., 

to seem a 'conversation' between satirist-speaker and a recipient-audience. The Serm-

ones, as talk, are full of 

4 See discussion pp. 35ff. 
S De lingua latina 6.64. Although Varro was of sermo in its sense (his concern here was 
chiefly etymology· he connects sermo to this observation is equally to the literary genre. 
6 Tzvetan Todorov (1984: summarises this cardinal Bakhtinian idea thus: 'The most important feature of 
the utterance ... is its that its intertextual dimension... or not, all discourse is in 
_._ .. ~,., .• _ with prior discourses on the same as well as with discourses to come, whose reactions 
it foresees and '. For the definition of an 'utterance', see Bakhtin 1986: 71ff. 
1 For a discussion of which see pp. 9ffbelow. 
8 Hereafter mostly called where the fictional nature of the em-
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Satiric reversals as dialogue 

But there is 'dialogue' of a broader, intertextual nature that place between 

moralising satires of Horace's two books: Reversals, it seems, are intrinsic to 

Jonathan Gulliver's Travels, example, the narrator first finds himself a 

among the Lilliputians, only to be relatively reduced, the second book, to a miniature 

mannikin in the kingdom of the Brobdingnagians. An analogous takes place 

between the first and second books of Horace's Satires. In the first book of Satires, we 

are confronted by a moralising personality who, as speaker from the beginning 1.1, 

dominates the fiber sermonum. The second book of Satires, however, sees a of 

this trend, as most of that book has .... ",. .. "r·p retreat from the position of speaker and allow 

others the floor. In the satires of the second book, posed as Socratic dialogues, we hear 

other speakers address and converse with Horace. 

In Sat. and Sat. the Stoic lectures of the second book, Horace's character is not 

only addressed but is taken to task by two imperfect Stoic converts, the mad Damasippus 

and the servile Davus respectively. In harmony with the topsy-turvy world of the Saturn-

alia in which both "I-'~''''C;U Damasippus and Davus are each allowed to the floor, whi-

Ie 

the 

retreats into the role not solely of audience and interlocutor, but of the 

aLL"' ......... In the nallau Stoic sermons of Horace's second book, the 

of 

is reduced to a recipient of moralising: author becomes audience, speaker turns 

addressee, is made By contrast, targets and audiences of the moral 

speaker of Book One now themselves appear as moralising speakers.9 

The reversals between the first and second books of the Satires - which, understandably 

perhaps, make their strongest appearance in the ]0 where there is a part-

9 Until recently Damasippus has been a materialistic pursuer of valuable artefacts him 
akin to the wealth-obsessed that the satirist has so often on his own has 
been eavesdropping on Horace's prior sermones in both senses the as I shall argue, 
as an unintended former 'audience' of the Satires. It ironically a former target ofHoratian 
satire who impugns Horace in Sat. 2.3, while a former audience hauls him over the coals in Sat. 2.7. 
10 My concept of a 'moralising satire' is explained below at pp. 7-8. 
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icularly strong element of blame and attack - comprise, I maintain, a carefully orchestr

ated dialogue between the two books. But it is a polemic dialogue, a retort, or an argu-

ment, that takes place between them, and the basis for this retort "'V~,'':>'':>L'" in the reversal 

of speaker and audience. Moreover, the conclusion is open-ended, the dialogue 'unfinal

izable': while Damasippus and Davus are misdirected fools, II either ideolog-

ically or stylistically, have often been at pains to account for the that at the 

same time much of their criticism seems to hit home. penultimate of 

the second collection tellingly concludes with J.V •• ct"'", irately .. ",hl1ffi interlocutor, 

and thus the dialogue between the moralising voices of both books ends inconclusively: 

Davus is an idiot, but was he right about Horace? Is it a conscience we hear in Hor-

gruff treatment of his slave? the assertive speaker of the first book really an adult

erer and a hypocrite? 

Questions of author and audience, satirist and target, the ;::IV>;'''''''''''. and the spoken to, must 

have been of interest to Horace as " ...... , .. - or would surely not otherwise have played 

with roles so enthusiastically. Introducing the various divisions of rhetorical dis-

course, Aristotle had that 'a :SDI~t::(';Il is comprised of three components, namely 

is directed towards 

last of these, I mean the listener' ,12 Most previous scholarship on Satires 

however, looked chiefly at the text itself, on what is said 

says it or to whom it is said. Considerations of the and his <4U'Ai .... ''' ........ 

on who 

been 

largely ignored in favour of content. However, as a remark by Quintilian reveals, ancient 

audiences were disinclined to Ul:l,a:>:)vv the idea of a SP(~aK:er: Nam cate 

sermo fingi non potest ut non personae sermo fingatur - we cannot even ...... 5u ..... a 

that is not attributed to a speaker' ,13 More recent criticism has turned to an 

examination of the speaker of the first book of Satires, on the prompting of Zetzel with 

regard to the liber sermonum, that 'one must consider the first 1"IP1r"n,n singular in the 

II Anderson 1982:46, identifies the chief speakers of Book Two as doctores inepti, teachers who fail to 
the implications of their own precepts and thus end as the figures of fun. 

f..Lev yap e'!C tptWV 6 AOyO<;, e'!C tE tou AeyoVtOC; '!Ca\ 1CEp\ ou UYEt '!Ca\ 1CpO<; av, '!Ca\ to 
Aiyw Ot tov aKpoatTlv (Rhetoric 1358a-b). 
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book' .14 But, as 

also ne,;;eSSal]l)! 

remarks 

sider not only the first .... "' ... N· ... '" 

6 

both Aristotle V arro quoted 

or audience in mind. It is to con-

second singular (and 

plural), the <::Inn .. """, 

relationship "''''''U1<''''''' 

poems of both books 

or audience in particular to delineate 

and the "' .... "Ir" ..... to in, and l)el[Wt~en 

Satires. 

present then, attl~mots to provide a """ ....... u.,F. or 

... "" • .uu,,, .. a VQJ~A' . .uUV of theories on .... "uv,F,."' ... , as pn::seJmea by 

.......... '-.1. ... ,,"".15 Although theories of both scholars 

were modem us 

to think " .... "'tnl&> .!.,"UUL"". and particularly Horatian is a 

genre ",.LllIlLl,,-L conscious not uU.,v""'w." dialogism, 

....... , ... v,"'"'''' as well (in "'-' .... '"' ......... .. 'addressivity'),16 so it is 

on dialogue roremosI as an interaction between "'IJ'-,U",}'-'l and 

only are the Vel[SaU{J,ns between "'IJ',QA''''''' 

ual DoerrlS and as VVVilo.,,,, are engaged an 

its direction towards an 

intention to focus 

addition, not 

as individ-

among them

It is thus my intention to V ....... UL .. of both books of Horace's 

that regards as dialogue in a Bakhtinian post-Bakhtinian sense. Regarded dia-

logically, I contend, Horace's Satires may understood in their full com-

plexity. however, are issues of terminology definition that have to be 

1993: 3-51. in contradiction to Quintilian 
of the voice that starts Horace Sat. 1.1 as 'disembodied' (id.: This has since been 

challenged by (ibid.). 
15 The Russian scholar Mikhail Mikhailovich Bakhtin on whom my approach is 
based, cannot really be grouped with other theorists. A original from the outset of his career 

,.",,,><,,<,>,., what he saw as any form of 'theoretism'. In addition to the three main areas of work he 
namely, the , and Carnivalesque literature, Bakhtin also had much to 

say, in contradistinction to formal on the relationship between authors, their texts and their 
audiences. Where these ideas will be included. 
16 See p. 46 and Part 1, chapter 1, pp. 63 ffbelow. 
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Moralising satires 

it is my intention to concentrate on the moralising 'voices' ofHoratian satire, 

other words the relationship between the ""j.J~'aA'''''l and their audiences in the moralising 

satires of Horace Sermones Books One and Two, it is to defme what I mean by 

a 'moralising' satire. All satire is in a sense 'moralising', and morals can certainly be 

drawn from each of the sermones, but by referring to a satire of as 'moralising', I 

mean one in which the speaker holds forth specifically on ethical issues in a fashion 

which is intended to impugn and reform. This can be contrasted with a satire the aim of 

which is, ostensibly, to relate 'personal' details about the speaker Sat. 1.6), or to 

recount an entertaining anecdote (e.g. Sat. 1.8), or one in which discourse, as in the 

cases of Cat ius in Sat. 2.4 or Teiresias' precepts in Sat. 

rather than impugning or reforming. Moralising in 

seems aimed at instructing 

Satires is dialogic in the 

sense that, as sermo, it is designed to aDloe~lr addressed to someone. Moralising is ac-

companied in Horace's by the so-called 'diatribe' as we shall see, whereby 

the speaker seems to engage audience a heightened fashion, energ

etically condenming vice and exhorting the al'll"l",,,,,,,,,,,,.,,, to virtue. 

with 

Horace's 'moralising' satires are usually understood by scholars as Sat. 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 in 

the first book, and Sat. 2.2, and in the second. l7 These satires, often referred to by 

scholars as the 'diatribes', are those in which the satirist, or someone else, adopts the 

sona of a moralist and seeks to admonish his listeners on ethical issues, railing against 

dissatisfaction, greed, adultery, and ambition, and so on, virulently impugning the stock 

figures of the miser and the adulterer, "" .• vUlE; others, and advising his addressee to eschew 

these deplorable modes of existence. In these satires, sermo sometimes comes closer to 

'sermon' than to 'conversation', and at times the speaker seems to resemble a polemic 

revivalist rather than the rational friend he claims to be.18 

17 See e.g. Rudd: 1966. 
18 See Frances Muecke 6): 'The may be conversational but the speaker becomes more 
formally at times a confrontational attitude towards the of the 
audience drawn into the satire.' 
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It is a moralising voice that begins Horace's Satires, ....... !';el15LU.:I', dialogically with a number 

. voices. As has often been nn,~pnJPn first satires of the first collection 

an apparently natural (but deliberately designed) triad: 19 aU three not only treat mor-

al-philosophical but do so in a conversational using the so-called 'dia-

tribe' or dialogic monologue However, spite of what just been said, to view 

in isolation as a closed-off unit would be wrong. The moralising mode 

not just cease at the end of Sat. 1 but continues into Sat. 1.4,20 generally as the 

'literary' of Book One. The same moralising mode, again applied to 

concerns, is picked up in Sat. 1.10, the second 'literary' satire of the book, 

appears to a lesser extent in Sat. 1 which, like 1 is partly moralising, partly 

graphical' . Sat. a is transitional and intermediate betw-

een certain modes of Books One Two sees the style address the dialectics 

of diet. In Sat. 2.7 of the second book moralising returns in the mouths of a succ-

esslon doctores inepti, urn...... as noted, i:!U";(lA'\;;' other than the poet's persona try on 

the mask of the moralist for size. speakers, addressees and targets of moralising dis-

course change places in these inverted 'diatribe' satires of the second book, as dialogic 

roles are entirely reversed. My reason for focussing on these particular satires,21 apart 

from the usual temporal and spatial restrictions, is that Horace's 'moralising' satires of 

both satiric books, as defmed above, comprise a distinct dialogic group, an 

the first book to the second. 

19 This is the view: cf. inter alios Fraenkel1957: 90; Annstrong 1964 (a): 

connect-

These are the only three satires in Book One which directly and (on the surface) address philo-
sophical-moral concerns. One way of grouping Satires Book One is to see three groups of triads followed 
by the concluding 1.10: 1.1-3 treat moral issues. 1.4·6 are 'autobiographical', and 1.7-9 are regarded as 
'anecdotal'. There are a few dissenting voices: van Rooy (1968: 41 ft) would prefer to group the Satires into 
pairs, while Codofier (1975: 41ft) excludes Sat. 1.3 from the grouping of the 'diatribes'. Triads are not the 
only way to group Satires Book One. Concentric arrangement around Sat. 1.5, with links between Sat. 4 and 
6,3 and 7, 2 and 8, 1 and 9, with 1.10 separate again as the conclusion, was suggested by Rambaux (1971: 
194) and taken up by Zetzel (1980: 67). There is no need to adopt one way as the only way to view the 

in the liber sermonum, as there is clearly a deliberate myriad of links and 
associations criss-cross-mg the first book (cf. Freudenburg 1993: 199), not to mention the links with Satires 
Book Two. 
20 Freudcmburg 1993: 7 n. 14, remarks that he uses the term 'diatribe' to refer to Sat. 1.4 in addition to the 
first triad because there literary issues are treated by the 'same fictional moralist' whom Freudenburg 
identifies as the of Sat. 1.1-3. Sat. 1.4 and 1.10 are treated in Part 1, 4 of the thesis. 
21 Sat. 1.4 & 1.10; 2.3 & 2.7 are the ones on which this work will focus. 
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The 'diatribe' 

The will have n01]Ce:a that I have employed term 'diatribe' several 

Before or()CeeOllna '''''''''C4'UU'V the potential application of dialogic theory to Hor

to examine this concept. 'Diatribe' is not only a catch-

word moralising satires,22 in addition Horatian scholars 

have been among with using problematic term without due recognition 

longstanding controversy that has surrounded this word and correct semantic 

use. 23 

consensus of mainly German-speaking .,,,,.nJLe;u towards the 

century had defmed or rather Diatribe' as a 

formal popular philosophical usually tre.atiUlQ 

passionate of address, paratactic sentence construction, 

of the nineteenth 

which comprised in

theme. 24 lively, 

"""'."""11"""",", a high 

.... H."'"' .. ~'''' of rhetorical L<"'';'U'U'''''', fictional dialogue an imaginary adversary, prosopo-

poiiai or oelrsonlIlea abstractions making their apl,ealrarlce as interlocutors, a con-

versational but sometimes polemic or tone, feature of spoudaiogeloion 

(the VH<.l',U,"""" • .,u,", Cynic mixture 

quotations from epic and 'A~.""-".1 

(Gattung).25 

"IU",U'..,.,., and humour), 

were UUJlVUjt:. the features 

fables, and 

as indicative of this 

22 Rudd 1), for asserts that the first book of satires 'contains several entertain-
ment··meces and some literary its reputation must stand or fall by the diatribes ... ' (my emph~lSl~:). 
Rudd's verdict here concerns chiefly the first book ofHoratian but, implication, it may extend 
to Horace's second book of Satires. A glance at any edition of Rudd's 1966 work The Satires of Horace 
will reveal that he identifies the 'diatribes' as Sat. 1.1, and 1.3 in Horace's first book, and Sat. 2.2,2.3 

1-35f; 160-201). Rudd seems to view the 'diatribes' of the second book as 
being of similar since he devotes a to these too. 'The Diatribes .. .' is the only title, apart 
from 'Poet and Patron', that Rudd has twice once in relation to the first book of Satires and then with 

to the second. 
23 See 1982:3: 'Most Hellenists now either avoid the word ... or 111J\J1UI""'" for it. Theologians 
... and Latinists ... are less careful'. 
24 is Wendland (1895: 3): 'Unter der 1JJ..ulV.:>'''1J1Jl'''''"'''' Diatribe verstehe ich die in z., ... ""-l"'.'V" .... lH. 

(je~;praichs:ton 1->"'lJ.a.n'Oll"', "hr."mrpn'7tp Behandlung eines einzelnen philosophischen, meist 
ethischen Satzes'. 
25 'Die Diatribe' was later adopted as 'the diatribe' by enthusiastic scholars who 
were to ignore the later backlash this scholarly construct by other German scholars. 
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Authors variously identified as exponents of this were, first and 'tn'" ..... ''''''+ the 

most legendary Bion ofBorysthenes, followed by Teles, a Megarian Cynic whose work 

was at that time valued chiefly as the main source ofBion's discourses;26 Musonius 

Rufus, Epictetus, Plutarch, Dio Chrysostom, Philo, and Maximus of were 

those cited as later examples of authors of Greek 'diatribe' in the Roman period; sections 

De rerum natura, philosophical works of Cicero, Satires and Sen-

were identified as among the chiefimitations of this tradition in Latin lit

erature; mI.lUenc~'s were also sought and found in the letters of St. Paul. 

The 'Diatribe' was regarded as linked mainly to the Cynic and Stoic schools - hence the 

appellation 'kynisch-stoische Diatribe'. It was also seen by some as the literary represent

ative of the style of address presumably employed by itinerant popular Cynic preachers, 

who were envisaged travelling from town to town, appealing to emotions of the aver-

person of the Hellenistic an individual whom traditional scholarship has pitied 

for being lost in a brave new world after the decline of the polis as the primary cultural 

unit of the Greek universe?7 The concept of 'diatribe' never entirely this 

uIar philosophical' image, despite the recent efforts of scholars to attach it to the more 

world of the philosophical schoo1.28 

26 Gonzalez (1998: 4ff) has conclusively shown that Teles has been the main victim 
scholars' enonnous enthusiasm for Bion Over the years Teles' reliquiae, nrp,,,prvpn 

aeus, have been plundered, the text has in been substantially and Teles' own 
disparaged by 'Biomaniacs' such as Hense in search of traces of the Borysthenite's hypothetical originals. 

as Gonzalez shows, Teles' 'diatribes' make more sense if Teles' own context is considered, and the 
text can better be appreciated if it is not regarded merely as a vehicle for the (occasionally quoted) Bion. 
27 See in particular Wendland 1912: 75-96; cf. the RAC entry of Capelle & Marrou 1957: esp. 990-992. 
28 New Testament scholar Stanley Stowers has moved finnly away from the traditional 'popular philo
sophical' conception of 'diatribe' and argued that it should be viewed entirely within the context of the 
didactic activity of the philosophical school. See especially Stowers' comments in his published thesis The 
Diatribe and Paul's Letter to the Romans (1981: 78): 'The diatribe is popular philosophical if popular is 
understood in the sense of relatively non-technical. 'Popular philosophical' does not imply a peda-

tradition, while 'diatribal' does'. Stowers elsewhere defines 'diatribe' as a 'tenn for teaching act
ivity in the [philosophical] schools, literary imitations ofthat activity, or for writings which employ the rhet
orical and pedagogical style of diatribes in the schools' (1988: 73). 'Philosophical school' was among the 
nri,ml'lT'V mlearun!~S ofthe Greek oux'tptpij. But whatever the origins of the term 'diatribe', and whatever the 
contexts in which it was originally the fact remains that the tenn has come to be understood as a part-
icular style, as we shall see, which is used in contexts far broader than ones merely to imitate the 
instructional modes of the philosophical schools. It has often been used, for in I 
maintain that the so-called 'diatribe' stems from and to a broader field than Stowers allows. 
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There are a host of problems with the concept of 'diatribe', as other scholars in the early 

years of the twentieth century were quick to point out. application of the name 'dia-

tribe' to the type of literature described above was soon questioned.29 Scholars argued 

have continued to argue that while the Greek otat'ptJ3Ti was sometimes to 

refer to verbal discourse,3o it was never used of a specific antiquity.31 were 

also concerns expressed as to whether the style identified as 'diatribe' was ever under-

29 Notably, by Otto Halbauer in De Diatribis (1911). For a discussion of Hal bauer, and for more 
recent criticism on Bion's connection with the so-called 'diatribe', see Kindstrand 1976: 97-99. 
30 The basic oflha't'pl\iij, derived from the verb OttXi:pCPew, was time', and the term 
could commonly denote a 'delay', a 'haunt', or even a 'waste of time' (see Liddell & Scott 1968: ad loc.). 
In addition, Olai:ptpij acquired the sense of spending oftime on in other words, it meant a pur
suit or study of some kind. The term enjoyed a long association with philosophy in particular, denoting the 
time spent in the study or pursuit of philosophical questions, or the context in which this activity took place, 
the philosophical school itself. In philosophical texts otai:ptpai could, in addition to its basic meanings 
outlined above, refer to philosophical 'pursuits' or 'pastimes'. Although 'philosophical pastimes' usually 
necessarily involved 'conversations', and there are a few instances where ota't'pl~ai could plausibly denote 
verbal Otai:plpa( are not universally synonymous with discourse; the term is concerned nn,mOI1r"thl 

with the idea that time was devoted to a particular and not with the manner in which it was 
pur.sueld. Instead AOYOl is the usual term for 'discourses'. The famous example where the term seems to be 
used of verbal activities is at Plato Apology where Socrates lhtl:i:ptpac; 1I':a\ i:OUe; 
AOyOUC;. This may comprise a case ofhendiadys, and, far from being opposites or different entities, the 
ota't'ptpai ('pastimes') in effect may consist oftalking. The use offeminine adjectives (papll"T:epat, e1l:t
<j>60VWi:EptU) in the line following the mention of the Olai:pt~(.ti Ka\ AOYOl, indicates that the otai:pt~tX{ 
are referred to here. Socrates is pointing out that if the Athenians find his philosophical pursuits 
going and intolerable, neither will any other nation be able to put up with them. That the otai:ptpa( that 
Socrates would everywhere pursue amounted to conversations (AOYO\) is a little further on. Soc-
rates explains that wherever he were to go, he would have youths coming to listen to his talk just as they do 
at Athens: yap oio' on 01l:0l av EA6w, AtYOVi:o,:; ellOU IlKpoaoov't'al oi VEo\ w01l:ep ev6aoe ... (37d). 
From this it is clear that Socrates' ~ha't'ptPai are of a verbal kind, and in effect amount to AOYOt. The form
ula olai:ptpai KaL. '\oyO\ recurs at 484e as 't'a.:; UIlEi:Epac; ota't'ptpac; ... Ka\ i:OUe; '\oyou.:;, where 
once the context is talking. 
31 Nowhere in does otai:ptpij/otai:p\~ai appear to be associated with a formal genre, certainly 
not one of the popular philosophical type with which modern scholars have identified 'diatribe'.l.\\aTp\~cxi 
does occur several times in Laertius as the title of a number of works attributed mostly to philo-
sophers of the Hellenistic age and later. Authors of l.\lai:plpa( mentioned in D.L. include Bion 

Zeno (7.34), Persaeus (7.36), Ariston (7.163), Cleanthes (7.175), and ~nh'lU~1'111" 
Not all works entitled as such treated ethical concerns; some were apparently erotic works Zeno and 
Ariston), while others were scientific (e.g. l.\tai:plpcx( These works called l.\ta-
TptpaC seem sometimes to have contained instructive anecdotes other philosophers or, in the 
case of Arnan's l.\ta't'ptpcx( ofEpictetus from the Roman records or recreations ofa philosopher's 
teaching. Sometimes, they even appear to have incorporated the of verbal which the moderns 
have identified as 'diatribe'. we do not possess extant examples of extracts from works 
called l.\lCXi:pt~a{ to conclude that they a uniform genre with a style. Even Arnan's 
l.\uxi:ptpa( ofEpictetus, our only extant text of any length actually entitled as such, does not up the 
same level of stylistic exhortation throughout. A fragment ofZeno's l.\tai:ptpa( in Sextus 
incus (Math. 11.190 = P. H. 3.245) has more in common with the standard Platonic than the so-
called 'diatribe' style: 'Have you had intercourse with your beloved one? I have not. Did you not desire to 
have intercourse with him? Certainly. But, though to win him to yourself, were you afraid ofinvit-

him? Not at alL But you invited him? Certainly. Then did he not yield to you? He did not.' 
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stood as a (genus) under any title antiquity. Critics have pointed out that the 

istic devices associated with 'diatribe' are restricted neither to works actually titled 

tribes' nor to anyone of literature. The LUUll6" which scholars would in-

elude under the of 'diatribe' moreover is outrageously broad.32 Alarming 

ences were observed between the lively style of earlier Hellenistic' diatribe', repre-

sented by Bion-Teles, and the 'drier' one later Roman period, represented by 

likes of Musonius Then, the status Bion himself as the founder of the' genre' of 

'diatribe' was also questioned,33 'Diatribe' scholars were accused of 'Biomania', because 

of their relentless pursuit of evidence of the Borysthenite's influence - interpreted largely 

as the 'diatribe' style - on a host of later writers. Although Diogenes Laertius tells us that 

according to Eratosthenes, Bion was the first to philosophy the flowery a 

prostitute,34 it has been observed that the extent Bion's extant writings hardly "'Ufn"",.",,, 

idea of his 'invention' of a particular style or 35 Most serious, has 

the that 'diatribe' constituted an ."",,:>"'1',:>1'1 a construct thought by 

32 See Boyance (1951: 307), who dismisses 'diatribe' as: ' .,.ce genre litteraire qui veut expliquer aussi bien 
les Satires d'Horace que les Epitres de saint Paul'! 
33 The most infamous .11.IX1'p1.~IXi are probably those attributed to Bion at D.L. 2.77. Here 
Di()geJnes Laertius attributes a certain chreia Aristippus to 01. 1'ov BCwvIX tv .11.IX-
1'p\~IXie;. Debate has arisen as to the meaning of the phrase ol 1'ov ... , and by association, the question 
has also been raised as to whether or not .1\IX1'P\~IX( were identical to U1tOI!ViiI!IX1'IX, students' or followers' 
records of a philosopher's lectures. This is the only known reference to this entity, and where he is discuss-

Bion himself and the works he left behind at 4.47, fails to mention thea uXt'p1.l3a C. Ul<)ge:nes 
appears to have followed a tradition that was to Bion in treatment, Bion is called 
a 'versatile , his servile his opportunistic exploitation of a sexual liaison with his mas-
ter, and his colourful dilettantism are all emphasised. Since he to portray Bion as a diamond, 
n.,,~ __ ~~ "u"IJ"."",,~ .. ofthe more side is not He claims Bion left be-
hind only U1tOI! viil!a1'IX and of useful application', but also asserts he had no followers. J,1""h""c 

Diogenes is nodding, but for our purposes, the fact that can leave out any reference to .11.tl1'p1.l3ii 
where he comes to treat Bion himself must mean that this was not a name of a genre in " ... tinn'-k, 

with which Bion was ubiquitously linked. 
34 ... we; 1tPw1'o~ BCwv <\nAooo<j>iIXV o:vEh va tviouo€v (D.L. 4.52). This was because Bion apparently 
mixed all of speech: 01.0: oil ouv 1'0 1tIXV't'l. do€\ 'K€'Kpo:oelX~ 16you ... (ibid.). 
35 Refer to the comments of Kindstrand (1976: 98) in this ' ... Bion cannot be considered the 
ator of a completely new Bion was not an character ... However Bion was probably a well 
known exponent oftrus style which combined rhetorical and Cynical elements in such a mixture and 
he perfected it in order to attract listeners ... ' . 
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nineteenth century scholars.36 Calls for 

not been uncommon.37 

removal of the tenn from scholarly discourse 

Those who sought suitably ancient evidence 'diatribe~ as a genre have had 

recourse to late defmition by rhetorical writer Hennogenes at llept lle6600u 

"" ............ ,\1" 5.406.38 However, as H<>1'n<>,ro:ll Wallach 39 a closer look at the pass-

which this defmition occurs that what is being .. ,.1",,. .... ,,.rt to is not a 

re~ but rhetorical device character ism os or expolitio, character sketch. ex-

ample cited 1"1"\" .... "",1'1',,'" by 1-!~~L:r.·C .... _.,._~, the quotation exordium of Demosthenes' 

On the Crown, in which the character of Meidias is strongly drawn by the speaker, would 

seem to confinn this.40 

recent students of a range of literature traditionally affected the use of 'dia-

have opted to continue with the tenn, in many cases eaemnmg'diatribe' the 

cess, albeit within the bounds of its now conventional scholarly interpretation. It is almost 

universally conceded to 'useful,.41 Miriam Griffm, in rejecting the of the influ-

36 See Miriam Griffm (1976: 13), who describes 'diatribe' as 'a discovery of Gennan scholars at the end of 
last . 
37 In his series of diatribes 'diatribe' to appear in the Liverpool Classical Monthly between 1979 and 
1983, Jocelyn irately likens the continued use of the tenn by classical scholars to the need for heroin among 
drug addicts (1982: 6), suggests that it is an in-tenn to confuse the layperson (ibid.: 'There are 
some who seize upon apparent technicisms like 'diatribe' in order to mystifY those outside their professional 
group. No whatsoever should be to such and issues a series of ultimata for 
its immediate from discourse tenn should from scholarly discourse 

with all other which the modems use to adorn their essays on classical literature', 
1979: 146; cf. 1983: 91, where he exhorts scholars to 'forget about the Jocelyn is not the 
scholar to have expressed his opposition to this tenn. Others have been no less Pierre for 
example, dismisses 'diatribe' as ce jan/Orne 1: 307, in his review ofFestugii~re's Le dieu cosmique). 
38 Inspired to find a rhetorical definition for 'diatribe', scholars have frequently quoted the ftrst six words of 

deftnition (Rabe 1969: 418) to support the modem idea of 'diatribe' as an ethical speech: 
l!.taTplpt\ eon ppaxeo~ o\avot\l.I.a:ro~ tietlcov eKTaO\~, iva el.l.l.I.€ivTI -ro ~eo~ -rou Aeyov-ro<; ev -rn 
yvwl.I.TI 'tou (b<:OUOV'T:O~ (' l!.ta'tplpt\ is an extension of a brief notion of character, in order that the charact-
er of the speaker/that the remain in the mind of the listener'). 
39 See Wallach 17): ~eo~ refers not to 'ethics' but to 'character'; ct. 1982: 3. 
40 That Herrnogenes flIes l!.ux'tptPt\ under the 'on redundancy', and in 
addition under the subsection in, is also used by in a 
specialised and possibly idiosyncratic sense, semantically ota-rptpt\ here is not far off its basic usage, nor 
does it dramatically from its use at Aristotle Rhet. 1418a, where it is employed in the sense of a 'di-
01"""""'" , cf. 1982: 3. 

Scholars who have found some merit in 'diatribe' have included Jocelyn's LCM adversaries Nicholas 
Horsfall and H.B. Gottschalk (Horsfall 1979: 117; 170; Gottschalk 1982: 92; 1983: 92). These scholars 
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ence ofa called lhat"ptp" on Seneca's dialogi, nevertheless concedes: 'But it is fair 

to admit that Seneca's dialogi owe a great deal to a long tradition of popular philosophic-

a1 writing,jor whose 

(emphasis 

to 'diatribe' as a 

and themes we can reasonably retain the term 

42 In his commentary on Lucretius' third book, ..... "' ...... ,.Y 

one of a number of such 01"11, .. 1"';:' of a generally homil-

type,.43 Russell comments that in used to refer to 'a 

lecture or discourse on a moral theme, marked by a combination of 

our and a certain AU .. "' .... and immediacy in , the term 'diatribe', although 

ctly ...... "" .... come to describe distinct tradition which a ,44 'Dia-

tribe' in relation to Horace's Satires, however, has its own peculiar history. 

Horace and 'diatribe' 

Because he to his satires (and possibly also to his epistles) as Bionei sermones at 

2.2.60, and often exhibits a moralising style exploiting many of the rhetorical de-

grouped under the of 'diatribe', Horace was one of the authors to be 

identified by as a suitable candidate for 'diatribe' in verse. Richard .......... ' ......... 

,considered the influence ofBion ofBorysthenes on Horatian in his 1889 thesis De 

Horatio Bionis imitatore, using as his starting-point Horace's famous statement: Carmine 

tu Ufll'Hn's delectatur iambis/llle Bioneis sermonibus et sale nigro - 'You in 

someone likes epodes/ A third Bion-like discussions with their black wit' 

2.2.59-60). 

have argued that, whatever the problems associated with the term, the usefulness of 'diatribe' its 
faults. Nisbet and Hubbard use it, although acknowledge it to be 'a term of more convenience than 
T",p,~i(!il'n (1978: 2-3); D.A. Russell (1973: 29 n. 25) calls it a 'useful term'; Schmidt, in his 
on the topic in Der Kleine Pauly terms it 'zweiffios niitzlich' (1967: 1577t). It was in relation to such com
ments that Jocelyn snorted the reply that even heroin is useful to some people (1982: 6). 
42 Griffm 1976: 14; cf. Scourfield 17 n. 73), commenting on 'diatribe' in relation to Jerome's Letter 
60: 'I use the term in the broad sense, to cover a range of Hellenistic philosophical literature of a generally 
mnlr~i1~·jna character'. But see, however, the more traditional of Barbara Wallach (1975: 14), who 
writes about the of the of' diatribe' and of its influence on Lucretius. 
43 1971: 17. 
44 1973: 29 n. 
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fonnulated the theory that, in distinction to Lucilius who wrote , Horace 

wrote sermones imitation of the oux't'pt~a:i ofBion: 'Satiras scripserat Lucilius: Hora-

tius composuit ('0.·»1.' .... "" ... Bionis imitantur ,45 Heinze assumed, as have 

many "' .... lU .. :u after him, that use of the word sermones at Epist. 2.2.60 trans

nT£1.nn.'HU." .. V had apparently already been laid two lated the 

earlier to Epicurea, had neatly connected 

dla:'t'Pl~a:( of Bion .......... 'v ..... ,'"' at Diogenes Laertius 2.77, sermones, and concept of 

spoudaiogeloion: sennonibus (Ota:'t'p\~a:i nomen erat) cyn-

icum severitate risuque mixturn '.46 Although has often been blamed for 

'inventing' the 'diatribe' at this point,47 his observation is made in passing and 

is too brief to warrant this accusation. What Usener does do is to plot a succession of dots 

which other scholars would join up. Perhaps simply because he is writing Latin, Usen-

er o\a't'p\~cc,( sermones,48 which would tum lead ...... ~'TH' ... scholars to the 

that, with 

dta't'pt~a:i 

reference to Bionei sermones at Epist. 2.2.60 Horace is thinking of the 

to Bion at D.L. 2.77. 

That Horace was imitating Bion's d\atp\~ai in his satires, and that sermo is the Latin 

equivalent for the O\a:'t'P\~tl, an idea championed by scholars in early twentieth 

45 1889: 6. 
46 1887: lxix. 
47 earlier there seems to have been consensus that Usener was the first to make the 
connexion between the Lhc",;pl~ai ofBion at D.L. 2.77 and sermones. He is credited by Hense 
in the to his second edition of Teletis reliquiae (1909: lxxix-Ixxx in reference to D.L. 2.77): 'hic 
ille est locus, quo sennornbus Bionds Al,a1."pl,~wv nomen fuisse edocemur ut acute animadvertit Usener ... '. 
Halbauer observes less approvingly (1911: 10-11): ' ... Usener ... primus statuit Biorns Borystherntae sennon
ibus ota1."p.~a{ nomen fuisse', noting (ibid.) that here Usener was dependent on Diogenes Laertius 2.77. 
More recent scholars tend to indict Usener as the 'inventor' of the genre of 'diatribe', e.g. Miriam Griffin 
(1976: 13 n. 3). however (1982: 3) points out that this idea was 'conceived but not elaborated' by 
Usener. See also Stanley Stowers (1981: 7ff), who out that it was Wilamowitz's seminal work on 

'Der Teles' (1881), which was responsible for the of the of 'dia-
tribe', although nowhere in this work does Wilamowitz call Teles' 'diatribe'. The tenn seems 
later to have attached itself to the style described Wilamowitz, because of the connection between Bion 
and Teles. Scholars appear to have assumed that the records of Bion in Teles were identical to the """\J',,, .. r_ 

ious Ata1."p1.~a' ofBion mentioned at D.L 2.77. for the 'invention' of the of 'dia-
tribe', however, cannot be laid at anyone scholar's a 
construct that grew up. 
48 Hense (1909) and Halbauer (1911), also writing in Latin, tend to refer to o1.a1."p1.~a{ as sermones, even 

neither is concerned with Horatian satire. 
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century,49 is still frequently asserted in contemporary discussions satire.50 

assumption underlying this identification is that generically, Roman satire is at least 

tly influenced by, if not the actual Latin counterpart or descendant ofthe 'genre'of 

'diatribe'. This is reflected in Horsfall's 'epigrammatic' assertion that 'Horace will have 

known the for Bionets sermonibus ... '. 51 assumption of a link between on 

the one hand and something called 'diatribe' on the other is also there in the rather more 

oblique association suggested, for example, by Rudd: 'Many of the ....... u.u,,'1 found in 

Horatian diatribes ... had already been employed by Bion, and it is no wonder that in 

Epist. should have referred to own poems as Bionei sermones ... ' .52 

Horace consciously links his Satires with Bion at Epist. 2.2.60, even ifhe does so, char-

acteristically, by way of a A case can certainly be made Horace's imitation and 

parody of of Borysthenes,53 as the reference to DUJ'rIel sermones SUl'l~ge~sts, but at 

same time there is no automatic and direct semantic link between the Greek term 

Latin term sermo; neither does form sermones 

While Horace certainly plays with Ch~lra(~ter'lSati011s inspired by Bion and although Bion 

himself may even have been a representative of a rhetorical style which schol-

",..,,,.,,... to view ..... "'r ... '· ... as ars have labelled 'diatribe', it would also 

stylistic qualities that approximate what earlier identified as 

all 

- in part-

icular, the dialogic ... L .... U ...... " such as use of the imaginary interlocutor -

solely from Bion Borysthenes. What has, stylistically, rerme:Q 'diatribe' in Horace 

IS c01me:cre:Q to a tradition. 

49 See e.g. Fiske (1920: 117-118): 'The tenn sermo is apparently a translation of the Greek oux'tpllhj ... '. 
so Horsfall (1979: 117) notes that' ... sermo is a word highly of links with the Greek ola'tplp,,', 
and goes on to suggest (id.: 118) that scholars might compare Horace's Satires with 'the fonnal 
elements of Greek diatribe'. The dependence of Roman satire on 'diatribe' has been cited in munerous 

studies, e.g. Duff(l961: notes that Horace's debt to Bion and the 'diatribes' was 'considerable'. 
The notion that sermones are equal to dta'tplpat dies hard. Recently Kirk Freudenburg in his book The 

Muse also reveals that he considers sermo the Latin equivalent of lha'tplpTj. He remarks (1993: 
14) that Horace attention to the Cynic of his Satires by to them as 'diatribes like 
those ofBion' (Bioneis sermonibus) at 2.2.60. 
51 Horsfall 1979: 170; cf. 1982: 3. 
52 Rudd 1966: 18. 
53 Recently this has been cogently argued by Freudenburg 1993: 5, 14fI. 
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Reconsidering 'diatribe' 

The positivist trends in scholarship which started this trouble with 'diatribe' first 

place meant that students of a wide range of literature were not content to identify 

similarities between various texts, but were compelled to <>'''''Ljl;1! these to a and to 

ascribe them to the influence of a founder. In this, however, they went beyond what 

ancient evidence would allow. It seems that what they were fmding was instead a coHect-

ion of rhetorical features that were common to a variety of related literary J.V>J'U". They are 

generally forms which in some way - be they through the semblance of direct or epistol-

ary ........ "T'nr an exhortatory address and which retain, in their imitat-

ion of this address, a significant dialogic element. 

In 1969 Helmut Rahn made an important contribution to the debate by su~~ge:Stlrlg that 

'diatribe' style comprised not so much an independent genre, but was a 

ears only in other as 'diatribal' (diatribenartiges).55 su~~ge:st1f:lg an 

adjective to replace a noun to .... "'.'VLJ"J"" this style, AUi!;'UU&".", a "'.ou ..... ,"' .... 'u aspect of 

our problem, in that the continued use of the noun 'diatribe' reinforces the idea of a defin

itely delineated genre. While part of the problem is indeed the name 'diatribe', I would 

suggest that much too much ink has been spilt over the question of the suitability of this 

title. We already seen that it was misinterpreted and inaccurately applied by schol-

ars. However, whatever innovations have to replace the 

term 'diatribe', when they come to particular texts, it usually turns out that there 

is great uniformity as to how they view the concept. have included 

the use of the term 'monologistic dialogue' to describe more precisely mode 

54 The 'diatribe', as it does the recreation of a direct relationship between speaker and recipient, 
adapts well to the epistle. As such it is also by Seneca 000, although later than Horace, 
is another of a writer 000 this style in the tradition of moral-philosophic 
S5 Rahn (1969: 1 ist die literarische 'der Diatribe' als literaturwissen-
schaftlicher faPbar und unergiebig; denn tiber den von uns betrachteten gesellschaftlichen 

sie keine einheitliche Literaturfonn. Sie verbindet sie nur mit anderen literarischen 
Fonnen als etwas . He notes (ibid.) that the 'diatribal' elements in Horace's 
'Diatriben-Satiren' differ from those in Seneca's philosophical discourses. 
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inary conversation with an interlocutor and other COllve:rsaitlOnal aspects of the style.56 

might be an equally valid arg.um.~nl for 'dialogistic monologue'. Both these terms 

are useful in that they describe what have meant by 'diatribe'. However, an 

uaUy useful approach would be to consider how the term 'diatribe' 

practice, in our case, in relation to Horace's Satires. 

'Diatribe' in Horace's Satires: a descriptive model 

come to be used in 

'Diatribe' nowadays to be used in a number of ways in relation to Horatian satire. 

loosely, it may apply to a broad tradition which is assumed to have influenced Hora

tian satire, as we have seen. It may also describe a moralising satire in a manner roughly 

equivalent to its English synonyms 'sermon' or 'homily'. In this way 'diatribe' is used by 

.. v ..... u,,~ • ., ... ,UVJlCU., to distinguish generally moralising satires as the first triad57 from 

'anecdotal' ones such as 1.8, or 'autobiographical' ones such as 2.6, or from 'literary' 

satires such as 2.1. However, in relation to Latin satire, 'diatribe' has.in addition evolved 

a specific, technical meaning: not only can it refer to satires which to be moralising 

as a whole or which consist largely of moralising, but it is also capable to the 

style or mode that is typical in particular of the sermon satires. In the introduction to her 

commentary on Horace Satires Book Two, Frances Muecke points out that 'in lit-

history the term 'diatribe' has acquired a special meaning' .58 notes that the 'dia-

tribe-style' may be found a of genres, is characterised by 'concrete language 

vivid """"I'i'o"'''' has a 'quasi-dramatic element that it is addressed directly to the lis-

and at times incorporates the rejoinders of an imaginary interlocutor' . By pomtllng 

out that this is a 

apply to a ,".,n1"ll" 

....... ,"", ........... IIlerurlm:g, Muecke su~~gests that while this use of the term to 

style is historically it must be acknowledged that this is 

how term has come to be used by classical philology in relation to 1-1 .... , .... 1"."' ... satire.59 

56 See May 1990: 177f. 
57 Wimmel1962: Rudd 1966: Iff. 
58 1993: 6. 
59 The use of the word may have altered since the time of antiquity, but so have other terms by which we 
identify a number of ancient literary lyric, and satire are of terms which 
are all used nowadays in a much broader manner than that in which the ancients knew their equivalents. 
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This paraHels that usage of the term 'diatribe' that has developed contemporary 

English, as a 'tirade', a 'polemic speech' or 'virulent treanse,.60 This in English has 

not only influenced by classicists' (mis)appropriation of the term, but may 

itself in turn have influenced scholarship. The use of the term 'diatribe' partic-

u1arly in ..... ""5""' .. in an ever more specific sense, alongside "' ..... "'''' ...... "." adaptation of the 

terminology to their own ends, has coloured particularly ,.LJUj.., .. .., ... ..."' ............ 1"> scholars' un-

derstanding of the application of the term, "" ..... 'v ....... them to view a 'diatribe' as a pol-

sermon. is now complicated by the possibility some-

polemic tone with adversary as diatribe in its semantic sense, 

without necessarily implying anything about the piece's lineage or style.61 

Rather than discarding the technical term 'diatribe' entirely, I .... 51',"' ... that we continue to 

use it but explain application, particularly in relation to .... ,,"'''', ..... practical purposes 

it seems reasonable that the term 'diatribe,62 should continue to refer to the with 

60 Although 'diatribe' is found in English in this polemic sense only from the nineteenth century, the word 
made appearance in as as the sixteenth First as 'diatriba', which suggests 
that the term was introduced into English via Latin rather than Greek, it is cited by the OED as as 
1581 in the sense of ' a critical dissertation'. See e.g. OED 1989: ad lac.: J. Bell 
Haddon's Answ. Osor. 246b '1 heare the sounde of an from the Popish Diatriba' (1581). These 
early examples of the term's use in English lack the virulence of its later semantic development as 'a dis-
sertation or discourse some person or a bitter and violent an invective'. The use of 
'diatribe' in the sense appears to have in the nineteenth and in some 
cases they appear to refer to earlier polemic 'diatribes', this shade may have been attached later, see e.g. 
OED ibid.: Cunningham Brit. Paint. II. 132: 'On the appearance of this bitter diatribe in 1797' (1830); 
n.UJ'~"'l'''Y Alt. Locke 'A bitter diatribe on the wrongs and of the labourers' (18-

n"l"lI'prl~V Newcomes II. 293: out into fierce diatribes' (1854); Morley Carlyle Crit. Misc. 
Ser. L (1878) 201: 'The famous diatribe Jesuitism in the (1877). In modem 
.c,Hi~H"U usage the meaning of 'diatribe' seems increasingly to have moved in the direction of extreme pol
emicism: 'a of bitter criticism; invective, denunciation'. (The Concise Oxford Dictionary of Current 

1976: ad lac.). In contemporary the term 'diatribe' moreover now has a distin(~tly 
atory tone, with a sense equivalent to tirade, verbal onslaught, 
vituperation' (The Collins Thesaurus 1990: ad lac.). The term is often used to dismiss political as 
vehement extremism, implying that a particular discourse is irrationally heated and overly polemic. e.g. J. 
Bumenthal of the Zionist Revisionist Johannesburg, in a letter to The Star Friday January 19 
1996 p. 8: from this the rest of Lutchka's diatribe is but hot air'. It 
is worth mentioning that other modem of 'diatribe' tend to mean a 'lecture' or 'treat-
ise' rather than a specifically virulent tirade. 
61 Cf. Russell (1973: 29 n. 25), who observes that the 'connotations of English diatribe confuse the issue'. 
62 I to use quotation marks around the term as a reminder ofits historical inaccuracy, to keep in mind 
that 'diatribe' is not identical to ancient texts which went by the name of lltlX't'ptPIXl. Cf. Schm-
eHer 1985: Muecke 1993: 
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which it has historically, albeit inaccurately, become Nevertheless, we should 

redetlIle what earlier scholars identified as a 'diatribe' should be viewed as a mode, 

a collection of stylistic devices that together create a certain effect in a text, rather than as 

a grouping of devices across generic bounds, which in a fonnal 'genre,.63 This allows 

combination create a ,.. ... ,.r,,"'" "",",,""' •. a number of what are now recognised as 

gelllfes (including novel) went unregarded by much antiquity, and we may be chan-

enged to change our concept of what a genre. However, particularly given 

extent of 'diatribe' mania classical scholarship in the past, it is important to state that 

'diatribe' was not recognised as a fonnal genre in antiquity.64 as Rahn notes, it 

appeared only in combination with other genres, what tenned 'diatribe' was not 

an mOlepelnOent type I1t .. ",,,,f,,,,,,.. but an exhortatory mode which might appear in a num-

ber of related genres. In relation to Horace's Satires, I fmd the reconstructed tenn 'dia-

tribe' convenient both to refer to the stylistic mode and to describe a moralising or, 

within a satire, a moralising speech which employs this mode extensively. 

The imaginary interlocutor 

'Diatribe', rightly or wrongly, has come to be understood to conlon a vivid exhortatory 

~ ..... , ..... "''''. The dialogic effect of style, in which a moralising O:>J.J~;aA'''A directly addresses an 

this direct relationship between speaker and ............... " .. is joined by other mini-dialogues 

within an overarching monologue structure of moral exhortation.65 Typically the speaker 

63 Fowler (1982: 107): ' ... a mode annotmces distinct even if these are abbreviated, Wlob-
or below the threshold of modem attention. The may be of a wide variety; a characteristic 

motif, perhaps; a formula; a rhetorical or quality ... •. For the differences between mode and 
genre, mode and subgenre, see Fowler (id.: cf. Gerhart (1989: 371): 'Genres constitute virtual 
systems of modes .. .'; I note that Gonzalez (1998: 1 n. I) comes to a similar conclusion about 'diatribe'. 
64 As we shall see if viewed instead from a Bakhtinian perspective, the 'diatribe' could indeed be re-
garded as part of a group that went by In a Bakhtinian sense, 'diatribe', Ro-
man satire, and other forms are all members of a and alternative group in to 
antiquity's formal generic pantheon. 
65 It has long been recognised that the dialogic elements of this mode are central to its character e.g. 
Bultmann 1910: 10ff), and it is the intention of this study to these As an exposition which 
uses dialogic elements, even imaginary ones, to convey a point, the of the so-called 'diatribe' is related 
to the Platonic dialogue, where the response or level of contribution of the interlocutor may be very limited 
indeed. But there are differences between the 'diatribe' and the formal on the Platonic model. This 
has been complicated by the fact that a number of scholars have claimed that the 'diatribe' is derived ultim-
ately from the Platonic itself. See esp. Norden 1909: 129 & n. 1, who referred to 'diatribe' as a 
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will exploit the rhetorical device of the imaginary interlocutor (adversarius jictivus), 

en appearing to be addressing someone in the midst of his talk, and often firing a 

of questions, intl~rSl)er:)ed with rebukes, at this 1"1'1',,, ... aOclre:ssee. The device of the 

unaglnwy or interlocutor is one most """""-"0 of the of style 

that modem "",'AVla..r." have labelled 'diatribe'. fictional third may be a straw fig-

ure representing the type of sinner that the moralist is see:iaIJlg to show up, or may simply 

be a deluded representative of common opinion; within a didactic context, the interlocut

or may also be imagined as a student whose ignorance the master wishes to correct. 

device of the imaginary interlocutor contributes .. uF.u-'.L,,"' ....... J to the prominent 

dialogue for the ex

"''''''''v''' and through this to allow the argument to progress: 

'diatribe' mode. This is brought into 

purpose of being 

main spe:aKI;:r is thereby enabled to treat dismiss any potential objections to his miss-

ion in a dramatic manner. Whether the imaginary interlocutor stands for the un-

washed or for misguided disciples whom the speaker is taking to task, the device is 

commonly signalled either by a striking apostrophe or questioning of the interlocutor by 

the main speaker; the may also characteristically introduced by the 

formula 'someone might say ... • or 'perhaps someone/people will say ... '; or the inter-

Neberiform of dialogue, and traced its development from various of Socratic to 
those instances where Socrates is made to depart from Plato's usual conversational format and instead 
addresses an opponent, often employing elaborate arguments against him. There is clearly an 
overlap between the two and in many cases the distinction between one and the other is artificial: it is 
not in every case particularly with whether the 'Miter is having an imaginary ex-

for the purpose a or whether a true in the sense of a debate or 
conversation between two independent characters is Even the Platonic as 
works employ a fictive context, and the interlocutor is reduced to nothing more than a yes-man 
interrupting the main discourse at appropriate intervals. However, as Hirzel pointed out (1895: 369 n. 2; 
374-5 n. 5), 'diatribe' is closer to an address than a conversation. As a , 'diatribe' is 
essentially a monologue style which employs fictive dialogic elements to enliven and its 
argument. Whereas in the Platonic dialogue, the however sketched, is usually a person-
ality who, for the dramatic purposes of the piece, we are asked to as there in the in the 
so-called 'diatribe' mode however the imaginary interlocutor is often blatantly a stock or represents 
SOIlletnl1t1g as general as 'public opinion', or is a prosopopoiia, a personification of an abstract concept 

and so on) with whom the speaker imagines he is arguing or calling upon to support him 
argumlent. These peculiarities will be clearer once we have examined the 'diatribal' device of the 

interlocutor. 
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locutor may simply be made to interrupt the main speaker without invitation, like the 

seemingly independent interjections of a ventriloquist's dummy. 

This is found in a wide range ofmoralising or philosophically instructive texts,66 

or texts which imitate a moralising or didactic mode, including Horace's Satires. The 

inspiration use of this dialogic style may well have been his predecessor 

who appears occasionally to used device talking adversary. This can 

be seen for example at 1 Marx (= 1075 Warmington): nunc, Gai, quoniam incilans 

nos laedis, vicissim - 'Now, LuciliusJ, since you harm us with your verbal la-

shings, in turn .. .', where the is evidently not Lucilius. However, because of the 

fragmentary nature of our knowledge of Lucilius, it is difficult to study the entire context 

in which a device such as this would occur. We will more from looking at two 

examples of moralising texts which utilise the imaginary adversary device. texts re-

ferred to below are merely samples ofthe so-called 'diatribe' style, and there are 

others which could equally well have been chosen. We are also not to assume that Horace 

was specifically imitating any of the following; he merely uses similar rhetorical dialogic 

in his Satires. 

The first of On (llEpt <I>uytlc;;) takes a "UJ'U""" to a Platonic "'''LAU,!''."''', 

with an interlocutor giving brief answers throughout such as ou Otl (3-4) or ouoe 1:'001:'0 (4-

5) or Kat !.I.IIAa (7).67 However, later the main speaker, defending the case of exiles, uses 

what scholars have understood as the 'diatribe' style - he employs a straw figure interloc

utor in order to voice what is presented as common opinion concerning exile, only to re-

66 That the combination of indictment and protreptic typical ofthese lively exchanges with the fictive ad-
versary are at home in texts should not, as I cautioned earlier, lead us to conclude that all such 
texts therefore an and uniform genre. What has been defined as 'diatribe' is hardly 
ever sustained throughout an entire speech or but rather appears as a mode into which the narrator . 
slides when it is appropriate. The vividness of the device of the exhortatory conversation is mere-
ly particularly at home and effective in a or the aim of which is to 
correct what are viewed as false This does not mean, however, that the device could not be 
used in a different context, for example, to argue a point in a context that has nearly always) a 

ethical undertone, or to argue a point that is not particularly moral, or for literary purposes, or for the 
purposes of parodying moralising texts; the device of the imaginary interlocutor merely fitted the persuasive 
perlocution of ancient moralising texts especially well. 
61 Hense 1909: 22. 
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ject these sentiments.68 That the device of the imaginary interlocutor, symbolic of popular 

opinion, rather than a Platonic-type interlocutor, is 

- 'they/people fictional, indefmite group is 

is indicated by <!>ao( v 

to express the commonly 

held unfavourable opinions about exile which the narrator seeks to correct. The speaker 

then responds with a set of energetic questions by which he seeks to set matters to 

When, a few lines below this, the interlocutor retorts: 2\).).' tv 1:11 io(~ OUK apxouotv oi. 

<!>uyaoEC; -'But exiles do not rule in their own country', this is clearly a continuation of the 

previous argwnent, likewise attributed to popular opinion, and therefore it is also to be 

viewed as issuing from the imaginary interlocutor. After the main speaker has replied to 

this objection,69 subsequent reprisals also occur.70 

Latin authors, especially those with a philosophical or moral agenda, also employ this de

vice of the imaginary interlocutor. Cicero employs it his Paradoxa Stociorum, where 

he in a lively exhortatory style, often betraying the impression a direct relat

ionship between himself as speaker and his putative addressee. For example in his dis-

,",u< •• u",'" of Paradoxon 3, namely that all sins are equal, as are all 

esse peccata et recte facta), he anticipates an objection 

deeds (Aequalia 

interlocutor: an maeIllm 

'Nihilne igitur interest' (nam hoc dicet a/iquis) 'patrem quis necet, an servum?' Nuda 

68 id.: 23. aUK apxoUCH, <pCXOlV, au lHO't€UOV'tCU, au 1tCXPPll0icxv EXOUOW. EV\o\ M y€ KCX\ <ppoupoum 
'tae; 1tO}..€\C; ltfxpa PCXo\}..€um, KCX\ iOvll1CtO't€uov'tCXt, KCX\ owp€ae; \J.EYa}..cxc; KCX\ }..CX\J.p· 
avouOl .. AUKivoe; au 1CCXp' tl\J.iv e<ppoup€\ q,uyae; <£Iv eK tile; 'Itcx}..(CXC;, 1ttot€UO\J.€VOe; 1Cap' 
AV'nyov<p, KCX\ e1tOlou\J.€V AUKiv<p tl\J.€iC; EV tfi tOi~ \J.CVOVt€C;; 'I1C1to\J.t<lWV 6 
AaK€<la1.\J.oV\Oe; 6 vilv e1C\ ep~KllC; U1CO nto}..€\J.aiou, Xp€\J.wvi<ll1C; KCX\ r}..CXUKWV oi. 
AOllvaim ou 1Ccip€opot Kt'C\ OU\J.POUA01; iva \J.Tt ta 1CaAcxux 001 (xA}..a .a KCXO' tl\J.&C; .• '[Exiles] 
do not rule,' people say, are not they do not have the of free ' But some are 
guards over cities for and are in of trust over the nations, and receive 
and quotas. Didn't that fellow Lycinus, an exile from act as for us, since he was held in trust by 
Antigonus, and didn't we perform what Lycinus ordered us even though we remained in our own 
Hasn't Hippomedon the Spartan who is now in Thrace been successful under Ptolemy, and aren't Chrem-
onides and Glaucon the Athenians his assistants and advisers (to tell you nothing of the olden but only 
of our present age)? .. .' . 
69 Here the speaker answers the imaginary interlocutor's new assault by out that neither do women 
nor young men nor the old enjoy full rights in their native lands, and then follows this up by responding 
with a further salvo of questions (Hense id.: 24). 
70 [d.: 25. 
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ista si panas, iudicari qualia non facile possunt ... 71 

someone will question his argument. attribution of this 

imaginary interlocutor enables speaker to address, a dramatic and vivid 

manner, the I-IV."""'"'''' pitfalls dogma is treating. The ""'.;'''"." shades what is 

really a potential objection to the 

serve equal punishment, namely that 

paradox that aU are of equal weight and de-

universally reC)OJ,l;lm;ea as a 

level-headed and une:XCIlaOle 

evil, 

some distinction between patricide, 

killing of a slave.72 The speaker is very 

addressing this objection, but a few down waxes 

and uses an active questioning mode goading and responding to the interlocut-

or.13 the foolish objections of the adversary are summarily squashed his _ ..... e. .... -

interrogative sallies. 

This is paralleled Satires, although a more sophisticated and 

per'ha~)s parodic The adaptation this vivid protreptic to poetry had already 

been affected by Lucretius in his Rerum Natura, particularly in 'Diatribe against 

of death' (3.830-1094)/4 and may have appeared in the verse of 

71 'Is there no difference,' (some1one will certainly ask this) 'between someone who kills his or a 
slave?' If you put these I.lUt;;:'WJH;:' so they are such as are not easily able to be decided upon ... 
(Paradoxa Stoicorum 3.24), 
72 The speaker deals with the calmly, ""'fJA<UA~A"5 a father is not wrong as. 
for in a situation, death may be to (25), he out of the 
difficult comer by out that in killing a slave one is only but in killing a 
father one is not only a man but someone who gave one life. 
73 Histrio sf paulum se monuit extra numerum, aut si versus pronuntiatus est syllaba una brevior aut 
longior, exsilabatur et exploditur: tu in vita - quae omni moderatior, omni versu aptior esse debet -
in syl/aba dices? poetam non audio in nugis, in vitae societate audiam civem digitis peccata 
dimetientem sua? 'Si visa sint breviora, leviora videantur? ' Qui possint videri cum, quidquid peccatur, 
perturbatione peccetur rationis atque perturbata au/em semel ratione et ordine, nihil possit addi 
quo videatur? - 'If an actor makes an the slightest movement out of or recites a 
metric line that is too short or too long a single he is booed off the stage. In your role in life -
which should be more controlled than any more than any metre - will you plead that 
you were only a syllable I do not listen to a minstrel who is slightly out shall I pay 
attention to a citizen in life's measures his wrong acts by the length of his 'If 
they look smaller, aren't they that much lighter?' How could look so, when every wrong action throws 
reason and order into confusion, and once reason and order are in nothing can be added to make 
the wrong action look more wrong?' (Paradoxa Stoicorum 3.26; trans. & text Wright 1991: 89ft). 
74 See Wallach 1975, 1976 for an analysis of this; but cf. Schiitrurnpf(l998: 345-351) for objections to 
ael:l11lrlg this of Lucretius DRN Book 3 as a simple 'diatribe' in the way that this term has been 
understood. that Lucretius' adaptations of so-called 'diatribe' rhetorical 
devices are far more sophisticated than has hitherto been In his and in 
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predecessor Lucilius, as we have seen. Horace's first which the speaker 

moralises about utilises the device of the fictive interlocutor in central ",,,, ... LA .... ',,,,", 

where the narrator has an imaginary interview with a 

interlocutor is made to voice the general opinions of society "'v .. '''''''''~ 

This 

wealth 75 , 

lines that are clearly to be assigned to 

of the main speaker. 

figure of the miser contradicting the arguments 

Not all of the retorts are to figure of the however, as public opinion 

...... ,. ....... .., ... as bona pars hominum, 61) is forefront 

whom it is to correct. That the little of the figure merges so 

effortlessly with that of the 'majority of humankind' reveals his universal and indefinite 

nature as a device, rather than as a character with an independent personality. At the end 

of their interview, after Horace has fmished attacking miserly greed, the interlocutor is 

made to ask inanely if this means he must act the spendthrift instead: ~quid mihi suades? 

ut vivam Naevius aut siclut Nomentanus?' (101-102). This misunderstanding on the part 

of the interlocutor is soon put by the main speaker who, appealing to idealofthe 

Mean, warns the interlocutor not to go to the opposite extreme (102-107). The fictional 

interlocutor is portrayed as characteristically rather dim and easily misled. Dramatically, 

this enables the speaker to foreshadow and 

ising discourse, however extreme or silly. 

'Diatribe' and modern theory 

treat all possible objections to his moral-

As a rhetorical form, the so-called 'diatribe' or 'monologistic dialogue', with its con

tinuous interruptions of other speakers, is a mode which is essentially a hybrid a 

the characterisation of his addressees (id.: 350), Lucretius goes way beyond straightforward 'diatribal' ex
chail1g~:s. In this Lucretius is clearly an inspiration for Horace's equally complex adaptations of this mode. 
75 When asked by the what use there is in piling up a stock of grain, the miser replies: 'quod si com-
minuas vilem ad assem' - 'But if you break it up it will dwindle to a worthless amount' (Sat. 1.1. 
43). The speaker with a at ni idfit, qUid habet pulchri constructus acervus? - 'But if this 
is not what attraction is there m the accumulated and continues this line until, 
exhorted by another the miser is forced to 'at suave est ex magno tollere acervo' - 'But it's 
sweet to take from a large heap' (51), 
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form that is intermediate between LA."" .. ,", .• "'" and dialogue. Aristotle theories 

on dialogue and monologue,76 and Roman rhetorical theorists certainly acknowledged the 

inherent dialogism of the imaginary interlocutor device, identifying it sometimes with the 

of sermocinatio, sometimes with .;>u, .. u • .u figures?7 However, none theories 

appears to have described the 'diatribe' mode sufficiently, or to have encapSUlated both 

its dialogic and exhortatory characteristics - hence, perhaps, the modem controversy. It is 

important to note, moreover, that the 'diatribe' style, as it is adapted to Horace's Satires, 

is only one aspect of a broader dialogism within the work as a whole (comprising both 

books). We will need a theory that is able to embrace Horace's use of the dialogic both on 

the large and the small scale. The 'diatribe' mode and other dialogic aspects of the Satires 

could, in my opinion, prove more interesting and useful if studied against a backdrop of 

76 In his Poetics (1448a) Aristotle had made a distinction between dialogue, monologue and a mixture of the 
two the third way in which mimesis might be divided into types. The combination of a narrative and mono-
logue mode, he characterised the narrative mode where the author but also attri-
buted to characters in the beside his own authorial persona as Homer ' says Aris-
totle). This was distinguished from a continuous on the one hand, and pure dialogue, on the other. 
Dialogue, the direct enactment of all the the did not usually intrude into the action at ail, 
but allowed everything to be communicated by the actors, dominated drama: "En 't01)':WV'tpt'tfJ 
<hexqlOPtX 'to w~ eKexo'tex 'tOlJ'tWV ~\~t1oex\'to £xv n~. Kexl y&:p tv 'toi~ exl),;oi~ Kexl 'ttX exu'ttX ~t~€ioeex\ 
eanv o't£ ~ev a1texyyel..A.ov'tex, ti f't'€PoV n y\yv6~€vov wa1t€p ffO~fJPO~ 1tOl€i i1 w~ 'tov ex1),;OV Kex\ 
~fJ ~€'t'exPdAAOV'tex, i11t(iv'tex~ w~ 1tpa't't'ov'tex~ Kexl ev€pyouv'tex~ ttoU~ ~1.~o1J~evo1J~t. - 'And in add
ition to these there is a third distinction, that is the mode (lit. the 'how') in which each is For 
within the same media it is possible to the same means of narration combined with the 
insertion of the of another character, as Homer does, or with narration without to another 
character, or with all the parties enacting and performing their roles'. However, the 'dialogic monologue' or 
'diatribe' mode is clearly something other than just one of these three Aristotelian possibilities - the mixed 
form being the likeliest candidate - in that, in 'diatribe' mode, quoted speech does not only occur in the 
discourse, but is actually engaged dialogically by the narrator. In his Rhetoric (1368a) Aristotle is also 
fi-c".!?~it;n·",lv reticent about the 'blame' variety of epideictic rhetoric, with which many past scholars hoped 
to 'diatribe'. While traditional 'diatribists' would claim that this is because Aristotle pre-dated 
the development of the 'diatribe', later theorists are even more disappointing: cf. e.g. Laertius' 
lame definition of dialogue as 'a discourse consisting of question and answer' (3.48). 
17 The Ad Herennium (4.65) categorises the device of the imaginary interloctor as belonging to the broad 
figure of sermocinatio which 'consists in assigning to some personality language and which as set forth goes 
with his character': Sermocinatio est cum alicui personae sermo adtribuitur et is exponitur cum ratione 
dignitatis ... In a subcategory, sermocinationes consequentes (ibid.) are 'hypothetical dialogues', attributed 
to absent interlocutors: Sun! item sermocinationes consequentes, hoc genus: Wamquod putamus illos 

. dictruos sf hoc iudicarilis? Nonne omnes hac utentur oratlone?' - deinde subicere sermonem. Conformatio 
however (4.66), consists of representing an absent person as present, or in making an 

inanimate or abstract speak, and attributing to it a definite form and language or a certain behaviour 
appropriate to its character: Conformatio est cum aliqua quae non adest persona confingitur quasi adsit, 
aut cum res muta aut informis fit eloquens, et forma ei et oralio adtribuitur ad dignilatem adcommodata 
aut actio quaedam... Quintilian, however recognises conversations with personifications of 
abstract personae or 1tpoow1to1totiext) and conversations with men (called 
sermocinationes some, he as to the same category (9.2.31-32). 
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two representatives of modern theory. Theories on dialogue advanced by the Czech schol-

ar Mukarovsky and, more significantly, the Russian Mikhail Mikhailovich Bakhtin, 

will a long way towards clarifying the quintessentially dialogic nature of the 'diatribe' 

mode and of the moralising Satires generally. While Bakhtin's are more influ-

ential than those ofMukarovsky, and derive from a fundamentally ditter'ent philosophical 

viewpoint, one that was hostile to formal linguistic approaches, Mukarovsky's ideas are 

nevertheless a useful ",,,,.,,L ''''liS point. 78 

Mukarovsky: monologue and dialogue 

It has been remarked that, prior to Bakhtin's in the West, comparatively 

modem had turned their attention to the questions of dialogue and dialogism.79 

Mukarovsky however explored the dialogue-monologue interface in an essay, Two Stud

ies of Dialogue (1940, republished 1977). In their broadest sense, Mukarovsky noted, dia-

logue and monologue are functionailanguages80 found in all human <Jv"' .... u'''''" utt-

erance presupposes at least two subjects, the one from whom the utterance or 'linguistic 

sign' proceeds (the speaker), and the one to whom this is addressed (the listener).81 

linguistics, as Mukarovsky points out, monologue means utterance with a 

18 As a member of the Circle in the 1930's and 1940's, was among those 
who openly continued to the ideas of the Bakhtinian circle after the latter had fallen 
into disfavour in the Soviet Union. Mukarovsky was especially influenced by the work attributed to Bakh
tin's linguist friend Valentin Voloshinov, a victim of the Stalinist purges (Voloshinov 1973: 5 - translators' 
introduction). 
19 I-lolquist 1990: 57. Similar to Bakhtin in many ways, was the Gennan-
Jewish and later Israeli and thinker Martin Buber (1878-1965), who developed a number of 
theories based on the idea of dialogue. Buber is said to have stated his philosophy as follows: '1 have no 
tea(:rung, but I carry on a conversation ... ' 1991: 129). Buber's famous essays include 'Ich und 

'ZVI'ies!)rac:he' and 'Die an den Einzelnen' (included in the collection entitled Das alalO1(lSC/le 
cf. Buber 1973). Many of Bakhtin's seminal works were at around the same time as 

Unl."" .. ·'~ although for political reasons it was much later that the Russian's became known to 
the West. It would be to know whether Buber's were available to Bakhtin, and if so, to 
what Buber may have influenced him. Buber and Bakhtin applied the of dialogue 
to very different areas of human endeavour: the fonner was primarily interested in philosophy and theology, 
whereas Bakhtin's eventual area of research was literature. 
80 'The term functional language pertains to the relationship between the goal of expression and the 
UU~,W"'l" means for the attainment of this goal', Mukarovsky 1977: 82. 
8] Mukarovsky 1977: 96. This is based on the famous model of communication devised by Saussure and 
refined Jakobson. We shall see later how this one-way communication model was by Bakhtin 
and Voloshinov. Cf. Part 1, 1, p. 63 of the present thesis. 
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active participant regardless of the pre:sellce or absence other passive participants' .82 In 

a monologue, one of the subjects is 'constantly active, the second constantly passive' .83 

Dialogue on the other hand ..... n1'1"1 ....... C"~C' the alternation of the passive and active particip

ants in utterance.84 

and most others 

terms of traditional linguistics, Horace's first triad of 

book, although formally addressed to Maecenas, are 

therefore strictly speaking monologue, in that the addressee himself is entirelypassive.85 

In terms of traditional linguistics too, the of Horace's second book full dialogue 

can be viewed as corning into own, as entire "'''.JCL",''' are couched as interactions 

between and other speakers. However, things are not quite so simple, as we shaH 

see. 

While the French scholar Gustave Tarde had argued that monologue was the original 

of human sP(:ecJtl,S6 the idea of the primacy of dialogue, by contrast, was 

1923 by Yakubinsky (also sometimes spelt lakubinskij), who saw dialogue as the 

basic and 'natural' member of this pair of linguistic oppositions. Monologue, Yakubinsky 

argued, is the 'artificial superstructure of dialogue'. Yakubinsky pointed out that while 

interruption is a universal human tendency, a response to another's speech, monologue 

to take place only after certain conditions have been met to make the situation an 

'artificial' one.S7 Monologue is something that takes place controlled environments, 

82 Id.: 83 n.l. 
83 Ibid. 
84 Id.: 96. 
85 Sat. 1.9 treats us to dialogue in although the whole event with the bore is also narrated by the poet's 
character as 
86 In an essay in 1922 Tarde envisaged a in stunned silence while a few 
elders with a gift' held the monopoly of and verbal communication, orders 
handed down from patriarchs to their chattels 1922: 9,92; cit. 1977: 83). This is an 
improbable theory, as Mukarovsky remarks that the orders issued fathers and chiefs 
are in fact themselves 'dialogues in which the replies are acts - with the com-
mands'. I fmd Tarde's an W1likely theory particularly since even in the animal kingdom, organisms will 
communicate with each other in a 'dialogic' fashion by means of sound, gestures and other signs. 
87 out that society has to conspire in order to grant certain individuals the power and the 

of a monoiogic utterance: unilateral action, insofar as it belongs to human perception, 
evokes in us a number of more or less reactions which strive to reveal themselves .. .In order for 
people to listen to a conditions are usually necessary, for example, the 
organization of a the yielding of the floor, the and 
nevertheless 'voices from the audience' are always which is without doubt a 'cultural' 
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and is often performed by possessing power the 

have at least to be granted or to assume temporary power for LH"""''''''L 88 It is Horace's 

own character-speaker who, for " ..... ~u .. ~n"', his slave the opportunity to 

monologue at the start of the Saturnalian Sat. 2.7: Narra! - 'Speak!', he ,",V>UU<"".\'<':>. 

Monologue and dialogue are ultimately, however, not exclusive forms. As Y akubinsky 

noted, of the two varieties of speech, monologue, as 

"'~"F.'" of being eroded into dialogue, as responses from 

form, is constantly in 

audience are sometimes in-

voluntarily drawn. 89 observed dialogue too may de stabilised by a 

tendency of one of the speakers to attempt to the upper hand and dominate the ex-

" .. ' .... F ..... - the monologic tendency of dialogue.9o Therefore, just as monologue has a tend

ency toward dialogization, so dialogue may contain within it a trend toward monologiz

ation. Rather than seeing one form as dominant, however, Mukarovsky envisaged a const-

ant state of tension and competition between monologue and dialogue, noting: relat-

ion between monologue and dialogue can be characterized rather as a dynamic polarity 

which the upper hand ""' ... ,"' .... «u'"'" to the 

and time' .91 Likewise 'monologue and dialogue are simultaneously present in 

speaker's consciousness in speech act and are still ~b~,,'U"b for dominance in 

ph{mOlmellOn at the same time appears to be a more than HLVllV'VI'. ... '" 

cit. 1977: 84-85. 
'''-''l;u.>'''''''' in this the written text is also a type of monologue in that, even where a group has 

COllmoseu a work, the 'author' is also the voice of the text and its are not al-
lJv.;.nnw to communicate their responses to the writer. The on the other 

texts as in with each other in that 
(or else are aware of potential audience in the and are written either in response to a certain ideo-
logy or else seek to a response in other texts, Le. mtlert~:xtllal!ty 
89 Yakubmsky ibid. A of this would be a parliamentary are contin-
uously their to hecklers: is "'''''''H''''11,)' Ul".lV!;',J,'" 

90 ' •.• ordinarily the influence exerted by one of the over the other or others is and 
reduces that of the latter to almost nothing', Tarde 1922: 1 cit. 1977: 110. Mukarovsky 
remarks that Plato's dialogues are a good example of this. One of the may gain the upper hand 
over the others, says Mukarovsky, for various reasons, but the one who does so 'always embodies the 
ten(lem~y toward the monologization of dialogue' (ibid.). Bakhtin's views on the Platonic or 
'Socratic' dialogue, as he terms it, discussed below, pp. 39-40.) 
91 1977: 85. 
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the very course of this act'. 92 tension between the tendency toward a monologic utt-

erance on the one hand, and dialogic one on the other, can clearly be seen in the 'diatribe' 

mode which, although strictly linguistically speaking, is a monologue, also demonstrates 

a distinct trend toward dialogization. Its alternative modem descriptive titles 'monolog

istic dialogue' or 'dialogic monologue' are witnesses to this ambiguity. 

Mukarovsky notes that are at least prerequisites which are the main and ess-

ential of dialogue.93 These factors arise because there is more than one participant 

in a dialogue, and although the participants supposedly share a theme and there is thus 

some 'unity of meaning' ,. at same time the statements from the alternating participants 

are different and may even contradictory; therefore in a dialogue 'sharp semantic re

versals' may occur where the responding discourses of the different individuals intersect. 

speakers are continuously ItelDa'tID]b!;, there is usually a "h-,. ..... n to deline-

ate one speaker from his interlocutor. Therefore one of the main characteristics of dialog-

discourse the strong opposition between 'I' and 'you', the opposition of the 

first and second person singular pronouns and the corresponding verbs. In Latin, this will 

manifest itself in the use of the second personal singular pronoun (tu) and also in the app-

earance of second person singular The addressive quality of the dialogue may 

... " ..... u."''''. itself in the use of vocatives and imperatives, and to some extent the interrog

ative sentence.94 Second, Mukarovsky notes that because of the speaking subjects' relat

ion to the actual situation in which the discourse takes place, the 'here and now', dialogue 

general exhibits a tendency to use demonstrative pronouns, local and temporal adverbs, 

and favours the present tense of the verb. Third, the predominance of semantic reversals 

between the different participants' contributions means that dialogue also has a tendency 

92 Id.: 96. Cf. 102, where Mukarovsky admonishes that 'monologue and dialogue must not be conceived as 
two mutually alien and hierarchically gradated forms of the utterance but as two forces which always strug

with one another for predominance, even in the very course of the utterance'. 
Id.: 88. 

94 Ibid. 
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to use 'lexical oppositions an evaluative character' or a qualitative character.95 is 

a tendency toward contradiction or pa:radlOX 96 

Although fonnally monologic, the 'diatribe' demonstrates "'<'r."''''·~'' which are nonnally in-

dicative of dialogue. In the Pi1~iSi1I01.eS referred to earlier,97 is a distinction be-

tween and 'you'. The whole structure of the discourse is aimed at an impression 

of direct address, and the orientation of the discourse is also toward the here and now. 

ferences to contemporary exempla support the argumentation, and are often indicated by 

the use of demonstrative adjectives. The sharp semantic reversals that take place in 

logue, as Mukarovsky puts 'on the boundaries of the individual replies', out of 

the 'interpenetration of several 

qualitative or evaluative character, can 

..,., .... n .... "" .. in lexical oppositions of a 

be found in examples of 'diatribe' 

In using an address mode of this type, Horace's Satires, even where they are fonnally mo

nologic, also display a distinct relationship to dialogue. The distinction between'!, and 

'you' is finnly marked, for example in sudden and virulent apostrophe to the second 

person addressee that occurs at Sat. 1.1.38f in Horace's 'diatribe' against greed: cum 

nequefervidus and in his continued interview of the second singular fict-

ional interlocutor. Not solely the fictional interlocutors but also the ",,,"u.., ...... .., to whom 

Horace's discourse is addressed, whether or not this continues to be understood as Mae

cenas,99 is referred to in the second person, creating the impression of a conversation: ne 

morer, ,.,.,,"l7/r .. l£> rem aet2UC'am! •. (Sat. 1.1.14-15). The use of the imperative audi 

is another feature of dialogic soe,ech as outlined by Mukarovsky. Together with the 

use of personal pronouns and adjectives, the use of imperatives a strong impression 

of direct address to a 

95 Jd.: 89. These 'lexical oppositions of an evaluative character' include adjectival UI'~'U"'UUA.'" like 
bad, beautiful-ugly, noble-base etc, and ones of an nature, e.g. young-old. 
96 Mukarovsky points out (ibid.) that no dialogue lacks aU of these criteria but naturally in pra.cti(:e 
they are present in different types of dialogue in different proportions. 
97 Cf. pp. 22-24 above. 
98 Jd.: 88-89. 
99 Refer to Part I, chapter I, esp. pp. 78ff for a discussion of this. 
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Horace's 1J",,,,,ft"'~ also fulfils the "' .... ,.,' .. n ..... Mukarovsky's 

He speaks to the addressees in 

frequently relation to the """'''''''1-''''''' 

time, and demonstratives 

cites: me ar/llJPm 

a dialogic utterance. 

in his '.U",vV'LU 

terram qui vertit 

aratro,/perjidus caupo, miles J?rtllTr.nn'l1O omnelaudaces mare 

mente lnrlnrpw,/,<:t',<:P (alunt) -

plough, untrustworthy soldier and the who rush over 

every sea, 

Apart 

examples 

giving the 

the 

tense 

may 1-''''1. ...... '''> 

The 

place 

ioned as to 

-figure is 

from a large 

versary, IS 

(magno) to 

the 

parvo 

'But if you 

your 

large-small, 

maintain that they are their toil with 1 ). 

a basic deictic rhetorical speech, 

means of 'this' and 'that' strengthens sUI~gt~stllon of immediacy, 

that his is dialogically the listener 

nunc also adds to UAA..,,L """ .. "", ... of present-

aliquis 'quid tu?lnullane - 'Now someone 

to me: 'Hey you, don't you have any faults?" (Sat. 1.3.19-20).100 

emotive i ... .,.",,.,.,,,,,,,,, 

'diatribe' satire. In 

such a 

dialogue observed 

on the 

to protest: at suave est ex :':'=;0.:...:::::" tollere acervo 

also a 

and 

miser interlocutor 

it is sweet to take 

(Sat. 1.1.51). Here 

to employ both an 

his preference. 

and the 

stock figure of the miser, essentially a fictive ad-

un[,..,""TL haurire 

adjective (suave) 

of at least one 

tua plus laudes 

an quantitative one 

adjectives occurs in 

.. U;;;, ....... AV'"",L. dum ex 

granaria nostra? -

should you praise 

101 Here the """'"U,'U''' reversals of 

us leave to draw just as much from a small one, 

more than our com-bins?' 

at which contexture of the speaker's "".,.111"'"'' intersects with 

that UH''''OA,L''''''J interlocutor, are this is, at least in 

100 Here nunc is with the use of a of a nameless the use of the first 
and second person pronouns, and within this the appearance of a question. 
IOJ It will be noticed that this example in addition to semantic also the emphatic use of 
personal pronouns and phrasing of the discourse as a question, two of the other features noted by Mukar-
ovsky as typical (All emphasis in the above quotations is 
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a technical and stylistic sense, not true dialogue but the manipulation of dialogic 

elements within a monologic utterance, however, is revealed by the complete control 

maintained by the main speaker, who subordinates every utterance that is made by the 

wooden "' ..... " .... " to his own ends. Yet, at the same time, this 'diatribe' mode is also 

intensely ......... ..,"" .... that it allows- temporarily - other opinions, other thoughts, 

other voices, to engage with to question 

style which been as 'diatribe' essence I"'r ... T> ...... ' the dialogization of 

the oppositional tendencies which within a true monologue might have been expressed 

terms OfCOIIlCc::ssllve or conditional constructions. In place of these constructions, 

'diatribe' mode 'popular opinion' is instead dramatised and confronted. Mukarovsky ac-

knowledged dialogic traits might occur in a monologue that might also an 

awareness of and a conscious, deliberate 'address' to the recipient that was normally not 

required of a monologue: 'Even in a monologue ... two discourse, 

but in no way does a monologue to be 'aaare:sse:a by the " ...... ' ........... a particularly 

striking manner' .102 Mukarovsky goes on to remark that 'if such an 'addressing' of a mo

nologue (by such means as apostrophe or second person personal pronouns) occurs, it 

colours the monologue dialogically' (emphasis mine). 103 In other words, the conscious 

addressing of a monologue to a recipient, as we see in the so-called 'diatribe' style in 

Horadan results in a 'dialogic monologue'. demonstrating many ofthe charact-

dialogue within a mono logic and above all by being aaclressea to 

other parties be they imaginary figures or his putative aU(UeIICe, ........... "'" .. 'diatribe' 

may th"'· ... "'t: ....... '" be to essentially 'dialogic monologue' ,104 

As we have seen, Mukarovsky was mt;ere:ste:d what he viewed as the constant C!tMlnnl", 

between dialogue and monologue in utterance. 

what he termed 

102 Jd.: 86. 
103 Jbid. 

....... "vl':,u ...... v·u of monologue texts 

was particularly interested in 

by the same token, in the mon-

104 Cf. Coffey (1976: 69): 'Dialogue is the essential framework of the literary sermo ... Even where, as in 
some of Horace's earlier the sermo is in the form of a monologue, the discourse gives the impress-
ion addressed to a listener who is thought of as being present'. 
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tendencies dialogue. Monologue, he was the 'indispensable companion 

and constant competitor' of dialogue. lOS We have seen that within supposedly mono-

moralising satires book, there is a disinct tCnaCIlCY towards what 

Mukarovsky has termed dialogization. book, on hand, while 

~GWUUJ'''' mould, the moral lectures "'v'e' .... 'u ... ',.. within formally couched as dialogues the 

satllres oec:orrle trtcn~aSltngl) (and ironically) monologic. This is particularly true of 

Sat. the monster in which ..... nT·cu· .. I"Ilp·l"1',,·f'! to a Ip1"Irrtl1." Stoic by 

part of 

tially a monologic homily placed the 

""H'U,,- what is essen-

doctor ineptus, but large sect-

sections of that we are almost en(;OUlra~~ea to 

as Cn~lra(;ter and 106 Finally, however, dialogue reasserts 

as at long last Horace reclaims his place as "...,,,, .. ""'-'1 (2.3.300ff). Davus' speech 

is far more dialogically orientated than Damasippus'; even so, ..... n,.ar·p allows 

moralist almost an entire satire of monologue aggressively J""C;''''';''~J his 

UV,",UH.J'H as master and satirist towards the end (2.7.116 118). In these satires, Socratic 

characters "'...,\.,""',lUJ", the "'IJ"""'''U 

ces of the monologist, to reaffirm IJV'""LL'''-'U at the end. 

Dialogism, as we see shortly, assumes a 

Mukarovsky's allow. """"","'JV,,'" (although not 

ory)to 

inversion IStlnctlon between monologue and ........ ,,"' ....... '" 

er, a sort of "''''.UUl.UV reversal on a larger 

second books book displays 'U'U'H.U''''U''E'> 

\.ua.vp;;,.'''' quality, other words 'diatribes' containing monologues 

moralising satires sec;ona book, on the other 

Satires 

as an 

and 

of 

formal 

that to which contain , . .ua,,,.1!''''~ ele-

105 1977: 96. 
106 But cf. Part 2, 

tirade. 
7, pp. 240-241, where I that Horace has, in fallen this 
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ments. of speakers in the second book, too, as Horace's character be-

comes the satiric target. ....... uuvl"ul;; struggles "a,AlL ... n monologue in these pieces as the poet 

seems to play with the concepts roles of speaker, addressee and target of the moral-

discourse. Iflooked at from another direction, however, moralising satllres 

second book could still be said to be 'dialogic' in spite of their internally monologic tend-

encies, in that neither Horace nor Damasippus nor Davus really has the fmal in the 

book. addition, the reversals that occur between the first and second books are in a 

sense the greatest 'dialogue' in Horace's Satires. This, however, requires an understand

'dialogue' in a broader sense than Mukarovsky's theoretical approach is able to 

accommodate. 

Bakbtin: tbe dialogic principle 

In essence all language, all utterances, all forms of discourse are dialogue, not only in that 

they automatically 

actively represented in 

an addressee - whether that addresee is n1"""""1nT or not, is 

discourse or not, or is the same individual as the 

for eXflml)1e, in a soliloquy) - but in that utterance is itself an answer to prior 

discourse, in that of themselves they stimulate a res·porlse. This was touched on by 

Mukarovsky who spoke of the 'potential dialogic nature of every uttc~rrulce ,107 but the 

greatest single proponent of this theory has undoubtedly been the Russian scholar Mikhail 

Mikhailovich Bakhtin. Bakhtin differs markedly from Mukarovsky not only in his enorm

ous influence on the West, but more specifically, in relation to the present issues, in that 

while Mukarovsky still conceived of monologue and dialogue as more or less of equal 

significance, as alternative types of discourse constantly struggling against one another, 

for Bakhtin, dialogue is essential to all human discourse. lOS For Bakhtin, truth is dialogic. 

107 Jd.: 109. 
108 See Holquist 1990: 58-59. While one might also see similarities between Bakhtin's on dia-
logue and Yakubinsky's assertion of the over these similarities are only 
superficial. For Bakhtin, is central to human thought and to his own entire view oflife; it is inter-
preted in a much more extensive sense than either or Mukarovsky understood it. 'Bakhtin's 
relentless emphasis on dialogic relations sets him even from those other thinkers who, like him, have 

the essence of language in dialogue', Holquist notes (id.: 57). Bakhtin 'conceives monologue as not 
secondary in importance to dialogue, but as having a different ontological status. Dialogue is real, 
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Although most of Bakhtin's ideas on dialogism were formulated the 1920's and 30's, 

for political reasons they have become known to the West only the 1960' s, I 09 

their influence is therefore comparatively recent. I must state at the outset that although 

Bakhtinian thought is complex and is so philosophically oriented as to resist mere skimm

ing or dipping into, it is not my intention to follow Bakhtin slavishly, but rather to adapt 

some of his iT"' .... ,"' .. " cOllce:ms to Horatian 11
0 It is perhaps for his concept of dialog-

ism Bakhtin has become best known, and it is this astJiect that I emphasise. Bakhtin 

"""",gn." extensively of 'the internally dialogic quality of discourse', III 'intra-language 

dialogue' ,112 'the primordial dialogism of discourse' ,113 and so on. For Bakhtin, dialogism 

is native to speech: 'The dialogic orientation of discourse is a phenomenon that is ... a 

property of any discourse. It is the natural orientation of any living discourse' .114 Bakhtin 

has often been criticised for supposedly claiming that 'everything is dialogue', 115 but this, 

my opinion, is mainly because many scholars have not fully understood Bakhtinian 

theory. Actually, Bakhtin appears to have understood the concept of dialogism in more 

monologue is not; at worst, monologue is an illusion, as when it is uncritically taken for granted. 
monologue is a construct necessary to understand the working , (id.: my empn~IS1S). 
As Voloshinov, a member of the Bakhtinian circle, pointed out in Marxism and the Philosophy of Language 
(a work often asserted to be Bakhtin's but published under his friend's name, a controversy not helped by 
Bakhtin's own reticence concerning this issue in his lifetime), a monologic utterance is really one half of an 
on-:gOlIlg dialogue: monologic utterance .. .is an unseverable element of verbal communication. Any 
utterance - the written utterance not excepted - makes response to something and is calculated to 
be responded to in tum. It is but one link in a continuous chain ' (Voloshinov cit. 
Holquist 1990: 59 - emphasis Holquist's; cf. Voloshinov 1973: 72). This anticipates the DOSil-tliaKll-

tinian idea of inter-textuality explored by Julia Kristeva and Roland Barthes. On the issue of the disputed 
texts (including the question of the authorship of another text possibly by Voloshinov and one possibly by 
Mel,ve,nev another member of the circle), see Todorov 1984: 7-11, who presents a balanced ifinconclusive 
statement of the cf. Holquist 1990: 8f, who believes the texts to be Bakhtin's, cf. Morson & Eme
rson 1990: 101-119, who do not, cf. Dentith 1995: 8-10, who is 'agnostic' on the issue. There is no space 
here to go in detail into this heated controversy. There are indications, however, that the disputed texts may 
at least have been written by Voloshinov and Medvedev on the basis of conversations with Bakhtin; the. 
latter may therefore have had a influence on them. 
109 a victim of the pogroms of the Stalinist era, Bakhtin had been living in 

,''',,.,",,,,,,,,,, of Saransk when he was rediscovered by students in the 1960's. 
Surprised to find him still the students made to see him and him to edit and 
republish his works. His work was initially introduced to the West Tzvetan Todorov and Julia Kristeva. 
110 It is also inevitable that some simplification, through selection, of Bakhtin's thought will be necessary 
given the limited space I have to discuss it here. 
III 1981; 269. 
112 Jd.: 273. 
113 Jd.: 275. 
114 /d.: 279. 
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than one way: although ' .. "."'" .. "' that all living ntt'f>r!.'l'n('''·~ are defmitively ~._ .. ~,.,._, Bakh-

uses the term in a second literary sense, that allows some utterances to 

be ... AG .• V!:'. ..... and others to nondialogic or monoiogic, according to the 

utterance. I 16 as novel, Bakhtin' s 

others, or at and A""' .• "",' 

or 'aim' of 

of in

dia-

living discourse more faithfully; in same way, some novels can even be 

more 'dialogic' than 117 According to ............. "u, then, there are two types of 

and double-volced. lls Double-voicedness was inter-

I,"''''''''' by Bakhtin ....... ,UU'.d of ways with to the novel. What is significant for 

our purposes is that Halldltllll variously 'diatribe' and satire, among 

with being seminal forms which ultimately contributed to 

omena which he A ..... 'ULJ'u ...... the modern 

.... WtulLlLU employed the term 'polyphony', VLll511A'''U] a musical mc;:tal)h()r book 

blems of Dostoevsky's Pru,·',I"'<:' (1929, revised republished 1963), to describe what he 

claimed was an innovative characteristic of Dostoevsky's fiction. With his idiosyncratic-

'impulsive and at even prophetic ,119 Bakhtin nowhere defines polyphony 

other COlncc;:ot. his __ . ___ .] reveal how 

is to be understood. According to ....... n..t. .. 'A .. , Dostoevsky cre:ate:a a new type 

novel, the polyphonic in which a number of different consciousnesses, different 

115 See e.g. Martindale 'Bakhtin makes the """'~"""T of dialogue so aU··emttmIClIllf! as to run the 
risk of emptying it of power: if everything is nothing is ... '. 
116 Morson & Emerson 1990: 146. 
m In the 1929 version of his work on of Dostoevsky's Poetics - I use the 1984 
Ush translation of the 1963 Bakhtin credited this novelist with the invention of what he termed the 
polyphonic novel. In his later version of this work, I'II\\)'""V,"" Bakhtin revised this arguing that 
Dostoevsky was working within a long tradition back all the way to antiquity. More on this be-
low, pp. 39ff. 
118 Morson & Emerson id.: 147 (emphasis mine). Bakhtin sometimes also rather refers to 
single-voiced discourse as 'without quotation marks' and to double-voiced discourse as 'with quotation 
marks'. The 'quotation marks' do not necessarily literally refer to punctuation (particularly not, of course, 
with to ancient but to the speaker/writer's awareness and conscious demarcation, by any 
means of the different 'voices' in the discourse. 
119 So termed by Kristeva 1966 (,Word, and the cit. Moi 1986: 35. 
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voices, 

monologize the discourse or 

were all heard; the author did 

a superimposed reading of 

lll ... "'",'",,,, ... ,,,,.. 120 characters to speak, as it allowed each of his 

as usually do, 

but instead 

themselves: 

noveL He created a rurlaame:nt~UJ) new of Dostoevsky is the creator of 

novelistic discourse ... A ,.h'> .. <>."1" ..... ~ about himself and his is weighted as 

the author's word usually it is not sut)Oramlat~:a to the character's as merely 

one of his characteristics, nor 

extraordinary independence 

word 

other v .......... , ........ 

it serve as a mouthpiece for the 

structure of the work; it SOU!lds, as it were, 

"VLU\,au,",,, both with it with the full 

the 

valid 

VUlI':;ITl<} of Dostoevksy 's Poetics (1984: 7; ""LU"'U~")") Bakhtin's). 

Dostoevsky's novels are about and all his characters are ideologists, according to 

Bakhtin.l21 He sets one idea "'l';'''lll,''L another, off-sets one personality other, by 

creating this 'plurality 

uals who 'voice' them in 

COIISClOUlsnC~SSles 122 in his works. Ideas are attributed to 

work: 'Dostoevsky's 

sonalized. He perceives and .. ", .. , .. "",,,,n'f,, thought as the pmmU)ll 123 

dialogic fabric aet)emls on this polyphony, this multi-voiced

ness, without the myriad 

to express them, 

integrate into the mere monologue 

different point of view, 

nature of the Dostoevskian novel would 

",_,.r"1f'''''' authorial dialectic: 'In LJostoevs 

120 Bakhtin (1984: 75) emphasises that the author of the polyphonic novel does not retain what he calls a 
'surplus' knowledge or Wlderstanding of his characters· the author, in other words, does not to be 
omniscient and know more about the characters than they know or can express about themselves. The 
author's relationship to them, as is the reader's· as we shall see· is merely dialogic. 'The author retains for 
himselfno essential 'surplus' and enters on an equal footing [with the characters] into the 
dla:[OglJe of the novel as a whole .. .' 
121 Bakhtin describes novels as ideological: • ... his hero was the idea' 

ld.:6. 
123 ld.: 9. Bakhtin remarks, significantly, later in this same work: 'In Dostoevsky, two thoughts are 
two for there are no thoughts belonging to no one and every thought represents an entire --.. ~-.-' 

, 93). 'form-shaping worldview does not know an impersonal truth ... There are only 
UlL'"J:.l"U and indivisible voice-ideas, but too cannot be detached from the LA,,,'V):;,."" 
fabric of the work without distorting their nature' , 96), Truth, for Bakhtin as well as for I]O!,tOf~VS~:V 
was personalised, and 'relative', 
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work each "''''' ..... u,,'u really become a thing and is an embodied 

,nl"n ... ,...nt'!:IU'11 into an abstract, systematically mono logical context, it ceas-

es to what it 124 a monoiogic work, by the 'whole mass of ideology ... 

must be subordinated to a accent and must express a and unified of 

view'.125 

polyphonous 'dialogue' or rather multi-voicedness of the individual ch,rralcters in a 

Dostoevskian novel translates into a 'dialogicality' of the work: 'In Dostoevsky's 

polyphonic novel we are dealing not with ordinary ' ... a.v",.", form ... No, here we are 

an ultimate dialogicality, a of the ultimate whole .. .' .126 

entire work takes on the .... "UV,;:;;L..., nature of components, and this, Bakhtin remarks, has 

the effect of drawing the reader or audience into the work's great ...... ' .. "1"" ... '" ' ... the 

provides no support for the viewer who would objectify an 

to some category ... - and this consequently a particip-

ant'.127 We this almost contagious of the polyphonic work 

has significance an understanding of the relationship between and audience as 

it is represented in a dialogic work. 

In 1963 version of Problems of Dostoevsky's Poetics Bakhtin ".11. ... ,"' ....... polyphony 

generIc np:l'c:n,"'~T1VP: tracing roots to 'polyphonic' an(;lelrU genres, 128 part-

icularly those which fall under the heading 01toUOatoyeAO\oV, the serio-comical, op-

posed to serious of epic, tragedy, history, and so on, which he saw as monolog-

praises the Platonic dialogues profusely (which describes, typically but 

incredibly, as 'camivalistic') 

124 Jd.: 17. 
125 [d.: 84. 
126 [d.: 18. 

the 'Socratic notion of the dialogic nature of truth, and 

127 Ibid. He also notes here that in the novel is structured to make dialogic inescap-
able', and elsewhere that the novel is through and (id.: 40), 
128 Bakhtin's interest in c1assicalliterature can be traced to the fact that for his first he read Classics 
at the University ofSt. Petersburg between 1914 and 1918 was especially enthusiastic about 
and retained a life-long interest in the ancient world and in ancient literature as can be seen in all his writ-

but particularly in his works on 'Carnival', and on the 'Chronotope', and here; cf. Dentith 1995: 4. 
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h b t 129 S t' d' 1 th uman a ou . ocra es la ogues, at e ear-

ones, showed that 'truth is not born nor is it to be found inside the head of an individ-

ual ...... ,.."0" it is born hetwec~n people collectively searching for truth, the process of 

their _._ .. ~,..,._ interaction, .. '. 130 Socrates 'knew to force ", ... VlJl ... to speak, to clothe in 

but stubbornly Dre'-COlleel opinions, to illuminate by the 

word and th . . It' 131 way to ex]pm.e elf H.H .... U"'.,., or.mcomp e eness .... 'Socratic 

dialogue', palrtlC:Ip~mts. as in Dostoevsky, are ideologists; SOlcrates is the ideo-

but """" ..... " ...... '" is drawn Socrates' methods, and so compelled, 

even against will, to lJeC:OlIle an l(le:ol()g}!;t.132 In Socratic dialogue, as in Dost-

oevsky, idea is organically combined with the image of a person, carner ... 

dialogic testing of the idea is simultaneously also testing person who represents 

.133 The .... nr· .. "Y· ..... dialogue is therefore reCOl2llls€~a by Bakhtin as 'one starting 

points,134 of the line of lTP1"!:I1"\J development that, for culminates Dostoevsky . 

....... ""'''"'' ...... also includes Menippean satire,135 ... "v ........... satire (he ""'''11'''''''' Lucilius and Hor

ace at least 136 and to 'diatribe' several of liter at-

ure 'tn1'.php·~1'<:l of the polyphonic noveL These are 

recoWl1sC~a by ...... "","' .. " .. as and I.UU-LV1.',",U and theretlore harbingers also of 

multi-voicedness. He also notes that are all akin to one in the ex

ternal and internal dialogicality of their approach to human life and human thought' . 138 

dialogic nature 

129 1984: 110. 
130 Ibid. 

I3l Id.: 110-111. 
132 Id.: 111. 
mId.: 111-112. 
134 Id.: 112. 
mId.: 113ff. 
136 Ibid. 

'genre' 139 'diatribe' 

137 Id.: 1 1 120.143, 156. 
138 Id.: 119-120. 

not pass unrJoticed: 'The diatribe is 

139 Bakhtin appears to use the term 'diatribe' in a conventional sense, as he is to it as a 
(ibid.); ifhe had any knowledge of the controversy surrounding the term, he shows no indication of 

N .. ,r",rtl,pl .. "" a close examination of what Bakhtin actually says about 'diatribe' reveals that he views it 
genre (hls whole approach to literature is based on rejecting formal, 'hlgh' literature) but as 

(id.. cf. He uses in its broader rather than its formal sense. 
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an internally dialogized rhetorical genre, in the form of a 

with an absent interlocutor - and resulting a dialogization of the 

and rnrl1Jo'n 
140 

'diatribe' and dialogicality 

While I am not about to claim uo!stoev~IK polyphony, as identified by Bakhtin, 

ace, it is that as one of the works as part same broad 

......... """, Horace's UlUIJA\J voices and "'"",'L"'U,,," to what may 

be same dialogic family genres, as Bakhtin himself hints. rutUUtn:.u mo-

of Horace's first book are formal linguistic terms monologue, as 

are also replete with a cacophony of different imagined un ........ " 

use 

raise objections, 

....... " ......... J dialogized 

..... 1"1 ........ ,.., ... with him, even him. The 

allows Horace to create a world which is 

'profoundly personalized', in which 

sonality, albeit an imaginary one. 

LUV''''Jl',AU is represented as the UU~"U'-'H of a per-

a 

blocks of a dialogicality that extends to 

in Book Two. 

Socratic dialogues of the 

floor from 

in Book One results 

thought', building 

whole of the Satires, .Hu .... u"15 

book,141 the interlocutors are more fully de-

the roles of the book "" .......... 

is as taken the someone were to , device of the 

It 

style and 

_"'_I!, __ it into a complete chlualctenSl!tlC)D per'sorls of the sec-

ond book. But most important is var-

ious combinations, are allowed to ~Vf:;UI\.. They are all ideologists, of 

Plato Dostoevsky; and as with authors, the dialogic .... "' ....... !". of the idea is 

testing of the person who rp'I"'.rpC1pntc! it. Like Dostoevsky, not mono-

140/d.: 120. emphasis. 
141 See Anderson (1982: 13m, who argues that Horace presents himself in his second book as 'The Roman 
Socrates'. 
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discourse, 

er peImrts them to themselves. Socrates, 

haractlers, but rath

Two knows 

how to C01TInel to reveal me:m~;en/es and expose falseness or 

itude. But, unlike Socrates, at the same time allows his interlocutors to own 

as a character Satires. 

Horace's sect:ma book ends without any explanatory declarations by the author, rI""" .. ,,1'" 

the fact that Sat. 2.7 seen Davus call into question every 

that Horace as "' ...... .n. .... has made throughout his Satires. No 'surplus' regarding 

either Horace or his interlocutors in the second book is given us at end. Indeed, the 

fmal of the second collection, Sat. Horace at opposite pole to 

;)!J";aA',,J. at the oe!~mnmlg of Sat. 1.1, now the recipient narrative 

related of an at which he was even present. one is there to explain that 

and Davus are as well as and in ....... , ..... v .. , 

reactions to their criticism would seem to to a guilty conscience, as sU'~2esteid. The 

'unfmalizability' of the dialogic Satires and their inconclusive ending means that the 

reader or audience is inevitably drawn into the dialogic process of the Satires, and to 

decide him- or n ... ·"' ... 'T to 'read' ."':I'JI',}"o('· ' ••• the mtenlcti.on provides no support 

for the viewer who would objectify an entire event according to some monologic cate-

gory ... - and consequently ....... ,,, ...... the viewer a participant' .142 For Horace, as 

Bakhtin, truth cannot 

the process of their 

one person, but is born between people, and characters, in 

Heteroglossia and other types of dialogic discourse 

Bakhtin also identified other forms of ....... "v~"."J,U that, he "'''<'1'1" .. 11 occurred ... ".J ... ,,'u .... .J in 

novelistic ..... ",'"'v' ...... In his Discourse Novel (1934-35),143 he is concerned 

142 Bakhtin 1984: 18, as noted above. 
143 I shall refer to the translation which appears in the 1981 edition of the collection of four of 
Bakhtin's essays, translated by Michael Holquist and entitled The Imagination 
(cited throughout as Bakhtin 1981). 
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primarily the .... 'uv,e:. .... nature of discourse novelistic prose. He discusses he 

terms 'heteroglossia' the mOioernEuropean novel, by which he means the 'otherness' 

of discourse that occurs in form, whereby a proportion of language within the mo'oern 

(actual) quotation marks, utterances that although they 

be attributed to authorial discourse, are essentially alien - sense that they 

belong to another's speech or are taken from the discourse of other social groups. In the 

novel this dialogism is usually simultaneously also the narrator's discourse, or is con-

sciously made part of the authorial speech while retaining its inherent 'otherness', a 

situation po:ssesse~s enormous potential for irony and parody of the alien discourse. 

Authorial discourse may contradict the ..... ""~UU.L"' ..... engagmg a type of 'dialogue' 

with 144 

Bakhtin attributes the novel's heteroglossia,145 its use of multiple even U/un," 

authorial formally monologic speech, to novel's hybrid ..,u" ... ,,".., and status as a 

genre. discourse has, according to Bakhtin, made immune to 

ness' in spe~ecJn.146 While poetic discourse use dialogue as a device, in that event 

dialogue renlalIls a 'thing', and is not internally dialogized: 'Poetic is by 

convention suspended from any mutual interaction alien discourse, any allusion to 

144 Bakhtin shows, for how the Dickensian comic novel heteroglossia in order 
to comment ironically on the social hypocrisy of nineteenth century Britain : 302-308). It is important 
to note that heteroglossia is a of different social language, a 'foreign' code or dialect that is incorpor-
ated into authorial or attributed what heteroglossia does not mean is dialogue in the sense norm-

understood in the novel, and which is how it has been by some scholars. Ironically, Bakhtin 
seemed to think that conventional dialogue, even the of a was usually monologic in that it 
really only one or multiple voices would destroy he claimed (cf. 
e.g. Bakhtin 1984: 
145 Polyphony and different concepts, developed at different of Bakhtin's 
career and related to different of the novel: while polyphony is multivoicedness in the relationship 
between author and characters, such as Bakhtin saw in Dostoevsky's work, heteroglossia on the other hand 
is dialogism vvithin the author's own discourse, a conscious splitting of the authorial voice. Morson and Em
erson relate that' ... polyphony is not even roughly synonymous vvith heteroglossia. The latter term describes 
the of speech the former has to do vvith the position of the author in a text. 
Many works are but very few are polyphonic' (1990: 232). But it is evident that both 
these concepts stem from Bakhtin's theory discourse and ofnoveHstic discourse in "",,...,,..,11,, .. 
146 Bakhtin's stress of prose over as the bearer of double-voiced has led Morson & Emer-
son (1990 passim) to speak of Bakhtin's approach as a 'prosaics' as opposed to a 'poetics'. It is worth not-

however, that many scholars have subsequently made a case for extensive 'dialogism' in lyric poetry, 
for example, so Bakhtin's prejudice against the more formal poetic genres may be misplaced. 
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alien U.l"' .... V I.u. ,147 On the other the speech of Bakhtin and 

in the 'rhetorical genres', dialogization has taken place through 

discourse, although not as intimately as in modern noveL 

incorporation alien 

acknowledge, in 

addition, that 'a certain latitude for heteroglossia 

satiric and comic genres and others' . 148 

the 'low' poetic l:'."'JJu .... '" 

Later in this same essay Bakhtin traces the roots of 'novelistic prose' to a selection of 

ancient 'genres', including satires and 'diatribe': 

the 

embryonic beginnings of authentic double-voiced and double-languaged did not an-

cient 

ure. 

always achieve the status of a novel, as a aeluulte C()mlDOSltlCmal 

most flourished in generic torma'ts 

tneltnatlc struct

realistic novellas, 

satires, some biographical and autobiographical forms, in certain purely rhetorical genres (jor 

example, in the in historical and, finaUy, in epistolary genres. In all these forms the 

germs of novelistic prose can befound, that is, is an orchestration of meaning by means 

h I · 149 eterog ossw. 

Bakhtin is referring to the capacity of all these forms for en!~agmg a dialog ism whereby 

the discourse or 'languages' other sources are brought into and stylized the text. 

even enthuses especially about 'diatribe': 'Of the Hellenistic LV&leU"" diatribe contains 

the ........... .,. amount of novelistic-prose potential: it even requires, a great variety 

of speech manners, a dramatized and parodic-ironic appropriation of other points of view 

... ' • 150 Likewise he sees these of novelistic prose' in Horace's satires, particularly 

in Horace's famous self-parody and in his 'parodic stylization of the accepted approaches, 

others' points view, the 

141 1981: 285. 
148 [d.: 287. 
149 [d.: mine. 
ISO Id.: 371 n.40. 
IS! Ibid.: n. 38. 

opinions' ,151 
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In numerous 'voices' introduced in 'diatribe' tradition and in Horatian satire, Bak-

htin sees beginnings of his heteroglossia. interlocutors who their appear-

ance scholars termed are concrete versions of the U .. 'dU ...... dialog-

ism which ........ ""'.~jl ... fmds in the modem noveL the later novel, both satire and the so-

called 'diatribe' tradition were hybrid, 'low' were to exploit a polemicism 

and irony which Bakhtin asserts is novelistic. moralising discourse, both 'diatri-

be' satire anticipate the later social commentary of the modem novel. 

conventions of everyday dialogue, sermo is at odds with what Bakhtin terms 'poetic 

discourse', which, as we seen, asserted exhibited a certain conservative immunity 

to heteroglossia. Thus H('1,!"l'I('P himself ironically anticipates Bakhtin's prosaics when, ton-

gue firmly in cheek, he jokes that minus metre, is just conversational prose: 

quod pede certol differt sermoni, sermo merus - 'without metre distinguishing it 

everyday conversation, it is plain """" .... ,1"1 conversation' (1.4.47-48). 

In prose-imitating verse, Horace .... £" ... 6''''., in an dialogue not only with his 

imaginary interlocutors but also with other 'languages': these are the ....... "6 ... ' .. 6''' ... of pre-

decessors, including Ennius, Lucilius, and (the curiously unnamed) Lucretius, the lang

of everyday life and of the Roman streets, the languages of other genres, and so on. 

It should noted, however, that it is extremely u",u",,'uu to detect heteroglossia in a work 

is of such an and distance us as Satires, as the modem reader may 

fmd it to appreciate what is truly 'other' in an ancient text. 1S1 is, however, an-

other variety of heteroglossia the Satires which we shall occasion to examine 

detail, and is something of which Horace himself is highly conscious, particularly 

second book: Horace seems constantly to be playing with the idea of what we 

term 'derived' discourse, in that the speeches of the book are repeatedly attributed 

other than Horace, often, addition, these speakers have themselves 

rived their words from still other sources. Thus Satires Two we are constantly _ .. , ... _.~ 

152 Bakhtin cautions (1981: 41S) that the 'more distant the work to be is from contemporary 
consciousness, the more serious this difficulty [of detecting heteroglossia] becomes ... '; cf. Morson & 
Emerson 1990: 363. While we shall not always be deaf to multi-voicedness in the Satires, this problem is 
one that inevitably informs the study of a work that is as old and as removed from the reader as is Horace's 
Satires. 
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that are 'other', 'foreign' apparently both to and to ourselves, The 

ammcatH)ns that we shall only have ofheteroglossia, with its various 

I t 153 'd a er, provl es a useful backdrop WjO,<U.lL",. ""'''''''UllJ.l''- this type of 

ltl-'VOlCedlnel:;S in the moralising satires of Horace ,'ieJem(Jn~~!i: Two. 

of all Bakhtinian theory (which is extraordinarily ..... ,.,.""",. 

can be traced in two other ideas which I have llllJlmlnatmg with re-

JJV'IJ ..... " One and Two: these are 

and , a concept 

concerns the relationship and the 

£'1"\"1'.'1".,.",,1" to the Saussure-Jakobson model of communication, ad-

rn""'t_U1!'" relationship between (often referred 

to as a 'bridge'): start ofthe utterance the speaker ", .. ,,,,,nT'''''''' speech to

concept of adwards the active understanding. Reception theory based on 

dressivity insists that we take the addressee's 'apperceptive oa';K~;rOlma into 

account when to discover the meaning of the utterance: as L u .• "' .... , .. "" ug,~esl:eC1. the 

aim of a cnpPl"n 

aspects of the ""''''1''','.:IUJ'5 

lack of the 

stark contrast to ..... ,"" ... ":or',,. 

certain conclusions about 

its orientation toward its listener. 

satires of the first book are so emphatically onent:ate:C1 1"r,nr".,.I1" 

found addressivity a own 

as offering a 

and 1.10. Addressivity is also helpful in analysing 

second book: in Sat. 2.3, it is precisely 

""tJ""'"'''''' given by Damasippus-Stertinius (in 

moralising style) that brings me to 

A more detailed introduction to the ramifications 

addressivity is given in chapter 1, the introductory chapter to Part 1 of this thesis. 

153 See Part 2, chapter 5, pp. 184ff of the thesis. 
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While aQOlreSSl 

ground to my 

IS focus of Part 1 of this thesis, and also provides a useful 

of the moralising satllres of Horace Sermones Book 

tin's concept of the 'Carnival', on the other hand, is one that I have used my 

....... 'uv •• '" of the larger 'dialogue' that, I argue, takes place between the two books. The 

relationship between Satires Book One and 

inversion. Two of the most prominent moralising 

as earlier, is one of reversal and 

of the second book are set at the 

time of the Saturnalia, the Roman December festival that was in many ways the ancestor 

of the medieval Carnival-type festival so explored by Bakhtin. Akin to 

later counterpart, the Saturnalia was festival where the 'normal' world was tempor-

arily turned upside down, where societal hierarchies were inverted, slaves got to 

their views to their masters (as Davus does in Sat. 2.7). Can it accidental that the sec

ond book's reversal ofaH the themes of the moralising satires of Book One reaches 

climax Horace's penultimate satire? As I shaH argue in a more detailed discussion 

this in chapter 5, the introductory chapter to Part 2 of this thesis, and in chapter 8, my 

fmal chapter, both books ofHoratian satire can together be viewed as a large-scale adapt-

ation of the reversals of the Saturnalia to anticipating Bakhtin, I shall argue, 

Horace's Saturnalian satire is proto-Carnivalesque. 1S4 

Inspired by Mukarovsky's and Bakhtin's ideas on dialogism, but refusing to bound ex

clusively by them, the present work I intend to test the thesis that Horatian satire can be 

viewed as essentially 'dialogic' in a number of different ways. In Horace's first book of 

authorial speech is shared with other voices the so-called mode. 

Horace's book the dialogism already inherent the formally monologue of 

Book One is further dramatised and diversified, parcelled out, and even The 

comparisons, similarities and interrelationship between the moralising satires of both 

books point to the greater 'dialogue' between them. It is this dialogue, as well as 

the smaller dialogues, external and internal, animating Horace's Sermones, that the 

present work seeks to address. 

IS4 Bakhtin himself pointed out how his concept of the 'Carnivalesque' in literature fitted in with his theor
ies of the dialogic tradition, noting that:: 'Carnivalization is combined organically with all the other charact
eristics of the polyphonic novel...' (1984: 
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PART 1: 

MULTIPLE VOICES: 

DIALOGIC DISCOURSE AND ADDRESSIVITY IN 

MORALISING SATIRES ('DIATRIBES') OF 

HORACE SERMONES BOOK ONE. 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTORY TO PART I 

SAT. 1.1: THE DIALOGUE OF 'MONOLOGUE' 

I bought a dozen volumes on banking and credit and investment and they stood on my shelf in 
red and gold like new money from the mint, promising to unfold the "U.lLWllS secrets that only Midas and 
Morgan and Maecenas knew. 

F. Scott The Great Gatsby (1926: 10). 

If Roman satura is a dish full of a variety of different ffiil(feCUeIlts. Horace's Satires are, 

their start, replete with a plurality of different voices. While most of the satires of 

the first book are formally presented as monologues, right the beginning of Sat. 1.1 

the speaker also the with a number of other VOllce:<;. in the moralis-

ing first it seems that au<llellce is constantly being invited to listen to the magn-

ified sounds of a polyphonic world: we overhear disgruntled professionals bemoaning 

their lot, a miser defending his vice, the objections and excuses of profligates and adult-

erers, nicknames fathers to their children, and so on. It is almost as if tiny 

phones were strategically placed in a variety of arenas of human existence, enabling us to 

hear and the speaker to engage in interactive dialogue with a multiplicity of different 

voices. 

The are dialogic not only in the sense that the main speaker deliberately 

other "OTt'''''''' but also that the orientation of the 'diatribe' "1-'",aA''''' is explicitly toward 

his audiences. Horace's first book of Satires "' .... "' .... '" with a question addressed to his 

ron,155 but whether question or an attempt to "'HI" ... !" ..... lVlaecellas in con-

versation, we never hear Maecenas' reply. Instead, what follows are three ...... "a ... " .... /; 

'monologues', the triad of 'diatribes' which start Book One (Sat. 1.1, 1 and 1.3), and 

which address topics including dissatisfaction, greed, adultery, and the correct attitude to 

friendship. Thereafter 'Horace' continues a chatty way for the remainder of Book One, 

155 Qui fit, Maecenas, ut nemo, quam sibi sortemlseu ratio dederit illalcontentus vivat, 
laud at diversa sequentis? - 'How does it happen, Maecenas, that no-one lives content with the lot that either 
choice has granted him or that chance has thrown in his way, but instead praises the paths that others 
pursue?' (1.1.1-3). 
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as he titbits about his 'background', 156 recounts events from 'life' ,157 regales 

us with from his 'travels', 158 tells us jokes and amusing anecdotes, 159 offers 

pets of IZOS:SlD and makes snide remarks about his rivals, 160 and takes us into his confid

ence about literary 161 whether his addressee is to be understood as Maecen-

as or other recipients, and even his is formally structured as a monologue, 

r1Clra(;e is always talking to someone. 

As we heard Introduction, sermo cannot take place with one party, 

but occurs only when SDc~ech is joined with another: 'conversations', even where there is 

only one active speaker, consciously possess an addressee. Mukarovsky observed that if a 

monologue is consciously 'addressed' by the speaker to a recipient, this 'colours mon

ologue dialogically', 162 resulting, as we saw, in a dialogic monologue. Although he 

ed formal linguistic Bakhtin too the dialogic 'addressivity' of 

discourse, the idea that 'the utterance' is always addressed to someone. 163 Replete with 

references to and 'you', Horace's Satires, particularly where they use the 'diatribe' 

mode, consciously exhibit a direct relationship with regard to their audiences, as they 

to ~'U"'5'''''''''J opponents and instruct imaginary addressees. Not only do 

opponents and addressees listen, however, but within text itself Horace his 

'audience' engaging in dialogue with him, responding to his provocative statements. In 

'diatribe', audiences are potential interlocutors. From time to time, therefore, we hear not 

only the interruptions of the speaker's wooden adversaries, the misers and adulterers, but 

also challenges and questions from the indefmite audience whom the satirist purports to 

.... U.4 ..... ,' ... against the varieties of immorality or foolishness he Not only does the 

satirist reveal foolishness of his interlocutors' positions, but the liber sermonum 

156 See esp. Sat. 1.4 & 1.6. 
157 This apparently 'autobiographical' trend 
in a number of satires, including 1 1.6, 1.9. 
158 Sal. 1.5. 
159 E.g. Sat. 1.5, 1.7. 
160 E.g. Sat. 1.4.13f. 
161 Sat. 1.4 & 1.10. 
162 1977: 86. 
163 Bakhtin 1986: 95f, cf. Todorov 1984: 53. 

more or less at Sat. 1.3.63f, if not before, and continues 
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already allows his own ideological position to be moralising speaker, 

Horace is frequently compromised these objections that seem to corne at him out 

the blue, and his self-defensive attitude to a telling amusmg of 

self-satire. 

on-going self-satire of the speaker-figure in the first book will eventually develop 

into a complete attack on by others in moralising of the second book, 

where the integrity of both speakers listeners is ultimately called into It 

becomes there that no-one last laugh, that truth is revealed only in the 

interaction between parties. The dialogue ofHoratian satire is, in the end therefore, iron

ically 'unfinalizable' in a Bakhtinian sense. However, the seeds of this dialogicality are 

clearly already present the 'monologues' of Book One, and these are first nn"p..,llPn 

1.1. voices are also, as we see, within the own 

authorial mSICOlltrSe as ironised heteroglossia. In first book of the Satires Horace uses 

'diatribe' mode in to effect a 'dialogization of the very process speech and 

thought' .164 

While a dialogic approach to Satires would seem to militate against separate 

of individual satires, while it is intention to place the moralising of both 

in dialogue with one another, revealing their and intra-textual polemics, it is 

also true that dialogue cannot happen if or everything simult-

aneously. After a brief introduction to general concerns of Part 1 thesis, the 

present chapter consequently the dialogic relationships of Horace's first satire, 

Sat. 1.1 , but even similarities contrasts between Books One and Two are able to 

offer us insights. A brief contrast between the presentation of speakers in 

either book is therefore my point of departme. 

164 Bakhtin 1984: 120. 
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Speakers in Books One and Two 

difference in the manner of presentation speakers Horace's book of Satires 

his second is "u;,n.u"c. In the 'diatribes' of Book 2.7, the 

Damasippus 

dramatic context of ......... "" ..... ..,. 

Davus respectively, are introduced to us within the 

start of Sat. 2.3, we a voice offers 

CnlCIClSm to someone suffers, apparently, from writer's block. The voice is soon 

identified as of Damasippus by the speaker (2.3.16ff), who is .... , .. "' ....... in turn 

positively identified character the section 

the role of listener again in 2.7, where the main "V'wart"w •• slave is 

introduced second in his master's response to the approach: 

Davus?', which is at once confirmed (2.7.2), It is Davus' reference 

his aOclresse:e .", .... "1'1"'1'" to his not .. ",n ....... '4..,"''''' .. ' .. " that identifies his audience as his master 

Horace (2.7.33f). In both Sat. 2.3 and 

early on,166 whereas the audience -

therefore, the speakers are introduced 

- is revealed sooner or later. 

In the triad of One, the opposite (or the same, in another applies: while 

first line of Sat. 1.1 addresses itself unambiguously to Maecenas, the speaker himself 

remains strictly unintroduced. Indeed, voice which appears out of the to address 

Maecenas has been reti~rrt;:d to as 'disembodied' ,167 ~", .. ",.. .. '" interlocutor is named, while 

authorial persona is implied. is not to that we out nothing about 

the speaker is intentionally characterised, but in contrast to later Sat. and 

striking, in retrospect, that no-one turns round to this "I",,,.,an"d Maecenas, once 

UrurnrullPJ)US' mention of his addressee's alIIlbitious emulation of Maecenas and so on 

way 

iUs 

the reader or audience has been to and DalIIlasippus' interlocutor as 
'Horace' from fairly on in the satire. We should also bear in mind that Horace would have dissemin-
ated his work by and indeed 'performing' his Sermones to his exclusive audience of friends in the 
circle of Maecenas, and thus, during this reading he would preswnably have had the scope to portray or 
'perform' the roles both of his propria persona as well as of his opponents and other interlocutors. 
166 As is Catius, at 2.4.1. The Platonic echo here of the start of the Phaedrus, however, is clearly 
SUtlJ)o:sed to an ironic in which 'Horace' the part of the Socratic interlocutor. For 
Horace's character in the second book as the 'Roman Socrates', see Anderson 1982: 13-49. 
167 Zetzel (1980: 68): 'We begin with a voice that is all but for the fact that he is add-
ressing Maecenas on a philosophic topic'. 
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'"'''is''!','"'U in conversation, is not to ask: 'Is Horace?'. In first satires of 

Book Horace's HnHa,u,"",-"""u IS 

'dialogic' This IS a cn:ara,cu:r 

drawn. 168 

The the Satires: Horace's 'second 

who 

stating the nOI[ -S()-Ollst;ant past, however, 

understood Horatian as autobiography, 

literally and associating the 

historical author. 169 It is not surprising that these .,...,A,A"'U,u 

a type of conversational 

parameters are gradually 

11 .. ",,,,,,,,,,, us may seem to be 

scholars confidently 

we are told by first 

u",an.vJ, entirely with Horace the 

have done so, as we shall 

see shortly, in spite of the between the author as creator and the authorial subject 

within the text as created, 'autobiography' is one of the ...... " .. "dU..., l,i"".lVll.::> that Satires 

contrive to project. The a naively autobiographical a01)rOaC11. however, is 

""V"U.~'''H'J'', disillusionment, or both, as speaker of the sermonum plays with the 

mercilessly. For "',","'UH~""', he prC)mlSeS a on in his 

manner.170 one moment he is 

only to 

us that is not poetry, 

168 Here I side more with the ofZetzel 
satiric as the book unfolds, against that (1993: 10), who by contrast sees the 
character of the 'diatribal' speaker as instantly accessible from the start of Sat. 1. L Zetzel's 
idea of the voice being 'disembodied' is rather extreme (see above). The solution lies somewhere between 
these two approaches. 
169 See e.g. Fraenkel (1957: I), who is thinking of the Satires first work he quotes after 
the Vita Horati of when he his book on Horace thus: 'Horace tells us more about lUll""''''', 
his his and his way than any other great in 

fiy",a'DVOn ne sic ut qui iocularia (Sat. 1.1 Of course, a may have some 
lesson to Horace adds: ... quamquam ridentem dicere vetat? (24-25a). acknow-
ledged the virtues of the he nevertheless that he will now away childish 

and commit himself to a serious sed tamen amoto quae ramus seria ludo (27). 'nr\ ... "~_ 

"uu.>.>u,'15 the anecdotes of the entire first section of Sat. 1.1 as not wholly to the these 
reflections seem designed to have the listener think that the revelations, which go on to link dis-
satisfaction with will indeed show what the point is. At the same the surface 
intention of these programmatic statements is subtly undercut. Although Horace purports in line 27 to be 

over a new leaf, undertaking to be serious, as is reflected in his use ofthe ablative absolute amoto 
... ludo and games been out of the way'), the word order of the sentence, on the contrary, 

otherwise: it may be no accident that the last two words of the line are seria Judo, which appear in 
identical order to the components of the Greek term for the half-humorous type 
moralising often identified with the tradition of 'diatribe', 1:0 OTCOUO(UoyeAOtOv. Is it >JV""'LJ,l'" 
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but at the end of that very poem linking himself with a wild band ofpoets. 17J He express

es his enthusiasm throughout for Callimachean principles of composition, but at the end 

of the fiber sermonum adds a line to a slave suggesting that just the opposite is really his 

own method ofwriting. 172 As Zetzel remarks, 'Horace is'perhaps the most ironic and 

contradictory poet of antiquity; to take anything he that he says as completely sincere is to 

ignore his style and his intention.' 173 But until a few years ago this is exactly what the 

majority of Horatian students used to do, assuming that the author of the Satires was as 

direct and as artless as his speaker. 

Events and people seemingly earnestly presented in Horace's Satires Book One, such as 

the portrait of Horace's 'father' in the fourth and sixth satires,174 and the famed journey to 

Brundisium in Sat. 1.5,175 have been shown to be considerably embellished by the satir

ist's pen. Since Lucilius had, as it were, set his whole life out on tablets for aU the world 

to see, 176 so it seemed fitting that in the Satires of his successor, the 'life' of the speaker

character should there appear to be frankly displayed. The chatty directness of the sermo 

may lull the reader into the easy security that what he is hearing are extracts from a per

sonal diary, but this is far from being the case. As his many outrageous statements can 

only suggest, the satiric narrator, the fictional Horace who appears in the Satires, is dis

tinct from the historical author. A speaker appropriate to the discourse ofLucilius' genre, 

on the surface the satiric Horace comes across as generally more pompous, forthright, and 

simple-minded than, for example, the poet of the Odes. 

may be exploiting the flexibility of the Latin word order to contradict the formal grammatical meaning of 
the sentence, to insert a subtext subversive of the surface semantics? The resolution of line 27 quaeramus 
seria ludo, would alongside its formal sense therefore become: 'let us seek spoudaioge/oion'. This is, of 
course, precisely what the speaker goes on to do. 
171 Cf. Sat. 1.4.39ff & 141. 
172 Sat 1.10.92. 
173 1980: 63. 
174 See Leach 1971: 616-632, esp. 618-622. 
175 Gowers (1993 (b): 50) argues that while Sat. 1.5 need not be read entirely as fiction, the poem is 'an 
exercise in writing Horatian satire' rather than simply a travelogue. 
176 See Sat. 2.1.30-34. 
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In recent a number students of the have moved away from the traditional 

autobiographical model interpretation. Persona theory, based on conventions 

instead considers the that the writer of a particular adopts. 

asserted that moralising of the few satires is a 

no than is the as speaker of Sat. 1.8.177 Various theories have been ad-

vanced as to the nature of the persona or personae Horace takes on in his Satires. 

Some persona theorists have too in my opinion, assuming that 

is removed from the authorial speaker who appears at the 

entirely. Recently, for eXI:lmJ)ie, it been "'1"IT1I1""" that the .:>1..1 .. ' ......... "" satires 

One is a carefully drawn separate the 

a buffoon-like character world Comedy.178 "'I"' ..... """ ... .,. the author of this 

is in disagreement with other persona-theorist scholars such as Anderson 

who, according to him, have mistakenly asserted a single persona for the 

Freudenburg on hand sees a number of personae the first book, starting 

Zet-
179 

the 'diatribist' ofthe satires, and sUl~gests that a 'single persona' IS un-

177 'It is a trivial observation to point out that Horace was never a tree trunk, nor a nor was he penn-
attached to the hill' (ZetzeI1980: 61). Even there are be-

tween the that traditional of ithyphallic 1989: 
108), and the dramatic 'Horace' of the Satires. Recently Martha Habash 285ft) has suggested that 
Sat. 1.8 is a parody of an Homeric hymn, that Priapus is Horace in disguise, and she also draws a number of 

between the and Horace. Both Priapus and Horace have been rehabilitated by and 
are in the service both are winning in difficult situ-
ations by default rather than by compares the Priapus with the ego-
tism and cowardice of the Horace would like to imagine that 

share physical dimensions. The has the task of away thieves and birds from the 
gar'dells Maecenas has built; the satirist could be to enjoy an equally and 
role. Traditionally was to pnnish means of the threat of or the actual carry-
ing out - anal, or oral (Richlin 1983: 121ff & But it seems to escape Richlin, Zet-
zel and Habash that Horace's Priapus accidentally uses a device that is (!) the of his 
usual mode of attack. Like the Priapus who fails to use his traditional weapon in Sat. 1.8 to scare away the 
"'!Hem'" but farts instead, so the Horatian satirist shies away from direct invective of individuals (an accus
ation he in the mouths of an anomalous group of adversaries in Sat. 1.4), but nevertheless provokes 

at the end of 1.8 - ... cum magno risuque 50). Sat. 1.8 may be viewed as a re-
of the vitriol of the iambographic tradition and of the Lucilianus character in Horace's Sermones. 

But the Priapus' I would also an indirect statement in that he uses the 'blunt 
end' of his weapon to bring the satire to a quick as at 1.10. 72ffthe Horatian satirist advises 
the other side of the stilus in the editing that is so important for good composition: saepe stilum 
vertas ... 
178 Fre:ud(~nburg 1993: esp. 27ff. 
179 Jd.: 7~lO. 
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..... " ...... '!¥. Freudenburg's thesis the of Horace's speaker in 'dia-

tribe' satires is well presented, it is hard to see why he should want to separate this speak-

er from 'Horace', self-satirised in the rest of the fiber sermonum indeed in the second 

book of Satires. links between each and every satire, rec:o~;tmjea by 

himself for first book,180 argue instead, to my mind, an on-going portrayal. Freud

to draw the Qlstlnc:::tlCIn between, on the one problem, as I see it, is a 

the various voices which the overriding 

sona who is there in a sense throughout 'second as appears 

as Ch~lra(~ter and "'1-I"'Q.1\.'''1. in the 

It is my contention, in contrast to Freudenburg, that the speaker through whom the writer 

Horace begins to addresses us, or rather Maecenas, in the first satire, from being one 

of a fragmented series of personae, is a single dramatically delineated """,1"1"<... not 

only in the first 'diatribe' satires, nor in the first four satires, nor merely in the first 

book of Satires, but throughout both satiric books. It is on this single character, speaker in 

first book listener the most part in the second, that much of the integrity of the 

two satiric books depends, as we shall see. Far from integrity as ........... .., ...... 

chief literary persona in both books of Satires is 

an imaginary ego of the historical Horace. Despite the gap between creator and cre-

ated, created figure nevertheless reflects, or purports to reflect, some of the biograph-

ical details of the historical Horace, as can be seen his TPt."'rplnl"'P at Sat. 1. 1.58 to the 

geographical boundaries of the historical hometown,181 at Sat. 1.18, where 

makes a pun of his own cognomen,182 and a few this where jokingly v .... , .. ,,"" 

180 (id.: 198ff) notes that while Horace 'understood the power of arrangement on all levels' 
and while numerous patterns suggest themselves for the relationships among the satires of Book the 
elal,lOnsrulPs are not only architectural structures, in terms of which prior scholars have tended to 

but rather (following the poems are according to the of 
conversation: 'Individual satires ... are into the contexture of the 
poems' . 200). Each is like a 'tile in a mosaic' (ibid.) in its relations to 
181 In 'a characteristically personal touch' (Brown 1993: 94), Horace here has the a river near his 
native city of Venusia, play the part of the raging torrent into which the greedy miser is in danger of fulling: 
cum ripa simul avulsos ferat Aufidus acer. 
182 ••• nisi dextro tempore, attentam non ibunt Caesaris aurem/cui male 
recalcitrant undique tutus (2.1.18-20). Here Horace makes a pun based on his cognomen Flaccus in 
contrast to Caesar's attentive or 'pricked' ears. Muecke (1993: ad that the alert, socially 
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his virulence on the war-like n""rn~,l'r'" of his historical ... "".""" ... ,u~.183 Horace attributes 

to this literary persona own real-life name ongms. persona may have ."' .. ' ...... ,," 

of Bion/84 a buffoon,185 Socrates,186 after all, he addresses himself to the very 

contemporary Maecenas. The main speaker of the Satires would theretlore seem to be 

more than a persona; he is another , a 'second self' who <:n'u,,,,!OI,.,, to "'''j'':'<11=;''' us 

in conversation. 

It is not uncommon main characters of contemporary televised ""UW<4,.A""",,,A com-

a indirectly related to through 

ion with or even the who stars in 

on-screen role that nominally at or is ",,,,,el'''''' 

taentu:y a that mirrors, however inaccurately, 

character is a 'second self', but still a persona, a created 

to some connect-

':>V.L""''''' the actor plays an 

or her 

>"a1-UJL'" self. 187 The 

Rather like eponym-

oilS stars of these shows, the character which adopts in the .,n:nrL>I' is at once a 

historical but of his 

own which acts out this 'complex poetic 188 .t1(]lra(:e 'satirist' is himself 

a cmrra(a:er who plays a "T1Tn," the >11"\1""""" of the Satires, no than other 1.J.jil. .... \"., 

elevated Caesar is to a nervous, horse which kicks when that 
Horace contrast is a donkey. There also the sexual pun so often exploited 
by Horace, whereby jlaccus may mean 'flaccid' or 'limp' (e.g. Epode 15.12): therefore, as Reckford (1997: 
594) notes, 'Caesar's ear is always erect for public business, but it cannot, except at the right moment, be 
penetrated the words of the 'limp' poet...'; cf. Henderson 1989: 108-109. Reckford also (id.: 

that Horace makes puns on the theme of Horatiuslhora. 
183 At 2. to be following the virulence he says: .. .sequor Lucanus an 
Apulus Venusinus arat finem sub ad hoc, puisis, vetus est ut Jama, 
Sabellis/quo ne per vacuum Romano incurreret quod Apula gens seu quod Lucania bellum! 
incuteret vioienta. Horace apparently here refers to the Third Sammte War when in 291 B.C. 1. Postumius 
Megellus captured Venusia and turned it into a buffer between two war-like neighbours, the Lucamans and 
fiIJUU<UIO>. Horace blames his vituperative qualities of his satire on his descent from the war-like neighbours 
~r..Jl""'.1111J;-Cl."U,1£" 1921: ad lac.; Muecke 1993: ad loc.). Gordon Williams notes that here 'the poet reflects 
on his own in a particularly interesting way', and that he himself as belonging to one of the 

"-~"VULU" Sabellian tribes' in the area 302-303). 
Frel11deltlbUJrg 1993: 14. 

185 ld.: 2ff. 
186 Anderson 1982: 29. 
187 To refer to a number of relatively recent 'Fran' the Nanny shares a name with the actor, Fran 
Drescher, who her; an even more is that the TV -character 'Ellen' 
eventually shared a sexuality with her real-life counterpart, Ellen DeGeneres. 'Seinfeld' has been 
perhaps the most extreme version of this phenomenon. 
188 Zetzel 1980: 73. 
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who parade through the work, characters such as Fabius, Crispinus, Hermogenes 

ius Canidia. 189 Horace is the star of his own show. 190 

The unity of Horace's persona or 'second self' in the not however preclude 

his use as speaker of a multiplicity of different some of which blatantly contradict 

each other. Horace's 'second self' in the Satires tries on a 

of the work. I suspect that, while reading the poems to his 

of Maecenas, Horace would actually 'perform 

u .... " .... " in the course 

audience within the 

adopting different voices to 

identify the various speakers. What we have then are a number smaller personae or 

roles 'put on' by an over-arching authorial persona,191 whose main role would however 

be as 'himself'. The character adopted by the author Horace in the Satires, for one, con

sciously assumes the mask of moralising preacher within the first few poems of Book 

One, but time to time this authoritative is itself undercut by the speaker. 

also assumes, without contradiction, the masks of 'the satirist', 'the friend' and 'the 

author'. Indeed, the speaker of the liber sermonum often refers self-consciously to his 

writings themselves in the course of his discussions, and his status as an 'author' and 

'satirist' are central concerns of particular satires of the book, notably 

1.10. To qualify statement quoted Horace merely plays the role, among 

others, of Rome's 'most ironic and contradictory poet'. 

While the figure who addresses us in Horace's Satires is a created then, a second 

'Horace', at the same he as noted, misleadingly granted certain characteristics of 

the historical author - in fact, Horace actually seems to play with the concept of satire as 

189 It is likewise my contention that Horace's speaker-persona operates within a fully delineated dramatic 
context right from the beginning of the first book of Satires, but more light will be shed on this later. 
190 Ellen Oliensis, however, seems to me to have gone too far in reversing persona theory when she argues 
that Horace's poems are 'consequential acts within society' (1998: 2-3) which could have had serious reper-
cussions for his career. While I would agree that Horace is highly conscious of the (what Oliensis 
terms the 'face', id.: that he is to the world, both of himself and of his circle of friends, I find 
that Oliensis' approach not only tends to take Horace too but also fails to readers such as 
Maecenas any credit for their sophistication and hwnour. For further criticism ofOliensis' 'New Histor
icism', see the review of Freudenburg (1999: 480). 
191 Mitsis (1993: 123 n. 21) has, in relation to Lucretius, likewise argued for a 'more flexible conception' of 
the between persona and author, 'in which mask and wearer at times become indistinguishable and 
at other times the mask is asswned as a pose ... ' . 
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'autobiography'. The problem with Horatian satire is that posing as autobiography is 

perhaps chief fiction. 192 

Reversals of the authorial 

That Horace's 'second within the Satires is to be understood as a fictional 

character may be appreciated when we consider the relationship of the first to the second 

book. Unless this persona is seen as a single 'Horace', a figure who sets himselfup as 

Satirist' in the course of the first book, only to be undercut the second, much of 

the interlibral reversal win unnoticed. Without the extensive construction of the 

'author' in the liber sermonum, can be no deconstruction of this humorously exalted 

the second book. sabotaged) cnaracter 

construction of this character takes place over the ten satires of Book One, as the 

'diatribe' of the first triad gradually begins to give way to the revelation of 'personal' 

tails of the speaker. In Sat. 1 1.4 and 1.6 'diatribe' has to share space with our growing 

scrapbook of his 'autobiographical' memento's. By the end of the liber sermonum the sat-

character has been assembled. He told us a number of things about himself, has 

made a number of attacks against others, both nameless groups and named individuals, 

and ,. .. " ... ,.." ",.." his stylistic 1\ •• ",0:"". 'second "' .... y"."' .. " to us consciously role 

of both a poet and a satirist, although, true to form, on occasion he denies both appellat-

ions. 

In the second book, however, we will see him relinquish roles to play the part 

listener and interlocutor. or almost p",',..,.nrn that he told us about him-

self, will be called into ....... ", .. v· .. in the second book of Satires, by Damasippus and by 

192 See DuQuesnay (1984: 'To suppose that Horace's technique in his satires is not deliberate and that 
the effects are not intended would be to underestimate grossly the skill of Horace as a poet and his self
consciousness as an artist..'. As an artist, therefore, Horace deliberately fosters (ibid.) 'the impression that 
the reader is hearing the authentic voice of the historical character Q. Horatius Flaccus ... Nothing is done 
which would allow the reader to feel conscious of any gap between the image presented in the poems and 

, 
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Davus in particular. The 'second the 'Horace' who appears to us as a 

the Satires sets himself up in the first book only to be undercut, in the second book, as the 

trends that in the fiber sermonum appear as joking self-satire, are fully dramatised and 

outside as 

in the mouths of in Book Two. Indeed, Horace needs no assistance 

comes unstuck the proto-Camivalesque Saturn-straw authorial ........... .... 

alian Satires of the second book: Damasippus and Davus are 

But taking Horace to task, other figures are tnemslel compelled to assume 

role of the and thus inevitably in tum set themselves up as the authorial moralis-

voice, inviting a similar fate and leaving the equation ultimately dialogically 'unfin

alizable'. Looked at in Bakhtinian terms, the authorial and other speakers of the Satires 

are only as good as their dialogue with other voices. 'dialogue' between Horace's 

two books of Satires, which comprises the building up of the authorial persona in the 

book of Satires, and its corresponding breakdown in the second, Deil~ms in the first book, 

however, with the .... "UV.I" .... relationship between the "'V~""A''''l and addressees there. 

Satire and audience 

It is not solely the speaker, the authorial satirical voice, that enables the dialogue of the 

Satires to take place, but also the audience, the addressees to whom the moralising is 

addressed and who thus comprise an equally important participant in the dialogue. 193 Al-

19l Peter Rabinowitz, for example, argues that at least four audiences might be posited for any narrative text: 
the authorial, actual, narrative and ideal narrative audiences, but aCknowledges that there might be an even 

number of audiences discernible in works of a more complex nature. The authorial audience is that 
ideal group that the historical author had in mind when he wrote his work. Rabinowitz (1977: 126): •... the 
u .... ".v ....... "',,,!5''''' his work rhetorically for a hypothetical audience. Like a philosopher, historian, or 
journalist, he cannot write without certain about his readers' beliefs, knowledge, and 
familiarity with conventions'. The actual audience the recipients of the text in any or age, in 
other words, the historical audience (1977: 1 cf. Muecke 1990: 39). The narrative and ideal narrative 
audiences (Rabinowitz td.: are two sets of addressees: the narrative audience is an audi-
ence that the actual audience must pretend to be, to an audience that dis-
belief and tries to accept the work of fiction as reaL The ideal narrative audience (left out by Rabinowitz in 
his 1986 classicist-oriented article in Arethusa) assumes a role similar to that of a narrative audience, but 
one which plays along with the narrator even more loyally than does the narrative and which gull-
ibly agrees with everything the narrator says (1977: 135). Although Rabinowitz' latter two the 
narrative and ideal narrative audiences, are clearly more specifically appropriate to the novel than to satire, 
as a writer of fiction Horace does however construct a fictitious world in his Satires which he, as narrator, 
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though all nature of texts will have what are known to narrative theory as the authorial 

and actual audiences,194 and in addition other audiences as well, clearly the of 

audience may alter according to the type and nature of the work in question. Satire, how-

ever, far exceeds other of narrative in its deliberate consciousness of its audiences. 

Ancient texts tended on the whole to be far more rhetorically audience-orientated than is 

modern novel,195 on which so much audience-oriented criticism has been based. 

But Roman satire, is even more consciously audi-

ence-related other types of ancient U<UIGU 

more directly than the novel, it be 

u~;"'al";)1;; Roman satire engages its 

to fmd a different model for 

delineating satire's l'Il"I.'1T"·~~I""'~ In a study of Horace's Sat. 1.1, example, Barbara K. 

Gold has seen a primary audience (in IVJ.i:llC"";;;lli:li;). the dedicatee), an authorial audience 

clearly asks his audience to believe. In his role as narrator he constructs a morality, an 'autobiographical' 
backgrourld f'Or himself, a social c'Ontext; as narrative audience we are asked to to believe all 
but it is only a hyp'Othetical ideal narrative audience that would swall'Ow it lock, stock and barreL Scholars 
who have taken the satirist has and have ad'Opted an i:lUlUUl\)l>!Jii:lll.IUI,;;i11 

approach to the have in effect fallen int'O Horace's traps and have unwittingly played the 
ideal narrative audience. But the Satires are addressed nat 'Only but als'O t'O mere 
than one and what 'One audience is expected t'O accept, another is meant to see through. 
194 Rabin'Owitz p'Oints out that a gap will always exist between the authorial and the actual a gap 
which must be bridged by the actual readers if they are to appreciate a w'Ork fully (1977: 127). M'Oreover, 
the 'greater the distance - geographical, cultural, chron'Ological- between the author and his readers, the 
mere 'Of a this is likely t'O pr'Ovide' (ibid.). Naturally, when a gap stretches over two thousand 
years, over and literary divides, as dimensions as these of the gap that 
confronts the m'Odem reader classical texts, there is a far distinction between the authorial and 
actual audiences than generally exists in, say, a novel written within the last three hundred years. There is an 
en'Orm'Ous distance between the present day actual audience or, more properly, reader of Her ace's 
and the authorial audience whom Horace had in mind when he wrote the Satires. Ironically, 
given what we know of ancient customs, it seems that there would have been very little distance between the 
first actual audience to Horace's Satires (initially, in aU probability, an audience which was 

,..,,.p,o,,,nt at a and would presumably later re-read the poems for their own pleasure), and 
the authorial audience for whom they were written. Horace lists his ideal audience, comprising a group of 
educated poets and friends, at Sat. 1.10.81-90. He also tells us there whom he would specifically not like as 
readers. Of course the modem reader can never experience the Satires in the same way as Virgil (mentioned 
as an ideal reader at Sat. 1.10.81), for although this would be true for any other reader, even a less 
-favoured of Horace. At the same time we, the actual audience, are a type of reader whom 
Horace, for all his talk in Ode 3.30 monumentum), could never have anticipated. One 
may add that the discipline of Classics is broadly directed at to narrow the gap between the authorial 
and actual audiences of ancient texts (in a sense, our pursuit is aimed at the gap between 
us and 
195 Muecke notes that ancient literature has as a whole been classed as 'Du-Iiteratur' (1990: 43). 
196 Muecke (ibid.) out that satire's difference 'lies in the dramatic character of the interaction with the 
second person'. 
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(Horace's group of friends, ideal audience), an audience (the present-day read-

ers), and an internal ......... ' .. "' ... (the Ima~~maI interlocutor rn"~PT_,T1 197 

But a more and cmlIa(~ter than even the most 

ardent socially-inspired novelist-narrator. We see particularly the "''''~'LL'''' attitudes 

toward his audiences. For example, as narrator, perhaps because "' .... c .. "', .. concern so 

much of his attention, the satirist not only requests but actually demands that his audien

ces subscribe to the ranks of his 'ideal' audience. Those who decline to do so are utterly 

condemned: failed audiences and .............. " .......... "~, ............. "" are readily identified and ridiculed 

the .,<n •. u~ ... 198 The <>TT.nlr"" of the "<L .... ,,. to his audience is ambiguous: it may be posit-

ive or negative, depending on where the audience is positioned, or where the satirist pos

itions himself with regard to the audience. The nature of satire itself accounts for this: 

where a straightforward novel's primary purpose is to relate and perhaps condemn indir

ectly, satire's is to impugn and condemn directly. Part of the problem is that one sat-

audiences is often an indefmite group of targets ('you' can the one guilty of the 

the attacks). With the shifting voices of the satirist, too, the relationship 

tween the audiences is far more fluid, and there is also constant danger that any or all 

of the audiences may become the target of the satire. Muecke notes: 'Satire works by de-

liberately confusing its with its receiver and claiming a critical function' .199 Rom-

an, particularly Homdan satire, then, is challenging because its marked consciousness 

of audiences, its manipulation of manifold audiences, and its attitude to its various au-

diences. ... v ........ ". satire is therefore not something that simply to be decoded by an 

audience, but depends, for its erreCl.n 

ence-orientation which is there from 

197 Gold 1992: 162ff; cf. Muecke 1990: 34ff. 

on its definitive and often ambiguous audi

outset. 

198 See esp. Sat. 1.4.71-78, where Tigellius Hermogenes and the common mob are Horace's undesired 
audl1enl~es, contrasted with his small group of friends as his ideal cf. 1.10.81-91, where Horace 
catluog;ues his ideal learned but condemns others such as Demetrius and Lucilius of 
course had as in that he wanted an average neither too learned 
or otherwise, to read him: Persium non curo Laelium Decimum volo (593 Marx:::: 635 Warm-
ington); nee doctissmis <nec scribo indoctis nimis>. Man<il>iumfPersium<ve> haec legere nolo, Iunium 
Congum volo (595-6 Marx 632-4 Warmington); cf. Horace Sat. 1.10.76: nam salis est equitem mihi 
plaudere ... See Muecke id.: 35; 1979: 55f. 
199 1990: 42. 
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Addressivity: speakers audiences in Bakhtinian thought 

Although 'audience' is an area to which ........ '''"' .. 'lU did not devote as much attention as 

many scholars would have liked, his conception of aU\,,"I"J""'''''' , or addressees,200 as 

terms them, many of the of Western naltTa1ti, theory, there-

fore may provide a more useful model for approaching Horace's ... :,.,,,'.~,,., Underlying 

much of the Western narratological concept of author-audience relationships is the 

ure-Jakobson communication model, which is based on the one-way palctern 

rOF"011l1or 201 In Bakhtin's terms there is much wrong with this model,202 as 

Bakhtinian thought, in which I include the of members ofBakhtin's circle in the 

1920's, stressed not so much the one-way transaction between senders and receivers, but 

rather the relationship that is established between a speaker and a listener. chief 

Bakhtinian contribution to this area of investigation is to suggest that we are to COIlcelve 

of speaker and addressee simultaneously. 

Instead of viewing communication as something formulated by the "v .. , ...... "'. encoded, sent 

and decoded by ...... 1', .. "1'''... Bakhtin and his circle regard the listener as being present in 

every utterance as it is being made, and not as an afterthought. Medvedev, one of the 

Bakhtinian circle, comments, there is no ready-made message x that is simply sent from 

A to be decoded by B the manner of a telegraph. Rather, , takes form in the process 

of communication between A and Nor is it transmitted from the first to the second, but 

200 While in strict Bakhtinian tenns all audiences should be viewed as addressees, my own usage is general
ly more conservative. Throughout this thesis I tend to draw a distinction between 'addressees' and 'audienc-
es', although there is naturally some overlap. I understand the tenn 'addressee' to denote a who is 
directly or consciously addressed by Horace in his Satires, generally coinciding with his 
ary' and 'authorial' audiences, whereas the term 'audience' for me has a far broader scope, denoting any 
recipient or group of recipients of the Sermones, ancient or modern. Although Horace's present-day readers 
can certainly be tenned an audience (an 'actual' audience) of Horace's Satires, we seem mostly to be play
ing the role of eavesdroppers rather than that of direct addressees (but cf. p. n. 212 below for the Bakh-
tinian concept of the That readers and other recipients of the Satires are indeed cajoled 
into roles by Horace is a doubt, however, and much of this thesis is devoted to ex-
ploring the interrelationships between the Satires' addressees and audiences. 
201 Jakobson, revising Saussure's theories, remarks: 'One must between two nl\e,hl\'nc 

that of the encoder and the decoder, in other words, between the role of the addresser and that of the 
addressee ... [for the decoder] meaning emerges only as a conclusion, whereas for the speaker meaning is 

, (1985: 32, based on a 1959 lecture). 
See esp. Bakhtin 1986: 61ff; cf. Voloshinov 1973: 58ff. 
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is constructed between them, an ideological n"""leI£' it is constructed in the of 

their interaction.'203 Likewise, Voloshinov, another of Bakhtin's circle the 1920's, 

notes that 'word is a two-sided act. It is determined equally by whose word it is and/or 

whom it is meant. As word, it is precisely the product o/the reciprocal relationship be-

tween addressee ... A word is a bridge thrown be-

tween myself and another. ,204 In other words, the Ol-"'U""''''' is conscious of his audience 

throughout; the addressee is not a passive recipient but shapes the utterance as much as 

the speaker does.2os In Bakhtinian thought, therefore, the listener or is not some-

one or to which an utterance is 'sent', but 

utterance the outset. Every utterance is ,..., ..... 1' .. ., 

is an entity already present in 

with an audience in mind. 

The and listener both come into being at the start of the utterance - indeed, they 

'do not even exist in capacity before the utterance,206 - and remain in that relation-

ship for as long as the utterance lasts, connected by the unseen 'bridge'. That an utterance 

'requires both a speaker and a listener ... who ... have joint proprietorship of it' ,207 is known 

in Bakhtinian terms as its 'addressivity' .208 

In relation to the highly dialogic nature of the Satires of Horace, which not only possess 

addressivity but addition are deliberately marked in their orientation toward an 

203 Medvedev cit. Todorov 1984: 55-56 (I have given Godzich's translation ofTodorov my ..... "I"'" •• "",;, 
Medvedev 1985: 152. Medvedev's work has sometimes been to be Bakhtin's own, or at least to 
have been written on the basis of discussions with Bakhtin. For the of the controversial texts, refer 
to my Introduction, pp. 35-36, n. 108 above. 
2G4 Voloshinov (1973: 86) goes on to remark: 'If one end of the bridge belongs to me, then the other 
" .... """,,,, on my addressee. A word is territory shared by both addresser and addressee, by the speaker and 
his interlocutor'; cf. Morson & Emerson 1990: 129. Voloshinov's work has also often been attributed to 
Bakhtin, and may likewise have been influenced by conversations with Bakhtin. 
205 Bakhtin was later to attribute the speaker's orientation toward the listener to the former's consciousness 
of the part that the addressee's active understanding plays in his construction of the utterance: 'It is 

such an [active] that the counts on. Therefore his orientation toward the 
listener is an orientation toward a horizon, toward the world of the listener .. .' 
(1981: cf. 1986: 67-70). Likewise, in one of his last writings Bakhtin refers back to theidea, 
presenlteCl in V oloshinov's and Medvedev's of the communication bridge between speaker 
and listener, in opposition to the idea of the one-way encoded message: 'Semiotics to deal with the 
transmission of a ready-made message by means of a ready-made whereas in messages 
are, strictly speaking, created for the first time in the process of transmission, and ultimately there is no 
code .. .' (Bakhtin 1986: 147). For Bakhtin's application of this theory to literary works, see id.: 98-99. 
206 Todorov 1984: 55. 
207 Morson & Emerson 1990: 131. 
208 Bakhtin 1986: 95-100. 
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ence, Bakhtinian two-way ,",v •.• "'''',,,, of speaker - utterance - is ultimately of 

more use than the Saussure-Jakobson one. The Bakhtinian concept of the utterance as a 

bridge instantly speaker and listener is for the dialogicality ofHoratian 

satire. 'Horace' as speaker, as well as many of the other speakers that vu,,,,,, ... ,,. are 

conscIous and directed toward their audiences from outset; the 'addressivity' of 

Horace's Satires means that they are not to be viewed as messages, encoded and decoded, 

but rather as interactions. speaker usually demonstrates that he has his addressee in 

mind as he makes utterance. 

Not only did ..... .., ........ JLU ... ' ... thought stress the relationship between speaker and addressee, 

however, but two other considerations were also raised. First, Bakhtin argued that the 

speaker's (or author's) heteroglot sources should also be noted as making a contribution 

to equation: author (the speaker) may have unalienable rights upon the mSIt::Olllfse 

but so does the listener, so do those whose voices resonate in words found the au

thor (since there are no words do not belong to someone) ... ' ,209 other with 

double-voiced discourse may be a lot more on a direct address of 

audiences; the speakers may simultaneously multiple too. Horace's satire possesses not 

only addressivity, but mUltiple addressivity. 

Second, Voloshinov suggested that we should consider 'also the extraverbal aspects of 

situation' ,210 by which he prompts us to view even the simplest utterance as the en

acting of a little drama?ll In other words, we should attempt to consider broader aspects 

of the interaction and more particularly, the background to the interrelationship between 

the speaker and his audience. The entire situation of the utterance, external context as 

we can determine it from the in particular'the specific social relationship between 

speaker and listener, as by Voloshinov, has therefore also to be considered. This 

Bakhtinian emphasis not solely on the relationship between and but on 

209 Bakhtin cit. Todorov 1984: 52 translation ofTodorov; my ""u'}Jlla~'''>h Bakhtin 1986: 121-
122. 
210 1973: 100; cf. Todorov 1984: 45. 
211 Todorov 1984: 47; see Voloshinov id.: 93-96, 103-104. 
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also their sources and their entire 'context' will shortly seen to be highly significant 

Horace's presentation of moralising speech to his patron IVl~lec,emIS m initial 

It is my intention, in the remainder of the present chapter, to illustrate the 

above by considering primarily the orientation of the speaker toward the audiences of the 

'diatribe' satire of Horace's first book, Sat. 1.1. rest of Part 1 of the present 

work (chapters 2 to 4) will focus on the 'addressivity' of the moralising and moralising-

literary satires of Book In each of the following chapters I shall consider the relat-

ionship between the voices in dialogue, as well as the entire context of the interaction 

tween speaker and addressee. In our quest to become a little more like Horace's 

addressees' ,212 it is contention that we should .. ~ ... ", .. r1 the as dialogue a Bak-

htinian sense, from the simultaneous perspectives both "'1J', ... n: .... '-''''.''All .... , 'author' 

and audience, satirist and No single party is to be allowed to dominate, but all are 

constantly to be set an 'unfmalizable' dialogue with each other. 

The start of the first triad: Sat. 1.1 

Horace's initial three satires, the 'diatribes' of the first book, all address moral issues in a 

chatty style. 

his audience. 

are spoken by a first person singular speaker who engages directly with 

a number of scholars have argued, each of the three is connected to its 

successor in a manner which an ongoing discussion, rather than entirely separate 

individual 213 All three also display, in addition, a comparable 214 What is 

212 In his later work Bakhtin finally also developed the idea of a 'Superaddressee', an ideal, hypothetical 
who understands that the or writer is attempting to communicate (1986: 126). 

The idea of the is clearly in some ways akin to narratologists' ideas of the authorial and 
audllen,ces, but it is also distinct. Not does the concept of the Superaddressee simplity the 

.. v" ... .....,' ... ,l'> ''''''"'''p_'''' subdivisions of audiences Western narrative theory, but in addition, unlike 
the strict compartmentalisation of audience in Western theory, Bakhtin's concept is more fluid, "..,,·nti .. ,o 

virtually any audience the potential to achieve and thus to get closer to the status of 
"'''',tv!,;,,,,,, is thus and of itself 'unfinalizable'. it appears that in practice 

the status of Superaddressee would be limited to one's identical twin or 
in Bakhtin's view, to an omniscient divine being, 'God'. In the case of Horace's as he (Sat. 
1.1 O.81-90a), the Superaddressees would undoubtedly be his audience of friends in Maecenas' coterie. 
213 See 1964 (a): 87ff; van Rooy 1968: 41 (van Rooy acknowledges this while preferring to 
divide the satires into consecutive While Sat. 1.1 ends on a consideration of the Golden 
Mean, an inverted version of this topic where the theme is nil medium est; 1.2 and 1.3 are 
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of to the present study, however, is that the first triad, as moralising satire, dis-

plays a complex set of relationships between speaker, target and audience which, I con

tend, not only sets the tone for the remainder of the liber sermonum, but culminates in the 

ntp'rpc::t.na dialogic experiments in author and audience in Horace's second book of Sat-

ires. 

of the most controversial satires because of the that two themes, dissatisfact-

ion (equivalent to the Greek 1J.€1J.11n.1J.0~pia), and greed (equivalent to n:A€ov€~ia or 

4nAapyupia) are kept separate throughout most of the poem, but are united rather clums-

ily and transparently at end, Sat. 1.1 has attracted much scholarly attention.2lS Not only 

have scholars struggled to account for the manner in which the initial poem may be 

to be prograrnmatic,216 but the issue of the 'problematic' structure of this satire, 

which most of the debate has beeen centred, is well-known to .......... ·r"n 

starts out by trp'lt1rl0" the dissatisfaction of various prC)Ie!;SlcmalS 

scholars: the sat

terms of a well-

furthennore linked by the appearance of Tigellius at the start of both. As the first three satires are ... '"''''5m ..... 
to follow on from one another and therefore to behave as a 1mit, we are probably to Horace, Y"HU.'''' 

all of his first three in their to one following on the 
probably would have done in 'realUfe'. 
214 For example, one of the striking features of the first triad, the 'diatribes', of Book One is their use of 
indirect This indirect approach, although by no means restricted to these satires, is nevertheless 
npY'hl'lY'<: most striking in the first three satires of Book One. In each of these the starts by 

a topic that is substantially different from that treated in vvhat could be as the satire's 
body. In each case, however, there is a subtle sometimes link between the topic of the 
introductory section and that treated in the central or main section. In two of the cases {l.I, I an attempt 
(although not always a successful one) appears to be made to return in some manner to the subject of the 
initial section, to create a sort composition; in 1 which ironically starts out by UCi1LHJ'~ 
the question of a mean, no such is made. Towards the end of the first satire the speaker announces 
that he is to where he left off' (1.1.1 08ft). and his questionable success at ring composition has 
caused Sat. 1.1, rather than the other two satires, to be the focus of much criticism at the hands of scholars 
vvho seem to have a more clearly structured poem to herald the start of the first collection. 
215 Heinze (1889: 15), for observed that the of Sat. 1.1 were not ",",<lUU''''''''''''J' 
'Duo hac satira vitia: invidia et non tam arte inter se cohaerent ut 
non nunc etiam componi diversa'. Gercke too (1893: 41-42) commented on the neterOgerlC0111S 
components of this on Sal. 1.1 's three different sections (clearly more or less 
108ft). He was perplexed (id: 42) by the relation of the themes of the first two sections, dissatisfaction in 
one's career and miserly greed respectively, to the 'envy' theme of the final section, pointing out that while 
no-one is said to envy the miser who appears in the central sections of the satire, neither is the self-satisfied 
miser himself said to envy his neighbour. 
216 Fraenkel 96) comments that Sat. 1.1 'lacks the definite character of a prelude to the whole 
following book', but notes that it does contain a mnnber of 'hints' at the topics of succeeding but cf. 
van Rooy 1972: 298ff, 1977: 266ff For a more 'literary' of the progrwrunatic 
of Sal. 1.1, see 1993: 187-193. 
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worn Hellenistic tapas, with no mention, in initial lines (1-22), of the poem's 

"""'AU"";'", and conventionally associated theme - The central core of the poem (41-

107), involves a lengthy interview - a 'diatribal' vn.."'u .... ,,E>"" - with the of 

the 'miser', who is portrayed obsessively heaping store upon store and is taken to for 

doing so by the main speaker. The central section concludes with an exhortation to an 

imaginary audience to eschew the miser's behaviour, but not to go to the opposite extr

eme either (105-106). An apparent attempt to tie up loose ends occurs in the fmal section 

of the first satire, at 10Sf£, where dissatisfaction, the subject of the initial section of the 

satire, and greed, that of the body, are united, and in addition a new, potentially 

unifying element - competitive ambition - is added to the mixture. 

Scholars have not, on the whole, been very impressed.217 Palmer, for example, observed 

that while the 'avowed subject' of the satire is discontent with 

the lot of others, 'there are in reality two subjects, discontent and 

lot and envy of 

but Horace tries 

to treat them as the suture is apparent' .218 Sat. 1.1, with its 'manifest stitching' 

has been viewed almost universally as a problem to be blamed on a number of factors -

immaturity at the time of writing, the 'inorganic' nature ofthis particular piece,219 'layers' 

of composition due to the start and fmish of the satire belonging to a later date than its 

central portion,220 the transitional position purportedly occupied by this satire in terms of 

217 sums it up well in the introductory statement to his discussion of this poem: 'Le de cette satire 
a embarrasse les commentateurs' (1911: 1). 
218 1883: 113. Of the two, Palmer also (ibid.) considered avarice to be the 'real ,and noted the 
'suture' while claiming that the avarus had been introduced as an of 'the discontented man' Cf. 
Fiske (1920: 219): 'Horace's first satire an only to fuse two favourite 
themes of Cynic-Stoic philosophy'. 
219 See Radermacher (1921: 148) who complained that the themes were not entirely linked: 
'Deutlich ist, dass die erste Satire zwei Motive nicht ganz verarbeitet'; cf. who 
out that, while the themes of dissatisfaction and may be united at the end by the theme of 
envy, which is common to both, no unity is restored through this: 'Die beiden Hauptgedanken sind 
zwar durch ein Scharnier (Neid) miteinander verbunden, aber eine Einheit ist nicht hergestellt.' 
(1949: 49). 
220 See Radermacher . 151), who concludes his treatment of Sat. 1.1 by opining that the beginning and 
end sections of the satire (Mantelstfiek) are relatively late in composition compared to the central portion: 
'Es is wie das Mittelstiick relativ alt', 
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.. d 221 composItion ates, Hr.,'1"!:!"·'" oWn ineptitude, or more recently. ineptitude 

persona ,-,n,n",,<o: 222 

scholars - ..... 'uu' ..... ''''. in the rni,"n''I'',t,,, jumped to defence, 

out the hidden potentiallinks.223 But it certainly 

224 and it is also true that the concept the 

QIs:sansralcncm and 225 not to mention competitive ~U£~'''''''U that 

else226 
- it is the ..... ""o"n' want both more they have at and more 

nevertheless that, far from ""."'JI". ..... ,.,.,,'I". the 'stitching', Horace seems deliberately to 

called attl;lntLQn to the satire's much discussed ,227 and even aOloellrs to 

221 See Wimmel 1962: 1 but cf. the criticism of Brink 1964: 162-163. 
222 See 1993: 11-39. 
223 See Dyson 1980: 133-139; Hubbard 1981: 305-321. 
224 In the final section the greedy person is now imagined, for eyeing his cow envi-

(110-111). greed however, been mentioned to this at line 40: nilobstet 
tib; dum ne sit Ie ditior alter. This seems to line 113, where the competitive hasty 
desire to outdo everyone else is emphasised: semper locupletior obstat. The echoes of obstetl 
obstat and the synonyms ditiorllocupletior are also in this regard. 
225 Fraenkel (1957: 91) observed that was the cause of the other vices criticised in the poem, the 

IIIVdLII." factor behind dissatisfaction and envy: 'It is avaritia that is at the bottom of the misguided 
veamulll after other men's lot. All those would not be to rather out of 

put up with any toil and danger. Greed them to call other happy, to envy to try to 
outdo them.' Annstrong (1964: 88) likewise remarked upon the obvious link between the themes of 
dissatisfaction and greed in that avarice was presented as the prime obstacle to retirement to the contented 
life. Niall Rudd observed that the satire's two main themes were indeed ideologically COmlected in that the 
question of discontent was ultimately reduced to the issue the reason that the malcontents refused 
to alter their ways was that they were in their for the money 12-14). Rudd 
a ... .I\J.lu'lVl,.'''~,.''. however, that his summary makes 'the poem appear more than it is' 
226 See Rudd (id.: 14) on 'This vice had two complementary aims - more money for oneself 
and more money than other people. And so within this for which there is no Latin word, avaritia and 
invidia are as as concave and convex. ' 
221 For example, the deliberate echoes of the initial part of the satire at 1 08ff have the ironic effect of 
emphBlsls'mgthe satire's cOmlections rather than showing the they connect to their best 

Echoes may be used to to thematic links in an artistic work, but they may 
also be used to suggest links where there are, in actual alone even be the 
chief instigation for positing a link. At the same time as an to a link 
may ironically draw attention to the very lack thereof. Even a word correlation labor), sprinkled 
throughout the is unable to the disjointed that a linear reading of the poem is 
patently contrived to evoke. Fraenkel (id.: 94f) pointed out that even the repetition, partially verbatim, of 
the satire's introductory was 'only so in appearance', and observed that a 'momentous shift' had 
indeed taken place between the introductory lines of the satire and The iteration of the list of 
pr(Ji!essionals, slightly altered, at the of the opening with a few at 
are therefore artful duplications at where there is a return to a thought only in the 
most oblique sense. Far from making the satire seem unified, these forced at unity have the 
opposite effect: pwportedly sewing the satire together, they do no more than effectively draw the observer's 
attention to the stitches. 
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I;:.Pn,l'Irl'l'rpnaturally (and traditionallyi28 linked themes. ~A"""'''''U., one could argue that it was 

never HniNH',p intention to ..... ".Fou .... '" stitching, as 

" .... ,,"' ..... We can only 1.1 stands as 

that 'faults' perceived by m(]fOC1:n scholars are 

have traditionally 

intended it to stand, and 
229 

While it is not my intention to enter the old debate about structuring of Sat. 1.1, it 

of the problem behind the almost enOlemlC scholarly dissatisfaction with seems 

as hinted, own assumptu)ns 

first that they have mostly approached the 

expectations VV.ll .... ~l 

from a mono logic 

a Ul(l~lVl::'l'" perspective. As 

underscores the satire, 

a,"UA"J. and Lejay observed, an informal, 

in the genre of it is to be expected 

the 

than 

speaker 

will inclined to from topic to topic?30 The first satire is in a sense even 

more than the here the speaker "'Ul"i"l">'-" in the niceties 

COltltlltlUlng one, to attract the "~~'dnJ'VU of his 

patron and audience. informal logic of conversation dictates that 

bel~mnmlg such a discussion by setting out a table cOIlterlts, explaining """'t·n .. ~·t\ the 

228 Two later Hellenistic Greek passages where the connection of these topics is suggested survive. Both 
passages are with Horace's treatment in Sat. 1.1, it is generally assumed that the writ-
ers were not but a common tradition discussion p. 72 n. 235). In 
the pseudo·Hippocratean 17), the link between j.L€j.L1Jrtj.L01.pia and <p1.Aapyupi" is revealed 
about nine Teubner lines after the appearance of the twin sets of dissatisfied Dis-

people who return to which they have the writer identifies the motiv-
ation as greed: Kat "Cmhiwv n:6:v"Cwv at"Ci" rl qnAapyupi". It may be significant since in his tre-
atment of the topos, separates the themes entirely - that the pseudo-Hippocratean writer makes the connect
ion between the two relatively late in the discussion, and in addition the actual causal links and ramificat-
ions of the relationship between dissatisfaction and are not speIt out. However, in the Maximus of 

example (Diss. 21.1), contrast, the connection between j.L€j.L1Jr1.j.Lotpia and is drawn just 
to the introduction of the of dissatisfied Kal. n:AEOV€K"C€i How-

ever, here as in the Horatian passage, it is the conditions or the 
made possible by the social status of each rather than money or that is so 
coveted by their opposite. In this passage too, no close connection is made within the treatment of 
dissatisfaction itself with what is allegedly its cause: the soldier, for envies the civilian 
because of his peaceful and not because he has more. 
229 Praenkel (id.: 94): 'Horace is in fact fully aware of the causal nexus between <p1.Aapyupia and 
j.L€j.L1Jr1.j.Lmp(a, but he chooses not to lay it bare and now and then lets us catch a of it through 
the glittering embroidery of his conversation.' Cf. (1993: 13) who notes that while much 
scholarship has attempted to find links between the disjointed (but traditionally associated) themes, it is a 
much better to assume that Horace had some purpose in relating his themes in a haphazard 
fashion. 
230Praenkei id.: 94; cf. 1911: 1. 
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that sDc:!ec:n is to take and the topics it is to treat, or anticipating what his 

conclusion is to be.23J Rather, starts by posing what he considers pn:leIlQS to 

consider) to be an interesting .... "''''UVJIl, followed by amusing illustrative anecdotes. 

satire's 'conversational' as remarked by Lejay and Fraenkel, is itself an 

indicator of dialogical nature. But in addition to this, it is my contention that Sat. 1.1 

displays a dialogicality that is even more extensive mere imitation an informal 

discussion: the satire possesses a plurality of voices, both authorial and otherwise, 

a deliberately exploited ambiguity audience. HQ):ace first establishes 

dialogic and 1ITl,_,,,'01r'&>n altmC)Sp,nelre which will continued in subsequent sermones. 

Indeed, Barbara Gold sees the manipulation of numerous voices and audiences Sat. 

1.1, the satire's 'polyvocality', as one of the chief ways in which this often po-

em could be said to truly progranlffiatic?32 If considered from a traditionally mono-

logic perspective, Sat. 1.1 indeed appears to a confusing and frustrating cacophony; it 
\ 

is only it is regarded dialogically the ingenuity 

Dialogicality Sat. 1.1 

first is, from the beginning, intensely ULQLVJ;,."'"'U. start the OlIIJ\;i<l.ll.'''. 

proceeds to trot out of dissatisfied professionals to illustrate point that 

no-one is content. 233 Although they echo a common tradition, contrasting pairs 

231 This in what the Stoic does at Sat. 2.3.77-81. 
m 1992: 161-162; 175. 
m Horace has the worn-out soldier with the gammy leg for the glamorous life of 
merchant: 'ofortunati mercatores!' gravis annis/miles ait multo iamfractus membra lab ore (4-5). The 
scene quickly switches to the merchant, however, who, in the expressly unfortunate position of being at 
peril on the sea, is heard moaning about his lot and insisting that the life of the military man is preferable, 
because in contrast to his own drawn-out sufferings, not least the spectre of imminent drowning, the sol-
dier's troubles, or so the merchant are at least hastily resolved by a swift death if not redeemed by a 
",,,'r1l""'" '''l'tn'l''U' contra mercator, navem lactantibus Austris/'militia est potior. qUid enim? concurritur: 
horae/momento cila mors venit aut victoria laeta' (6-8). The merchant's fantasies about life in the army 
have been proved wrong by the appearance of the pitiful broken-limbed veteran, who is more 
likely to face a penniless retirement than the romantic gory ending envisaged for him by the 
merchant. Likewise the mercatoriallife, awash in a has been revealed as not as glamorous in 

as in the soldier's daydreams. The second pair of exempla, the lawyer and the are shortly 
shown to be equally deluded in their wishes for another existence. The lawyer praises the farmer's life, on 
those days we learn in the he is forced out of bed in the hours the 
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of ,,"',,'uu£ .... with their direct speech, are IJJ.~'''VJU''''·U in a much livelier and dialogic fashion 

other surviving of the tapas ofj.!.€j.!.ljHj.!.mpia two later 

ofpseudo-Hippocrates234 or Maximus of Tyre.235 In present-

we actually moans groans wnere:as the 

texts report on the professionals' dissatisfaction indirectly The 

deus ex machina who shortly appears order to chide the discontented is also actually 

heard to (15-19), and the main spe~lKer in addition, appeals to 

choice of examples 

actual audience 

to up (19-22). Moreover, speaker has 

knock of a client: laud at iuris galli cantum consultor ubi (9-
10). The when unlucky to be and dragged to the on a 
that the life of the townspeople is the one worth living: ille, datis vadibus qui rure extractus in urbem 

viventis clamat in urbe (1 the lawyer is clearly wrong in imagining that a 
farmer would never have to get up early; on the as everyone knows, is the norm in an 
agricultural lifestyle. Likewise the farmer's envy of the city-folk is equally deluded: does he suppose that 

are never in danger of falling foul of the law? Their only advantages in a situation like his would be 
that have less far to be dragged to the and perhaps a of urban sophistication 
which would make them slightly less bewildered by the legal system. 
234 At Epist. 17 is treated at length. After a nmnber of ex-

of ironic inconsistency resulting from restless dissatisfaction, the author tackles 1l€lllP1llolpia as a 
result of one's in life: leaders and kings call the life of the common man blessed, 

1UUl5'Ullp. In the second set immed-
on calls the lot of the craftsman U!C:):)CU, "I"''''.l .... ' ' ...... ) 

'without danger' (w~ iudvouvov), whereas the craftsman in turn 
freedom: ouoap€o"C€uVt'al mXOl Kat 1t'eXA.lV aim~olOlV 

(mEt 1ti:XIlEVOl eKpeXUoVt'E~ 

eOalPav, OIXlPaVt'€~ eytvv'YJoav, 1t'eXA.1V ,pe<!>oum ytlpa~ au"Co o'a<!>lK-
O"CEva{ouOtv, ev OUOElltTI Ka"CtXO"CaoEl ptpawv exoVt'E~ ,i]v YVWIl'llv. tiYEIl6v€~ Kat pao-

llaKap({ouOt ,ov i01W"C'IlV, 6 of: i01W"C'Il'; 6ptye,at paotA.ei'll';, 61t'0A.t"CEUOIl€vo,; ,ov XEtpO
w~ aKlvouvOV, 6 of: X€lPO,tXV'Il~ eKElvov w~ EtnOVEuna lea,&; 1t'IXnwv. 

Horace's pairs of exempla in illustration of IlElllPlIlOtp(a are likewise by a similar set at 
Maximus Diss.21 which must reflect earlier Hellenistic sources, the inspiration 
for both his passage and Horace's Fiske 1920: who argues that it is more that both Horace 
and Maximus drew on a common source than that Horace directly influenced the but cf. 1911: 
8, who claims that the similarities between the two passages bear witness to 'la influence d'Horace 
sur les moralistes qui Pont After a few statements about the nature ofhmnan dis-
satisfaction (paralleling the at the start of Sat. 1. Maximus launches into two sets of 
eX~?ml7la demonstrating this dissatisfaction: the farmer calls the blessed 
llaKapi{ov-ra 'toil.; a01:1Kou,; ... ), while the latter praise the agrictlltural 

the life of the civilian ( .. :rov Eip'llVtKOV EUOatllov({ona), whereas the latter wonders at the life of 
the soldier. Although Maximus' variation ofthe verbs he uses makes him more comparable to Horace than 
the pseudo-Hippocratean writer and while he also does not his first set of exempla in 
his nevertheless both sets that Maximus cites are, as in the other Greek passage, noth-

more than neat opposites of each other. Although this was all that was required by the trad-
ition, Maximus' treatment cannot but look pale beside that of Horace, who has instead to great effect gone 

a mere reproduction of the tradition. 
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not only ..... ' ..... "'6 a distinctly contemporary Roman touch in the 

consultor also manipulating the commonplaces at wilL 

so doing has, however, failed to impress some scholars. Freudenburg regards 

the presentation of the dissatisfied pairs at the start of Sat. 1.1 as evidence of Horace's 

speaker's thorough-going ineptitude.236 complaint is that, the standard exemlJ.ra 

which appear Greek moralising texts, Horace's examples are not true opposites of one 

another, particularly the case of the first two, the merchant and the soldier, and ill 

addition, the satirist 'against all precedent, makes his characters choose a way 

contains problems seek to avoid,.237 However, I would that the chang-

es that Horace has made to tradition, far from unllerculttlI!lg the point he is making, 

actually support its ultimate punchline. The utter foolishness of each exemplar's desire to 

change his plain as to the audience, is wholly appropriate considering that, by the 

.... "u·"' ...... has completed the illustration, the prC)tef;slcmals will have revealed as 

unwilling to 

them (1 

up offer to change jobs, even if Jupiter himself were to make it to 

In view of the malcontents' eventual tendency to refuse their dreams-come-

true, selection of his "''''''''.UI''''''''''' 

a modern joke-teller, what at seem 

crazy ideal lifestyles is entirely prudent: as with 

p'll~nr'IPC: in the speaker's tale eventually are 

shown to have been cannily chosen. 

Horace's alterations to the tradition display the professionals' foolishness even more ob

viously than do the standard sets of exempla paraded in the later Greek texts: course 

the merchant is stupid to envy the soldier whose T""Y'._Tn"n lifestyle and drawn-out 

are not that different from his own, only not as generously paid; naturally early-

lawyer is deluded imagining that the is a (slumbering) bed of roses. 

Maximus' exempla, who only want to chlan~~e once they have sampled the manner 

236 Freudenburg 1993: see also Zetze11980: 69-70. 
231 Ibid.; Freudenburg observes for that the of the soldier and two 
opposing exempla, are not that dissimilar, and that in Horace's day, for purposes, these were 
regarded as much the same type of profession. Both went off to to seek their fortunes in far lands, which 

included extensive travelling, especially the most dangerous and consequently most 
feared type of travel in the ancient world 
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in which half live, 

instead immediately 

characters' self-delusion, shortly to be confirmed, is 

in the professionals' refusal to concede what their case 

should be obvious from the start: the grass is no greener on the other side. contrast to 

the Greek predictably progress, Horace cleverly anticipates outcome 

of his illustrations at outset. it is __ ",_A, through his use of dialogic-

that ..... nr""'·p achieves this innovation: by allowing, for the most the voices of his 

exemplars to heard, and pel:mrtt1l1lg their sta'tenlents to checked "p:;, ... ,lU"" ass-

ertions and experiences of the other Horace ensures that inconsistency is re-

Whatever he is up to Sat. 1.1 (and as we shall see later, it is my suspicion that 

he is up to no good), as speaker Horace's character certainly knows what is doing. 

Authorial double-voicedness Sat. 1.1 

addition to the 

more complex 

lively illustrative dialogicality, 

of 'dialogue' afoot. H ..... ',.<:ll ... ,""'- satire 

is however, a 

a duality, an arnbig-

uity, in its subject matter, authorial voice, also audiences. When the 

speaker addresses Maecenas in the line of Sat. 1.1, the fiction presented to us, 

audience, is that we are overhearing a private chat between Horace his patron. 

However, philosophical-ethical topic conversation, which is 

established right from first line, coupled with appeals to ideas, ex-

ample, that no-one (nemo) is and by aOlllptaltlOltlS of the standard ex-

empla of ~€~1j1\~otpia, almost automatically declares talk a moralising 'diatribe', 

potentially aimed all humankind. Horace also encourages a impression 

suggesting that he has adopted the stance school-teacher in relation to his audience, 

as he likens his listeners to little children who have to be bribed with sweeties 

order to learn the basics (25_26).238 

238 ut pueris oUm dant crustula blandildoctores, elementa velint ut discere prima. Horace's 'spoonful of 
idea here is an echo DRN 1 where Lucretius likens his art to physicians' tricks 

in children to swallow wormwood by means cups: sed veluti pueris absinthia 
faetra medenteslcum dare conantur, prius oras pocula circumlcontingunt melIis dulciflavoque 
Mitsis (1993: 113ff) has argued that Lucretius' of his audience to sick children who have to be 
deceived in order to be cured is part of this author's elaborate rhetorical manipulation of his readers. I 
would that Horace's rather more classroom version of the Lucretian image at Sat. 1.1.25-26 
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adopts the of moralist almost self-consciously, a number of 

emerge. from the beginning of the satire, in addition to spea-

Horace also cOWlters the moralising voice 

means authorial commentary on the alien authoritative which he plac-

ed in the mouth 239 Analogous to the later heteroglossia Bakh-

saw Sat. 1.1 discourse deliberately intervenes to iro-

nise the voice of authoritative discourse. from merely donning mask 

moralist and issuing parodies of ethical discourse, the authorial voice is actually 

heard to '"'''J5'''.E;''' in dialogue with the 'alien word' of the moralist persona. 

For example, after standard examples of dissatisfied people duly trotted out 

at of Sat. 1.1, there is a as a voice comments: cetera genere hoc, 

sunt multo, loquacem I delassare valent Fabium - 'There are many more "''''',",U''}JA>,''' ofthis 

nature, ""'~UJ""1""" to wear out even the prolix (1.1.13-14). Although this comment is 

attributed to the main moralising 

",,,,U,,",,,,, of the authoritative QlscotlIse 

its ironic apparently CO[lSCIOUS 

mtlroaucc~s another ·"n·,,,,,,"- the "'''I' ....... n''''. one 

which stands the of the presentation moralist. The forego

mg however, with its vivid dialogic aspects, has hardly been dull or long-winded, 

and .... ",,..<lIr· .. has not exceeded the standard number dissatisfied professionals 

texts. Also, comment uu'vu,~'" that the exempla are commonplace, 

whereas we have seen terms of the Horace's examples are highly innov-

ative. at once pr~~tellas embarrassment at, but nevertheless with, his mor-

is likewise an indirect acknowledgement of his own playful of his addressees and audiences in 
the Satires. 
239 How a self-righteous moralising such as this could be ironised by an almost contemporaneous 
Horatian authorial voice can be seen from Epode 2, for example, where an extensive eulogy of the simple 
life is in the fmallines of that poem, as the discourse of Altius the incorrigible 
Within both books of satires as a whole, too, as we shall see, Horace's moralist persona who begins his 
career in Sat. 1.1 is also satirised when, for in the satire of the second collection, 
Horace's personal slave Davus is made to undercut all his master's prior moralising discourse by 
demonstrating that the satirist has not practised what he has preached. 
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'''Il~H''r it is not but ideologies that are conflict within the authorial 

three and Epicureanism were already 

set at loggerheads, T"'£""THT"juxtaposition of ratio sors (1.1.2).240 

The ~~AA'b'J Lucretian phrase cetera de hoc 241 placed alongside the attrib-

ution of the preceding discourse to the of the long-winded Fabius, strengthens 

intratextual polemicism. This authorial double-voicedness is aimed, it seems, 

at scoring a point against the Stoics and simultaneously as a captatio benevolentiae of 

Imagme One 

humouredly "',,",1.",,"," r-tnnu··p 

StoiCS.242 Right from 

probably Maecenas chortling as good-

self-satiric assertions enjoys joke at expense 

start of the satire, therefore, speech is orientated 

towards primary addressee dedicatee, IVl.:lec:enas: ne te morer, <-< .. 'e ...... , he "'...,"" ... " ... ,"-, 

apologetically (14). 

at the end satire, Hn.-",r·p excuses himself by at once attacking and assoc-

iating preacher-persona with another apparently long-winded Stoic: ne me Crispini 

lippi/compilasse putes, verbum non amplium addam - that you don't think that 

I have purloined the scrolls of bleary-eyed Crispinus, I shall not add a another word 

(120-121). is a common trick agam app-

ears to a ........ v!". ..... splitting of the "'OJ"', ......... ..,. breaks out of his prc:aclnrng mo-

to ironise his own Ul,,""'VI.u,,'''. At same comments on the of 

characters with whom he identifies his alien pelrsona. But as with Horace's earlier throw-

away at Fabius, with whom he had ironically ",""V,""L ... ,,'''"' but 

240 reuderlburg (1993: 11 n. notes that ratio dederit repres(~nts the Stoic belief in 'the AOYO'; as a 
conscious providential force', while fors obiecerit by contrast 'the clashing of atoms 
propounded by the . 
241 The phrase cetera de genere hoc occurs 11 times in see e.g. DRN 3.481; 1170; cf 
Palmer 1883 ad 1921: 5, Brown 1993: 91. Cf the echo at Horace Sat. 1.125-6 of 
DRN 1.936-938 above), and the correspondence of Sat. 1.1.118-119 with DRN 3.938-939 
(discussed 
242 DuQuesnay 1984: 33. Few scholars, I suspect, would accept the recent suggestion William Turpin 
(1998: that Maecenas is characterised as a Stoic in Sat. 1.1-3, even ifby 'inversion'. The un-

<ott .. ,r",,, ore:sent:atic)U of Stoics as interminable windbags is an on~going joke in the liber sermonum, with 
Fabius and as Horace's chief stylistic enemies (e.g. Sat. In the second the 
Stoics are equally bad as Horace is subjected to the endless Stoic 'diatribe' recited by the dread-
ful in Sat. 2.3. 
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his own discourse, so his conunent, at satire's end, about not wanting to be on 

like Crispinus, not only ridicules the Stoic but bolsters Horace when one considers 

that, despite what he is implying, lines are by no means a 10t.243 Still, Horace seems 

set to exact approving chortles from his aU(llellCe as he departs like the proverbial con-

tented once ""11,."".,.", Lucretius.244 fmal conunent is 

thus a at Stoics, U""'''''',F. for '"'Vl ... """ .... "., .. '" and at 

same time moment. 

Horace's first is an in double- or multi-voicedness. In Sat. 1.1 we witness 

Horace mockingly try on the mask of moralising speaker. Authoritative discourse, 

ofthe broad tradition of 'diatribe', is claimed and simultaneously disclaimed.245 

Authorial conunent CT"'''PC .... F., ...... ,,' the preacher perSOl1la and his 'authoritative word', 246 

as Horace peers out from behind the mask. double-voicedness or heteroglossia, how-

ultimately has a context and a purpose "5" ..... '" which it is to viewed: Horace's 

serr-Sfltlf'IC but simultaneously anti-Stoic conunents are ""-'--J aimed at an 

impression of him as modest and affable in the of his patron. impression of mo-

desty and affability is important, ,",VA,'""",,,,, that not only as a moralist, 

but could even be viewed, as we shall see shortly, as addressing his lecture to the patron 

himself throughout much of Sat. 1.1. 

the addressee on his side ... 

may, however, be another motive for 1". .... ,<".,1". 
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Multiple voices and the audience 

duality of Sat. 1.1 thus translates into an ambiguity of audience or, more precisely, of 

target. Although the satire demonstrates a marked consciousness of its audiences, the 

satirist, however, seems to effect a deliberate confusion of addressees, so that throughout 

there is uncertainty as to the V""""~'" identity of the second person singular. particular, 

the relationship of Maecenas, the primary audience, to the moralising voice and the moral 

issues that dominate most of Sat. 1.1 is problematic. While Maecenas' name itself is not 

mentioned again in Sat. 1.1 after the line, the second person singular is used several 

times subsequently?47 Indeed, at line 38 the speaker suddenly turns and starts 

an attack on a second person addressee which continues throughout 

portion of the satire (38_107).248 The interlocutor, who assumes the role of 

the 'miser' stock figure of cornedly in the central section of the satire (40-107), and de-

247 The next occasion on which the speaker uses the second person is: ne Ie morer ... - 'so as not to 
hold you up' (14). Here a genuine second person addressee (rather than the Latin equivalent of 'one' or an 
indefinite 'diambal' second person singular) is doubtless intended, and the logical conclusion, after the 
invocation of Maecenas at the start of the satire, is that it is the patron to whom the speaker is speaking. The 
speake:r, apparently aware that he is up the audience's to be brief. This be 
understood as an idiomatic a way of politely Maecenas' for 
the intrusion of the speech, or perhaps we are to that it is a response to an or bored look 
on the patron's face. In the midst of his speech in Sat. for eXample, the slave Davus refers to the threat-
ening looks that his master Horace is giving him, and hastens to reveal the direction his speech is taking: 
au/er/me vultu terrere; manum stomachumque leneto/dum quae Crispini docuit me ianitor edo - 'Stop 

to me with your expression; keep your hand and bile in check while I relate what Crispinus' 
doorkeeper has taught me' Davus implies, even that his master is in of 
hitting him. Horace's angry response to Davus' discourse is indeed eventually at the end of the 
satire (2.7.1 Should we that Maecenas is as hostile to the in Sat. 1.1 as 'Horace' is in 
2.71 
248 cum te neque /ervidus aestus/demoveat /ucro neque hiems, mare,jerrum,lnil obstet libi dum ne sit 
Ie ditior aiter (38b-40). This abrupt apostrophe of the second person singular is that up 
until now the speaker has been favouring the third person, and has recently used the fIrst person plural 

subjunctive to create a sense of unity between speaker and receiver (quaeramus - 'let's inquire', 27). 
to the second person singular at line 38 is so sudden, midway through the point that the speaker 

is in the humans with the ant, that it seems to take all audiences by surprise. The speaker 
next poses a question: qUid iuvat immensum Ie argenli pondus et aurilfurtim de/ossa timidum deponere 
terra? - 'What good is it to up the ground and deposit a of silver and gold in the earth?' 
(41-42). Unlike the prior questions, which either ranged the audience against a group of third targets 

at 20-22), or which were rhetorical in that the answer was contained in the question itself (as 
at this latest is more while not a this is the type of 
question which could be asked o/the rather than one that is about the Audi-
ence and target are aligned, and thus it is a relief when a little voice does indeed answer back at 43: quod sf 
comminuas, vi/em redigatur ad assem. 
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fends would be instantly 

as the COInmOnl)la(~e l'Il"lvP.r<::l'Ill"'1.l ofthe 'diatribe' style?49 Should 

'silently the course of the 

other audiences?250 is the case, Maecenas is merely the 

an CU~'~~"'Jlt audience 

seen as 

with 

rretlea,a, the dedicatee of 

the poem, and has no association with the However, it is 

possible, within the drBumltlc setting of the first satire, to in another 

way entirely terms, as a little drama, an mtleraICtl()D between speaker and 

audience. 

R.O.A.M. argued that the equivocal nature first satire, supposed-

lya at the same a tour de force, is 

exploited by 'cheeky' Horace's use in 

Sat. 1.1 singular, which could 252 or the 'dia-

tribal' a typical moral speech, could to Maecenas 

were to be continued throughout the satire, to patron himself. Indeed, 

Lyne argues 

249 As my Introduction 
with the miser 

is nothing to stop us assuming that all persons singular in 

pp. 25, 31-33 above) included an examination of the 'diatribal' ex· 
this will not be repeated in full here. Horace's interlocutor, termed 

Barbara K. Gold (1992: 1 defends the accumulation of wealth from 
an .~¥~.~,.,. __ . sl:an<lpoint. This imaginary interlocutor could also be as a ventriloquial as 

oril;in~ltes with the speaker himself: like a the character of 'the greedy mis· 
er'is under the control of the main speaker and is made to answer back to his questions so as to ed-
ucate other audiences about the error of his ways. The audience in fact naturally assumes the 
existence of another audience that stands to learn from the ridicule of this Faced with the of 
either from the satire or by it, the actual audience naturally itself 
with the former. As the definite but miser can be into that indefinite group -
the of humankind • which is also given a chance to at 61fT. After we have heard the Opl.nlCln 
of the hominum, the other audiences are invited the satirist in deriding the new collective 

(63-64). 
Gordon Williams has remarked in relation to Horace's first a poem that is often compared to Sat. 

1.1, that: 'Horace with a personal address to but by the middle of the poem he is suppos-
ing that his addressee may be subject to all sorts and moral imperfections. In fact, though the 
poem addressing Maecenas, soon the addressee becomes any reader, a representative human be-
ing, likely to be afflicted with any conceivable frailty' (1968: 
251 1995: 140-143. For criticism ofLyne's approach, see Oliensis 1998 (b): 89; Hooley 1997: 42-43. 
252 Latin uses the second person singular where English tends to the impersonal and more formal 
'one'. . 140) notes that 'the use of 'you' for one is in English, orthodox grammar in 
Latin' . 
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the poem may be interpreted as Maecenas.253 The aggressive apostrophe of the second 

person singular at line 38, for example, would therefore herald an attack on Horace's 

patron. In Sat. 1.1 Horace, according to Lyne, 'cheekily' pretends to take his patron to 

task for the vice of miserly greed, and in so doing severely tests the bounds of libertas. 

This suggests that there is a distinct com naris on between 'Horace' as speaker here, and 

Horace's slave Davus, speaker in the penultimate satire of the second book: just as Davus 

attacks his master Horace in that Satumalian satire, so in Sat. 1.1 Horace, according to 

Lyne, criticises his patron Maecenas. Both Davus and Horace are in that case not simply 

doctores inepti,254 but in addition are foolhardy in that they aim their inept speeches at 

entirely unsuitable and even dangerous targets, targets which in either case have power 

over the speakers. 

Caught up in divining motives for lack of order in the 'inorganic' Sat. 1.1, the majority of 

scholars have either failed to notice (or refused to see) this possibility that Lyne has sugg

ested, or else have explained the hapless 'you' of the satire's central section as the imag

inary interlocutor of the 'diatribe' style. The idea that 'you' might equal Maecenas throu

ghout the satire had certainly been considered prior to Lyne's article, but scholars who did 

so on the whole expressed dismay and shock over what they perceived as Horace's impu

dent and almost inexplicable hauling of his patron over the coals in Sat. 1.1. William He

nry Lowe,255 for example, remarks in his 1979 thesis at how outrageous it is for Horace to 

253 In most cases it is impossible to distinguish between a general 'you' in the sense of 'one', and 'you' as a 
literal second person singular addressee, and in some cases the ambiguity may be deliberate. Apart from its 
other possible interpretations, 'you' is the way in which one would address another person directly. In 
'diatribe', also, 'you' can of course refer to a number of different audiences. For a discussion of these 
confusions in HoraHan satire, see Seeck 1991 (a): 539-540. 
254 Freudenburg (1993: 21) sees parallels of the parodies of Stoic 'diatribe' in Sat. 2.3 and 2.7 in the 
'diatribes' of the first book. 
255 The possibility that Maecenas himself might be interpreted as the addressee throughout Sat. 1.1 was not
ed by Lowe in his thesis Horace Sermones Book I: A Study (Brown University). Lowe (1979: 39) observes 
that the second person singular addressees in the poem, apart from their 'diatribal' usage, 'not only can, but 
grammatically must, when no antecedent is present, refer to Maecenas himself'. Lowe (id.: 38) thinks that it 
is Horace's attack on his patron here that is referred to when at Sat. 1.4.78ff, Horace is accused of enjoying 
harming others: laedere gaudes ... I would however rather agree more with Lyne's suggestion that in Sat. 1.1 
Horace cleverly hides behind the ambiguity in the combined use of 'diatribe' convention, in which the tu 
means an imaginary interlocutor, and a personal speech, in which it literally means 'you'. It is uncertain 
whether tu necessarily means Maecenas - in which case he would be directly attacked - because at the same 
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'call patron on the carpet as he and him the severe scolding meant 

the ,..,.....,.,,,.,'-'''1 caupo, and nauta' .256 Others dismissed the idea that Maecenas could 

be even implied of the central tirade against avarus. Barbara Gold, 

for ex,amlplc~. who, as we have seen, divides the audiences into primary, auth-

orial, actual mtc~rn:al audiences, has argued that, viewed in this manner, it is unlikely 

that LV J.Cl.",,,, • .,U(JI;) miser of the satire's portion. Gold remarks that 

Horace is to exclude himself and Maecenas from the internal audience, the speak-

er's imaginary group oftargets whom he takes it upon himself to right in the 257 

While I would agree with 

audience cannot seriously 

that Maecenas as dedicatee member of the authorial 

wUJ..".'"'''' with the internal audience, imaginary interlocut-

or and straight man against whom Horace spars, idea is worthy of consideration. 

Although scholars would deny that, on one level, the interlocutor of the satire's centr-

al portions is undoubtedly to be seen as the figure of the miser, the 'diatribal' adver-

sary, who cannot literally be Maecenas?58 the question is whether stock 

not - ..... ' .. ~J anyone else besides. from allowing various 

audiences to rernalTI neat and separate entities, our poet may be playing shamelessly with 

multi-voicedness. At the very Maecenas take note of the warning: mutato 

nomine te I fabula narratur ... In other words, terms ofLyne's view, Horace exploits 

time there is the possibility that tu is the wooden partner ofthe 'diatribe' tradition, or - a 
convention of Latin - the equi valent of our 'one'. 
256 Jd.: 39. The possibility that Maecenas may be directly impugned here is also considered by Seeck (1991 
(a): who suggests that this is, however, largely dependent on Maecenas' own willingness to read 
himself into the satire. I must confess that I find that Seeck's overly literal approach in the remainder of this 
article underestimates the of both Horace and his patron. 
257 Both Horace and his 'also have an existence outside of the group, as the observer-
addressee and the If they can 'nemo' in their cannot 
themselves be identified with the group of people to which the word refers' 167-168). Gold (id.: 
173-174) also argues that Maecenas fades from focus from the first line of Sat. 1.1, and this anticipates his 
role in the remainder of the first book. 
2S8 As himself notes (id.: 142 n. line in which the miser of the central is referred 
to as a neglected wife and a son who are indifferent at best to his death (non uxor salvum te vult, non 
filius ... ), confmns that this is a stock and is explicitly not the historical Maecenas who is attacked 
here. While Maecenas' relationship with his wife Terentia was said to be an (see Seneca 
114.7: ... qui uxorem milliens duxit, cum unam habuerit; cf. Costa 1988: ad lac.), the indifference or nega· 
tivity of the miser's family towards him is clearly yet another well-worn topos of literature. 
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very ambiguities of addressivity to UI....,ll ...... an outrageous, joking attack on 

ron.259 

to Lyne, Sat. 1.1 is 

greatn.ess acknowledged.26o 

U\;>\",aLl~'" dissatisfaction is 1'-1'""",1",,"./'1 

contrast to Sat. 1.6 in which ~ ...... "''''''' .... ., is praised 

is achieved gradually, 

far removed from 

indirect approach is 

and Horace's transition out 

which begins in earnest at 

me::nlllon of Maecenas by name 

first section 

38, is con-

the 

line.261 Of the two in the satire, dissatisfaction seems the bet 

with which to begin a moral ''''''''Y'''''''' addressed to the fabulously wealthy.262 likewise 

sees the abrupt 'return' to the of the pursuit of wealth at l08ff, which unmistak-

throws in the relatively theme of competitive as an 

Horace 'to drop the _u __ u f diatribe with such obvious relevance to Maecen-

263 

Hl"1rU1E'VE"r ambiguity or no .... "v.l" .... ' to one's patron, nn."" ... ·" ..... 

cannot but be foolhardy; IVU1,","',",lUl/s is really to be identified, even 

259 Horace deliberately uses his consciously _ .. _.I~",'_-

amiably, 

with the 

ambiguity between the rarefied authorial audience on the one hand, and the internal (ventriloquial) 
one on the other. The ideal, authorial reader or listener is meant to see that while on one the poem is a 

moral 'diatribe' the and of universal on however, it is simul-
taneouslya 'cheeky' and unserious personal pep-talk directed at the poet's patron. The 
anomaly of the satire lies in the fact that recipients are free to read it either way. 
260 1995: 139. Sat. 1.6 is also marked as the counterpart of Sat. 1.1in other ways, such as the fact that it 
starts with an address to Maecenas. Sat. 1.6 is regarded as the first satire in that 1.6 

the second half of the fiber sermonum as 1.1 starts the first half. 
notes (id.: 142) that the poem 'slides from one theme to another'. 

262 Likewise in Sat. 2.7 Davus obliquely the vice of in a general 
way, and it is only when him to to the that Davus his attack on 
his master in earnest The 'indirect' approach here could be ascribed to timid Davus' caution and 
his fear of the consequences of his master, Saturnalia or no Saturnalia 2.7.2: reformido ... ). 
263 Jd.: 143. In the echoes of the introductory lines of the satire at 108f alterations have been made: 
while the words nemo (l08) and laudet diversa sequentis (109) are direct echoes of the first and third lines 
of the satire, what is is a repetition of the patron's name as in line 1. Instead what is pres-
ent is the issue extensively in the satire ( ... ut avarus, 108). In retrospect this not 
only suggests that the was there all along, but in out the patron in this repetition 
while adding greed, the speaker may also appear to imply that, while he was well aware of the link between 
dissatisfaction and from the start, he had tactfully chosen to it from his addressee who suffer
ed from a literal embarrassment of riches. 
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Sat. 1.1 is then not w .... , ..... -1 'cheeky', as Lyne would have but downright rude and 

extremely It is simply hard to believe that .... 'u·"',...'" rehabilitated from Philippi a 

few before, would really devote his introductory to an attack on his patron and 

of this na1turc~. even in fim, could potentially be and 

oPJ,on.ems; if it into the hands, it would delight the enem-

of and M~iecemlS more it would tickle nl1tr .... n 264 approach is 

significant, however, that it encourages US to look for a reason for Maecenas' pre:sellce 

as addressee in the satire apart from occupying the obvious position dedicatee: Qui fit 

Maecenas ... ? IS pointing out that the direction 'diatribe' concerned with 

material dissatisfaction, wealth to an enormously wealthy patron cannot 

uitous .. Maecenas' associations with material good torturle bring such to the satire's 

start that it is to see how intimations of the wealth-focussed of greed treated 

only later in the satire WOUld, for a Roman audience, already be latent in the initial quest-

ion on professional dissatisfaction. Contemporary equivalents such as: me, 

why is nobody content with his lot...?,' may us an inkling. However, it is my 

conten110n that irony is cunningly employed an end differ-

ent to the one which has read. 

Although it portrays wealth negatively, the first is also deliberately In-

blunt, as a number of loopholes are OT£llnt"'rl l','Ule:CClrlaS As devel-

ops, it De(;OnleS l1n.,\!:If',.,.nt that it is not merely problem. identific-

ation interlocutor of the 'miser' becomes .... ", ... .,"'. 

264 thesis is that while Horace 'teased' Maecenas in later poems as well (e.g. 1.1 & 1.7), he 
was able to be freer and cheekier when younger and less established than later on in his career, when he 
might rather have been seen to be to Maecenas 139-140). This idea should be 
weighed against the comments ofDuQuesnay on the context of Horace's and Maecenas' relationship at the 
start of the former's career as a poet: 'Horace could have remained independent, ifhe had chosen to do so ... 
11li:>Ll:ii1'''', as he avows, he had freely accepted the friendship of Maecenas with all its material advant-
ages and social If he had then gone on to express in his works distaste for or dispproval of what 
Maecenas stood for at that time he could not have expected this to be taken as a sign of a praiseworthy in-
dependent or the fulfilment of some mystical duty as a poet to be subversive and to question the nature 
of his It would have been taken simply as a of impudence and churlish ' (1984: 
25). Throughout this thesis I shall argue that in his of his personal reUltioltlsru 
in the Satires Horace ultimately supports his and his circle of friends, Jl1I,;JUUJUJ;; 

the expense of his own character-persona. 
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after line 65, where it transpires it is the sordidus ac dives 

not just someone enjoys (suaVe 51) taking he 

is the object scorn 

from a large 

Between 

much of what is 

38 and however, one imagine many awkward moments as 

would apply to any wealthy person, stingy or not. 

of Horace's Sabine however, an event so celebrated later in the Satires (even 

though, at point, . happy event is m satirist's pseudo-autobiographical 

ure'), Maecenas could hardly be described as stingy - as miser is - or so attached to his 

wealth that he is compelled to guard it night and day.265 Indeed, of Maecenas' 

luxuria in sources have indicated the opposite?66 

What we have, ironically, is a 'diatribe', directed mainly against miserliness, but ad-

dressed to a man known for his enormous opulence and in some circles, his eitemlin-

ate and luxuriant hedonism. 'attack' of this nature is as toothless as the insinuation, 

the following that the irn,f'\U'fi adulterer U"J'~"'." IS mimae.267 Maecenas' 

obvious innocence of the particular of stingy miserliness means that implied or 

equivocal association of the patron with the target of Horace's tirade is unambiguously a 

joke, in no way truly threatening to the 

Horace's hidden agenda? 

Horace's character-speaker so inept he cannot even effectively impugn his patron? 

Or perhaps that was never intention. Perhaps his ---"0---.1 attack on the is really 

a of flattering the patron, and in this way of making, in a roundabout fashion, a spec-

request. What motive could there be for going on and on to a wealthy man about the 

265 The miser is described to sleep atop a pile of money-bags, gaping as he snores, and cherishing his 
wealth as though it were to be admired, not used (70-72). The classic miser paranoidly 
fears and his own slaves (76-78). 
266 See in the virulent criticism at Seneca Epist. I 14.4ff, where Maecenas' luxurious loose 
(symbolised by his loose, unbelted tunic) is to his 'loose' style. Cf. Graver 1998: 
and esp. 620-629 for an explanation of the Stoic literary which appears to have Seneca. 
267 See Sat. 1.2.48-49, discussed on pp. 102-103 & n. 311 below. 
268 in his luxuriousness Maecenas may possibly be nearer to the other extreme - the profligate - caut-
ioned against at the end of the tirade the miser (101-104). the start of the next 
however, this is for the moment nothing but a check to the scales in balance. 
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and taiInnent IS one but 

is also another: the addresses a humorous speech to his 

devoting most of his 'diatribe' to an on miserliness, just the vice he 

would want his patron to from being neutral, entertaining moral 

aO<llreSSeo to the patron, has a spe:Cl1llC although maybe not altruistic 

to an attack on """ .. 0'''' .... ''''.,. is "'''' ........ ,1'5 Maecenas a , or 

at ,",v"u"","", his OPt'P1".nC:!11hJ toward his 'dependent' .269 

treatment of the miser in the """' ....... section, not only removed from the ad-

of the patron at the as Lyne notes, but strictly inapplicable to 

serve at most as an indirect, subtle warning that the wealthy 

OP1'IP1",'\n<:! Maecenas should continue to eschew.27o 

Not only is it understandable, ""¥e>,i'" .... "" that Horace a long time to approach 

point 

what I 

speech in Sat. 1.1, but his dithering is entirely appropriate, if we COlIS14Jer 

claimed is on his he goes on appropriately if obliquely about 

of professional dissatisfaction, only to reveal (equally appropriately) its "'''' .... 'u'uu.'''''''' 

seems to attack as 

a 

..... "'.,,"' .. , ... the dissatisfaction 

in itself (38ft), 

before more -'-'~',J coming down a ton 

not on the rich per se, but on the rich but miserly (65ft). The miser is presented 

as deluded and ridiculous, and a portion of the 'diatribe' is devoted to rubbing 

269 Whether or not Horace was personally independently wealthy in 'real life' (which indeed he seems to 
have is here strictly beside the point: it is not only a well-worn tapas that poets are poor, but, as I 
shall note, throughout the Satires it is also an on-going joke that Horace is a sort of parasite figure or scurra 
to cf. e.g. Sat. 2.7.32ff. himself would later combine this 'in' joke with a healthy dose 
of self~satire when he apparently invited Horace to leave Maecenas' table and to join his own 

one instead: Veniet ergo ab mensa ad hanc (Suet. Vila Horali Ros-
tagni 1964: 114). On the relationship between the scurra and the in Roman satire and related gen-
res, see Damon 1997: 109-112. Recently William Turpin (1998: has that Horace's persona 
in Sat. 1.1-3 is satirised as a specifically parasite as Maecenas' (most improbable) charac-
terisation as a cf. p. 76, n. 242 above. 
270 In Sat. 2.7 one is also left with the that Davus has a number of 'requests' concealed in his 
'diatribe' on and in the extensive between himself and his master. Cf. Part 2, 8, 
pp. 298 & 302ff of the present thesis. Is 'Horace', in a roundabout way, Maecenas for - a 
raise or a A Sabine farm, perhaps? 
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point in 00). The.section fmishes fittingly with the miser's death, a 

hands of a freedwoman who the role poor man's Clytemnestra 

at the 

00).271 

At the end of the satire, responsibly warning addressee not go to the opposite 

extreme and waste all his money (104-105), Horace makes a blatantly half-hearted att-

(108ft) to all the on which has touched. reflects philosophically, 

in this fmal section of his speech, on truism that will always be someone 

ively richer than oneself (11 0-116), and rather more ominously, considering relative 

wealth of himself and his addressee, he warns human will always enviOUS 

of those wealthier than themselves (11 0). It is an ongoing joke in particularly 

in the book, that IS a or scurra to Maecen-

as' character. At the end of the first satire, Horace the deluxe parasite politely excuses 

himself from the table, knowing will be back another to avail of his 

ron's generosity (117-121). Whether one thinks his approach would successful or not 

is beside the point: 

moralist in order to 

laughable situation in Sat. 1.1 where 'Horace' adopts role of 

fora in a roundabout fashion is a joke at the expense 

t!l:Ih ..... t!t rather than his patron. as himself has claimed 

nothing prevents one burying one really to say 

More than one dramatic context could be envisaged for 

this 

ajoke. 

recitation of Sat. 1.1, 

as the 'polyvocality' of more than one audience is possible: we could even picture 

our safely addressing his patron in absentia, practising what he wishes to comm-

the great man. all, is what is often nec:ess,an when one intends to 

a raise or something On the other hand, there is another ongoing self-satiric 

joke the liber sermonum, and that is Horace's character is a too fiber, too 

direct outspoken. seeming at first to impugn the wealthy in a 'diatribe' dedicated 

to an extremely man, and then going on about the of being stingy with 

hewn in two was the only way in which the miser was able to achieve the 'Mean' (Rudd 1966: 22-
This image the themes of Sat. 1.2 van Rooy 1968: 
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reckoned somewhat fiber in relation to wealth, Horace may 111U'""",,U 

flattering the appeal for eeIllerO'Sl 

however 

In the third as we 

faults as virtues. 

first satire, Horace 

be.272 

tin"· ..... • .... to his 

.l.U"",,,,,,,,,,,,, directly for the first 

himself has been 

to COllS1iaer .... '''''nrlC' 

asks the audience to picture him coming upon his patron unexpectedly the IS 

peacefully reading or pestering Maecenas with chitchat,273 It is tempting to 

regard this as the scenario that the reader of the Satires is retrospectively encouraged to 

envisage for the <UU."",,", context at the start of Sat. 1.1. Horace comes upon his patron, 

who is otherwise ~"r~-,.,~-' abruptly begins a discussion on moral-philosophical 

questions, 

Horace may 

also see in Sat. 1 

to his approach to IVUtt:l,;t:mts 

sexual misdemeanours 1 

.... " .... ,...,.., is interested, 

This calls for an apology, 

Horatian satirist's 

satire: the satirist 

however, is the subject 

as we seen, 

I maintain, we 

extended 

next cn~lpt(~r 

272 Oliensis (1998 that Horace is not so his in Sal. 1.1 as 
defending accusations by after Maecenas' wealth. 
While I do not think that this is Horace's primary aim here. 
would have any such suspicions far more ",tt-.,,.t1,,.,,,ll,, 

much of Satires Book One Horace tackles potentially awkward the bull by the horns. One 
only has to look at the awful joke of Sat. 1.7 to realise how Horace makes it clear that freedom of speech 
ruled within Maecenas' circle, for all the loyal silence that was necessary outside ont (cf. Sat. 1.5 & 1.9). 
273 simpficior quis et est me saepe libenterlobtulerim !ibi, ut forte legentemlaut tacitum 
impellat quovis sermone molestus ... (1.3.63-65). In chapter 3, pp. 129ff & 138fbelow, we shall see that 
simplicior may be a for truculentior and plus aequo fiber. In Sat. 1.4 Horace eventually ex-
plores the of libertas in depth, redefining his own libertas in contrast to the model of plus aequo 
fiber (Sat. 1.4.103·] cf. 89). See chapter 4, pp. 159-160 below. 
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CHAPTER TWO: 

ADULTERY, SEXUALITY 

L'endroit Ie plus erotique d'un corps n'est-il pas /;} ou Ie v&lement bAille? Dans la perversion (qui est Ie 
regime du plaisir textuel) il n'y a pas de 'zones ':::ogenes' (expression au reste assez casse-pieds); c'est 
l'intermittence ... qui est celie de la peau qui scintille entre deux (Ie pantalon et Ie 
entre deux bords (la chemise entrouverte, Ie gant et la manche); c'est ce scintillement meme qui seduit, ou 
encore: la mise en scene d'une apparition-disparition. 

Roland Barthes Le piaisir du texte (1973: 19). 

Writing about sex, however jokingly, one inevitably one's own sexuality.274 

se(;ono satire, which adldre:ss€~s Horace, however, as I show in 

poses as I-COm[eSi~lOnal 'autobiographer', the sexuality of his 

'second self, the Horace is satirist and speaker in Satires. To continue Roland 

Barthes' analogy quoted above, the second satire, as will shown here, is a dishevelled 

text, without a real centre or balance (nil medium est), someone fleeing an 

ulterous escapade with his clothes half off and with only one shoe on. In addition, this 

satire begins an intertextual which not only a joke of the own 

sexuality but will continued in many ,",,,,,,",Uj,';' in both satiric uv\..n.,;,. 

I-' ......... " .... ,'F. the other """"-""<1LU dialogues which inhabit Satires. Sat .1.2 has itself 

been highly controversial, as scholars to i'n .. .,...,"' .... t on this poem have, inevitably 

and often rather amusingly, written their own views on sex. 

Sat. 1.2: Horace on sex 

the 1960's and w .. ~· ••• 7 when a spate of more LVU" ........ appeared,275 

second satire ren4Jeoto .. ""I1,,,, .. ,1Arl particularly by "' .. -"'IJ ......... Ju.;:; schol-

274 Roland Barthes, as is well known and as the quote at the top of this page was not a skirtchaser. 
275 Cynthia Dessen (1968: 200) remarks that most previous HoraHan scholars have been offended by 
the views on sex put forward in Sat. 1 for other post-'sexual revolution' views on see e.g. Baldwin 
1970; Curran 1970; Bushaia 1971. 
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ars, as lewd and scurrilous276 where 1.1 had criticised for its lack of order. Sat. 

1.2, its predecessor, does not invoke Maecenas, and in combination with the 

sexual nature of the subject matter and the "'1J",«.I\.';;;1 frank approach to it, has en(;Ol.llI'a~~ea 

scholars to 1.2 as Horace's satire, apparently a of his misguided 

y~:)Uth he met his paltTOlrl.277 While it is not intention to discuss questions of the 

poems' relative here, I with others, that the appearance of poems in a collect-

ion of Satires would, after all, indicate that the pieces must have been edited at least once 

after their initial composition, and this of the actual date of their incept-

ion, to all literary intents and purposes, irrelevant. 278 Nor do I that the absence of 

name is of any significance in of Sat. 1 279 The w""u£", of the Ln.,,", ... ,,, IS 

UIllne(;eSsary for an lUlderstanding of the Satires as a literary work; rather more 

276 But see e.g. (1984: 20): 'It is incredible that Satire 1.2 should have shocked either Maecenas 
or hard to believe that they gave anything less than wholehearted approval to this first v .. ,uu .... ,,61 .. 

on 
277 See Palmer (1883 ad loc.), who notes: 'Horace's friendship with Maecenas not yet begun; and the 
coarse treatment of the subject a youthful and imperfect '; cf. Fraenkel (1957: 76), who 
asserts that Sat. 1.2 is 'probably the earliest, or at any rate one of the earliest, of Horace's satires'; cf. Rudd 
(1966: 10), who comments 'the bawdy and the plentiful and use 
and the absence of any to Maecenas all point to an early date. So does the rather uncertain 
structure'; cf. Shackleton Bailey (1982: 10), who, citing Rudd, describes Sat. 1.2 as 'the one which can 
confidently be to his earliest period before his acceptance by Maecenas'. Many commentators (e.g. 
Fra:enJeel, Shackleton Bailey) have treated this satire first in their discussions of the first book. 
278 It has often been observed that the second satire is clearly to the since a line of the second 
poem is quoted in the fourth satire (1 cf. 1 and the fourth is to the which is 
designed as a deliberate continuation of the of but this follows the of the satires in 
the book in any case. All this does is merely confinn that the present arrangement of these satires is as the 
author designed it, but tells us nothing about their relative dates of composition. See Gordon Williams 

17 n.1), who has pointed out that there is no way the satires or of det:enltUnmg 
their sequence of composition. 
279 Maecenas does not need to be mentioned in Sat. 1.2 because he has already been mentioned at the start 
of Sat. 1.1, of which the second satire is arguably a continuation, and will again be addressed in the follow-
ing at Sat. 1.3.64, as well as at the start of Sat. 1.6. The placing of Maecenas' name is more likely to 
have than any significance for the of the poems. In the first satire the mention of the 
dedicatee's name served as an introduction to the book as a in the third the name is 
am:lrorlriate because of the subject matter The that Horace some of the sat-
ires before he became the amicus of Maecenas is without foundation (see DuQuesnay 1984: 20): even if 
Maecenas were not content with the commendatio given Horace by and Varius Rufus, and required 

skill as a there is no reason to think that any 
earlier attempts survived or that they were satires. As aU of the satires were included in a book dedicated to 
and thus associated with Maecenas, DuQuesnay argues, they must have been acceptable to the 
ron in their final fonn: 'All ten poems were judged worthy of and suitable for inclusion in a libellus dedicat-
ed to, and so publicly associated Maecenas: obviously, all of them could have been composed 
after the of their amicilia. Certainly the absence name proves nothing ... ' (ibid.). 
There may in fact, as I shall argue below, be motivations for Horace's failure as speaker to address 
Maecenas in Sat. 1.2. 
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arrangement I.JV'".u"", whatever 

",,"''''''lit', Sat. 1.2 as a member of a unit consisting 

three satires,281 rather than as a once-off unsuccessful attempt at practical 

on Horace's part. As with 

ons against the extremes 

at end 

'diatribe' satire, Sat. 1 begins indirectly. 

on the one greed, on 

(1.1.101-107),282 are picked up at the start 

of 

se-

In fact, lines of Sat. 1.2, audience is introduced to the 

of sex, sound more or like an extension of the satire.283 However, se-

satire the greedy and motivated by not to appear spendthrifts (l 

are now contrasted with money like water 

not to be thought and, by illustrating 

dum vitant stulti vitia in currunt - 'in fools rush to the 

(24), or put nil medium est - is no Mean' (28a). The example 

at the beginning of this satire, moreover, also links it to the third satire, at the 

start of which we fmd another humorous attack on .I">"'"',LU ....... The mention of (1 

130), at the satire's end, ..... ""."' .. recalls Sat. 1.1.1 correspondences "''''l",l">''''''' 

2110 See (1964: 86): ' ... to say that the three moral discourses which open Book 1 of the Satires 
a triad structures that make best sense when read one after another is to obviate discussion 

in vacuo of their relative date of composition'; cf. Zetzel (1980: 63): 'The chronology in a 
liber of this sort is that of unrolling the that we are to read the first poem before the second, the sec-
ond before the third. The order of reading creates its own dramatic time... interpretation that takes the 
poems out of order separates them from the literal unrolling of time and the poet's clear intention'; 
cf. also the discussion in Freudenburg 1993: 198ff. 
281 As noted in my Introduction 8 n. triads are the easiest way to subdivide Satires Book One: 1.1-3 
treat moral 1.4-6 are , 1.7-9 are regarded as 'anecdotal', while 1.10 is the conclu-

see e.g. Fraenkel 1957: 90; . Rudd 1966: 1 ff. Van (1968: 41 however would 
prefer to group the Satires into pairs. Concentric arrangement armmd Sat. 1 with links between Sat. 4 and 
6, 3 and 7, 2 and 8, 1 and 9, with 1.1 0 again as the conclusion, was by Rambaux (1971 : 
194) and followed by Zetzel (I980: 67). number of links and associations may however be found relat-

satires in Horace's first book 1993: 199), as well as, in his second. 
est modus in rebus, sunt certi ultra citraque nequit consistere rectum. 

m (1964: 89) notes that 'the of 2 is continuous with with what we have just read in 1.1 ' 
(emphasis Annstrong's). There are as observes (ibid.: n. between est in 
rebus (1.1.1 06) and nonne cupidinihus statuat natura modum quem (1.2.11 and with 1.3.115ff. 
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whatever 

lished' fonn as a 

of composition, the first 

as a continuous narrative. 

"' .... ,~ "" .. are to be seen in their 

Not only is the second a clear continuation of the like Sat. 1.1 it dis-

a consciously 'conversational' structure. un.''''''','' a casual progression of associat-

ions natural to a 'talk' ,284 the 1J"' .... n."'~ slowly ~(;lUIJkQ.~";" from the u, .. uu •• "" beginning to a 

focus on issue of sex, ... "'IJ .... ~,. ..... 

much of the remainder of the satire. 

adultery, against which is to caution 

introduction, which 

for 

and pro-

fligacy are cOIltr~lste~d other of behaviour -

the 'Mean' - are soon mentioned: extreme 

case extremes on either side of 

preferences are deviations from 

nonn,28S as are olfactory opposites.286 sartorial and OIT;aCllorv extremes anticipate the 

subsequent examples of the opposing ., ... ""uaA preferences U<""'1"',1<, men: matrona, on 

the one hand, is pitted against the prostitute, on as each is 1'''''1'\1''''',,'''' .... ',''''/'1 by imag

es of dress and smell respectively?87 Each type of woman also has advocates, who are 

dialogically represented by being quoted: while the prostitute is championed fam-

ous dictum ofCato (saving husbands being cuckolded providing an outlet for 

youthful testosterone), the by contrast is endorsed by (,Randy,)?88 

The idea sexual extremes is used to introduce, and perhaps is to imagined as 

suggesting to the speaker, the of the satire's body. Just as first satire 

turns into an on miserly so the second, after an equally 'indirect' beginning, 

turns into a condemnation of ........ '" .. ~"'.L:t In 1.2 the contrasts adultery with the 

ous sexual options to Roman HUll",,,, purporting to 

each. 

relative <unl"' .... T_ 

284 observations on Sat, 1.1 are equally applicable here: 'II yaWl enchalnement des idees et l' on 
passe de I'Wle Ii l'autre, non la logique du traite ou du discours, mais d'apres la logique de la con-
versation' (1911: 1), cf. Fraenkel 1957: 94, discussed in my Introduction, p. 2 above. 
285 Maltinus tunicis demissis ambulat; est ad obscenum subductis usque facetus 
286 pastil/os Rujillus oiet, Gargonius hircum 
287 ••• sunt noUnt tetigisse nisi illas/quarum subsuta talos instila veste;/contra alius nul/am nisi 
olenti stantem (29-30). See the comments of Curran (1970: 222ft) on the significance of clothing 
"YHIO ... ,r'V in this satire \ .... ", ..... ~.""' ... 
288 It can hardly be accidental that Cupi-ennius (36), whose name seems to be from the stem of 

(Rudd 1966: the suffix -ennius appears just to Horace's parody of a famous quote 
from Ennius himself at 37ff (Henderson 1989: 105-106; 1993: 194); cf. p. n. 293 below. 
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Dialogicality of Sat. 1.2 

Like the satire, Sat. 1.2 is not merely 'conversational' in its structure transitions, 

but is also intensely dialogic. Although not addressed to a dedicatee as is first, se-

cond satire nevertheless manifests an interesting consciousness of audience. The dialogic 

aspects 'diatribe' style second involve both a relationship betw-

een U"'''''''''...,A and audience, and fictitious dialogue a panoply UU"F,LH""'_" interlocut-

ors. Lll'-'U"'-UV,,,. the the statements he 

ces in the and the use of mostly the person to <1'-1£'''''''"<:' 

the interlocutors, in cOlmbmaltlon 

tone """'v"", ...... , ..... with the 

1.2 has a wider 

the use of 

mode. 

and mt(;::riClCU1:ors 

cont.ribiUes to 
( 

admonitory 

Sat. 1.1. those 

with the poet enters into fictional dialogue, the is replete with the 

quotations of various other personages: is the sententia Cato (3 contrasted 

with the quoted opinions appropriately Hal'",",,,,, adulterer Cupiennius, the mirator 

cunni...albi (35-6); the pros opopo iia of the muto addresses and admonishes its ow-

ner, ill-starred amator Villius (69ff); the of the deluded over-enthusias-

tic admirers LJ.,,>JUUJ,", w,unVll_.Y 0 crus! 0 bracchia! (92), to the narrator responds 

pointing out the unfortunately appealing truth; promises form con-

ditional affirmatives made by the stock of the adulterous matron a are quoted 

(post paulo, sed pluris, si exierit 120), only to dismissed by a comment attributed 

to Philodemus: such a woman is for (or 'Galluses', 1 )?&9 to 

conversation are made obliquely succinctly to great as competing 

196-197) notes that the used to decribe the ideal woman at Sat. 1.2.123-4 
(Canal-aa. recta, and alba) are equally applicable to a enjoy 'a second life in the 

tenninology of Latin literary criticism' (id.: lover is thus also the po-
em. Freudenburg also out (ibid.) that scholars' and translators' usual of Philo demus' 
statement (quoted at 1 that the inaccessible woman, by contrast, is Gallis - 'for the Gauls' or 'for the 
Galli, i.e. could just as well therefore be interpreted as 'for the Galluses' as a ref-
erence to Rome's famous elegist Gallus (and imitator whom Philodemus is pitted against), 

that parody is on the cards here (cf. Baldwin 1970). On Horace's to Phil-
UU~;ULU'" see p. 111, n. 326 below. 
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approval and grunts of disapproval are filtered through the main discourse: e.g. 'iure' 

omnes; Galba negabat (46). Sat. 1.2 is full of chatter and counter-chatter. 

Transitional interlocutors 

Dialogicality in 'diatribe' mode means that not solely imaginary adversaries but also fict

ive audiences are drawn into the conversation: Bakhtin observed, as we have seen, that 

the 'unfmalizability' of the polyphonic work means that the reader or audience is inevit

ably drawn into the dialogic process, and made a participant in the dialogue.29o In the dia

logic 'diatribe' mode this is directly represented in the text itself. 'Audience participation' 

in Sat. 1.2 takes place at lines 17f, where an imaginary interlocutor ('maxime' quis non/ 

'/uppiter!' exclamat simul atque audivit? ... , 17-18) is made to question what the speaker 

has been saying with regard to his latest miser exemplum. This prompts further explanat

ion from the speaker (19-22). Shortly after this another imaginary speaker is introduced, 

who demands to know where the speech is headed: si quis nunc quae rat 'quo res haec 

pertinet?' illuc ... (23). An extension ofthe 'diatribal' stylistic device whereby potential 

objections to the main speaker's argument are handled in a dialogic fashion by being attr

ibuted to another speaker who breaks into the discourse, and are then consequently con

textualised or refuted, interruptions of this sort by a fictive audience appear frequently in 

Horace's 'diatribe' satires of the first book as a transitional device.291 It therefore seems 

appropriate to term this type of imaginary interlocutor a 'transitional' interlocutor, altho

ugh any interlocutor is to some extent 'transitional' in that he or she enables the speaker's 

argument to progress from one point to another. Here, in Sat. 1.2, apart from enabling the 

speaker to progress to the next point, these transitional voices also help create the indel-

290 1984: 18; cf. Introduction, p. 42. 
291 A comparable transitional device was used at Sat. 1.1 14-15, although the possible question or objection 
was anticipated by Horace himself as speaker: ... ne te morer, audilquo rem deducam. si quis deus ... In both 
cases, Sat. 1.1.14-1 and 1.2.17ff, the suggestion to get to the point, placed in the mouth of either the 
narrator or the interlocutor, seems to imply that the foregoing treatment has been long-winded and the 
reasoning somewhat unclear. At Sat. 1.2.23f, therefore, the indefinite interlocutor facilitates communication 
of the message of the first section. The interlocutor's interruption enables a transition to be made to the 
speaker's point: that while fools try to avoid one extreme they run headlong into its opposite (1.2.24). A 
similar transitional device can also be seen at Sat. 1.3 . 19ff. 
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ible fiction that there is an unspecified audience that is listening to 'Horace' (rather like 

the ubiquitous 'live studio audience' on television), foster the idea unspecified, 

even imaginary recipients have a contribution to to satiric 

The satirist then makes an apparent attempt to engage formally the attention of an audi

ence to whom he wishes to address his speech, the audience which, it is suggested, has 

something to learn or at least to 

tae volunt). 

all this (after all, aut docere aut delectare poe-

Summoning the satiric audience 

At 37-40 suddenly assummg the guise a 

the second person plural, inviting them to come and hear the 

orator, addresses a group in 

awaiting adulterers:292 

audire est operae pretium,procedere rectelqui moechis non vultis,293 ut omni parte lab

orent,lutque illis multo corrupta dolore voluptaslatque haec rara cadat dura inter 

pericla.294 approach of the speaker, as in the first than an 

292 It has been that Horace was the fonnal Stoic invocation of an audience at Sat. 1.2. 
cf. (1911: 30), who refers to 2.3.77f and notes: 'Horace parodie la stoicienne'. Dama-

sippus also issues a fonnal invitation to listeners of his Stoic 'diatribe' at Sat. 2.3.77-81: audire atque tog
am iubeo componere, quisquis/ambitione mala aut argenti pallet amore/quisquis luxuria Iristive superstil
ione/ aut aUo menlis morbo calef; huc propius me/dum doceo insanire omnis, vas ordine adite.' - '1 bid 
him come to listen and arrange his toga, whosoever blanches with evil ambition or love of silver, whosoever 
burns with or miserable or any other mental draw nearer to me over while I 

one by one, that you are all mad ... '. Cf. my discussion at Part 2, 7, p. n. 666 & p. 248ff. 
Because of the all-encompassing nature of the Stoic paradox on which he (all but the sage are 
mad), Damasippus' audience and targets clearly coincide; Horace's audience on the other hand, allowed 
a loophole and may potentially separate themselves from his apparent set of targets, the adulterers. 
293 Porphyrion (ad this as a deliberate echo and parody ofEnnius' Audire est operae 
pretium, procedere rem Romanam augescere vu/tis. praised this parody as 

and was particularly tickled Horace's alteration of the positive Ennian vuilis to non vu/tis. See 
Lejayad . Fraenkel 1957: 82: 'The with which Horace the lof-
ty notes ofEnnius ... into a very different verb procedere is de-
gradingly yoked with moechis ... '; cf. Baldwin 1970: 1993: 63-64. With this parody, Horace 
seems cheekily to be that adultery was as much a Roman institution as other nobler traditions. 
This parodic allusion to Ennius also comes after the mention of an adulterer named 
ennius, as noted above - another cheeky touch. Towards the end of this same satire, Horace will as 
cheekily compare the ideal parabilis Venus, whom he is casually 'fucking', with two of Rome's founding 

mother of Rhea Silvia, and Egeria, wife ofNuma (126). 
294 'It is worth your while listening, you who do not wish adulterers well, how they on every count, 
and how their is spoilt much and how it is often foiled terrible dangers'. Note the 
prominent of pericla at the end of line 40, the What 
follows (41-46a) is a catalogue 
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ethically oriented one: adultery is to avoided not 

because it is fraught with inconveniences and 

plural seems to underline the point that as 'diatribe' 

it is morally ",,.., ... no but 

the onn, .... " are 

in the locker-room atmosphere of Sat. 1.2 is not strictly Maecenas himself, although is 

the dedicatee of the Satires as a whole, but rather the set all Roman 

cluding but not .... E ..... c out the patron. This is particularly important since Horace, as we 

saw, played rather provocatively with 'polyvocality' in the previous before ultim-

ately letting Maecenas off the hook. The moral speaker'rs audience in Sat. 1.2 is more 

viously a ... ",n,,,,.,.,,, one deliberately fail to mention Maecenas' name the 

second satire in order to communicate this. Sat. 1.2 Horace is clearly addressing the 

'boys,:295 in fact, this is a role that any actual audience of Sat. 1.2 is automatically forced 

into assuming, just as someone who happens to be innocently passing a sex shop in a see-

dyarea is automatically coerced into the role of 'potential customer' by ubiquitous, 

and indiscriminant marketers such places. .,,,, .. ,,,.t,.,-.. ,,, the members 

enas' circle, actual ....... "" .. ~"., of this poem at first reading, would also have been 

jokingly characterised as 'potential customers'. 

The is equally ae.srrelisn/e m (1'1',"'''''1',nl''1 his listeners' away from one sexual option, 

and in encouraging to consider instead. The negative "'''''" ....... option presented 

in Sat. 1 is adultery, presented here according to the topoi of Comedy, mime, and poss-

ibly the ancient equivalent of 'urban legend'. Thus Horace proceeds to describe 

horrible fate that has befallen a number of adulterers (41-46). The audience, addressed in 

the second person plural (quL.non vultis), is presented as one which is - or which should 

be - hostile to adulterers. Ostensibly aligned on the side of the speaker, the audience is 

made to with disdain, along with the the of the and 

addition the speaker seems to encourage this audience to experience a certain Schaden

freude in hearing the disasters that apparently befall adulterers. view of the sobering 

SDf~Ctl'e of the adulterers' sufferings catalogued straight after this, including urinated 

on by husband's servants and castrated, this statement outwardly also constitutes a 

295 Henderson (1989: 103, 106) characterises this satire as 'men's talk'. 
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threat to the actual audience to align themselves against adultery if they have not already 

done so. audience will then listen in, somewhat relieved, while Horace does battle 

with a number satiric targets who appear as imaginary interlocutors. 

Interviews with satiric targets 

what follows the speaker """E,"6'"'' directly with a selection imaginary adversaries on 

the issue of sexual folly, particularly (although not exclusively) adultery. in the first 

satire, the sparring with and castigation of these figures occupies the central portions 

the piece.296 Again, as in Sat.l.l, statements attributed to imaginary interlocutors suggest 

a dialogue between the nn."y_rn and the t"'1',v .. t", he claims to be setting out to corr-

ect. nU1n"',nT of this dialogue ... U£lun.", the moral instruction to on a more viv-

id and dramatic tone, and the correcting attitude adopted by poet-moraliser toward the in-

corrigible adulterers and wastrels is largely responsible for the satire's humour. in the 

first satire, the introduction here of the imaginary interlocutors, the internal audience, 

whom the speaker humorously admonishes and with whom he argues the second 

son, also a third party, a tangible target who is heard to with satirist 

and who thereby, as scapegoat, removes direct actual audience, mak-

ing that audience in turn more receptive to the speaker's argument. Sat. 1.2 the multi

plicity of these adversaries, most of whom are also actually named in the satire, makes it 

likely that 

addition, 

targets may become confused with the audience, as in Sat. 1.1. In 

em dicere verum idea Dn~sente:C1 1.1, also softens the argumentative 

........ ,,"" .. Nothing illustrates this better than the muto, talking Penis which appears as 

one of the interlocutors. 

296 The section in which this occurs could be viewed as lasting from approximately lines 47 54) to 119, 
but it is not as clear-cut as this line division would imply. In this broad section, the speaker 
engages in dialogue with rakes, dandies and adulterers, who play the role of our internal 'ventriloquial' 
audience. 
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talking Penis 

speaker enlisted against adultery, and thus on the side of the speaker, a talking 

Penis appears the role of moral adviser to its owner, the hapless adulterer Villius, at 

68ff. Although this element is possibly copied from Lucilius (where the use of the unus

ual term mut(t)o is attested),297 Horace has used the muto ('prick', perhaps, rather than 

'penis ,)298 a brilliant and original manner order to parody the rhetorical convention 

of prosopopoiia, the address by an abstract personage frequently found in passages which 

employ the 'diatribal' style. The muto adopts the role of polemic moraliser, addressing 

owner in the second person singUlar common to the prosopopoiia, and employing the typ-

ically 'diatribal' questioning style, ".'~H""'''' with exhortations to reason: quid vis tibi? num-

quid ego a telmagno prognatum deposeD eonsule eunnumlvelatumque stoIa, mea eum 

eonferbuit ira? (69-71). Appropriately, 

terms of his counterpart, a personified 

personified muto and speaks only in 

as being in a stola?99 

The of a moralisingprosopopoiia often cited is Bion's prosopopoiia of 

Poverty in the Hellenistic Cynic writer Teles IIEp\ ' AU'tCXPKEicx<;. 300 While I am not sugg-

291 Lucilius 307 (Marx) a multo weeping (at laeva lacrimas muttoni amica), which no 
doubt set the for Horace's personified one at Sat. 1 cf. Porph. ad loco muttonem pro 
virili membro dixit Lucilius imitatus. The tenn mu(t)to is rare, and is found in these two passages; cf. 
Adams 1982: 63. 
298 Adams (ibid.) points out that the tenn mut(t)o must once have been used in general or use, as it 
survived as the cognomen Mutto (CIL V.l412. 8473). There is also some evidence that the term survived in 
derived form in some Italian dialects, although there is no evidence that it was used in classical Latin apart 
from this Horatian instance (Adams ibid.). 
299 This recalls the albus cunnus ofline 36, the adjective albus (,praeternaturally white') there 
bothered every scholar. Porphyrion (ad pointed out that it was unlikely that albus meant simply 
candidus ('fair', white'), but thOUght that it probably referred to the white clothes worn in 

by matronae. I think that, in of this acceptable explanation (cf. the cunnus the stoia 
there is also deliberately coarse about 'white cunt', and there may also be some 

in addition to the reference to patrician descent (the white Alban sow?; cf. 
there are intimations of contempt, age, even disease in a/bus cunnus. 

This is men's locker-room after all. Henderson (1989: 103) that the use of obscenities 
provides the main with 'street cred'. When however the mulo ofa cunnus, as at line 70, this 
is naturally appropriate, even quite 'cute' (1 as if we were with How 
much 'street cred' does Mr Prick need? He's stuck on the street in any case while his owner plays exclusus 
amator. 
300 OtO Ka\ d Aapm, «>TJO\V 0 «>wvilv t'0: 1tpay~a1'a, OV 1'P01tOV Ka\ Ka\ OUva\t'o 
OlKa\OAoye\08al, OUK IXV €i1tOl, «>TJoiv, [1tpw1'OV ti liv8pw1t€, 1'\ ~m ~axn;] wo1tep 
1tpOC; 1'OV KUpWV £«>' iepov Ka8ioac; chKaloAoyei:rat '1'\ Ilot Ilaxn; ~t'j 1'\ am KEKAo«>a; OU mxv 1'0 
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esting Horace or has deliberately copied it is interesting to 

pa~;sa~~t:: as an eX<lmlple of the convention 

calls upon IIEvla to make an aplJealfatlCe in order to upbraid an <:1('11""" ... ,,,_ 

complained about her. She so with a barrage of rhetorical arywho 

'Why do fight me?' - Poverty would say to aren't be-

deprived of "TnTrn1" good ........ ,..,"' •• " .... of me, are you? Ofcour-

Surely you aren't in want of the ne(:es~ntH~s ,",('n"",,"''', is made to emphasise that 

she does not withhold from addressee ('the man who ,",""UIJ.WLUlL'" the basic necessit-

ies: ' the full .... j',"" ..... n"'., and the SPl'm~~s overflowing with water? Don't I 

such beds as the earth affords, and leaves for mattresses? ... don't I provide 

with an inexpensive and simple sauce, your hunger?'. LU'"' ....... ' ... , the hungry person, 

verty means further rhetorical questions, enjoys food without nee:01l1lg 

expensive sauces, thirsty rlPt'Qnn most does not for the 

drink that is not at hand.301 

After U,",'UUJLj', the speech made by the personified "rn' .. .., ... ' Teles' narrator himself adds a 

standard rhetorical 'If Poverty were to to you, would you 

I for part would be unable to say anything. ,302 

W1se prosopopoiia of Nature in his against 

Greek one 

of death (DRN 

3.931 ff) - a more probable Horatian 'n1"~·rtp·V1' than quoted303 the 

rcpoa'tan6llEVOV urco aou rcOlW; OU arco$opav €unX1<::1:WC; aot $EpW;' Kat TJ IIEv(a <&v> Ei1tOl 
1tpOC; 1:0V eYKaAouv'ta'1:( 1l00llaxu; IlTJ KaAOU 'ttvOC; O~' 'EIlE IlTJ aw$poouvT]C;; IlTJ OtKat-
oa6vT]C;; «vopEtac;; aH« IlTJ 1:WV ai 600\ 1tAtlPEtC; oe al, 
Kpfjvat as Bion says, in the manner that we do, 
and were able to for themselves, wouldn't they first], ['Why do you me, 
Man?]. Just as a after he has taken up in a temple, would defend himself to his 
master: do you me? I haven't stolen from you, have I? Have I not carried out your 
orders? Do I not pay you a tribute in order?' And Poverty would say to the one who complains: 
do you fight me? Have I deprived you fme? Of wisdom? Of But if you are 
in need of anything, aren't the roads glutted with and the springs full of water? .. .', Teles 

'TiV''\'''''''iVt' (Hense 1909: On the of Bion in see p. 10 n. 26 above. 
301 Teles 
302 €i 'tau'ta AEym TJ n av IlEV 

id.: 8). At the same time, the use ofthe optative mood (e.g. 
interlocutor has been entirely U""6ll''''''' 

<&v> OOKW 
indicates clearly that this 

303 As we have seen, Lucretius is one of the Horatian satirist's favourite intertexts. The Lucretian Nature's 
tirade the fear of death is replete with all the questions of the 'diatribe' style, she 
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personified Nature has finished speaking, the narrator comments: quid respondemus. nisi 

iustam intendere litemlnaturam et veram verbis exponere causam? (3.950-951). Horace 

adopts a shortened form of the formula at 1.2.72, matching syncopated rend-

ition of the entire convention: responderet? - 'what would he reply?' .304 the 

tian adaptation, too, the question placed at the end of the personified speech is doubly 

appropriate, as one would expect someone addressed by his own Penis to be even more 

stunned than someone blasted by a personified Poverty or Nature. However, the incorrig

ible ViUius is so brazen as to answer back: magno patre nata puella est (72). 

In a style where imaginary interlocutors usually acted as adversaries, and defended mis

conceptions apparently held by popular opinion, the device of prosopopoiia is by contrast 

brought in to lend support to the 'diatribal' moralist. As fictional interlocutors, the 

onified Penia of Teles, Nature in the Lucretian pa:.i:la!;;"" and the Penis in Horace 1.2 

thus comprise imaginary supporters of the moralists rather than imaginary adversaries. 

Penis, personifying Nature, argues against the societal prejudices of his owner. 

personified speakers also "u'''.E, ......... u the impression of their direct relationship with their 

audiences (especially appropriate in the case of the muto) by means of their interrogative 

disparingly refers to her as stulte (939), and appeals to the 'contented topos also used by 
Horace at the end of the first satire. The finem ... laboris idea at the end of the following quote (940) has also 
been picked up at Horace Sat. 1. I .93: Denique sf vocem rerum natura repentelmfltat et hoc alicui nostrum 
sic increpet ipsa/'quid fibi tanto operest, mortalis. quod nimis aegrtslluctibus indulges? quid mortem 
congemfs ac jles? Inam sf grata foit tibi vita anteacta priorquelet non omnia pertusum congesta quasi in 
vaslcommoda perjluxere atque ingrata interfere/cur non ut plenus vitae conviva recedis/aequo animoque 

securam, stuite, quietem?lsin ea quae fructus cumque es periere profosa/vitaque in offensast. cur 
amp/ius addere quaeris/rursum quod pereat male et ingratum occidat omne/non potlus vitae finem fads 
atque laboris? .. - 'Suppose that Nature herself were suddenly to find a voice and round upon us in these 
tenus: 'What is your mortal, that you yourself up to this whining and repining? Why do you 
weep and wail over death? If the life you have lived till now is a - if all its have not 
leaked away like water poured into a cracked pot and run to waste unrelished - you silly creature, 
do you not retire as a who has had his fill of life and take your carefree rest with a quiet mind? Or, if 
all your have been poured profitless away and life has grown why do you seek to swell the 
total? The new can but turn out as badly as the old and perish as unprofitably. Why not rather make an end 
of life and labour?' ... ' (DRN 3.931-943; translation of R.E. Latham). 
304 The later satirist Juvenal uses a similar fonuula after quoting a attributed to one Laronia (Sat. 
2.44fl), and suggests that she has said only things that are true. In this case, Juvenal's use of the conventions 
of this type ofinstructive speech is equally funny, as the moral speaker is ironically a prostitute, here satiris-

male homosexual hypocrites. Like Horace's talking muto, with its obscene associations, Laronia is a 
persona non grata. In either case the 'immoral' or the more crudely physical are shown to have a better idea 
of morality than the respectable. 
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'diatribe' style address,305 and by their use of the second person The actual 

audience of Sat. 1.2 is supposed to derive instruction and there is inevit-

ably a good deal of Schadenfreude in .,""LU"" Villius so utterly but humorously vilified by 

all sundry, including his own Penis, with the result the actual audience is in tum 

also naturally "' ...... "'."" ... more lU."'''''(I.J:f,'''. Rhetorical "'''',nu,,,,, continue to 

be lobbed at this """ .. "" ..... 

himself with 

76-77), and the 

.. ...,,, ... ...,..., by the 

"1.1\;;(1"''''1 (tuo 

is directly pvl"' .... 1' ... 11 to 

speaker who has closely allied 

rerumne laboreslnil referre putas?, 

courting disaster by continuing with 

his adulterous pursuits, as these are more trouble than they are worth: quare, ne paenitet 

te,ldesine matron as sectarier, unde laboris/plus haurire mali est quam ex re decerpere 

fructus (77_79).306 

argumentation demonstrates distinct similarities to sort of argumentation 

by Teles. Although is strictly Cynic and 'Horace' himself is inclined to an 

Epicurean perspective, the points made are extremely commonplace and were in-

deed common property most philosophical schools. We have already seen that Lucret-

ius used the same type argumentation and an ePicurean context. In role as 

polemic moraliser, Teles' ,", .... ,,,,,,f'1n.l the that someone would think that they 

needed the best food and wine when they were hungry or thirsty. In Horatian passage, 

the prognatus consule cunnus velatusque stoia - or, to phrase it more politely, as the per

sonified penis' interlocutor and owner does, the puella magno patre nata, other words, 

the high-born matrona - is the equivalent of the fine food and drink of the Teles passage: 

is a luxury that one can afford and which one not in to fulfil 

sexual Horace likewise appeals to the advice of Nature: at quanta meliora monet 

305 The attempts by Poverty to inculcate the correct attitude in her and the of 
the mulo to reason with his owner, also mirror the often polemic stance adopted by the main 'diatribe' 

er . 
. s parallels the direct exhortation to the to pursuing money in the 

previous satire: denique finis sit quaerendi ... (1.1 The description of the adulterer's troubles as 
labores just prior to this in the second satire (1.2.76-77), also parallels the presentation, at more or less this 
same place in the first satire, of the miser's pursuits as labor where he is being encouraged to give them 
up: .. et finire laboremlincipias ... (1.1.93-94). 
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pugnantia opts natura suae - 'but how much better does Nature, rich in resour-

ces, give advice that is opposed to those v.., ..... "' ... .,. , (73_74).307 

It is quite nonnal for Horace, in his role as a moralising speaker, to appeal to natural 

needs and logical reasoning rather than to moral precepts to persuade his audience 

correct path. When, however, in a highly ridiculous turn, a Penis pops up to support the 

moralist's point, the serlotlsflless of the argument cannot but upstaged by the nature of 

personified speaker. Whatever " • ." ........ u,u .. " with serious 'diatribal' tradition may be 

found for this interlude, the substitution of the muto for the personified abstract 

concepts usual in prosopopoiiai, like Poverty or Nature, creates a highly humorous effect, 

suggesting that parody of the 'diatribal' conventions rather than serious moral dialectic 

was what Horace had in 308 Th' d h' . If.' d IS paro y, t IS consclous se -satIre, nee not necess-

arily be seen as an indication of Horace's thorough-going ineptitude as a speaker, as Freu

denburg has chosen to view it; rather, there seems to be an internal heteroglot ironisation 

of moralising within the authorial discourse itself. Sat. 1.2 the splitting of the subject 

a ",U""UA15 speaker, on the one hand, and someone who simultaneously pokes fun 

at moral discourse on the other, continues from Sat. 1.1. Clearly, H{'\'r!llf',"'- approach to 

subject in 1.2 is more light-hearted than scholars have assumed. 

307 Later, Horace draws a more direct analogy between food and sex, which parallels a further point made 
by Poverty's tirade in Teles. Poverty demands: ' .. .isn't it true that a hungry man most enjoys eating ... ? And 
the man most enjoys drinking and least awaits the drink that is not at hand? Or does anyone hunger 
for cakes and thirst for ehianT. Horace's speaker makes the comparable point: num libi cum fauces urit 
sitis, aurea quaeris/pocula? num esuriens fastidis omnia praeler/pavonem rhombumque? - 'When your 
throat is with do you look for golden goblets? When you are do you turn your nose 
up at and turbotT (114-116). The analogy with sex is out in the lines that 
follow: ... Iumen! libi cum inguina, num silancilla aut verna est praesto puer, impetus in quem/continuo fiat, 
malis tentigine rump;? - ',., when your groin is throbbing, and ifthere is a or household slave-boy 
at hand, on whom an attack can at once be do you prefer to burst from lust?' (116-118). Or, as the 
mula, the spokesman for Nature, earlier put it: 'Do I demand from you a cunt sprung from a consul, 

in a long dress, when my passion has come to the boil?' (70-71). 
308 See Freudenburg (1993: 25): 'No matter how seriously the satirist may seem to intend the lesson at hand, 
one cannot escape the fact that he has here presented the picture of a man arguing with his own penis ... the 
picture is simply too absurd and to command sober reflection on the part of the reader.' 
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Freedwomen as the 'Mean' in Sat. 1.2? 

Sat. 1.2 is thus double-voiced: on the one hand, it is presented in the style of a 

moral 'diatribe'; on the other, there are also joking elements the muto, as we have 

just seen. focussing exclusively on the one half of this double-voicedness, many schol

ars have, understandably come to the conclusion that Horace has a coherent, ser-

ious moral ar~~ne]lt to ..... ~."''''''n1" 

what this is. Although the second 

this and they have consequently wrestled over 

attracted less attention than Sat. 1.1, debate 

has arisen, example, over the relation of Horace's argument in the satire's body to the 

'Mean' idea of the first 28 lines. Scholars have often viewed the statement at line 47ff: 

tulior at quanto merx est in classe seeunda,llibertinarum Sallustius in quaslnon 

minus insanit quam qui moeehatur,309 as proposing freedwomen as an Aristotelian 

'Mean' the two extreme options of adultery with high-class matronae, on 

the one hand, and fornication with lowly on the other. However, Horace's 

statement about freedwomen at requires further investigation. 

It is striking that the two halves of the statement do not quite add up. While lines 47-48a 

(tutior at ... libertinarum dieo) that freedwoman are a good idea, 48b-49 (Sallust

ius in quas ... quam qui moeehatur) caution by contrast that it is possible, as demonstrated 

by the case of one Sallust, to go just as nu,,,, .. "'n<>,'''' in the direction freedwomen as matr-

onae. Because the entire statement at 47-49 contains an internal polemic, therefore, it is 

possible to regard either half of the statement (47-48a, or 48b-49) as a quote placed in the 

mouth of an interlocutor,310 or else the whole sentence can be seen as a deliberately ironic 

309 'But how much safer is doing business with the second class, I am talking about freedwomen - about 
which Sallust is just as mad as one who is an adulterer'. 
310 Shackleton Bailey (1982: 12-1 has that the first half of the statement (47-48a) is spoken by 
Horace himself. It is true that this would logically continue the argument that the adulterer's position places 
him at a if not in therefore tutior ... merx est .... Shackleton the sec-
ond half of the statement (48b-49) to by contrast the of adulterers. Shackleton 
Bailey determines to call him Cupiennius, and he takes this name of course from the adulterer ofline 36. 
See Shackleton Bailey's arguments for the possibility of a relative clause as a means of response (he quotes 
Plautus 699f). I would that it could in fact be regarded the opposite way around: the first 
half of the statement could be placed in the mouth of an interlocutor who merely suggests the possibility of 
rre~~"'/orrlen. which opinion is then countered by the main speaker by means of a relative clause. The main 
,,.,,,,,,Ir,,,,"c point is then that one can go to and be as and as self-destructive 
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statement on part What we then see is a J...IaAHUUHUl authorial 

double-voicedness: with the half of the statement PYlnrp'<1<1I'<1 a common 

opinion (47-48a), while in second he undercuts the fITst <>"''''''' ..... ,''"... either 

the speaker is not seriously following an Aristotelian path by su~~ge:stiIJlg freedwom-

en as a mean between other two extremes. Adopting, as in 

approach that is practical rather than moral, as 'diatribe' speaker cautions that 

even a relationship with a freedwoman may harmful to extremes and pursued 

Horace then proceeds quote the expressed opinions of a ,.,.",rI", .. ", who, ac(:onJmg 

is perhat)s a joke to other sources, is known have committed adultery, 311 but 

on Horace's part, is identified as a party who is to about freedwomen: verum 

hoc se amplectitur uno,lhoc amat et laudat, 'matronam nullam tango' (53-54). That 

Sallust, is '" ...... '''' ....... identifiable with the historical pel'SOilage, should here made to 

aeJ[ena a vice VW'lJv"nv to one which he was LU ......... ~.'v a 

joke out of the argument. Or, on the hand, the inversion may support idea 

that extreme behaviour in is equally undesirable. It is the 

extreme that is the problem, rather than its "IJ"·"".LJ''''' direction. 

direction from a 

Sallust, then, ironically presented in Sat. 1.2 as an example of someone who is mad about 

freedwomen, is .u .... .., .. ""~ to one Marsaeus (55-56), who, in spite his entire 

with freedwomen as with adulterous matronae. More likely, however is the possibility that the 
whole statement is an ironic one attributed to the main 
3lI The name Sallustius was rare, and may have been the historian. There is a problem however in that the 
historian Sallust, to the accounts ofVarro 17.18) and Asconius (pseudo-Acron), was 
supposed to have been accused of adultery and had suffered a for his adultery with Sulla's 
Fausta (mentioned at 1.2.64). One explanation has had Sallust express this opinion after his bitter exper
ience with adultery or to defend himself in the senate against the charge of adultery (rejected as by 
Brown It is more likely, however, that Horace has deliberately inverted Sallust's accusation from ad
ultery to an obsession with freedwomen as a joke, which would support an ironic reading of lines 48b-49. 
See Zetzel 64): 'I I cannot prove it, that Horace has deliberately reversed the story 
to make a joke of the attack'. This reference to Sallust is by scholars as the 

where the Horatian satirist comes closest to an historical personage, and an inversion of 
the vices for which Sallust was notorious would therefore undercut the satiric bite. At the same Sallust 
is poignantly as denying the very that was directed at him in 'real life' . This would npY'h""", 

have been analogous to Oscar Wilde for with women, and have him deny all 
intercourse with boys. 
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mony on a mime actress, is heard to boast: nil fuerit uxoribus umquam alien is -

'I will never anything to do with men's wives' (57). By quoting opmlOns 

of those who apparently pride themselves on not committing adultery, but who still ruin 

their name and waste their resources, LU<1'lV~;J.""':ll1.l' reveals irony 

self-delusion. responds to his imaginary interlocutor Marsaeus in 'diatribal' manner, 

""U!,"5U'5 in a fictional dialogue with deluded spenatnrl1Lt. 

point is that Sallust 

a ofaggr-

essive rhetorical Marsaeus assume it 

is "''''.1'''''''' that they avoid the (personam) of ill-starred adulterer, not see 

should avoid what it is that causes the damage, whatever the of woman involv-

ed. 

In "' ................... J the 'freedwomen interlude' 

an interlocutor at 4 7f, as 

functions effect, wtletller or not we 

choose to equivalent of the standard objection of the im-

aginary interlocutor in the 'diatribe' it nr"'C!P,MlTC! possible objections or alternatives to 

the speaker's argument, which are then in turn contextualised and rejected by the 

speaker. The idea: 'What about freedwomen?', is brought up as an alternative the 

extremes of prostitute or adulteress, but, as we have the ">I,, ... , ........... rejects the freedwo-

man sul~elstlon as necessarily the solution, by that one can equally overboard 

in the direction of the classis secunda: if one is intent on wrecking one's name 

dissipating patrimony, it hardly matters whether woman is a matrona or a freed-

woman-cum-mime-actress or a pn)stltu1[e (verum est cum mimis, cum meretricibus, 58).313 

Freedwomen are thus raised as a possibility, but are rejected as a solution. 

312 verum est cum mimis, est cum meretricibus, undelfama malum gravius quam res trahit. an libi abunde 
Ipersonam satis est, non illud quidquid ubiquelofficit evitare? bonam deperdere famam,lrem patris oblim-
are, malum est ubicumque. quid inter-lest in matrona, aneilla peecesne (58-63), 
m This is perhaps also why Sallust's (48-49) is effectively reversed in the satire - one extreme or its 
oot)osite both have the same effect, and thus it does not really matter with whom one destroys one's life. 
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type of rei at ions hip as the 'Mean' in Sat. 1.21 

However, ifhe steered a middle 1'£'\1"""" man mad about freedwomen too could be 

his reputation.314 In relating the body nerous without depleting resources or 

the to the idea of its Cynthia Dessen has thus argued that rather than 

prescribe type of woman that is key, Horace instead the type of relation-

to which one should 315 She that the 'Mean' to which the speaker as-

is not the freedwoman as such, as a supposed halfway point Delwe:en the matrona 

and the prostitute, but rather a relationship that satllsm~s nature without costing too much 

in either material or physical terms. Thus, in J.J,-,,,,,,,,.1 view, 'Mean' promoted by 

type o/relationship 1.2 as a whole indeed there is such a thing) is a question 

which a man engages, rather than the 0/ woman with whom he 

pinpointed what in essence the speaker should be attempting to argue, and 

indeed but unfortunately is not the 

mam of Sat. 1 as a whole. """",,,,",u argument, that the of relationship rather 

than the type of woman is important thing, is valid insofar as between 47-63 the spe-

aker strives to contextualise, and thus ultimately idea that rreea'womam IS 

necessarily the 'Mean', the solution to the problem. In my view, however, Sat. 1.2 is too 

'dialogic' and indeed too conversationally structured for this neat solution to apply throu

ghout. 

314 at hic sf/qua res, qua ratio quaque velie! bonus 
"Han1H'IP«P daret satis esse! nec sibi damno/ - 'But if this fellow could be 

and generous to the limits within which his fortunes and reason would allow, and within 
which he could be moderately liberal, he would be giving as much as is necessary and without a cause 
of shame and ruin to himselr (49-53). This the satirist's comments, in 
relation to the who would not wish to alter their circumstances even the at 
Sat. 1.1.19: licet esse beatis - 'But could be , and in relation to the miser at 1.1.63-64: 
iubeas miserum esse, idfadt - 'You may as welt order him to be since he 
chooses to be so himselr. However, the benignus of 1.2.51, prominently placed at its end, echoes 1 
where Tigellius was said to have been benignus. The use ofthis term at the start ofthe satire had had 

connotations, that was patron to the dregs of society, the ambubaiarum 
collegia and various mime artists and who, it was made clear, mourned the loss of his generous 

rather than the man himself: benign us erato As a result, benignus at line 51 of the same 
satire may inherit an ironic and caste, the of the assertion. 
315 1968: 200: 'He is interested not in the kind of woman to sexual but rather in the 
kind of relationship "'''-''''u,''' between sexual t'll'Irrnpr<: 
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A larger with Sat. 1.2, as I see is that its overall is a negative one 

rather than a positive one, a practical one rather than a strictly ethical one, and one that is 

presented conversationally rather than formally. The speaker, as conversationalist, shifts 

his nplr<:npC'.t1vP as it suits him to his 

are correct, for a certain """,£'1-." .... 

pIe, the "IJ", .. ..,. ... ~ ,,~.lT1 ... '" that it makes no 

a matrona or an ancilla togata; at 82, 

across, which is why ....,"'"" .. 'u arguments 

62-63, for exam-satire (lines 

TT .. ,· ...... I· .. if one sins 1'1 .. ",.1-1'£1'''''' one's life with 

the togata is lauded above the matrona as 

a promising sexual partner. The matrona, on the other hand, comes to be regarded in an 

increasingly PU"!""" light as the " ............. "' ..... unfolds. 

The overall n1"!:I ..... tu'.!:I message of this C011ve~rSaltlOnal.l) structured clear of 

married women. "'~1"", .... ·n as the satire it is striking that ':>IJ~'U"'''' would 

insist on conceptualising the sexual 'relationship' purely in terms of the of desire, 

and in fact all his arguments in relation to specific types rather than 

types of relationship. a very human understandably pictures ""''''.UQ.l preference 

as a person, than the more abstract relationship', likewise, 

cannot really 

ual partners 

speaking 

the satirist speaks in 

mtlerest as a cunnus. n .... 'nlf~.. the sex-

1.2 are recognisable not only as stock per-

sonages but particular are identified by the specific attire which marks them as such: 

the emphasis on clomlng, so much UUit:..lnJUL this satire, 316 111''111p1''I1'1''1'~'" 

strongly the point the particular types of partner presented in this satire are not 

only visualised as but are visualised "..,,,, ... u ....... ,,. garb that COflVeltltlc.nalll) 

displayed their status to society. 

The down-to-earth is, as noted, more concerned with offering his audience practic-

al guidelines than a specific theory, 

partner, as indicated outward signs 

in a strictly 'I"I"",rr!:lTnl"" sense. What matters is 

that of the matrona: while one is free to off-load aU 

316 See esp. Curran 1970: discussed below at p. liOn. 323. 

practice, the identity sexual 

indeed matter. It maners, n.~Ul!pv_ 

4"'''''U>A~,J of the "'P'\t' _f"I,!:I1"T1r'1P1" is not 

wealth onto any one is 
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more likely to relieved of it by the wealthy adulteress, art of concealing 

faults may ensure that one pays too a price, in the figurative for shoddy 

merchandise (103-105). For with the matrona one is more physical 

danger, stripped not only of one's clothes, as 37-46 as well as the ending 

(1 34) clear. In it is easier to achieve 'Mean', to happily within 

bounds of nature, and so on, if one avoids other wives. While all relationships 

may naturally go bad, point the speaker makes is that the one with the matrona is risk-

than the in modem adultery is a minefield. image of what one has to 

avoid is a lady dressed in a stoia. 

Much of Sat. 1.2, particularly as discussion develops, is by contrast at prom-

the parabilis Venus, who may be a or any 'lady of easy 

kalos (81-82a), or even one one's male or (116-118), at the of 

the matrona. The parabilis Venus may come in all of which are 

pictured by the as types of people. 'Quite often', says Horace vaguely, after prais-

the apais kalos, 'it even is with the girL.' (atque etiam melius 

persaepe togatae est, The freedwoman, prostitute, slave-boy, slave-girl, and puer 

aet,lctc.rtus are all parabiles Veneres, they are all potential of the 

aU\.lUI;;l..,,,,O:>. What they all have common is that, quite simply, they are not matronae. 

Again, our speaker is more interested practical advice than formulating a the-

ory of conduct or suggesting one ideal partner. while he to be tied down to a 

a practical viewpoint, his brief is to warn his audience off the perils 

adultery, as personified by the matrona. order to this point, however, Horace 

employs a two-pronged method on the one hand, he to show that adultery 

is disadvantageous and dangerous, on the other, that other sexual partners are indeed 

ferable to more available, accessible dangerous than) the adulteress. Not 

any reasons, but simply because of the danger and inconvenience involved adult-

ery, any sexual is better another wife. When you get desperate, ad-
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grab on (hopefully good) as as not a married woman. 

are many (unhooked) fish the sea, he VVU,.,v.,,,,,, us ... himself. 

on a formal level, and for a certain portion of the satire, .I.J"'''''',",'' IS in 

that 1.2 'u ....... .,·,",·" a 'Mean' terms of the type of relationship, one 

which and although Curran is likewise correct in drawing out the custom vs. 

nature (nomos-physis) debate presenlteO 1 317 . . 
ill practIce this comes down to the 

walffiulg his personified the stoIa-clad matrona. In 

fact, the negative focus of Sat 1.2 means that a deal of attention is to the matr-

ona 1JH."""~''''1J' ill sense that one should be avoiding her. This sense of the matrona, on 

one side, vs. all the other preferable and approved sexual partners, on the other, unbal-

ances the equation so that it 

est?18 

very the motto: nil medium 

More than meets the eye? 

remams uneasy feeling that is simply more going on in 1.2 than scholars 

have normally perceived. As with Sat. 1.1, whatever 'purpose' we are able to detect in 

this second satire, without a doubt it is not exclusively presentation of a moral argu-

ment. LU .... "" .... ' .... Barry Baldwin some justification Sat. 1.2 as devoid of 

moral ... "'''''' ... ·5'''' a parody and other Latin poetry.319 Other scholars 

recent years explored more fully manner is grounded con-

ventions of the and popular comic stage.320 too, Sat. 1.2 is not 

317 See Curran 1970: esp. 229ff. , 
318 In fact, the structure of Sat. 1.2 as a whole is 'unbalanced', Unlike the other two 'diatribes' of the first 

the discussion of the second satire departs on the tangent (of sex) around line 28ff, and never even 
atte~mots to return to the initial topic or to 'unite' the themes, as we saw at the end of 1.1. In the 
structure of I as well as in its nil medium est. 
319 Baldwin has observed that Sat. 1.2 has more in common with the later mock-didactic Ars Amatoria of 
Ovid than with serious moral tracts: 'His concern is rather to make fun of the of the 
Love Poets by reducing sex to a cornic exercise. The didactic tone of the poem is largely 
and has no serious intent' (1970: 460). See also the more recent discussion of Sat. 1.2.127-133 Labate 
(1994: 116-117): 'L'amore che piace ai e messo inridicolo .. .'. 
320 Parker 1986: Freudenburg 1993: 39-46. 
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simply a moral 'diatribe', but just as with its pn::ae4:essor the discourse of this satire can 

dramatic COIuelU While the literary aspects of Sat. should viewed within an 

1 as drawn out by scholars such as Baldwin and Freudenburg, are not to underestim-

ated, my opinion the satire has in addition sornethiD,g at once rather more personal and 

more serr-s~lt1r:IC to communicate. 

The lecturer as lecher 

Firstly, there is something going on in Sat. 1.2 that has escaped most commentators, part-

ly, no doubt, because it is something below the proverbial belt. Many scholars un-

derstandably felt the need rescue this satire from the negative criticism it has .... r· .. "",.,., 

precisely on the grounds that it is lewd,321 and they have to find instead some re-

spectable, if undeniably pragmatic, argument the satirist to pursue. While practical 

-moral argument is indeed there, as we have seen, the desire to rehabilitate or 'sanitise' 

this satire is perhaps what has led most scholars to assume that Horace is in Sat 1.2 fore-

most or exclusively concerned with a philosophical message. a result, they 

have downplayed or even ignored the following: that Horace seems to most COIlcerne:o 

as his speech progresses, with physical apl,eararlce even anatomy, of the women in 

question, supposedly inasmuch as this ~"' .... ...,.:> to their sexual delivery, but in so doing the 

speaker seems deliberately to be presenting himself as rather lecherous. 

Horace devotes an proportion of his speech (80-105) to a detailed discussion of 

how much you can actually see of the various women's bodies, given their attire. he 

drops his as well as his attack-mode, which has adopted throughout much 

of the satire in relation to the imaginary adversaries, and adopts instead an advice-mode, 

as he describes in detail the respective visual advantages of the prostitute's attire, and 

321 But see, in this regard, the remarks of Curran (1970: who that scholars are wrong to 
ignore or underestimate the function of obscenity in 8at.l.2: 'The traditional scholarly approach to poetry of 
this sort ... reminds one of officious clearting women in a high-class brothel, who ignore what is really going 

air the rooms out... So scholars the coarse vitality as they busy themselves with less 
of structure and prose restatement of philosophical ideas, up 

bedsheets or scattered UUI'UYVi3 •••• 
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disadvantages of that of the matrona: whereas with the adulteress, who is decked out a 

long from head to foot, IUl.,LE,'1t nil cern ere 

other than her face' (94), on the other hand, 

- 'You can see nothing 

tibi paene videre est 

lut nudam, ne crure malo, ne sit pede turpi;lmetiri possis 'oculo latus - 'With the other, 

nothing is in the way: in her Coan silk you can see her as were you can 

see whether has bad legs or you can take a visual measurement 

(101-103). Rather than a moral or even a practical-moral (l",,,,,,,,,,,1"1 

body' 

to sound 

like a titillating for 322 or <""''"''''''''''''''''1'''0 tone is now abs-

the 'diatribe', supposedly so C01!1Ceme:a throughout with dress as an indicator of stat

323 has turI!1ea a De~m-s.no·w Skirt-chasing instead becomes a striptease. 

Women are even further objectified and dehUD!1anised at 86ff, where sizing up a potential 

sexual partner is likened to the tack used by wealthy people when buying a horse, only the 

opposite way around: with it helps if you cover up, so as to be led astray 

by their pulcherrima tota; with women, it's best if you can spy their figures through their 

see-through first, see them next-to-naked before you commit yourself financial

ly or otherwise (101_103).324 One should perhaps take into consideration the fact that in 

322 Alison Parker (1986: 60) observes that Horace 'rants on ... with a most unphilosophical indignation, 
accompaIllied as it is by an obsessed and lustful fascination with the female anatomy.' Henderson (1989: 
104) also notes that women are treated here as 'bits' or 'object of body'. He that what 
Horace is doing is in fact up the crudity of male objectification of women' (id.: 105). 
Therefore what is actually satirised in Sat. 1.2 is not the choice of certain types of women as sexual options 
or even the risks of adultery, but the 'voice' and viewpoint of masculinity. And, whether we like it or not, 
the audiences of Sat. 1.2 also inevitably become voyeurs at Horace's peep-show . 106), 
m Curran (1970: 222ft) points out how extensively the issue of dress this satire. Dress SYl1nbC'!lSI~S 
convention, which in Sat. 1.2 is nature: 'As an and visible fact 
of dress is a convention well suited to be the concrete symbol of the 
abstract, idea of convention itself.' Dress extremes on either side of the Mean at lines 
25-26, where Maltinus dresses to advertise his another his masculinity; the matrona is defined 
and is instantly recognisable in terms of her dress: ... sunt qui noUnt tetigisse nisi illaslquarum subsuta talos 
legat instita veste, at lines 28-29. At the end of the satire, however, it is the adulterer who has to run 
dishevelled and barefoot from the scene (132); discincta tunica fugiendum est et pede nudo. 
324 Curran {1970: comments that this analogy allows Horace 'to stay close to the general idea of cloth-

and to give further to the ruthiessly practical and realistic attitude toward women's bodies.' 
He also (id.: observes that the of horse-woman is maintained when the horse's anatomical 
parts are referred to only in terms used to describe the pede, dunes, caput, cervix. 
Although woman and the horse do have a number parts in common anyway, it is as 
Curran points out, that there are no hooves rather the traditionally an erotic animal anyway 
(cf. e.g. Semonides fro 7, where the glamorous but expensive wife is likened to a horse with floWing mane), 
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recent years readers have generally become more sensitive to and less favourable towards 

misogynist literature than an ancient audience is likely to have have been, and these com-

ments may consequently a stronger negative reaction in a modem reader than in 

an ancient, just as modem sentimentality tended to misconstrue Horace's throwaway 

remarks about leaping on home-born slaves should no other sexual partner availab-

le.32s This aside, there is much to make one suppose that Horace may even deliberately 

and self-satirically be presenting himself as rather a randy bastard in Sat. 1 the lecturer 

is increasingly revealed as a lecher as the satire lurches toward its conclusion. 

Satirist on tbe run 

Although couched in the commonplaces of the adultery mime of the popular comic 

the fmal few of Sat. are a case in point. Prior to this Horace, scoffing at the pro-

testations in favour of the unobtainable matrona presented by the imaginary adversary 

who quotes CaUimachus,326 instead touts the parabilis atquefacilis Venus (119ff), the 

is here presented as though it were a beautiful woman. The horse is thus humanised at the same time as the 
woman is dehumanised. 
m 1.2.116-118. There is no need to chide Horace for being willing to screw the slaves on the grounds that 
his own father had supposedly been a freedman! Apart from the fictional context, Roman slaves were 
chattels and were clearly easy prey for all types of abuses at the hands of their owners and other members of 
the slave-owning class (cf. James 1997: 60-76, on the later treatment in Ovid). Arguably, also, 
former slaves quickly disassociated themselves and their children from their former servile positions, and 
happily joined in the exploitation of the servile population, witnessed by the fact that after 
emancipated, freedmen too bought slaves, just like the rest of the free population. The treatment to which 
the freedman Trimalchio, for his slaves in Petronius' Satyricon is so grotesque and so 
amusing because it is an of a societal trend. 
326 At 92-3 the interlocutor had been the physique of the mistress with the 
exclamations: 0 crus! 0 bracchia!. the words ofPhilodemus (AP 132): W Tto06<;;, W 
'0 feet! 0 calves!...'. The narrator to the interlocutor's exclamations by cautioning that in the case 
of the aristocratic matron, her physique is in fact not visible. After for a few lines, he 
adds the rhetorical question: an libi mavis/insidias fieri pretiumque avelJier ante/quam mercem ostendi? -
'or do you prefer to be ambushed and have the cash snatched away from you before the goods have been 
displayed?' (103-105). This is followed closely by a virtually translated quotation of a statement by the 
speaker in a Callimachean poem (AP 12.102). This is used to present a case for hard-to-get loves: meus est 
amor huic similis; namltransvolat in medio posita etfogientia captat (107-108). The narrator responds: 'Do 
you hope that and the tides of passion and the heavy cares can be driven out from your heart by these 
little verses?' (109-110), and then enters into questioning mode. There follows a set of four additional 
rhetorical questioning the position of the who likes to go through difficulties in 
order to obtain a sexual partner not accessible. Towards the end of the poem, Philodemus is however 
brought in to the unobtainable matrona (121). Horace's relationship to the Philodemus has 
long been an area of speculation. Tsakiropoulou-Sununers (1998: 20), however, has pointed out that while 
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natural beauty so often praised by Latin love poetry (123-124). Scholars frequently 

squabbled over wnletnc~r this partner is to be identified as a prostitute, a freedwoman, or 

some other available 1."'''LAal,,,,,,327 but, as the important point is not so much her 

itive identity as the that she is not a matrona; there is no husband in the offing to re-

tum from country at any moment, the adulterer into the cupboard or out of the 

window, according to the topoi of Comic farce. 

moreover, describes himself enjoying 

Venus, as uses striking unambiguous 

'safe' sex: nec vereor dumfutuo ... - 'and I 

hassle-free advantages of the parabilis 

person verbs relation to the topic of 

afraid, while I'm fucking ... ' (127). 

What Horace need not while on the job with the parabilis Venus is vividly portrayed 

in the lines that follow. In the fmallines, Horace presents himself as in 

flagrante delicto with an adulteress, and in a state of undress, IS on run from a jeal-

ous husband, for money, his arse, and reputation, and that discinc-

ta tunica fugiendum est ac pede' nudo,lne nummi pereant aut puga aut denique fama 

Although the scene is sketched with all subordinate in the subjunctive 

(recurrat .. .frangatur ... latret, etc.) a clause of fearing (after vereor, 31), at the 

same time, Horace's insertion of person pronouns: egomet mi, prominently position-

at the end of line 131, hints I would that adultery scenario is 

indeed one of which 'Horace', the within the Comic universe 

Sermones/28 has regrettable first-hand experience. Subjunctives do not prevent the audi-

ence of Sat. 1 from conjuring the irresistible indelible impression of Horace in 

..... F-."' ... and compulsory flight from the furious and vindictive vir.329 Rather than choosing 

it is likely that Horace met Philodemus his recent discoveries have 
discredited the old thesis that Horace studied under Philodemus at some his youth. 
327 'She' could of course, also potentially be a pais kalos or a slave-boy in terms of the arguments Horace 
has been putting forward (81-82; 116-118; see above), but toward the end of the satire the parabilis Venus 
is imagined rather as a woman, who, easy and accessible, is in striking contrast with that other woman, the 
matrona, with whom relations are notoriously difficult and dangerous. 
328 4Sf) has examined in detail the influences of Comedy and Roman mime on this 
scene. The modern so beloved movies and he notes (id.: 46), typically has 'the 
lover in boxer shorts, tripping over his which keep falling down to his ankles ... '. 
329 But cf. Curran (1970: 237), who notes: ' Actually, as 'egomet mi' (131) indicates, Horace imagines 
himself in both that of the undisturbed fornicator and that of the surprised adulterer but a distinction 
between the two is made an extended use of subjunctive for the situation of the latter.' 
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to end on the and ~r"'lT"'''' note oflines 125-127, the the second 

satire 

, 
Rather like the ending of Epode in which the <)V,,"'(1fi.'I;;il throughout been praising 

the simple is ironically VI.J£U'-"..l. at so the 

vu .... ,.u.jO, of Sat. 1.2 audience to rec:on:SlQleI F, ...... u'""'u in the light of 

.., ...... 'A.LU"l'. against adultery seems himself to the hints: the un.,. ... ,,,,,.. who 

have a lot of first-hand knowledge of the of an adulterer. In recreating, even in the 

subjunctive, his hurried, nightmarish from a husband, Horace seems deliberately 

to allow us the impression that he knows whereof he speaks. The less than three that 

to present carefree and uncomplicated sexual encounter with parabiUs Ve-

nus (125-127a) contrast 

gone wrong (127b-133). 

more than 

presented here, in 

that describe the adultery episode 

adultery involves very little sex but a 

lot of evasive action to escape the husband. Throughout, as "'v .. an. ... l, l""I'nnu· ... adopted a 

practical approach to sex: adultery is undesirable, he has re}:,ea1[eOl) warned, not because 

it is morally wrong, but because it is dangerous and one has no guarantees of enjoyment 

or satisfaction. The second satire's ending would consciously seem to create the impress-

ion, that Horace has all the while been warning his audience adultery in this 

shion, not merely as a practical moralist, but from bitter personal "'V1"''''''''''1'1 330 

In a Bakhtinian fashion, is a splllttrrlg of the subject: on the one hand, spea-

ker 1 is The Moralist, who warns listeners of the ills of adultery; on the other, 

is an all too fallible individual who guiltily reveals, in his use of first person 

and verbs at the satire's that knows all about adultery his oWfl ex-

deprendi miserum est; Fabio vel iudice vincam (134).331 That the satirist jokes 

about to prove to Fabius that getting in adultery is miserable 

330 This renders the warnings of the that have befallen other adulterers (41-46a) aU the more 
as this is what our has narrowly avoided. 

is I could prove my case even if Fabius were the wordy Stoic 
rather than being an probably constitutes a reference to the Stoic idea 

immunity to pain (Brown 1993: 1 
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to end on the and ,.. .... ,"'fT~·p note oflines 125-127, the satirist leaves the second 

Rather like the enamg of Epode 2, which the ",..,,,,.An."'A who throughout has been praising 

the simple is ironically at poem's end, as a money-lender, so the 

1.2 audience to reconsider the argument the light of 

the fInal hints: the moralist who has been preaching against adultery seems himself to 

have a lot of fIrst-hand knowledge of the flight of an adulterer. In recreating, even in the 

subjunctive, hurried, nightmarish escape from a husband, Horace seems deliberately 

to allow us the impression that he knows whereof he speaks. The less than three lines that 

suffice to present the carefree and uncomplicated sexual encounter with the parabilis 

nus contrast with the more than lines that describe the adultery 

gone wrong (127b-1 presented here, fact, involves little sex but a 

lot of evasive to escaoe husband. Throughout, as speaker, Horace has adopted a 

practical approach to sex: adultery is undesirable, he has repeatedly warned, not because 

it is .u'"' ....... .] wrong, but because it is dangerous and one no guarantees of enjoyment 

or satisfaction. second satire's ending would consciously seem to create the impress-

ion, then, that Horace has all the while been warning his audience off adultery in fa-

shion, not merely as a practical moralist, but from bitter personal experience.33o 

In a Bakhtinian fashion, there is again a splitting the subject: on the one hand, spea-

of Sat. 1.2 is The Moralist, who warns his listeners of the ills of adultery; on other, 

however, he is an aU too fallible individual who guiltily his use of 

pronouns verbs at the end, that he knows all about from own ex-

perience: deprendi miserum Fabio vel vincam (134).331 That the satirist jokes 

about being able to to Fabius that getltmg caught adultery is further 

330 This renders the of the that have befallen other adulterers (4I-46a) all the more 
as this is what our has narrowly avoided. 

331 'Getting is wretched; I could prove my case even if Fabius were the Stoic 
of Sal. 1.1.14, rather than supposedly being an probably constitutes a reference to the Stoic idea 
of the sage's immunity to pain (Brown 1993: 114). 
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strengthens the impression that he has personal experience ofthis.332 Once bitten, twice 

shy, as it were. 

The veiled confessions at end of this satire do not necessarily have anything to do 

with the historical any more than do that he was Maecenas' scurra, 

but rather they are part of the ongoing self-satiric portrayal of his speaker. If the 

flight of the adulterer at the end of Sat.1. 2 is redolent of the well-worn topoi of Comedy 

and then character-speaker in the Satires himself inhabits a comic world. 

When all is said and (not) done, however, this 

... o ..... u"'. adultery, and thus keeps on the 

is one which comes down very stron

of morality and the incipient Aug-

ustan regime.333 Indeed, the pathetic and laughable picture that is painted of the adult

sufferings Sat. 1.2, even more effective if it is from an erstwhile first-hand but 

now repentent perspective, makes adultery seem more undesirable than the most virulent 

moralistic condemnation could ever do. Yet however the points that are made here, 

m 1.2 as in the ...... "'·"'n1 satire, the joke is on Horace's 

on-going joke 

Engaging the ... nU'.HO of the second satire is, but the joke not end there: the 

sexuality of Horace's character is an on-going in both books of Satires. His laugh-

able lack sexual success can be witnessed for example at 1.5.82-85, the description 

famous 'wet dream' after he is stood up by the mendax puella/34 another 

332 Brown (ibid.) connnents in addition that' ... the conclusion also conveys at the satirist's own 
expense; deprendi miserum est, following the of the poet to escape from an act of 
"tll1lltp,'V is tantamount to an experto that the satirist (not Horace 
runlsel:t, but the persona adopted in the poem) has learned the which he has attacked by 

and that it is this which will make his case to Fabius so a and 
touch to the poem.' 

The famous moral adultery was still in the future at this but we can be 
sure that, even in this Octavian and his supporters were not in favour of adultery. 
334 hie ego mendacem stullissimus usque puellamlad mediam noclem exspecto: somnus tamen aufertl 
in/en/um Veneri; tum immundo somnia visulnocturnam vestem maculant ventremque supinum. Reckford 
(I999: 545) has recently suggested that Horace's 'wet dream' may be symbolic of his fearful scepticism 
concerning the reconciliation between Octavian and Antony, since their meeting in the south ofItaly in 37 
B.C.E. is generally recognised as the unmentioned background to the curiously apolitical Sal. 1.5. Horace's 
tI"""'Mn'hnn of his sexual failure may thus, according to Reckford (ibid.), be an indirect way 
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non~event on his 'inconsequential journey'. as a Priapus in 

spc~aI1~er is likewise LV ..... "' ... to back end of his we:aplon. as it 

to scare offhis ........ , ..... ,.., tormentors.335 

But there are also more pn;~selt1table models, although are perhaps not faithfully foH-

owed speaker of Sat. 1 Parallels may be drawn, for example, between advice 

moralist at Sat. 1.2 that given father at Sat. 1.4. 1 336 

The promotion of a concessa Venus in COI1ltra;st to the dangers v ..... ,,""'" of the 

adulterous liaison on the one hand, as well as common prostitutes on the other, may have 

relevance for the second satire.337 Horace's 'father' likewise emphasises practical rather 

than considerations: his concern is apparently solely that his son should retain the 

name and 1"n.,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 

mlsac~m;eallOttrs.338 

and not with abs:traict moral """uu,,,,,, of his 

In ways the practical orientation of Sat. 1.2 is comparable to father's tell-

son about the 'birds the bees' in Sat. 1 the father, the moralist of Sat. 

1.2 as we have seen, a PnllCtlCal rather than an ",UJU,",'U focus, and ""J'vult, his chief con

cerns are retention of reputation ifama) and Indeed, 

'that hopes for a settled agreement and a lasting peace may be illusory, 'only a wet dream". Another poss
ibility is that Horace's obscenity may, as so often in comedy, be apotropaic (id.: 546), a way of 'holding 
out' (I for a positive outcome. 
335 paired vvith Sat. 1.2 in terms of the 'concentric' theory of poetic arnmg;em,ent 
sermonum (Rambaux 1971: Zetzel 1980: 67; cf. p. 8 n. 19 & p. 90 n. 281 
in which the 'voice' of masculinity finally triumphs over the female element, renre:::l~ntf~r1 
vvitches Canidia and Sagana Henderson 1989: 108-112). Priapus' victory, as noted p. 55 n. 177 

is not achieved in the conventional 'masculine' manner through rape, but by means of an involunt
ary fart (a Pyrrhic victory, too, since he splits his bottom in the process). But while it is the male 
adulterer (,Horace?') who leaves Sat. 1.2 running, in Sat. 1.8 it is the women who have to hotfoot it away, 

vvigs and dentures strewn behind. 
336 There the father, as the voice of traditional homely warns his son by way of exempla both against 
.. """wt .. ,,, to lowly prostitutes ( ... a turpi meretricis amore /cum deterreret, 'Seetani dissimilis sis', 111-112), 

getting involved in - holding up the in this second case ofTrebonius, caught in 
tln'7rn'l1tp. delicto (ne sequerer moechas concessa Venere 'deprensi non bella est fama Treboni', 

This 'father' in Sat. 1.4 is not to be taken as the Horace's 'real' father. 
he seems to be a vvisdom and is the satirist's 'father'. See 

Leach 1971: 616ff, for the origins of this 'father' 
m Cf. Sat. 1.2.119: ... namque parabilem amo Vp.r.lp.yp.m fcrcttl~m(lue. 
338 ... mi satis est siltraditum ab antiquis morem servare tuamqueldum custodis eges, vitamfamamque 
tuerilincolumem possum ... , Sat. 1.4.116·119. 
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to n""'"1T,,",1'1 his art from his 'father',339 it is fitting that, like his paternal 

should instruct by way of example. However, the audience of Sat. 

1 inevitably the ending of Sat. 1.2, where it had been suggested that 

to obey at least one half of this paternal-advice. The failure of the son 

to ideals as we have seen, one of the great jokes of Horace's 
340 

The ... 111;""" .... 1"" and ols:arrmllg inclusion the satirist with the victims of satire reaches 

of Se(;OnlO book of Satires, which, as I are to 

as a continuation the 'diatribes' of the book, and which a 

extent subvert some of the aD1Darent seriousness of those of the book. While at 

final accusation at Horace, hptnf'P 

uity: puellarum, puerorum mille furores, it is rather 

that other Stoic 'diatribe', that Horace is directly accused 

slave is shown giving Horace a Satumalian dose It is not 

my mtiemlOn to anticipate my later analysis of this pivotal satire but 

, ....... ,.",. • ., we may note that, the course of his speech, Davus is made to "''''~''A''''''' 

is guilty of adultery, or at least of thinking about it: Te mere-

tricula Davum· 'Somebody else's wife enthralls you, a little tart Davus' (2.7.46). Davus 

by lauds himself for having the sense to satisfy his natural 

presented as the parabilis Venus in Sat. as we 

himself now ironically in the role of audience and V"'~''''''''"''''''L interlocutor, 

IS presen.Lt::u by Davus as defending himself against the 'Non sum 

ais - "I am not an adulterer,' you say.'341 Davus nnu" ... '''~r that the 

339 Sat. 1.4.105-106: .. .insuevit pater optimus hoc me,lut fugerem exemplis vitiorum quaeque modo ... 
340 at the end of the 'father' section in Sat. 1.4, when the moral instruction him by 

Horace wtdercuts the morally superior attitude he has been by deliberately overstating 
irmuSUlg HUU~'''U, when he claims that because of aU this advice, he does not suffer from vices that 

cuu;,vUJ:'U he he admits, in the grip of less venial sins: ... ex hoc ego sanus ab 
mediocribus et vitlis teneor... 1). Trus is a similar 

sentiment to that wruch he expresses at Sat. 1 where claims that rus 
faults are lesser ones. 
341 Tills would ironically parallel the claim made by the spendthrift interlocutor Sallust at Sat. 1 
who had wasted all rus money on freedwomen: matronam nullam ego 
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only reason is not an adulterer is his of the U<Uj'~""~ involved (72-73). 

Horace's slave th"''''Ull:' back at master what was essentially practically-oriented 

'diatribe' message of Sat. 1.2. 

In pointing out his U.AU"~"'L adulterous tendencies, held in check only by fear, on 

the one hand undercuts the position of Moralist against adultery that Horace adopted 

the second but also confirms joke, at that satire's that it been bitter 

experience that had made his master, satirist, arrive at this conclusion. The ",rr<lY*"lTl 

ally placed 2.7 1:''' , ..... ",.1"1"1:' of the satirist's formal stances that he has adopted as 

moral speaker throughout both satiric books, as we see. However, in addition to our 

1.1, the self-satiric ""H\J,Ul~ of Sat. 1 which cannot but observations on 

spectively the rest of the 

two satiric books Oefl~ms as 

there. 

as the 

satire, suggests that polemic 'dialogue' of the 

triad, Horace's U,AU .... LV 
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CHAPTER THREE: 

SAT. 1.3: THE DIALOGUE OF FRIENDSIDP 

Gentlemen, I need hardly say that, so far, I have been jesting. Yet, poor as my jests have been, not 
everything which I have said has been uttered in mockery; for some of my jests have been spoken 
through clenched teeth. Certain questions are vexing my soul, and I beg you to solve them ... 

Fyodor Dostoevsky, Notes from Underground, trans. A.D.P. Briggs (1994: 28). 

Although Sat. 1.3, the third member of the initial triad of Horace Sermones Book 1, has 

attracted the least scholarly attention of the three,342 it not only continues the conversation 

started by the first two satires, but, as I shall argue here, Sat. 1.3 also engages these prior 

satires in an interesting manner. On the face of it, Sat. 1.3 is a moralising lecture on the 

correct attitude to adopt towards friends, just as Sat. 1.1 and 1.2 were, at first glance, ex

hortations on the correct approaches to money and to sexuality. The third satire has, how

ever, often been perceived as substantially different from the first two, even by scholars 

who have upheld its designation as a 'diatribe' satire. It has for example been suggested 

that Sat. 1.3 is somewhat gentler than the other 'diatribe' satires.343 It has also been re

marked that apart from echoes of Lucretius, the third satire does not contain much 'liter

ary material' ,344 and even Fiske found in this satire unusually little recognisable Lucilian 

influence.345 Sat. 1.3, it has also been claimed, contains 'none of the universal similes of 

popular philosophy' ,346 but is 'richer in metaphor than either of the other pieces' .347 Styl

istically, 1.3 has also sometimes been seen as a deviation from the previous Satires: the 

Spanish scholar Codoiier, for example, argued that Horace's third satire is not to be class

ed as 'diatribe' satire along with 1.1. and 1.2 at all; instead he groups the first two satires 

with 1.10.348 

342 Rudd (1966: 1-2) calls Sat. 1.3 the 'most straightforward and also the most neglected' of the first three 
so-called 'diatribe' satires of Horace's first book, and therefore determines to begin his treatment ofthe 
'diatribes' with this particular satire. 
343 Rudd (id.: 9) also dubs Sat. 1.3 'the most humane of the diatribes'; cf. Shackleton Bailey (l982: 23): 'a 
moral discourse like the second, but in a kindlier vein'. 
344 Rudd ibid .. 
345 Fiske 1920: 274f. 
346 Rudd id.: 33. 
347 Ibid. 
348 1975: 42ff. It seems to me, however, that Codoiier's reservations about Sat. 1.3, even if stylistically 
justifiable, are misplaced: the very fact that Sat. 1.3 succeeds the first two satires means that it has in effect 
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What these scholars with reservations about Sat. 1.3 have perhaps all been pointing to, in 

their different ways, is that the third satire is a departure, in a sense, from the first two sat

ires. Stylistically and thematically, Sat. 1.3 looks forward to later poems in the tiber serm

anum. It is typical of nearly aU the satires in having distinct links with both its precursor 

and successor. However, with Sat. 1.3 there is also a shift in orientation and emphasis that 

marks it out as distinct from the first two satires. As the fmal poem of the first triad, Sat. 

1.3 emerges from a linear reading of the Satires as retrospective in orientation and apol

ogist in emphasis. It is, as we shall see, what could be termed an anti-'diatribe', in that it 

is both an answer to and an 'unwinding' of what has gone before. Sat. 1.3 is, in an intra

textual sense, in dialogue with its two predecessors. 

The dialogicality of Sat. 1.3 

Like Sat. 1.1 and 1.2, the third satire is itself strikingly dialogic. From its start it resounds 

with a number of voices as the satirist, continuing in the conversational mode of the Ser

mones, engages targets and imaginary audiences. Later other voices contribute to the sat

ire's polyphony: we hear the nicknames fathers give to their children, we listen to the tit

les with which, according to the satirist, we regrettably saddle our friends, and are inform

ed of what we should call them instead. The Stoics are ridiculed and, particularly toward 

the satire's end, their ideas are directly quoted and outrageously derided, balancing the 

laughable opinions attributed to Tigellius at the satire's beginning. The dialogic manner 

in which this mockery is effected continues the impression of conversation created by the 

liber sermonum so far. From line 25 the speaker energetically engages a second person 

singular addressee, and appeals specifically to Maecenas himself more or less halfway 

through the satire (1.3.64), the first time that the patron has been addressed by name since 

the start of Sat. 1.1. 

an automatic relationship to them. However, as I shall suggest in the course of this chapter, the third satire 
has a distinct dialogic relationship to Sat. 1.1 and Sat. 1.2. For the stylistic realtionship of the first triad to 
Sat 1.4 and 1.10, see chapter 4, p. 140ff. 
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inconsistency 

a generalising statement of the type often found 

this is quickly illustrated by one particUlar "'~"',~~ 

no 

AU""UU'JU,"'U at the start ofthe previous satire. 

see:me:a single-handedly to embody the dictum 

"'''''''''"J.UU.l.J;:. to the satirist the thoroughly mcon:nstem 

one extreme to the other (l 1-1 as 

ium est (28), so here nil aequale homini lui! 

(l 18-19). The first example is the Sardinian's mC4cms1tan(~y trnu'!>, .. rI", 

in view of the satire's later focus, is perhaps most seI10l1S -"~~'MV 

would refuse to sing if requested by his friends - even 

amici such as Octavian asked him - but if uninvited would pelriorm 

is 

al1IJV~''''Ui'''' 

throughout dinner (4_8).350 A series of humorous 

Tigellius' behaviour are then given, and the dialogicality is enhanced by the 

occasional quotation of the opinions of the man ...... ",,, ..... 351 

349 Omnibus hoc vitium est eantoribus ... (1.3.1). overstatements such as this are 
common to Horace's 'diatribe' style, which includes statements to the effect that 
no-one or nothing or everyone or is like this or that: cf. nemo .. .? (1.1.1), nil medium 
est... (1.2.28), and various other assertions in the 'diatribe' satires of the second book, e.g. male verum 
examinat omnis/eorruptus iudex (2.2.8-9); insanis et tu omnes (2.3.32). For a discussion of 
these generalised overstatements in the 'diatribes' of the first book of Satires and the manner in which they 

to the 'diatribe' see 1993: 12. Cf. chapter 4 below, p. 149, n. 420 & 421. 
350 Freudenburg 114-117) follows other scholars who have seen the changes of key in 

music as a reference to the historical shifts The Sardinian is thought 
to have wavered between the and the to have fallen out of favour 
with Octavian - status as Horace's most satirised character (Freudenburg id.: 
114). We should, of course, note that Horace himself had also political horses, which makes him 
somewhat comparable to Some Horadan self-satire may thus be evident in the 'confession' at Sat. 
1.4.73 that, in contrast to at 1 'Horace' himselfwill only recite his work to his 
friends, and then only when they nisi amicis idque coaetus. 
351 Sometimes Tigellius would rush like a man the enemy, at other times walk as slowly as 
someone in a religious (9b-ll the number of his slaves varied between ten and two hundred 
(11a-12b). One he was all and (12b-13a), the next protes~,ing 
commitment to the 'Just table and a fresh salt cellar and a 
however coarse, to ward off the cold' (1 frugal and content with little, he 
could get through a million sesterces in less than a week (15b-17a). He stayed up all night and snored all 
day (17b-18a). 
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The accOlmt ofTigellius' inconsistent habits sounds like malicious F.v.~""J. even it is 

retrospective - as we heard at the start of Sat. 1 Tigellius is apparently dead.3s2 A con-

centrated nominatim attack of this length on an individual, alive or dead, not been 

seen in Horace's Satires before Amusing as the satirist's bitching about Tigellius' 

inconsistency is, ultimately it is used to introduce another topic of conversation. moral-

ising treatment of the subject of inconsistency could understandably have anticip-

ated as the focus of the remainder of Sat. 1.3 - that is, if the audience were not already 

used to the satirist's conversational style. Like the other two satires of the triad, how-

ever, the equally chatty Sat. 1.3 employs an indirect approach in that, as usual, after 20 

lines or so a _".~ . .!'!._ of subject is effected. In Sat. 1.3 this is achieved in a particularly 

ter,estmg way: through innovative use of the device of the transitional interlocutor, the 

satire changes direction and moves away from an attack on Tigellius' inaequalitas to an 

appeal for a .fi •• ,.", .... t kind of aequalitas, equity towards one's friends. Eventually sat-

ire will turn into a tirade against the Stoics' impractical insistence on the aequal itas of all 

lTaJUlSllJ"t:!l'lSlUIUIS. An exploration of the different shades of aequalitas therefore connects the 

topic of the initial section to the issues of the central section. 

The transitional interlocutors 

An indefmite interlocutor, introduced in the standard manner with an indefmite pronoun 

followed by a subjunctive (nunc aliquis dicat mihi ... - 'now someone may say to me ... ', 

1.3 .19£), is made to interrupt the speaker,353 and to ask reproachfully whether the satirist 

352 I tend to favour the rather than two: I cannot see that it matters that 
ellius is to in the tenth satire as if alive, whereas Tigellius appears here and 
at the start of the previous satire as if deceased. I agree with Ullman (1915: that, whether or not an ms-
torical character, Tigellius' being presented as dead or alive should not make much difference to Horace's 
Satires. As Ullman points out (ibid.), it is possible to satirise those who are dead as though they were alive, 
and this is of course what the later satirist Juvenal asserts as ofms satiric programme (Sat. 1.170-171). 
I would note that it is equally to satirise those who are alive by that have died, and 
in this way to reveal and criticise of their present type of life by for the nature 
and the numbers of their mourners, which Horace does at the start of Sal. I or by in &Au.'6"' ..... 

reminisces of the 'deceased', as here. A modem example that bears this out is to be found in the Rodgers 
and Hammerstein musical Oklahoma!, where the satiric song 'Poor Judd is dead' is sung to Judd by his riv
al while the former is still very much alive. On the unity of the 'Tigellii', see further Ullman (id.: 270-279). 
m The interlocutor really interrupts the speaker, being introduced in the middle of a line (1.3.19b). Al-
though the statement made by the narrator at 1.3.18b-19a nil foil umquam!sic sibi has a certain 
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himself does not have any faults. 354 To this the 'Yes, but they're different, 

smaller ones! ,355 This is likened to the case of one Maenius who, when criticised by som-

eone (quidam ait ... , 22) for aLL<~vft • .u5Novius behind latter's back, responded: egomet 

mi ignosco - 'I am forgiving myself(23), and earns the satirist's disapproval: stultus et 

improbus hic am or est dignusque notari (24). The satirist follows the joke he has just ma

de - of brushing off the question of his own faults - with criticism of another who does the 

same. The substitution of Maenius for the narrator thus allows the latter, by means of a 

clever twist, to direct his satiric ire toward the position he himself was occupying just a 

moment before. This is an implicit criticism of an ethical double standard: the critic has 

one ethical rule for himself and another for other people. 

Horace began Sat. 1.3 in his most aggressive satiric manner yet, attacking a single target 

by name in a virulent but amusing fashion. After almost 20 lines he has the voices of 

terlocutors interrupt the satirist and start to question, in dialogic fashion, the position 

and role of the satirist-moralist himself. These interlocutors are made to imply that the 

satirist has pompously put himself above everyone else. Dialogic responses of this direct 

and penetrating nature on the part of interlocutors are likewise unprecedented in the Sat-

to date. Having effectively set his persona up to be cut down to at Sat. 1.3.l9f 

as so often in the Satires, is making a joke at expense of his own satiric 

sona. the past, however, scholars have sometimes failed to discern that this criticism is 

aimed at the role of satirist that the poet has adopted rather than at the real historical Hor

ace.356 

sententious conclusiveness to it, there is no hint prior to the interruption that the satirist is about to have his 
entire modus operandi y ...... ,"'''JU" ..... 

354 tu?/nullane habes vitia? (Sat, 1.3. 
m immo alia minora 1.3.20); cf. 68-9, where the moralist tells us: nam vitiis nemo sine 
nascitur: optimus ille minimis urgetur ... This thus selJt-oalfodlVln 
attitude that the satirist assumes appears at Sat. 1 where the satirist claims that because of his 
father's moral he is free from destructive but is in the grip of less serious UUlJlUl5" 

that people can forgive (mediocribus et quislignoscas 
356 Shackleton (1982: 23-4) is concerned that' ... at first Horace seems to be accuslIlg 

'''lnlPTl'1l1nO he never does elsewhere for all his 
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At the start 1.3 the tables are not only on but on the 

satirist This ironic critique this attack on itself is, as we shaH 
see, a subtext of the third as a whole. It is no accident, therefore, that 

satire is third, since here for time Horace questions the role 

has adopted so 1.3 may thus be far more programm-

atic often been in terms I shall argue, 

the book of Satires in its relationship to this satire on 

cipates the reversals and inversions second book 

Dialogic orientation towards an addressee in Sat. 1.3 

\..,oaolner asserted 1.3 is not truly , it is nevertheless ""' ..... Vj"."" 

in that it is exhortatory and en~~agl~s its audience directly. 

comparatively fewer places throughout the third sermo 

at while it may be true 

speaker use the ...... ".f ...... ,.,,'.> 

questions commonly associated with 'diatribe' mode,357 this is perhaps because the 

third satire, as I shall is to exhort its addressee directly rather than to 

an 11'U"'''''''''''U too, the exhortatory 

ction is to some extent aSS'OOlea (e.g. 1 .. ,,?,,'t ... (or perhaps 

dearth, where """'~.n."" are used, their str,ateglC and prudent DJaCelneJlt 

much sustain the impression direct address in a polemic tone. For example, 

u .... ~'u\J'u which begins the " ...... , .. \J'u arguing for lenience towards friends is sudden, exact

almost unexpected. It on the sta1:em.ent line 24 to the effect Maen-

J57 As we have seen, when used in an ethical such to create the of 
an moralist; by up the pace of a passsage, can create the of a harsh~ 
er tone. This relative dearth in the third satire may have helped to foster the of a 

or 'more humane' lecture. The sole question that occurs in the initial part of the satire is that 
ed in the mouth of the interlocutor (19-20); another question introduces the section on the 
proper attitude to adopt to fiiends' faults, but the treatment that follows (28-75) is devoid of them; in the 

mock-epic passage (96-124) questions do not appear, and indeed they would be inappropriate and 
would probably ruin the effect of the parody, belonging as do to a more rhetorical than mode. The 

two sections of this satire in which questions do occur, from the question attributed to the inter-
locutor in the initial and that which introduces the second are 76-95, in which the Spe)ak4~r 
ve.l1lemently attacks the of the Stoics that all sins are and the coda in whi-
ch the ridicules another Stoic paradox, that of the ideal Stoic sage being a king, and the 
master of every craft. The tone becomes harsher as the becomes more exacting in the sections whe-
re he is directly attacking the Stoics. 
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attitude deserves censure. Hn,l"~lr'''' a1ttac;1<S a second n"",,,,,,,n addressee, appealing to a 

Roman version of the and delrnanC11mgwhy, when you look 

at your own faults, you do so with are inflamed covered ointment, 

as when you look at the faults friends, you perceive things as acutely as does a or 

an Epidaurian snake: cum tu pervideas oculis mala /ippus inunctis,/cur in amicorum vitiis 

tam acutum/quam aut aquila aut serpens Epidaurius? (25_27).358 

This question ,",V.UA""A"'~'" a sudden turn to the second person addressee an 

and polemic tone that is reminiscent of the sudden and striking apostrophe of the sec-

ond person singular in 

ular addressee ,",VAHllJ 

first (1.1.38). repro val a second person 

in the follow. We hear that turn you will be so 

by your friends, as Horace continues his striking use second person pro-

nouns: at contra/evenit, inquirant vitia ut tua rursus et illi - 'But your fate is that they 

in turn will examine faults' (1.3.27-8). few below this, the imperative used 

in conjunction with second person singular prC)flouns creates an even more strongly ad-

monitory ettlect: ... denique te ipsum/concute num qua tibi vitiorum natura 

aut etiam consuetudo mala ... - ' ... then give yourself a ., .. ,Ln,UU,!;, to see whether nature or 

even bad habit has sown faults in you ... ' (34-6). 

358 The eagle's sight was traditionally as cf.lliad 17.647ff(cf. Otto 1971: 32-33, n. 144); 
,,,,,...,,,p..,tc were also considered to have sight and were as sacred to Aesculapius the god of 

whose temple was at Epidaurus (id.: 319, n. 1632). The mention of the snake at line 27 
might be ironically appropriate because of the between and moral wrongs, which was con-
ventional to the 'diatribe' tradition. The exacting friend looks into his friend's moral ailments as the 
associated simultaneously with sharp and healing, could (one would suppose) look into physical ail-
ments. But the friend is blind to his own faults or moral ailments, as his very illness - the eyes - pre
vent him from perceiving them. The tenn is one which occurs frequently in the Sat
ires: at Sat. 1.1.120 it was used in relation to the prolific Stoic writer Crispinus, who is continually satirised 
by Horace as the writer whose is not to be emulated. He is be-
cause he up too late too much. Moral blindness at 1.3.25-27 is therefore described in the same 
way as, stylistic Horace also applies /ippus self-satirically to himself at Sat. 
1.5.30, and even has himself on to alleviate his discomfort on the satiric 'journey' 
there. In the fifth satire Horace's apparent ailment to his friend Virgil's stomach upsets, illnesses 
that force them both to retire while Maecenas pursues more sporty interests (l.5.48~49). 
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A 'friend from bell': Horace and self-satire? 

itself, issue raised at of the bas specifically 

criticism 359 The exhortation just quoted (34-36) concerns retrospect 

tude bad for his person singular addressee to with re-

to a certain 'friend' of his. Horace as at the beg;mnmg 

statement to a specific example (29ft), 

from a gen

friend is "'''''3'''L''''''''Y as iracundior 

... paulo - 'somewhat irascible' (29), and minus acutislnaribus horum hominum, 

'out L"""", ........ ' .. in terms acute ""'A""''''Au''n,,,, of modern living' (29-30) - other 

words, he is a bit 'nerd'. Both have a dialogic quality could be Wl-

derstood as quoted opinions society concerning the friend. 

character traits just mentioned, his dress-sense is a decided emlbarra:ssnllerlt: the 

nrCIVOIKf:S derision ........ \'0...,,;:,"'. instead of the haircut, coiffure resembles what mod-

em parlance would describe as a with a lawnmower', his after him, and 

his are too big and threaten fall off his (rideri possit eo quodl rusticius tonso 

toga deJluit et male laxuslin pede calceus haeret ... , 30-32). description appears to 

voice the judgement society concerning the fellow's physical appearance, just as the 

foregoing mllomaatlOn seemed the general attitudes towards character. But, 

"l ...... '"u~,u whether the initial section is more directly linked to the issue of the judgment 
v",.'uu<:u at 25ffhas often been raised. The theme of friendship itself is foreshadowed in the references to 

the concept of amicilia in the first few lines of the poem: 1.3.1: .. .inter amicos; 1.3,5: si peteret per 
amicitlam patris suam ... However, the possible connection between friendship and criticism in the 
initial section is more elusive. This would have been considering that in the following 
1 it is the attack of friends behind their backs that is connected to the idea of the bad 
niger. but refuses to for them when want 
him to do so. Horace of course criticises but as indeed a number of scholars Rudd 1966: 6; 
Shackleton Bailey 1982: have also pointed out, Horace in no way himself as friend -
on the contrary, consistently appears in the Sermones as a of uncompromisingly virulent 
satire (e.g. Is Maenius to be understood as a friend of Nov ius, though? In the following satire, at 
Sat. 1.4.81ff, for example, the satirist contrasts himself and his own type of (apparently honourable) censure 
with the despicable type of person who runs down a friend behind the friend's back: ... absentem rodil 
amicum. The term absentem occurs in a similar context at Sat. 1.3.21, which may suggest that with the term 
absentem Horace could intend the reader to amicum. If Maenius and Novius were real people, a 
Roman audience may have known oftheir friendship; the name Maenius, is Lucilian, and 
that of Nov ius may a 'New Man'. It seems more to say that the initial section of 
Sat. 1.3 is concerned with criticism in although the mention of friendship Tigellius' 
unsympathetic behaviour in the context of friendship) occurs in the initial indirectly anticipating 
what is In the second the mention of mimae at line 2 could also have been seen to anticit:late 

of the subject matter of the body of that poem. 
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Horace as speaker responds dialogic contradiction, he's a good there's none 

er, a friend, with an incredible behind that uncouth exterior: at est bonus, ut 

melior vir/non quisquam, at tibi amicus, at ingenium ingens/inculto latet hoc sub 

corpore (32-34). 'Shame on you for ... L ....... "a him an , ,Horace seems to 

scold addressee (34-37). uelemlS the friend .. E., .... u" .. society's evaluations of him, 

and so doing enJga~~es in U!CUUj~l'" ..,VLVAJlU,", with common opinion. 

Freudenburg few scholars who identified nerdy friend with 

Horace himself, but differs from the majority of them in rellarC1mll this not as histor-

ical HOI'ace but literary np1'cnn 360 The occurrence a similarly self-satiric 

presentation of Horace's personal appearance in the first poem Epistles, apparently 

echoing this passage the Satires, might seem to confirm this: at Epist. 1.1 

addressing Maecenas (cf. 1.1 

self, complains that his patron 1 ....... ,""'1.:> 

a bad haircut, or wears a tattered shirt 

wise Sat. 1 as we have 

and apparently referring unambiguously to 

1.1.95, 97) when he, 

a tunic, or ifhis toga hangs 

,sports 

361 Like-

this character is laughable (rideri possU, 30) for his 

haircut from hell, his trailing toga, and ill-fitting shoes. Although at Sat. 1.3.30ffthe 

nd is ...,.1-,:>1'1'".r! to in the person, does not mean that it cannot 'Horace' who is 

satirised here: as we shall see shortly, there may be a reason for Horace's adopting this 

oblique approach at the start of the third satire. 

360 See Freudenburg 1993: esp. 28 n. 69. As a points out that scholars' 
'traditional aversion to the idea that the satirist here describes himself is based on the false assumption that 
Horace and the satiric persona are one and the same' (27-8). Kiessling-Heinze (1921: ad lac.), while noting 
that it is a particular person and not a that is meant, assert that this cannot be Horace himself, because 
of the fact that Horace as narrator actually character at 32-34: ' ... es ist ein bestimmtes Individ-
uum ein Typus wie v. 49 An Horaz selbst darfman bei dieser nicht denk-
en: schon der Oberschwang des Lobes v. 32-34 schlie~t das vollig aus.' other scholars, e.g. 
(1911: 77), have identified this personage with Horace himself: 'On voit dans ce passage plus generalement 

d'Horace lui-meme.' Scholars who have made this connection have generally assumed that this 
applies to the historical Horace rather than to his literary persona in the Satires. The 

character has also been identified with following pseudo-Aero. 
361 Si curatus tons are subest tunicae vel sf 
toga dissidet impar,lrides ... (Epist. 1.1 
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further, however, in .•. ~n""l::> this sketch of Horace's own ",,,,,,L-"","U!!;)I;'U 

1.3.29ffto the buffoon popular comic .. ~, ..... 'uu.362 or not 

Freudenburg is nevertheless the per-

socially~inept scurra anticipate the later rlpc~,..t"1nti,"n" of the 

state, pees on his couch. breaks a drunken and 

rudely snatches a ...... "' ......... '11 from the other side of the plate (90-94 

have also chosen to identifY unfortunate figure with ..... ", .. <I,.p But 

that far in the satire, the description at 1.3.29ff also possibly antIClJ)-

ates Hn""'t'·.,. ""'v •. u"''''''.v, .. ''' at 63-65 (to be shortly), which concern 

in relation to ... "'."'''''" .... ,'''. behaviour which apparently "'VA.''''''''''''''' 

able, audience is clearly lTnf1T.,.n to regard otherwise. sin-

ce .:"".~-",a.u"", is --r.-'- a substantial aspect third satire, as indeed it was the first 

two satires, it is undoubtedly an attractive and not entirely implausible proposition that 

the gauche friend mentioned at 29ffis already to identified with Horace's 

Lovers, parents, and friends 

But whether or aWKWara friend is m(leea to identified with Horace's ........ ",ron 

satirist's u .. "ul!">' ....... v .. over his addressee's this fellow leads into a 

ted discussion about 

and example, Horace 

correct attitude to hold towards friends. First, by way of contrast 

his addressee to consider subjective manner in which lov-

ers indulge their beloved, in that, blinded by passion, they ",v,,,,,.' ... ,,,. even hideous Tnl1"""',. 

flaws virtues (38_40).363 instead ofthe foolishness 

362 1993: esp. 30-33. 
363 Horace uses the cornmonJ)la(:e that love is blind (Sat. 1 to initiate the argument that one should 

treat friends in an manner and be blind to their faults. Horace soon replaces the 
exem/J,raoflovers' delusions about their loved ones (cf. Plato Lucretius 4.1153-70; echoed 
later at Ovid Ars Amatoria cf. Remedia Amoris 327ft), with a of examples of fathers' 
euphemisms concerning their sons' defects (41ft). The idea ofinverting faults to create virtues and vice 
versa is also treated at Thuc. 3.82 in relation to warfare (reckless daring comes to be considered courage, 
watchful waiting cowardice cf. Plutarch (How to tell aflatterer ... , who refers back to both Plato's 
and Thucydides' use ofthls construction. Horace's use offathers rather than lovers or examples from other 

blends well with the theme The 'father' also the appearance of 
Horace's own 'father' as moral instructor at 1.4.1 05ff and as the admirable and role-model in Sat. 1.6. 
If Sat. 1.3 is indeed to be understood as addressed to Maecenas, as I shall argue, then 
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one would Horace wishes that we could make similar concerning our 

friends (41-42). Thereafter a more extensive catalogue of examples is quoted concerning 

equally indulgences that can seen the nicknames fathers to 

their children, disguising physical defects as qualities (43-48). The passage rid-

icules but also draws didactic direction from euphemistic names fathers give to 

children. The nicknames, which are quoted in contrast to what in each 

case the child's physical fault should perhaps more accurately called, are presented in a 

distinctly dialogic fashion: it is as though the names ...... ,'5''' ..... to the children by their fath

ers are actually overheard. 

In what follows (49ft), the fathers' indulgences are likewise suggested as role 

models for us to adopt our attitudes towards our friends. The narrator first ea-

ch defect of character, only "'Uf!>6"'''. quickly the different, positive manner in which we 

should rather regard our friends' faults. A repetitive stylistic device is maintained over a 

number of lines, so that the effect succeeds in driving the ...... ''''., •• 6 ... home. Jussive 

subjunctives appear in the second part of construction to achieve a strongly exhort-

atory effect: parcius hie vivit:frugi dieatur. ineptus/et iaetantior hie paulo est: eoneinnus 

amieis/postulat ut videatur. at est trueulentior atque/plus aequo liber: simplex /ortisque 

habeatur jea/dior est: aeris inter numerentur ... - fellow lives rather stingily: him 

be called 'frugal'. This one lacks social and is a little too boastful: 'pleasant' is 

how he must appear to friends. Yet another is quite and outrageously out-

spoken: let him be held 'frank and fearless'. This one is rather hot-tempered: let him 

considered a 'passionate sort' ... '(49-53). Horace implores his aQclresse:eto to consider 

friends' faults as virtues as this, assures him, is what establishes and maintains friend-

ships (53b-54). 

the use of fathers may also say of such a relationship: the patronus 
should ideally react to his mend in the manner the of Horace's 
'fathers' in Sat. 1.4 and 1.6, Catherine has remarked that while in Sat. 1.4 Horace's bio-
logical 'father' displaces Lucilius as the 'father' of his satiric art, in 1.6, on the other hand, 'Maecenas is 
paired with Horace's father to mark the similarities between the two men and their roles in Horace's life ... ' 
(2000: 110). . 
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However, a cynic (in the modern sense) would perhaps point out that, as they are present-

here, the friends are really what the first description in case they are, just as 

prior to this children's real A",~';""_~ had repeatedly glossed over by paternal 

... "' ....... A .... U,'"'''', in the case of the friends at 49-53, the second title is 'window-dressing'. Thus 

one reverses 'window-dressing', the friend, for example, whom advises us 

to call 'frugal' really . the unfortunate fault of being and friend who acc

ording to thinking, to called 'frank fearless' (simplex!ortisque), in act

ual fact, too aggressive and outspoken (truculentior atquelplus aequo liber). We shaH see 

shortly how this be "'.FtJ .......... CUlL. 

the speaker is to remark (55-56), our misfortune is that we do oppos-

of what this positive "'U""'''"''''5 ...... '''.JJun .... ''.'', and we mistakenly label even our friends' 

virtues as faults. There follows a of the supposedly 'real' attributes that poss-

ess (56bff), followed by examples of the manner which positive 

case turned into 

that the labels given to 

by the person's 'friends'. section is replete with OHlliOj:!;lSltn 

and ,..n.,tr~,.,t".rl with what the narrator friends are 

claimed is the rather more positive reality: 'A certain honest, very modest fellow is 

ds with us: we give him the titles 'slow' and 'lazy'; another escapes all and never 

leaves a flank exposed, he is a dangerous profession and one in which crime 

flourishes: instead of 'extremely and 'careful' we call him 'fake' and 'calculating" 

(56b-62).364 here represents one of two extremes on side of a suppos-

ed mean: one person is too sluggish and slow in the opinion of 'friends', the too 

quick shifty. nil medium est. Ironically, particularly in view of the criticism of 

the satirist that took place earlier, our 

and damned if they don't, as it were. 

are thus shown to be damned if they do 

common judgements of society in relation to 

friends are at this point already thoroughly condemned, something which will be of im

portance in what follows. 

364 probus quisl nobiscum vivit, multum demissus homo: illiltardo cognomen pingui damus. hic fugit 
omnislinsidias nullique malo latus obdit apertum/cum genus hoc inter vitae versetur ubi acrislinvidia 
atque ubi crimina: pro bene sanolac non incauto jictum atque astutum vocamus. 
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'Frank and fearless' or 'aggressive and outspoken'? 

Horace's example, the list of friends that are treated 

his own persona. Addressing Maecenas directly the first time 

is one that relates to 

the opening of the 

first satire, Horace describes AU,""",",U. simplicior, frank', an impress-

ion of himself sneaking up on relaxing patron, and irritating him by pestering 

with conversation: simplicior quis et est qualem me saepe libenterlobtulerim tibi, Mae

cenas, utforte legentemlaut tacitum impel/at quovis sermone molestus ... (63-65). As I 

hinted at the end of chapter one,365 it is tempting and amusing to this as the open-

ing scene for 'conversation' which begins 1.1. That Horace calls himself 

simplicior may be since at line 52 he has specifically indicated that 

simplex is in fact the more generous label for someone who might otherwise be consider-

truculentior atquelplus aequo liber, 'quite and outrageously outspoken'. It 

is striking that claims to himself as simplicior, and even hopes 

that Maecenas win come to a similar conclusion ( ... qualem libenterlobtulerim tibi, 

64-65). 

However, a pessimistic interpretation of this statement would that rather than being 

and fearless', as hopes, Horace has actually confessed to being unreasonably 

and a little too outspoken. General opinion is quoted, condemning behav-

iour: 'communi sensu plane caret' inquimus (66). amusing type of self-satiric double-

voicedness both suggests that the behaviour has foolish, at 

the same time the bizarre assurance that persona to grant 

and seems keen to foist onto Maecenas also - that he, Horace, has actually acted well. 

that the of people toward their - in other words, that 

they turn - could also therefore his own 

position in relation to his friend J.VJ.<I"''''''''U<1i::1 when, using the royal , he exclaims: eheu, 

Iquam temere nosmet - 'Alas, how rashly are we sanctioning 

an unjust law against ' (66b-67). It would thus appear that self-satire pervades 

365 See p. 87 above. 
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the third satire just as it did the and the second. But more than this, it actually 

ests that something other than mere philosophical consideration correct attitude 

to take to faults is on the agenda in Sat. 1 . as I shall 

not just concem friendship in general, but is "I."~'""""'""" about 

does 

Maecenas. 

speaker, apparently feeling very strongly about the insists . all 

people have flaws, and that the best person is he who is beset by smallest ones, or 

perhaps smallest number of faults: optimus ille est/qui urgetur (68-69). By 

this he undoubtedly means to to himself. amicus dulcis will balance his 

faults against his virtues, and incline to side ofthe latter, Horace on to and 

he adds a mock-modest 'personal' touch by commenting: si modo plura mihi bona sunt -

'that's my good points are (71). In he that friends accept each 

other, warts and aU.366 

Horace's attack on the Stoics 

Developing out of his COTIlSIOeral;Ion of the absurdity of pUlllstummts for small 

ences at 76ff,367 Horace's argument progresses to an attack on the Stoic paradox concern-

ing equalitl68 transgressions. The connection between the foregoing material 

and section which follows is apparently Hnr",1'''''' concern lest 'friends' be punished 

equally for offences as large, which is what would happen if their friends were 

366 qui ne tuberibus amicum/postula!, verrucis aequum veniam 
poscentem reddere rursus - 'The man who would not turn his friend off with his boils should that 
fellow's little warts' Horace is concerned with what is fair (aequum). 
361 Fraenkel (1957: 87) notes that a new section at line marked out by the initial denique. 
368 The Stoic ideal of the of transgressions (treated at Cicero Paradoxa Stoicorum 3: Aequalia 
esse peccala et recte facta), and attacked in Horace's third provides a link with Tigellius' inconsist-
ency (his inaequalitas, cf. 1.3.9) ridiculed in the first section. But it is that Horace does not use 
the word aequuslaequalis itself to describe the Stoics' instead he uses (96) and pares (121). He 
reserves the tenn aequus contrast for what he considers to be to his 0'lMl precepts rather than 
to those of the Stoics: it is fair that anyone for his it in return 
quum estlpeccatis veniam poscentem reddere rursus, 74-5); the Stoic dogma is opposed to expediency (uti!
itas), the mother of justice and fairness (iusti ... maler et aequi, 98); a scale must be applied if one wishes to 
impose fair on offences (adsit/regula, peccatis quae poenas aequas ... , 11 The term 
aequus however connects the vocabulary of the initial section with different sections of the ofthe sat~ 
ire. The opposite of what is aequum inaequaJitas) connects the various targets of the satire: Tigellius, 
the judgmental friends, and the Stoics. 
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absurdity of their theoretical philosophy.369 
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sins in judging them. As we 

small offences, if any. 

the impracticality and thus .u .... , .... " .... 

a type of reductio ad absurdum, 

the example of a slave who has committed a minor indiscretion, but who, if the ten-

ets Stoicism are literally applied, should be for offence.370 What about 

your he then adds - if he has merely 

11le~re~ltte~r, what on earth are you going to do 

offences'committed 

... "".u",,, and you avoid him 

sOlnetnHllg really bad? As noted 

were urinating on the couch a 

...... " .. ., ... .up;, an antique, and 

apparently excusable ... ,,,.,al-""''''~'''' 

more serious crimes of theft, 

the 'minor offences', Horace asks 

minus hoc iucundus amicus/sit mihi? 

of course one is meant to conclude, that 

by such behaviour. 

... u .............. u from his host's side 

..... ,.""', ...... 1',,, .. by being con

or going back on one's 

should make him any less of 

one cannot help con

"'''''''''''''''''1-' would be sorely tried 

As noted, scholars have thought that this badly-behaved IS SU1DD4)Se:d to re-

within the Satires. That 

aDl)ears to propose be 

and in the 

with this third t"Iprc:nn 

fellow, "' .. ,,, ......... not a .... ,.., .. " .... ,'''' .. on us: 'Is he to be less ............... as a friend to me?' 

369 Like those whom the satirist has been attacking to date in the Satires, the miser (1.1.93), the adulterer 
and so on, the misguided Stoics are later described as 'struggling' (laborant, 96) when it comes to 

reality, and Horace adds that common sense. tradition and expediency, the 'mother of justice and fairness', 
are those with such unrealistic ideas: quis paria laborantlcum 
ventum ad verum est; sensus moresque repugnant latque ipsa utilitas, mater et aequi (96-8). 
Therefore for Horace in Sat. the wrong-headed ideology of the Stoics is seen in the same terms as basic 
moral wrongs such as and adultery. 
370 Sat. 1.3.80-82a: si eum servum patinam qui tollere iussus/semesos 
ius/in cruce suffigat, Labeone insanior inter/sanos dicatur ... - 'If someone were to nail to the cross a slave 
of his, who, ordered to clear away a dish, had licked the leftovers of the fish and the luke-warm sauce, he'd 
be called insaner than Labeo by sane people ... '. 
371 comminxit mensave catillumlEvandri manibus tritum ob hanc 
ante mea quia pullum catinilsustulit si 
/urtumfocerit, aut silprodidertt sponsumve negarit? 
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(93-94). In my opinion, it is really not important whether or not the badly behaved friend 

identified with Horace; what is significant is that a high degree 

of tolerance, in clearly trying circumstances, is held up as a paradigm to Horace's add-

ressee. The question at 93-4 is one which Horace's IS to himself.372 

attack on the Stoics, who have fared badly throughout the Satires to date but have 

done especially so 1.3, reaches fever pitch in the final section of this satire, which 

adds insult to injury with its parody of another famous Stoic paradox, that of the as 

'king,.373 121-122 the vlJ,cunJuo:> of the Stoic interlocutor had already been mentioned, 

indirectly: ... cum dicas esse pares reslfurta iatrociniis ... In the final section of the third 

satire dialogic elements are directly represented as 'conversation' between Horace and 

the Stoics continues, and becomes increasingly contentious. The appearance of an imag-

inary interlocutor is prompted by the narrator's questioning of the Stoic tenets that 

372 To drive this home, Horace next directs his at of 
the Stoic idea of the of all sins (96-98). His comment at line 98, that is the mother 
of both justice and equity ( ... ipsa utilitas, iusti prope mater et aequi), leads into an excursive section (99ft) 
with Lucretian echoes, in which Horace advances on the of justice. Adopting a 
'creation myth' Horace summarises the much longer accoWlt of the evolution of justice at 
Lucretius DRN but in the course of this adaptation adds a few of his own touches. Horace's use, for 
"''''''ill'''''' of the term cunnus at line 107 Wlequivocally recalls the in which the word had 
aPl)ea:redmore than once. See Sat. 1.2.36 & 70; cf. p. 97 above. Fa:r from Horace's a:rgumlent, 
however, this obscenity seems rather to add to the impression of a down-to-ea:rth no-nonsense it 

one the idea, as it Wldoubtedly is intended to do, that the is someone who is not to min-
ce words. It the practical, informal philosopher from the formal school philosopher 
and thus helps to communicate Horace's point that justice came into being as human societies gradually 
prClgre:ssed, and that above all justice came into being for practical reasons, and not in order to 

an abstract thought up by an armchair philosopher. Horace out, cannot ma:rk off 
from as she does good things from bad, desirable from to be avoided: nee 

natura potest iusto secernere iniquum,ldividit ut bona diversis,jugienda petendis (113-114). The accoWlt 
of the practical origins of justice is used to the naturalness and usefulness of the Stoic pa:radox of 
the equality of sins (l15-124a). The Stoics' ideas a:re thus revealed as impositions on reality, and the worst 
fhilosophlcal insult 'unnatural'. 

73 See D.L. 7. 1 22ff: ... ou IJ.OVOV 0' el(1)eepo1)~ dvctt 'tou~ ao<pou~, &11& KCtl. ~Cta\leCt~ ... The Stoic rex 
at Sat. 1.3.125 is linked to the idea that Horace asks his audience to entertain with horror at lines 123-124 -
the titled Roman ea:rs) regnum that would arise should the Stoics and their silly beliefs 

supremacy. As rex was also a term often used to describe a patron, particula:rly in an asymmlem 
onage William Turpin has suggested that Horace is here jokingly his Maec-
euas as the Stoic rex (1998: 135-137; cf. 128). However, not only is it difficult to the very probably 
I'inif'llr",,," Maecenas as a Stoic, but in the final lines of the satire 137-142) the friendless Sto-
ic rex is unfavourably pitted against Horace and his group of amici, among whom Maecenas himself was 
IOreml~Sl; cf. p. n. 242 and p. 85, n. 269 above. 
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the sage alone is handsome, a cobbler (i.e. an PVy,prr and a king. If the Stoic is 

already all including a and supposedly enjoying this regnum, why, 

asks Horace, are the Stoics stilI in the philosophic attempting to gain this supre-

macy? In other words, why are the striving what they are supposed to possess 

already?: dives, qui sapiens est,let sutor bonus et solus formosus et est optas 

quod habes? (124-6). 

nameless Stoic interlocutor replies to criticism, defending the tenets of his 

philosophy, "' ........ u, .. Ah that Horace not understand what Chrysippus'means.375 

With recourse to ~lGllCl:)m, this Im:aglnal:Y spokesperson attempts to 

explain the Stoic paradox of the man being an expert in all spheres. Horace responds 

abruptly to this interlocutor: qui? - 'how?' (128). Short questioning reponses ofthis type 

are highly effective at suggesting an air of dismissal on the part of the respondent narrator 

towards the statements of the interlocutor. The cornered interlocutor then proceeds to ex

plain the conventional Stoic arguments (129-133), but, returning to the idea of Tigellius 

Hermogenes as a as at the start of the satire, are hollow voices, and as speak-

er Horace has already all but declared himself victorious. 

The satire ends with laughable persecution of the Stoic in the streets of Rome at 

the hands of naughty boys, as once again practice meets and overcomes theory.376 The 

mishaps that befall the and the criticism he endures in this section, it has often been 

observed, balance the attack on Tigellius at the start. The friendless round 

(balancing Tigellius' disregard of his friends' requests), his attending the baths accomp-

anied only by Horace's bete noire Crispinus, is ridiculed and contrasted to hap-

py life with his friends, who forgive draws to 

374 This is based on the Stoic precept that the sage or wise man does all well, since all virtues involve 
one another they have common and therefore the possessor of one virtue is the possessor of 
all virtues D.L. 
375 'non nosti qUid pater' inquitl dicat .. .' 
376 ••• vellunt tibi barbamllascivi pueri; quos tu turba circum Ie stante miserque 
Irumperis et latras, magnorum maxime regum 
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close.377 theoretical ideal Stoic 'king' is revealed to be a hollow concept in 

comparison to the practical joys of the and take of forgiving friendship. 

Addressee and addressivity in Sat. 1.3 

Much of the aggression Sat. 1.3 is, as we have seen, directed at a second person aac!re-

ssee in accordance with 'diatribal' convention. The addressee is blamed for critical 

of his friends, and of one friend in particular. Although the speaker continues for much 

the in an apparently impersonal way, nevertheless even in the section on the origins 

of justice, for example, and in fmal attack on the Stoics, it is abundantly clear that 

Horace is passionate about proving his point to addressee. It is only at line 64, how-

that an addressee, Maecenas, is named: Horace expresses the hope that his patron 

will think positively ofhlm in spite of the fact that his own behaviour towards Maecenas 

has on occasion been irritating and inconsiderate. 

It seems that we are cOIICem(~a with the some of the issues that confronted us in Sat. 

1.1, and again the tempting question is the following: can Maecenas, the only person add

ressed directly in the third satire, be understood as the addressee of Sat. 1.3 as a whole? In 

the first satire it seemed a distinct possibility that, alongside any conventional 'diatribal' 

usages of the second person singular there, the satirist had deliberately played with ambi

guity and was possibly to understood as addressing Maecenas throughout. On the other 

hand second with its use at line of the second person plural in place of 

ular, where multiple voices made themselves heard from early on, seemed to have a 

potentially heterogeneous group of addressees.378 It is both possible and plausible that 

Maecenas only "'Tn,,...,,,,, brief apostrophe in the third satire at 63ff. final section of 

the satire is also clearly directed at a Stoic However, that the third satire is the 

first occasion since 1.1.1 that himself is addressed by name, must of 

some • .:uei,11Ulv"uv''''' We may reflect on the ideas of the Bakhtinian circle discussed 

3771.3.137-142. 
378 A puer delicatus, was directly addressed in the middle of that satire (1.2.81), but seemed no 
more than a brief apostrophe . 
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earlier, especially those ofVoloshinov, who encouraged us to .r.U"'f:)""'- a conversation, 

whether or textual, as a dramatic relationship, a 'bridge' between 

speaker and adddressee. In short, it is the relationship between the and the addre-

ssee(s), other words the addressivity of the text which is to be It is probable 

that Maecenas, as the only named audience here, is not only 

monum as a whole, but also chief addressee of Sat. 1.3,379 

................... "'.'" of the fiber ser

interpretation is comp-

eHing in of the nature of the subject matter of this Maecenas after all, 

Horace's amicus. 

1.3: an anti-'diatribe'? 

Amicitia is undoubtedly the central m I . even near the very start of the poem, 

in its 'indirect' beginning, references were made to friendship.38o However, the question 

is whether this lecture addressed to Maecenas is merely about friendship in general, or 

whether there is some specific aim to it. as speaker goes on and on about how 

portant it is to take a positive approach to one's friends, that one should not judge them 

out of hand, nor take of the stupid impractical ideas of the Stoics on equality 

of all sins nor their ideals COIlCel'TIlIUl the equality, likewise, of the expurgation of these 

sins, and how on the contrary, one should ensure that the punishment fits the crime, and 

so on. It is my opinion that, within the fiction of the Satires, this sermon on the correct 

attitude to take to friends is not there simply because Maecenas 

is interested such questions, but to fulfil a specific hidden agenda in the 

one concerns .r. U.J'.r. .. " .... own with patron. 

We have already examined the possibility that the cameos of awkward that are 

",,...,,tt,,,,· .. ,,,,rl through Sat. 1.3 are evocations own persona Whether 

379 This is what (1989: has but cf. Brown (1993: ad 
380 Unfavourable characters, such as Tigellius, treat their friends badly, and do not heed their friends' re-
quests or consider their (1-8). Tigellius is out of sympathy with amicitfa, as the Stoics are later 
shown to be, with their extreme ideas about justice and judgment. It is no that in the 
final section of the as we have seen, the friendless Stoic sage is ""-'~'-'J 
with as his sole escort (137 -1 and his 

the company of his friends (139b-142). 
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or not we agree with interpretations that would see Horace himself in the awkward 

and 'friends' who stumble and bumble through this satire, in the course of 

his exhortation to ''''''J'''''''~''' and tolerance towards friends, Hr., .. ",.,· .. unequivocally to 

his own case as a persona in the Satires (63ff). Whether or not this unflattering 

trait at 63ff is indeed backed up by the other negative portraits in Sat. 1 we 

are still left with the impression of an extremely badly behaved character whose intention 

it nevertheless is to apologise for his past conduct, on the one hand, but who also, on the 

other hand, sees fit to prescribe to his amicus approach which he should adopt in add-

", .. ", .• .u;;;,this behaviour. In short, the speaker's aim in Sat.L3 seems to be both to excuse 

his past behaviour and to appeal to his as he reviews misdemeanours, not to 

feel tempted to punish him too harshly: the should try to merits as 

he pardons offences. This possible interpretation of the third is plausible and in-

deed makes sense if, as above, we aHow ourselves to entertain the idea that, wi-

thin the fiction of the Satires, there is a single, powerful and highly significant amicus 

who is the chief addressee of Sat. 1.3 - Maecenas. 

Sat. 1.3 is thus conversationally designed to persuade its addressee - Maecenas - to adopt 

a lenient attitude to his and to in particular. Those who judge their friends 

harshly, or twist their friends' virtues into faults, are utterly condemned. Hr.,!'!:! .. ·p wishes to 

seem simplicior to his patron of truculentior and plus aequo liber, and therefore 

he implies that to view this the other way around would twisting his virtues into faults. 

In addition, as speaker Horace goes out of his way to that those, like the ... nun"",. 

who, because they believe all sins to equal, would therefore also n!,p~ ... r' an equally 

extreme form of punishment for all even for YTlllru~ .. mlsa<;:ml~anlO are 

out of touch with reality. The patron is exhorted to regard Horace's sins as small ones, 

worthy of no major castigation. 
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The satirist: plus aequo liber? 

For what "IJ"""'~.L,'''' transgression(s) is Horace apologising in 1 Although, as we 

have seen, the err:tlJarra,SSlng descriptions of the addressee's friend's behaviour at 29ff and 

at 90ff have sometimes to Horace the more direct confession, 

ultimately the more significant one is that given at 63ffwhere Horace addresses Mae

cenas directly and by name. Horace thus sketched an impression ofhimself., .... ",u, ..... l". 

up on Maecenas and taking him Wlawares, bothering him with conversation (sermone, 

and has moreover, in this he may been simplicior, 'rather 

direct' - in other words, read truculentior and plus aequo liber. scenario cannot but 

have literary significance addition to significance for the 'relationship' be-

Horace and Maecenas as portrayed in the Satires. Horace, the fictional second-self 

who makes his appearance in Satires, is liable to bother his patron and addressee with 

direct and outspoken sermo - meaning simultaneously both 'conversation' and 'satire' ,381 

Not only is it Horace's ch::rra(~ter within the who is rather too rude and outspoken, 

but it is also his persona as satirist, the criticism of the satirist that interrupted 

the start of this satire. In the two preceding satires, 1.1 and 1.2, has broached two 

delicate topics - money sex - somewhat directly. third satire 

as an anti- 'diatribe', an apology for, and an Wlwinding of, the outspoken 

effect, 

two moral-

ising satires. But it also anticipates the following satire, 1.4, the satirist's libertas 

and the question whether or not Horace as satirist has at been harsh, are among the 

central issues. the third satire, aequalitas has been a thematic link between the indirect 

beginning of the piece and central It is therefore appropriately proleptic that 

Horace should in Sat. 1.3 entertain the idea, even if indirectly, that he, satirist, should 

be considered plus aequo liber - 'unreasonably outspoken', linking the concepts 

of the third and fourth satires. As the use of the term sermo at line hints, the joke is 

381 Another double entendre involving sermo occurs at Sat. 2.3.4, where Damasippus berates Horace for 
composing nil dignum sermone. Here, once again, the fact that sermo simultaneously both means 'convers-
ation' or 'talk', on the one and refers to Horace's actual genre, on the other, is exploited. acc-

to Horace writes neither worthy of talk' nor of (being call-
ed) sermo'. 
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that it is in the Satires themselves that Horace has been outspoken. However, the lecture 

on the correct attitude to take to friends is also a subtle way of warning the patron and 

dedicatee of the not to be too to adopt role of virulent satirist and 

himself - although, as we shaH see in Satires Book others will up this particular 

challenge. Within the context of amicitfa, forgiveness is requested of the addressee of 

Horace's 

Janus-like satire and satiric reversals 

Sat. 1.3 therefore occupies a pivotal position in the fiber sermonum: it simult-

aneously in dialogue with Sat. 1.1 and 1.2, on the one hand, sermones which 

ace had tackled sensitive A"" .... "''', and in which, ironically, he satirising him-

than Maecenas. In so doing Sat. 1.3, too, participates in the creation of the fict-

ional , the speaker-persona of the Satires, and at the same time adds its own 

voice to the on-going satire of this creature. On the other hand, the third engages, 

satire, Sat. Janus-like, also in forward-looking dialogue with the issues 

1.4, and, in its polemic questioning of the role and position of the satirist, whoever may 

assume that role, seems even to anticipate the trends and reversals of Horace Satires Book 

Two. There, in the second book, self-satire will become extemalised as an attack from 

without, while at same time the new critics will inevitably (although unintentionally) 

target themselves: unavoidably, criticism becomes self-criticism, satire becomes 

1.3 illustrates, as effectively as did Sat. 1.2, that the of Horace's exper-

inversion, which finally bear and interesting fruit in his second 

book of Satires, were """'~<"""I germinating as early as the triad of Book One. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: 

T. 1.4 AND 1.10: EVASIVENESS AND ADDRESSIVITY 
IN THE LITERARY DIALOGUE 

~peech is int~rlocut!o~. Un~erst~ding is . i~ responsive, is a process. That process of understanding 
mcludes the hstener s IdentIfication of the spe"",er s apparent and concealed motives and of the responses 
that the speaker and to The interaction among listener, and context constit-
utes a 'field which is the of the utterance ... 

Morson's anonymous (female) interlocutor in Bakhtin: 
Essays and on his work : 6). 

past three ch:mters we have seen that Horace's initial triad of ..... " .. , .. ", .... ", satires ex-

hibits an exhortatory rhetorical mode which not only fosters an impression of a direct 

,"UJ .. ",u.tJ between speaker and aU(UerlCe, but incorporates a ......... , .. .." ... smaller 

logic ex(;nang(,s with this so-called 'diatribe' mode to a varying 

in Sat. 1.1-1 382 Horace repeatedly skirmishes with imaginary interlocutors 

represent misers, adulterers, Stoics, and 'common opinion', and admonishes his audience 

not to follow example. At the same time, however, Horace cultivates a relaxed 

conversational effect, as the have a personal unnel:lSllun. being ad(1rel;;se~d. on one 

at least, to amicus •• .1. •• "' ... "' .... '" and 383 

However, while the first three noe~ms of Sermones Book One are traditionally known as 

'diatribe' satires, conversational adaptations exhortatory addressive 

are not merely restricted to the triad: dialogic devices conventionally identified 

as belonging to the 'diatribal' mode are also in some of the satires of the first book 

which scholars have not usually described as 'diatribe' satires - Sat. 1 to some extent 

m 1 and again Sat. 1.10. Sat. 1.4 and LI0 are usuallytogetheridentified as the 

'programmatic' or 'literary' satires of the first book,384 since in pIeces con-

382 As Rahn 156) observed, 'diatribe' mode tends to be found in combination with other forms rather 
than as a generic entity on its own; cf. Introduction p. 17 n. 55. 
m See Sat. 1.1 0.81-90a, discussed at p. 172 below. 
384 See e.g. Brink 1963: 156. As a 'literary' 1.4 has links with 1.10 as well as with the introductory 
poem of the second Sat. 2.1. The however, has the form ofa conventional dialogue. 
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siders his literary progranune and ponders, among other things, his relationship with his 

satiric predecessor Lucilius. 

'Diatribe' mode and the literary satires 

Despite the fact that at the start of the fourth we are confronted with what aPl>ears 

to be first real change of subject orientation in the book, there are me~m~ltlc 

echoes of the 'diatribes' in Sat. lA, in particular strong correspondences between 1.3 

and 1.4,385 and a line from Sat. 1.2 is actually quoted in the fourth satire.386 It seems nat-

ural that Horace as conversationalist should continue style of presentation at least into 

the first half of Sat. 104. Dialogic devices which appeared in a moralising context the 

first triad are now used to make a literary defence. Not only the sequential position of the 

fourth satire in the unrolling of the first book, therefore, but also thematic and 

echoes of the first three in this demand that we the fourth satire with the other 

three preceding ones in mind. Sat. 104 both takes departure from and simultaneously 

reflects on the 'diatribe' satires.387 fourth satire could be said to be 'in dialogue' with 

Sat. 1 388 

uses his exhortatory moralising style a literary context in Sat. 1.10. Since 

Sat. 1.10 appears to refer to 1.4 in first line/89 and to echo the fourth satire direct-

cf. Zetzel (1980: 'The first major break in the book ,:o",,,,,,,,'P'Clrtv comes 
ope:ruIllg of the fourth poem. which seems to a total of topic, from 

ethics to almost impersonal diatribe to personal statements of the And that 
break is by no means totaL.'. 
3&6 Sat. 1.4.92: Rufillus Gargonius hircum, echoes Sat. 1.2.27. 
387 See also Wili (1948: 93) who views Sat. 1.4 as the culmination of the first three satires. 
Jgg Freudenburg (1993: 7) has been one of the few to group 1.4 specifically with the 'diatribe' satires of 
Book One. In Sat. 1.4, he asserts, there is a continuation of the moralist persona found in the first three 
satires. As I shall argue, there is in addition a continuation of style and tone into the fourth 

which continues the as it were, of the first three satires. This is not to deny that 1.4 is 
simultaneously 'in with the second triad (1 1.5.& 1.6), all of which are apparently more 
'autobiographical' in their and to which the second half of 1.4 contributes. 
3&9 Cf. e.g. Fraenkel 1957: 128. Nempe incomposito ... pede (1.10.1) is considered a reference to 
Horace's criticism of Lucilius' style at where having taken over the matter of Old 
Comedy changing only the metre (mutatis lanlUm pedibus numerisque, 1.4.7), is berated for having a over
enthusiastic but casual attitude to the composition of his verses: .. .in hora saepe ducenlos,I ... versus dictabat 
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lyat a number other places, the two poems have often been studied in conjunction.390 I 

shall that Sat. 1.10 is also 'in dialogue' with Sat. 1.4, as it seems to the 

conversation begun that earlier However, unlike 1.4, which immediately follows 

the 'diatribe' satires, 1.10 is placed after five intervening poems (Sat. 1 1.9) which 

are generally different from both and 1 None of these could des-

cribed as exhortatory in the direct sense that the 'diatribes' are. However Sat. 1.6, which 

to a extent engages in exhortatory moralising treating ambition, may be the ex-

ception, and of all these satires Sat. 1 has the closest similarity to 'diatribes' and 

programmatic 391 others (1.5, 1.7, 1.8, and 1.9) are all more than 

exhortatory. Sat. 1.10 is not only conversationally orientated as a continuation of Sat.I.4, 

but it is also the fmal satire the first book and could th""r",f".nr", be viewed as an epilogue 

to Satires Book One.392 However, as we shall see, there is a curious open-endedness to 

the conclusion of Sat. 1.10, which seems to anticipate some of the reversals of Horace's 

second book of Satires. 

understand both Sat. 1.4 and 1.10 it is necessary to be aware of .... "u·,,u· ... conversation-

al pace, his dialogic jokes and his internal polemicism. But an equally significant aspect 

of the literary is their overriding concern with and their orientation 

towards their audiences. In both Sat. 1.4 and 1.10 Horace is much concerned with disting-

uishing the desirable from the undesirable audiences of satire.393 targeting a fictional 

audience who has got it all completely wrong, just as he had previously impugned those 

who were morally deluded, Horace hopes to instruct his authorial and actual audiences on 

slans pede in uno (9-10). We shall observe further between the two satires in the coUrse of 
this chapter. 
390 See e.g. Fraenkel 1957: 124-135; Rudd 1966: 86ff. 
391 Parker (1986: 74) notes that in Sat. 1.6 Horace again makes use of the 'diatribe' style. While 'diatribal' 
characteristics occur in Sat. 1.6, which is usually classed as an an eXJ110n;atolry 

is not maintained throughout. Sat. 1.6 is however, an limb of what I would see as the Sat. 
1.1-3 and 1.4-1.10 axis in that 1.6 is a satire which, albeit to a lesser extent, both in 
the dialogue and in the devices of the other satires. In addition, Sat. 1.6, as we shall see 
in Part 2, 8, contributes to the broader dialogue between the satires of both books. 
392 Some scholars (e.g. Hering 1979: 65), however, have cautioned that there are other elements in the tenth 
satire, which did not feature in the preceding nine. Sat. 1.10 both reflects on the first book, and looks 
forward to the second book of Satires. 
393 See Muecke 1979: 56; 1990: 35. 
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how to receive his audiences eXtenS:lve 

conversational of ideas. Such is the addressivity literary satires 

depend on their audiences to aspire to role of comprehending addressees, to un-

derstand, and indeed to in the gaps of what is being said. literary satires can 

confusing 

straightforward and 

to those 

entities. 

insist on • "" .... ""JU"!". as mono logic, 

In 1.4 and 1.10, therefore, Horace has transferred his dialogic moralising style, with 

devices and vocabulary, to a literary To a great Sat. 1.4 and 1.10 are 

moralising satires, as poems plays on a bad is as as 

or even worse than bad morals: misconceptions about are treated in the same way 

as ethical wrongheadedness in the previous satires.394 Ultimately, together with 

triad, the literary of the first book constitute one voice dialogue that takes 

between Horace's two books as the stylistic 'diatribe' contained within 

Sat. 1.4 and 1.10 is eventually ecnoea in the QJ.l,:>U1a :>"LLl"';:) of the second 

Sat. 1.4: a response to actual contemporary literary criticism? 

Much scholarship on 1.4 has C0I1Cemt.::uthe question of whether or not the historical 

Quintus Horatius had subjected to contemporary 

his Satires, to which Sat. 1.4 is the .,.""C'nn1"1C''''' 395 As early as 1900, G.L. Hendrickson, 

going very much ga"'ll'''' the contemporary current, had questioned the view Horace 

was responding to the actual attacks of contemporaries 1.4; Hendrickson argued 

is 'a piece 11""".,.Q,"" theory put ,..,u,,...,.s"r""l .396 Yet scholars, 

394 See Freudenburg (1993: 185-198) on the parallel universes of morality and literary aesthetics in the 
Satires. The will equally be seen in what I shall suggest are about Horace's agenda 
made indirectly in the moralising 'Stoic' satires of Book Two, Sat. 2.3 and 2.7. See discussions in Part 2, 
chapters 7 and 8 below. 
395 And, as we shall see Sat. 1.10 has also been regarded as a response to an actual over Sat. 1.4 
amongst Horace's contemporaries. This has been the interpretation of Sat. 1.10 offered even scholars 
(e.g. who have viewed Sal. 1.4 itself as a dramatic of Horace's ideals 
rather than a response to actual criticism. 
396 1900: 124. Hendrickson disputes the usual interpretation that Sat. 1.4 is a literal response to criticism for 
Horace's foregoing satires: 'But we shall find it hard to believe that this one composition of an author 
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including Niall Rudd, have championed the that in Sat. 1 the historical 

was to actual prior criticism,397 have 
n ......... ''' .... insisted that the onus is on 

those who disagree with them to prove their case.39& Given dearth of external 

however, it must be admitted that it is impossible to prove or disprove satisfactorily 

that had been the recipient of hostile contemporary criticism. The question 

is not only unanswerable but also futile,399 we can never certain to what extent 

literature reflects particularly life separated from us by two millennia. The burden of 

proof therefore surely always lies with those who claim to have identified a defmitive his-

torical context for a literary phenomenon. There is no need to beyond the "'~r,.~~~ them-

m to understand Sat. 1 since the conversation of this 'literary' piece is ent-

irely oriented towards Horace's portrait of his fictional persona within the To 

on an autobiographical interpretation is to underestimate 

Horatian satire. 

sophisticated fiction 

Scholars who contend that Sat. 1.4 is a response to concrete criticism felt com-

pelled to scrutinise prior Satires for the possibly offensive content that "",",.",,,,,nr 

ned the supposed 'attack' on Horace. If the poems preceding Sat. 1.4 in Book One are 

considered, the piece most frequently identified as being potentially offensive is Sat. 1.2. 

It has even hinted that it is the racy subject matter of Sat. 1.2 that is the culprit.4oo 

Yet nowhere in 1.4 does even suggest that he has been criticised obscen-

hitherto Wlknov.m should have succeeded in such bitter hatred as we must assume was the case, if 
we are to the hostile criticism which the poet reflects as directed Horace in person' (id.: 
123). 
397 See e.g. Brink 1963: 157 n. 1; Rudd 1955 (a) & (b), 1960, 1966. For contrasting views see e.g. Williams 
1972: Muecke 1979: 55. 
398 See e.g. Rudd 1966: 286 n. 7: ' ... the burden of proof rests on those who believe with Hendrickson that 
1.4 'a criticism . 
399 Frances Muecke asserts that 'whether Horace had really been criticised or not need not detain us, since 
an answer to it would not in any case us to understand the poem better' (1979: I deem it 
necessary to pay brief attention to this issue as I see previous scholars' insistence that Horace is responding 
in 1.4 to actual contemporary criticism as indicative of a naive and very literal approach that, as noted, fails 
to take the internal dialogue and conscious fiction of the Satires into account. 
400 See Rudd, who states that '.,. there would always be people who disapproved of satire on principle. In 
spite of this [Horace] wrote the diatribe on adultery (1.2) - a work of courage as well as craftsmanship. It 
was read people for whom it was not intended and, predictably, complaints were made. Horace 
thp,'ptn'rp resolved to write another poem, his as a satirist and out the main features 
of the genre as he saw it' 88). 
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ity. Rather, charge placed mouth indefmite adversaries in Sat. 1.4 is that 

of harsh satire:faenum habet in cornu; longefuge ... laedere gaudes (78), and so on. 

Scholars have repeatedly pointed out that there is hardly much in Horace's Satires to date 

that could be taken as a direct attack on a contemporary or near-contemporary of respect-

able standing.
401 

Rufillus and Gargonius, excerpted from the second and re-

ferred to in 1 are fictional stock 402 Horace represents 

being big trouble for satirising obviously fictional characters should be one 

the things to alert the modem reader to the that, rather than seriously to 

actual criticism in Sat. 1.4 Hn".:Il"P is, above all, a great deal fun.403 

1.4 also extensive literary precedents. Dramatised in a literary context app-

Prologue to the Aetia, where poet introduced his .......... ,........" 

agenda claiming that the clearly fictional Telchines had criticised his because of 

jealousy.404 Callimachus was much on Horace's mind in both Sat. 1.4 and 1.10, as AI-

exandrian's literary are obvious in his criticism ofLucilius' style.405 However, Luc-

HillS UU'LA"',",'" al()pe~ars to have fending attack on the nature of his in Book 

406 so it is also possible that a satiric defence nature was an aS1J~ect 

401 See e.g. Fiske 1920; Coffey 1976: 91; Zetzel 1980: 62 & esp. n. 19. Even Rudd (1960: 1 the 
champion of the 'actual criticism' although pointing out that Horace's use of names in his Satires 
was 'far from unifonn', admits that it is unlikely that Horace usually had real people in mind. Horace may 
have made an reference to the historian Sallust at Sat. 1 but even as we saw, the 
venom was diluted in that Horace seems to have criticised his victim for a vice quite 
unlike that of which Sallust is known to have been accused. See p. 103 n. 311 above. While at 1.2.47ff a 
Sallust is said to be of dalliances with freedwomen, ironically the historical Sallust was known to 
have been accused (Varro at Gellius 17.18; cf. Rudd 1966: Zetzel 1980: 64). 
402 Sat. 1.4.92: pastil/os Rufillus Gargonius a direct echo of Sat. 1 occurs in the context 
of a discussion of what Horace had previously said as satirist. For the obvious of these 
characlters see Ullman 191 7: 123. 
403 Sat. 1.4 is not an extract from Horace's (see Zetze11980: 60-61), but rather voices the standard 
impersonal and conventionalised generic criticism against 'The Satirist' - that he is too virulent. 
404 Callim. Aetia 1.1-6. The a race of spiteful sorcerers or goblins, simply cannot be real 
critics but stand for The Telchines themselves crop up at Horace Odes 4.4.33, for a dis-
cussion of which see Young 1987: 152-7. Callimachus' presentation ofa literary attack with the Telchines 
as adversaries is dramatic and dialogic elements are used, e.g. where he makes his reply to the Telchines at 
7ff. 
405 Horace for describes Lucilius' text as lutulentus ... , 1.4.11). 
recalls Callimachus' metaphor of the muddy, polluted river to characterise the bombastic, lengthy 
contemporary epic in contrast to his own ideals of brevity and refmement: 'Aooupiou 'ltoTaf.l.oio f.l.Eyac; 
pOOC;, a.A.A.a Ta 'ltou'al.;i:0f.l.aTa Ytic; lI:a\ 'ltOAAOV Man eAII:Et to Apollo 108-109) . 

. 406 See the discussion of Fiske 1920: 277ff. 
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essor's work that was consciously copying. ~-.~.u,...,' probable description of the 

harsh satirist as a scorpion with tail raised about to strike 407 is paralleled in 

image of the satirist as a raging bull at It however, amusingly ironic 

that Horace uses the tail to sting the horns to Lucilius himself in Sat. 1 408 

fiction of Sat. lA, its 'poetic framework' ,409 is Horace has been attacked for writing 

supposedly harsh satire, and his assertions about are therefore phrased as a defence. 

It is undoubtedly testimony to skill with which Horace uses the vivid 'diatribe' mode 

that scholars have taken his literary exposition so literarily: the impression that 

deliberately fosters is that someone has actually 

back. 

talking to 

Nevertheless, whether or not they think that Horace has actually 

contemporaries, both sides of the debate have assumed that 

and that is answ-

attacked his 

.. "".AVL ... 1iterary or 

purpose to 1 Some scholars have seen 

himself from and redefming harsh concept of m 

Sat. I both distancing 

Lucilian mould;410 others 

have argued that Horace is instead firmly establishing himself as Lucilius' successor. My 

of this satire is far more sceptical than I fmd myself unable to take of 

Horace's "",'I"1t1l'\""" that " .... '11"'" Although 1101'aCe undoubtedly uses Sat. 104 (and 1.10) 

to expound dramatically Callimachean I.t ..... " ... , and explore his relationship with 

his predecessor Lucilius, he also appears to be playing the fool at the expense of the read-

er or audience. We shall examine this aspect of the literary satires further the 

course of this chapter. Horace had really been attacked, as Rudd others think, his 

defence is not a very one. While formula mentioned satire "'''1''1'11<-''1'1 

verum may motto here, there is a very small ofverum a 

of Comic laughter. 

401 Lucilius 1022 (Marx); cf. Fiske ibid. 
408 Yet, as we shall see, it is on his failure to uphold Callimachean stylistic ideals rather than on the issue of 
satiric content or virulence that Horace attacks Lucilius. 
409 See Williams 1972: 15ff. Williams (id.: n. 6) notes that framework'is given, in the 
sense that its to or otherwise is irrelevant', He the 'aultotnographlCal 

attempts to find out who attacked Horace and as mistaken'. 
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Satire and conversation 

As satires, both 1.4 and 1.10 have principles to eXDOlln albeit literary 

targets to attack not upholding principles - the ..... u"'.,.:> Lucilius one of 

as we see shortly. have an 

first triad.411 

... ,.u .... u, ..... to instruct a literary sphere 

which parallels the moral one 
U"'U' ... i>J:HJ;:; 'diatribes', 

Sat. 1 Sat. 1.10 are equally sermones - conversations. ..u. •• " .... I!<.1. he assures us that 

as Lucilius, Horace carefully if portrays the 

es as his ................ ' .... to let off steam about a number We are given impression in 

Sat. I not accidentally, that Horace is for first time really to us, the rea-

ders or audience, apart from Maecenas group of We are encouraged to 

feel privileged to be drawn aside by Horace and to hear low-down on on his 

predecessor, his contemporaries, before to some even more (supposedly) 

oelrsonal details. The conversational elements are of two types: on the one hand, are 

'quoted'voices text itself and opinionated revelations to his ..... ,""."' .. ""v, on 

the other, are structurally aspects, which are so intertwined with the for-

mer that it is nearly impossible to separate them. An examination, in what follows, of the 

conversational 'swerves' in subject matter in first half of 1.4 - together 

other 'dialogic' "'''~TH''~'' - will this. Appropriately, Sat. 1.4 is content 

Mud-slinging at Lucilius: 412 the start of Sat. 1.4 

Horace launches satire with of sweeping assertion characteristic of the style 

to we have become accustomed in the previous satires, the general-

isation is applied to a literary rather than to a moral question. a brief description of 

Old Comedians in branding crooks, gi:li:l,Qi:li:lllUi:l, and adulterers (1.4.1-the libertas 

4lI Some of the members of the audience are also numbered among the satirist's Muecke (1979: 
points out that the debate about contemporary criticism 'has obscured the point that the 'critics' whose 
views are are essentially readers, and readers of the wrong kind ... ' . 
412 We have seen {po 145, n. 405 that one of Horace's criticisms is that Lucilius' itself is 
'muddy' IUlulemus ... , 1 
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5),413 Horace claims that Lucilius was dependent on tradition: hinc 

pendet Lucilius ... (1.4.6; my Horace assures followed the Old 

Comedians changing only metre.414 Scholars puzzled over Hor-

ace's claim that Lucilius was completely dependent on Old Comedy.415 One 

could argue, as many have, that Horace is thinking only of one a"!J,,,,,,,,t common be

npli:p,·uP censure.416 tween Old and Lucilius, the to rebuke those 

though he has some praise for his predecessor on this count,417 sw'eeloml2 nature 

claim needs some .... ", ........... explanation.418 view, it should as a deliberate 

ov(~rst:atelneIlt, s()me:mulg which the reader: it is surely meant to taken only as ser-

iously as the sta'[enleDlt, a few lines later, that Lucilius used to compose two hundred lines 

an hour standing on one foot. 419 

This overstatement 

emphatic manner 

Lucilius might, as su~[gesteiC1. be seen as a continuation of the 

in his guise as a moralist: 'Nobody is content with his 101...' 

413 The mention of adulterers as one of the of Old (quod as as the 
fourth line of 1.4 links this satire to the theme of the second satire where the 
folly of adulterers (moechi, 38) was exhibited. Crooks and assassins have not been seen so far, however, 
since the 'diatribes' have to concentrate, as is appropriate, on the mundane, 
less serious, self-destructive and foibles such as and ambition, rather than on violent crime. 
This is worth in mind in the course of 1.4, Horace pretends to have been attacked for his 
virulence as a satirist. Accusations of criminality, are later sho\W instead to be the province of the 
niger scurra, cf. 1.4.94-100a. 
414 ••• hosce secutuslmutalis tanlum pedibus numerisque (6b-7). 
415 See e.g. Rudd (1966: 89) who remarks on this 'absurd over-simplification, as it does not only 
the various Hellenistic influences on Lucilius' work but also its characteristically Roman flavour'; Brink 
1963: 158. 
416 See Hendrickson 1900: 125. Recently Bro\W (1993: 128) has cautioned that the 'famous claim about 
[Lucilius'] debt to Old be seen in the context of multa cum libertate notabant 5, and is 
valid insofar as it showed the same satiric spirit and as the Old 

goes on to note that Horace 'concentrates on the aspect of Lucilius which 
seems most to have his successors' but that he has blatantly overlooked other of the 

This really only occurs at 7b-8a: .. jacetusJemunctae naris ... , before Horace states that Lucilius was 
durus componere versus (8b). 
418 Cf. e.g. Parker 1986: 1, 44. 
419 The expression slans in uno was a proverb for facility (cf. Otto 1971: 275, n. 
scholars however had other - for which see e.g. Fritsche 1875: ad 
ad lac. There is also the idea rather too casual and in addition physically as 
well as stylistically 'unbalanced' on Lucilius' The over-all effect is a humorous one - which plays no 
small part in undercutting Lucilius' importance and thus adding to his satire. 
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(L1.1f), 'there is no happy medium .. .', (1.2.28), 'all singers have this fault .. .'(1.3.lf).42o 

Overstatements of this nature contributed to an impression of a vivid, polemic tone in 

Horace's moral 'diatribes' where they suited apparently extreme nature of the vices 

the Horatian moralist as deviations the Mean.421 three examples of 

generalisation Horace's "' ..... ,,""'" were all applied to the victims of satiric attack-

the discontented in the first satire, the foolish who run to extremes in the second, and 

Tigellius ilk in the third. In the fourth Lucilius is about to join their ranks, 

not as of a strictly moral disorder like the misers and adulterers, but because 

has committed on the stylistic plane: nam foit hoc === - 'for it was in this respect 

that he was vice-ridden' (1.4.9; my emphasis), J:1orace, using moral vocabulary to 

denote literary transgressions ........ ' ... ,."" will suggest shortly that Lucilius is as extreme in 

stylistic vice as are the morally depraved in their ethical errors, consequently, even 

although the attack on the predecessor is unexpected and has not yet begun, at 6 

is already rewarded with as sweeping a judgment as hI", .. "('·",, 

ceived. 

Swerve to attack 

other t"t"rT""·t,, re-

sudden attack on Lucilius at 9ff coincides with a V"';U'l',v in focUS: 422 Horace abruptly 

turns away from the issue of content, with which he had satire, and now critic-

instead the stylistic aspects ofLucilius.423 Lucilius is taken task for his anti-CaH-

420 See the discussion ( 1993; where he also remarks that the 
satires is the sworn enemy of subtlety and nuance' and is to overstatement'. It is inte:resl:inl! 
'sweeping statements' of this nature seem to occur at the start in the first line) or near the V"l';"UUI 

of a satire; the reason may be that they are one of the traits useful for the satirist's 
moralising persona. 
421 A generalisation of this type is not an isolated occurrence within the conversational mode of the fourth 
satire itself either: for example, Horace later assures us that absolutely no-one reads his poetry (cum mea 
ne"P1n!!~Crl'nta legat, 22-23; my emphasis ), because every person in every crowd (25t) has some guilty 
reason to fear satire and hate the satirist, or, as he puts it, 'they all fear verses and hate 

hi metuunt versus, odere mine). 
This to overt attack on Lucilius is in its to the sudden of 

the second person at Sat. 1.1 But cf. the at Sat. 1.4.19ff (p. 152 below) which is 
far more addressive than merely attacking Lucilius in the third person, as here. 
413 Rudd (1966: 90) notes that Horace unexpectedly' swerves aside to discuss the question of style'. He also 
notes that the same thing happens at 33f. Horace seems to have dropped entirely the issue of Old Comedy 
(1.4.8ff), pace Rackham (1916: who that Horace intended the durus componere versus 
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imachean verbosity and what Horace labels his stylistic • ..,.., ......... , .. (garrulus atque 

scribendiferre laborem, 12). Lucilius' vice is his disinclination to write properly, in other 

words to edit his work, as scribendi recte replaces vivendi recte as the ideal in the new lit

erary Although the libertas of satire is implicit even in this 'swerve' to assail 

Lucilius' style at 9ff, as there is enonnous irony in the attack on a famous and virulent 

satirist by upstart successor, it is only there in a covert capacity. On the face of it, after 

9 Horace is discussing style where a moment ago he was concerned with content. In 

so doing, Horace marks the first of a number of evasions in the for the moment he 

escapes telling us exactly where he stands on the issue of libertas.424 Thus, infonnal 

conversational structure, Sat. 1.4 is to some extent similar to the first three satires, with 

their indirect beginnings and characteristic subject changes. There is, moreover, a 

ously delightful aspect to this half-jesting and sudden attack: it is as if, on the any-

way, Horace is patting Lucilius on the back one minute, and then suddenly throttling him 

the next.425 

At first Horace may seem to have followed the advice he himself gave in Sat. 13 

concerning the constructive criticism of friends, in that he considers virtues first 

(1.4.7-8), before weighing these against his stylistic vices (9-13). Clearly, however, Lucil-

ius is not a friend (although he might be considered a type of generic com-

rade-in-anns), and more significantly, the fact that the attack comes second, after the pos

itive things Horace has had to say, gives the negative comments more impetus.426 

ace devotes about five lines to stylistic criticism of Lucilius (9-13), as opposed to the two 

(8) to apply equally to the Old Comedians as to Lucilius. While Rudd's contention (id.: 89) that Horace 
exa,gge:ratl~d the influence of Old Comedy on Lucilius so that he could claim that Aristophanes, Lucilius, 
and he himself were all 'links in the same illustrious tradition' is to some extent valid, this association is 
ultimately upstaged if not actually sabotaged by Horace's extensive polemic against Lucilius in Sal. 104. 
424 Ullman (1917: 113) pointed out that Horace thus escapes having to make a direct statement about his 
own relationship to the fiberlas of Old Comedy and Lucilius, and adds: 'How well he has succeeded is 
shown by the fact that some editors think that Horace is classing himself with Lucilius and the Old Comedy, 
while others assert that he is disclaiming all connection with them!' 
425 One thing that Horace does nol do here. however, is to address Lucilius directly. Rather, the show is all 
intended for the benefit of his addressees, and the deceased Lucilius is not among them. This is addressivity 
by means of a Bakhtinian 'sideways at the audience Bakhtin 1984: 32). 
426 See van (1968: 61): '[Horace] thus balances [Lucilius '] virtutes his vitia, but he quite 

does not twn the scale in favour of the nor does he the latter as minor faults, but as 
serious ones .. .'. 
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or at most three that are over to praise (6-8), which means that it is Lucilius' 

than his virtues that are emphasised. As so often compliments prepare 

ground for a full-scale ....... ,"'n..427 

and interlocutors 

Horace's stylistic criticism 

Horace's 'contemporaries' (l 

is suddenly 1nT"'_n ..... ,~'" 

- Crispinus, who has 

Sermones so far,428 

by the appearance of one of 

tagged as a long-

winded stylistic baddy 1"1"1 .. ' .... 1"1'\ .... is another foil to 

implied LailllDlacne,m ."', .......... Crispinus pops up un~~xoecte(U to challenge our 

to a ludicrous competition to see which of them can COln041)Se more in a given 

t 14).429 meprovoca ... 

interlocutor's attitude to itself, with the 

persona Horace loudly LUQJllA" the gods that by contrast 

the absurdity of 

so typical of his 

and then only on rare occasions.430 This comment, saved 

little to say himself 

blatant arrogance by the 

is comparable to Horace's frequent and equally amus-humour of the satirist's 

boasts elsewhere that he only suffers forgivable faults.431 It 

IS similar to an Come:dy as Horace's ...... on"', .• "'''' 

Lrn~nl.!IPrl(rp of his stylistic 

interlocutor Crispinus V""J""'VAj,,, a transition from the attack on 

on 1"\P1"\l.!~·pn Horace and cOrltelnoeJralneS thereby paralleling 

to feel that we are 

from his horrid 

use 

to a comparis

transitional 

427 Thus Horace's comments on Lucilius are comparable to the attack of the scurra on his 
mend Petillius later in this satire - ple:aslllltnc~s there are followed a subtle Illld indirect attack (1.4.96-

428SeeSat.1.1.120-121;cf.1.3.1 where he isineptus Crispinus. 
429 Crispinus' elevation of prolixity of course echoes Lucilius' alleged feat of two hundred lines Illl hour 

on one foot! Like the allegedly Illlti-Callimachellll Lucilius, fast Illld furious composition is the 
deluded fellow's ideal, according to Horace. 
430 di bene fecerunt, inopis me quodque pusillilfinxerunt animi, raro et perpauco loquentis (1.4.17-18). Cf. 
Vllll Rooy (1968: 61), who notes that Horace here 'nicely balllllces the overstatement of the opening section 
on Lucilius with Illl understatement in to himself. ' 
431 As exhibited for example at 1 Illld 1.6.65-66. 
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interlocutor at 1 19£432 Horace's response to Crispinus is followed by the sudden 

strophe of a second oelrson addressee, introduced here by a polemic at tu ... : at tu conclus-

as hircinis follibus laborantis dum ferrum molliat mavis, imitare ... 

(1 19_21).433 t h .... urns on t e lor hIS pompous long-windedness, in much 

the same tone that he has to date reserved for the (TT'",· .. n,_,,..·nr"'·TI fiends and other deserving 

targets in the satires. Whether or not this second is meant to be Crispinus 

on the ancient equivalent 

anlUs:mJ~.434 The use of humour, so often suc-

himself, the image Horace's 

bagpipes until they burst is 

bellowing 

cess fully employed in the 'moral' makes the attack more effective.435 

verb laborare too, which was used often in the preceding in relation to moral vic-

es,436 is applied its present participial form to prolixity (laborantis, 1 

the vocabulary of the ethical universe is applied to its literary twin, and 

........ , ....... by stylistic ones. 

SInS are 

In contrast to the popularity of one Fannius, moreover, Horace claims that never 

his works public.437 his audience: quemvis media turba he 

proffers a of examples of the types treated satire, that are to be found lurk-

ing in every crowd of people - hence the unpopUlarity of the 438 Horace is reviewing 

432 This also anticipates the way in which Lucilius is eventually let off the hook in Sat. 1.10, as Horace's 
Tigellius and his side-kicks bear the brunt of Horace's attack on stylistic The age 

in which Lucilius lived is instead blamed for his (1.10.67-7 
433 Similar sudden addresses to a second person occurred in the 'diatribe' 
satires, see e.g. cum Ie .... 1.1 an fibi ... 1 cum tua ... 1.3.25ff. 
434 Callimachus also applied the loud braying of the ass to the dreaded while describing his own 
'sound' as the clear note of the cicada (Aetia 1 
435 As Horace will later state at 1.1 0.14-15: ridiculum acrilfortius et melius magnas plerumque secat res. 
436 Cf. Sat. 1.1.5, 30, 1 1.2.38, 78; 1.3.96. 
437 Fannius (21 b-22a) balances Crispinus as another example ofa poetaster used as a foil to Horace's Call
imacheanism. Fannius' desire for publicity has won him extensive popularity - symbolised by the material 
benefits of a book-case and a self-portrait. Although Fannius is not strictly an interlocutor, the reference to 
him is relevant for our purposes as it too occasions a conversational transition: this is employed as 
a pivot in order to return to the topic of the nature or content of satire. Horace achieves this transition by 
contrasting the arrogance and material fortune of beatus Fannius with his own modest pretensions, 
just as previously he contrasted bombasticity with his own modesty. The assertion that he has no 
public readership Horace's later claim that he recites only to his friends 
even before the of harsh satire are Horace has stated that no one reads his satire anyway. 
438 The reason for satire's is that most people, mutatis are able to recogyliSe 
themselves as victims of satire's moral tirades (25-33). Popularity - in Callimachean terms the that 
carries much traffic to and fro (Aetia 1 - is a sin to longwindedness; but whereas 
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own moralising satire in the list at 1.4.26ff,439 as aU the topics mentioned have been 

treated the first triad.
44o 

All deserving targets,441 assures us, fear verses 

and poets: omnes metuunt versus, odere poetas By subtle 

Horace has returned his once more to the content or nature of 

topics would seem to an informal 

and pivots, 

although 

.... .,'v .. , .... app-

roach, as he "' .. , ..... j., ..... '" discussion, it is clear that ars est ce/are artem and 

these are from accidents that are to appear. 

Comic the satirist as scurra 

Eventually Horace, in ... UUVj ......... fashion, what is aDI)ar(mtllv said "6'"'''''' himself as a 

is as dangerous as a raging buH,442 

is interested only in raising .... ~.I¥JI., "'''''I-''''U'''" of himself and his 443 and 

quickly scrawls his satire and .."",.1'1",,,, off to show it to the common people:444 'the Satirist' 

10t1Igv\rm(leane~;s was a stylistic popularity is really the wages of a sin of content which because of 
its in exposing moral fails to commit. 
439 aut ob avaritiam aut misera ambitione laborat:/hic nuptarum insanit hic puerorum'/hunc 
capit argenti stupe I Albius hie mula! merees surgente a sale ad eum quo/vespertina tepet 

quin per mala praecepslfertur uti pulvis col/eclus turbine, ne quid/summa deperdat metuens aut 
ampliet ut rem ... • ' ... he's struggling either on account of his or with wretched ambition; one is mad 
for love-affairs with married women, another for encounters with boys; the of silver L£lIJll\fdLC:" 

this fellow; Albius is transfixed by this one trades his wares from the land of the sun to the 
region warmed by its rays, except that he's borne headlong from one disaster to the next, like the 
dust that's up in a afraid that he might lose from his capital or that he would 
not increase his '(l .... "'.u-~, .. 
44Q As we saw, Sat. 1.1 dealt with greed and competitive to which lines 26 
and 28-32 Sat. 1.2 adultery and other sexual extremes similar to the ones mentioned here at 
line 27. This list is thus much closer to Horace's own prior matter than the crooks and assassins 
mentioned eatlier at l.4.3ff, as the treated by the Old the point of comparison 
being the moechi 1.4.4) and the person who nuptarum insanit amoribus (1.4.27). 
44l Horace's victims are deserving like moral targets of the Old Comedians and Lucilius are (1.4.3: si quis 
erat dignus ... ; cf. 25a: 
442 The exclamationfaenum habet in cornu; - 'There's hay tied to his horns - keep well clear! ' 

attributed to an unnamed interlocutor to describe the satirist's stance, was a Latin proverb 
.> ___ -'1...; __ a for marking out dangerous bulls Otto 1971: n. 438). 

prepared to spare neither oneself nor others for a goes back, as has been to 
Aristotle's Nichomachean where to the concept of the illiberal jest - which Aristotle sees 
as of Old Comedy - this is characteristic of the pWj.Lo)"6xo~, the buffoon or in the scurra: 
oih'E eau'tou OU't'E 't'wv dA)..WV €i yiAw't'a (EN 1 cr. Hendrickson 
1900: 128). For the scurra, see n. 445 over page. 
444 Horace hints that he has been attacked for the very vice that he has earlier been claiming to eschew -
rapidness and carelessness of composition, by the verb il/everit - ' ... he has scrawled' (36). This is 
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soon see what a true blackguard scurra is like,447 contrast to 

approach.
448 

addition, 'father', whom we meet in this satire, and from 

whom he claims to have inherited his satiric habits,449 as 

is a :figure derived from the world of Comedy.450 Sat. 1.4, the pencil sketch of 

because their voices resound there and are heard all round (74b-78a). Rather, he seeks rather the ex-
clusive for his exclusive satires. This, as Ullman observed (1917: 119), only really answers 
the that satirists are indiscriminate in their desire for an audience, and Horace's exclusivity, used in 
reply here, has already been suggested at lines 22-23 (in relation to '''~~'~;''n 
447 The scurra (81 b-l 03a) is the extremely version of the stock of a scurra, with 
whom Horace is at to contrast and whose chief fault is that he attacks his friends behind their 
backs: absentem qui radii amicum ... (81 b). Spurred on by the god Liber as he in wine at a 
"""'410.",., the niger scurra attacks the guests and even the host when he has had too much, and worst of 
his friend (84-1 OOa). The seurra, in his banquet also contrasts with another 
unfortunate banquet scene in the satire (l where, as we have seen. what may be identified 
as Horace's own character had behaved in a the niger seurra is worse, however, because 
even in his drunken state, he is severely culculating. In dialogic fashion, we actually hear the bitchy remarks 
made by this character (96-1 OOa). This behaviour, as noted, goes quite the for whose 
universe revolves around his and the 'true Roman' is warned off the tactics: ... hie 
niger est, hunc tu, Romane, eaveto (85). The ending of verse 85 has often been compared to the famous, 
patriotic exhortation to the Romans to colonise the world, later used by Horace's friend Virgil at Aen. 6. 
851: tu regere imperio populos Romane memento (cf. Kiessling-Heinze 1921 ad loc.). The Roman mission 
was further to conquer the proud and spare the defeated. Both Horace and Virgil are an Ennian 

J.'I..lleSS.lml~-l1lelIlZe ibid.), but whereas use is undoubtedly Horace is adopt-
ing a mock-serious tone solemnly the patriotic Roman merely to avoid a vicious scandal-
monger. Horace contrasts his own satire, quoting an example of his own laughter at the fictional 
victims Rufillus and Gargonius in Sat. 1.2, apparently outraged, asks whether he and the blackguard 

in the same league (91-93). The contrast is patent: while the venomous blackguard attacks his 
Horace indulges in harmless laughter at fictive targets. The scurra, too, unlike Hor-

ace, makes his friends the rather than the audience of his satire. 
448 The scurra is almost too bad to be true. This dramatic section culminates with the ancient 
valent of a Boy Scouts' promise, on Horace's part, that he will never. ever stoop to the blackguard's level: 
... quod vi/ium procul afore chartisla/que animo, prius u/, si quid promittere de melpossum aliud vere, pro
millo (l 01-1 03). Amusing as it this is a case of overkill: Horace camps it up and sincerely swears never 
to do something that he never does anyway. Here in my opinion, Horace is playing with and 
his audience. In an inversion of the ridentem dicere verum one suspects that an ideal audience's 
response to this overstated would be this may be Horace's self-mock-

indirect way the Maecenas and his friends 
- that have nothing to fear from him, that no secret of theirs will ever out via his lips or his pen. 
This claim is later demonstrated in Horace's struggle the nosy bore in Sat. 1.9, when he manages to 
fend off the bore's about life within Maecenas' circle (cf. 1.9.44ft). 
449 Horace's 'father' (1 Lucilius as the 'author' of his satiric art (see Schlegel 2000: 110). 
As Horace's role-model, the 'father' is also the to the niger scurra, the negative sat-
irist. The section on the 'father' is introduced dialogically, a statement ori-entated towards what, appar
ently, has been said to Horace: liberius sildfxero quid, sf forte iacosius ... - 'If I have spoken a little too free-
ly, ifby chance too jokingly .. .' (103-4). It is also replete with dialogic as we are invited to listen 
in on the home-spun wisdom with which Horace's 'father' used to instruct him as a boy (109ft). 
450 How this derived from Terence's satirical and father-character Demea in the Adel-

has already been explored see Leach 1971: 616-632; treudcenburg 
.. "',.. ... n"'" Ellen Oliensis' extension of the Adelphoe passage to Satires 
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is thus accused in his choice of subjects for attack, 

ective his choice of audience, hasty in his composition. In other words, the satirist 

is presented by his as a scurra,445 a scandalmonger from the world 

edy. if the stylistic critique in this caricature is set aside, the suggestion that 

satirist is out to a at aU costs, at the expense of his friends (non hic 

quam parcet amico, 35), would be particularly ..,'U.LE>Uj'E> for Horace, considering that 

had spent previous satire the importance of loyalty to 

our interpretations of the preceding satires are valid, raising laughs at 

the of both himself and his closest friends is just what has been doing so 

far: Sat. 1.1 made a mild joke at the expense of the wealthy Maecenas while at the same 

time exposing Horace's character to even DT,,·!lIt,· ... derision; 1.2 humorously hinted 

that our was a adulterer; Sat. 1.3 nr.·rt .. ,n"'·/1 'Horace' as the most gauche 

unsophisticated of and lightheartedly that he wished for Maecenas' 

pardon. While no-one could seriously -AL-~o- him with harsh or hasty COlnnOSltlOln. 

the joke of Sat. 1 is that 'Horace' takes acc:uslltlcm of mockery at his 

expense a little too seriously, and attempts to evade it. 

No-one should fear him, Horace later assures us, because, unlike Caprius and Sulcius, 

does not 'publish' his satires (65f£).446 Comic theme also pervades Horace's answer. 

a to which he returns in a very subtle mamler later Sat. lA, although the focus of the rest of the satire 
is rather on the content or the nature of the genre. He reviews the in Sat. 1.10. 
445 The satirist-scurra lurks about waiting to read his to of all 
clp~:r.rinti')n'" ('both and old women') as return from the conrmooal bakehouse or the water-tank: et 
quodcumque semel chartis omnislgestiet afurno redeuntis scire et anus 
At Plautus Curculio 477ffthe who hang arooodjust the water-tank are reviled as con-
fidentes et malevoli supera lacum ... ; cf. 1993: 93. Satire has its roots in ~~""V"J 
as Horace asserts at the start of Sat. 1 and the 'satirist' who is [CIJ.IC:SI;UU;U 

a Comic construct, the conventionalised world For a full discussion of the 
scurra, see Corbett 1986; but cf. Damon 1997: 109-112. 
446 ... Sulcius acerlambulat et rauci male cum libellis ... There has been some controversy over the 

'·~. __ ' •• n and Sulcius. While the scholiasts assumed that were their libelli 
tablets with indictments inscribed on them thieves, after all, have to fear them uterque timor 
latronibus, 67), Ullman (1917: 117f) on the other hand that they were satirists. their 
real contrast with Horace is that are very loud and public in their censure, whereas he is quite unlike 
this: no shop or pillar will display Horace's verses for the hands of Tigellius Hermogenes and the conrmon 
mob to sweat over (71 ~ 72); instead he recites them only to his friends, and then only when they him 
(73ft). In harmony with the Callimachean ideal of exclusivity, and in opposition to the loud din associated 
with the enemies of Callimachean Horace contrasts himself with those who recite in the baths 
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We soon see what a true VX,,''''L\..''' ..... ;uu scurra is in contrast to milder 

and approach.448 addition, , whom we meet later in 

whom claims to inherited satiric habits,449 as has shown in recent years, 

IS a derived the world Comedy.45o In 1.4, the pencil of 

because their voices resound there and are heard all rOlUld (74b-78a). Rather, he seeks the exclusive 
audience for his quiet, exclusive satires. as Ullman observed (1917: II really answers the 

that satirists are indiscriminate in their desire for an and Horace's exclusivity, used in 
has been at lines 22-23 

scurra (81 b-I is the version of the stock figure of a scurra, with 
whom Horace is at pains to contrast himself, and whose chief fault is that he attacks his friends behind their 
backs: absentem rodit amicum ... (81 b). Spurred on by the god Liber as he in wine at a 
banquet, the niger scurra attacks the and even the host when he has had too much, and worst of 
his friend (84-1 OOa). The scurra, in his banquet also contrasts with another 
unfortllllate banquet scene in the satire (1.3.90f£), as we have seen, what may be identified 
as Horace's own character had behaved in a scurra is worse, because 
even in his drunken state, he is calculating. In dialogic we actually hear the bitchy remarks 
made by this character (96-1 OOa). This behaviour, as noted, goes the for whose 
universe revolves arolUld his and the 'true Roman' is warned off the tactics: ... hie 

est, hunc tU, caveto (85). The ending of verse 85 has often been compared to the J.(U"vu", 

,""'""U',,,,, exhortation to the Romans to colonise the world, later used by Horace's friend Virgil at Aen, 6. 
851: tu regere Romane memento 1921 ad loe.}. The Roman mission 
was further to conquer the proud and spare the defeated. Both Horace and Virgil are an Ennian 
original but whereas Horace is clearly 

a mock-serious tone to avoid a vicious scandal-
an of his own at the clearly fictional 

victims Rufillus and Gargonius in Sat. 1 apparently outraged, asks whether he and the blackguard 
are really in the same league (91 The contrast is while the venomous blackguard attacks his 
friends, Horace indulges in harmless at fictive The niger scurra, too, unlike Hor-
ace, makes his friends the rather than the audience of his satire. 
448 The scurra is almost too bad to be true. This dramatic section culminates with the ancient 
valent of a Boy Scouts' that he will never, ever to the blackguard's level: 

vitium procul ehartis/atque prius uf, si quid promittere de me/possum aliud vere, pro-
mitto (101-103). Amusing as it this is a case of overkill: Horace camps it up and sincerely swears never 
to do something that he never does anyway. Here in my opinion, Horace is playing with and testing 
his audience. In an inversion of the riden/em dicere verum formula, one that an ideal audience's 
response to this overstated would be laughter. this may be Horace's self-mock-

indirect way his authorial audience - which the Maecenas and his friends 
- that have that no secret of theirs will ever out via his lips or his pen. 
This claim is later demonstrated in Horace's the nosy bore in Sat. 1 when he manages to 
fend off the bore's about life vvithin Maecenas' circle 1.9,44ff). 
449 Horace's 'father' (103bff) Lucilius as the 'author' of his satiric art (see 2000: 110). 
As Horace's positive the 'father' is also the to the niger scurra, the sat-
irist. The section on the 'father' is introduced dialogically, a statement orientated towards what, appar-
ently, has been said to Horace: tiberius sildixero quid, iocosius ... - 'IfI have spoken a little too free-
ly, ifby chance too jokingly .. .' (103-4). It is also replete with dialogic as we are invited to listen 
in on the wisdom with which Horace's 'father' used to instruct him as a boy 
450 How this derived from Terence's satirical and unflattering father-character Demea in the Adel-

also tests the reader, has been see Leach 1971: 61 
1993: cf. more Ellen Oliensis' compelling extension of the passage to Sa/ires 
Book Two (l998: 62-63). 
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his satiric persona is in the time, is depicted as a caricature with a 

contented cartoon-like background and cardboard cut-out enemies. 

Response and evasion 

The own immediate dialogic response to the criticism Satirist at 34-38a, 

however, is a direct appeal to the listener to hear the other side: agedum, pauca accipe 

contra (l.4.38b). The chatty suggestion that Horace as speaker is going to be short (acc

ipe pauca ... ) is something that we have heard before.45I However, it is a while we 

get a defmite answer out of Horace, as first evades the of harsh and unforgiving 

satire by The agedum of 1.4.38, roughly equivalent to modern English 'C'mon 

then' , has a distinctly informal conversational ring to and the casual of this state-

ment transition accords with the impression of digressiveness which follows. Agedum, 

nn1Jron /11"/"'71'" contra (38b) and hactenus haec ('so much for these questions', 63) together 

mark and ,",U'''''h'''' a section in which a takes place.452 

Supposedly in an attempt to answer the charge of 'harsh satirist', a poet whom everyone 

hates and fears (omnes hi metuunt versus, odere poetas, Horace does something quite 

appealing to the of comedy and satire as opposed to "'''''., ... '''''' like epic and 

tragedy, protests that he is not a poet (39ft). It is not enough that comedy and 

verse are both written in metre, he says: take this away and you are left with sermo 

merus (47_48).453 impression not simply of an excursion but of an actual evasion at 

39ff is deliberately encouraged: instead of replying that as moralist he engages with the 

451 The speaker of the first 'diatribe' like 'so as not to detain you ... ' 
(ne te morer ... , 14) and 'it's not a long (non longa 95), and he would often ironically 
proceed to develop his points at the leisurely pace of conversation 1993: 12). At 1.4.13 a 
similar statement is made when the speaker proclaims that he will not dwell on the great extent ofLucilius' 
WN'r'nOr~' nam ut multum, Appropriately, Horace will avoid being long-winded by not dwelling 
on Lucilius' long-windedness. Instead, Horace passes on to another exemplar guilty of prolixity, Crispinus. 
452 Cf. Knoche 1935: 480; Fraenkel 1957: 127. Similar used in the first triad to mark or even to 
foster an include illuc unde abii redeo (1.1.108) and i/luc praevertamur (1.3.38). 
453 Like New Comedy, Horace asserts, satire is a versification of the life (esp. 
and is not true poetry as the and tragedy are (43-44). Horace has again into a 

of satire apparently in order to evade the question of its content and nature. He had left the 
issue of content aside at the satire's start, to return to it, and has returned to it only to leave it again. 
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universal faults ofhmnanity and is not simply out to a laugh at all costs, Horace 

presents himself as attempting to escape the accusation a harsh and hated poet -

which he himself had articulated - by claiming that satire is not poetry and that he is 

therefore not a poet. 

This conversational that Horace <lH"l"t" between lines 39 and 63 appears confusing 

and if viewed from a (mono )logical perspective. However, viewed from 

a conversational perspective, it is plain that this evasion not only enables Horace to treat 

a different aspect of at length, but also creates the impression that 'Horace' is bent 

on 'escaping' the accusation of 'harsh , a of which is undoubtedly 

innocent, as any consistent audience of his Satires to date would be aware. This consider

ation is, however, clearly subordinate to the game that Horace is intent on playing with 

'evasion' of what he had presented as the issue at stake tests the audi-

ence or reader considerably, and we have to follow the twists satire 

to its conclusion to find the solutions. 

Eventually Horace promises to consider elsewhere (alias) whether 'this type of writing' 

(genus hoc) is really poetry (63f). a person singular adversary, Horace 

promises to confine himself to whether 'your suspicions of this genre are justified' (64-

65).454 the fact this formula allows Horace to return to the question of the 

nature of satire again - with which he was to be concerned in the foregoing sec-

tion the statement at 63-5 also flies in the ofthe very section which precedes it, in 

which Horace has just to great lengths to explain that he isn't a poet just as the writ

ers of Comedy aren't (45-56a). Now he seems to admit that there is a chance that satire is 

poetry, and that he therefore possibly is a poet. This consideration is put off, and is not 

raised again directly - it is indirectly, at the of the as we 

shall see shortly. That puts off the that he has just treated at length 

to focus on other considerations at 63ff casts a doubt on seriousness and '"nu ... ''''' ........... ''' 

454 hactenus haec: alias iustum sit necne poema/nunc illud tantum quaeram, meritone libi sitlsuspectum 
genus hoc scribendi 
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previous ",,,,,,,,uU'U it the idea the previous was a 

evasion of 'real' issues !VI.''''''J! at 

That indicates with the 'elsewhere' to an 

disorganisation and ... 5'."'''' .... ' ''' on his use of an indefinite term alias 

strengthens impression that loose ends deliberately left ~~LLElLU'5 The fact 

that, .... "'.'1 .. ,.,.'" protestations, Horace is writing 

verse as he claims not to a poet seems to 

reader's belief his statements.455 Also in contradiction to 

to whether tradition which he qualifies as T"I"'':'1"MI is the mention in the 

line Comedians as to the word 

question status as poetry ae placed smueJ41c:ally 

(and the ,,"H"'''' status as a is raised indirectly again at I 140ff,456 Horace 

.... '~b.,"-u himself being band ofpoetae (multa )OUU'1J;W1 veniat manus 

quae/sit mihi ... , 140-1), 

the II ..,,,,,,..,.., will also he likes it or nam multo 

sumus ... ac concedere turbam (142-143; emphasis). 

The use plural HU ...... ""'" a joke of the claim by satirist that IS 

not a poet and ,",v,a""",,,, our SUSipH.ilOIlS of the credibility of earlier statements. 

Thus, _ .......... .J being l"M'<'C'C"n,o or evasive: is consist-

ently ll.lI.'V.ll''''''',\JU having a great fun at the ex[)em;e of his YU,,'"' ... "'...,. He lU""-"'''' 

conversational style while simultaneously '"'.<1."' .... .,'''!='. on status as 

sermo merus: he uses status as 'mere conversation' to and 

challenge recipients. Horace's are technically or partly true (he 

IS un.",,, ... not a 'poet' in the maImer a writer or tragedy), 

sornetflll1lg that tests listener seems to ""''''J'HU,u ... a response. 

presentation is 

dares us to be-

455 See Zetzel 1980: 62-3. 
456 Horace still does not do directly at 1.4.140ff what he at 63ff, where he says that he will ask 
rl1m,prnrn elsewhere whether satire is at 140-143 he does however answer the in 

that he considers himself part of a great band 

• 
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lieve what his narrator-figure, his second , tells us: with apologies to Bakhtin,457 

'truth' is between what the speaker asserts and the aUCllellce is 

prepared to 

Friends and free speech 

The charge that the satirist is IS "'1.J~,aL";U at 78bff, as a accusation from the in-

terlocutor accuses of enjoyment harming victims: flV"JVP'V gaudes' linquit, 

hic pravus facis' (78b-79). responds to lffiidentified 

with two UU"'r;.tJ,uu< questions: unde petitumlhoc in me iacis? est auctor quis denique 

cum quibus? - did get at me? Was of my 

friends (79b-81a). the second U"''''UU'H seems to strictly rhetorical, 

that this cannot possibly the Horace is pretending to speculate 

that one of his friends has betrayed him (after all, they are the only ones party to 

73-74). Undoubtedly the question offers a tongue-in-cheek challenge to member of 

Horace's authorial (and allegedly, sole) audience - his group of friends in Maecenas' cir-

cleo One can still lUlL.,",". hear the of horror and denial over two thousand 

years later. should keep mind audience whom .... nrar·". IS con-

playing, and for whose benefit is shortly to redefine satiric m con-

In the part of Sat. 1.4, having heard explain that, as a result of his paternal 

education, he is immlffie to serious faults, we are by him that whatever ed-

l'-'l,'''UU will be sorted out by longevity, a frank friend, or own (fortassis 

et istincllargiter abstulerit longa 

Libertas has been wrested 

fiber amicus,lconsilium proprium ... , 13 133). 

n",,,,.,,,"'n,,,. context ofthe scurra ('inspired' by the 

Liber), and reorientated within the positive one of friendly or 

on model of the paI,em:fil we are asked to believe, has ,","''-'UUI'" a 

457 'Truth is not born nor is it to be found inside the head of an individual person, it is born ht'f'""t'?"" 

for truth, in the process of their interaction .. .' (1984: 11 0; "H ... }JHOL" .... ~ 
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reciprocal exercise the context of amicitia, and, in addition, himself, we 

are assured, is also a candidate for his own satire. are even treate<1 to a C:t111"11"1,PT of how 

reasons with himself as he puts consilium proprium into practice 

1 458 Horace thus sUJ~ge:sts that he is a before is a satirist: he 

tells us, is 

paternal 

a by-product of this on-going course of self-improvement set in motion 

Naturally, this criticism ....... "" ... , .... out Serm-

ones is well-meant, and ultimately for the as a father intends 

only to OeIle!lt his son, and a aims only at helping 

Horace is not through with his c; ..... "U"'~.l"' ..... Finally, another comment tests us further. 

Usually he'll walk around pursed lips, Horace would have us believe, but he 

gets a """"""''''', he'll around' on paper: ego mecum/compress is labris; ubi 

(137-1 that 'Horace' appears 

and who has been addressing us in Sat. 1.4 is not so an author as a char-

acter happens to scrawl a things down when the mood takes This also imp-

that the composition of Horace's Satires is .u ...... "' ....... the casual, unedited affair that was 

by an (l ... quodcumque chartis illeverit ... ).459 

aU(UellCe IS vu,,u,,'ul" ........ to swallow this suggestion or to reject it as ajoke: 

way, we are dared to engage with Horace. 

fiction 

In Sat. 1 Horace with concepts modem audience criticism has ... "" ........ 0, .... a 

versus an a. .... , ... "'"."'''' (the latter almost be "'VJ,~"'~'''''''''~ in Bakhtinian 

the 'Superaddressees,):46o the VUi.na. .... l'" course that he out for us 

that, contrary to most fiction, we avoid becoming the tOlmt~r and become H." .. "''''", the 

458 ... neque eum leetulus aut exeepit, desum mihi: 'reelius hoe vivam 
simile?' 

break: 'It is better this way; 
so-and-so didn't do 

melius: sic dulcis amicisloccurram: hoc quidam non 
- 'For whether I am 101.Ulging in my bed or out and I never give 
if I do this I shall lead a better life: this way I shall come across as kind to my 
that very nicely; could I ever do similar without 
459 Cf. p. 173 below for the apparently last-minute comment given at Sat. 1.10.92. 
460 See p. 66 n. 212 above. 
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discerning latter. norac:e shows himself ~E>,§""LAE>' sometimes in devious ways, to escape 

the that his 'enemies' allegedly pin on him. But at the same Horace's ideal 

ience or 'Superaddressees' are undoubtedly meant to see that this is indeed all ajoke,just 

as they are also meant to know that Sermones are poetry, even if satire is closer to every

day speech than epic or tragedy. In Sat. 1,4 Horace extinguishes a make-believe fire with 

an equally fictional fire~extinguisher, and he eX1JeC[S the audience to recognise this. Those 

who would 

fallen for 

'"'''J''''''' without a contemporary that there is no 

elaborate sm.oKle-SICI 

Sat. 1.4 and 1.10: Horace in further 'dialogue' 

-have rn .. · .... I' 

In Sat. 1.10 the exhortatory' diatribe' mode is once more applied to a literary context. 

in Sat. 1,4, the 'lessons' which Horace seeks to impart in the tenth satire are literary 

and again the arguments of misguided critics are quoted and actively rejected in a vivid 

and dramatic manner.461 Like Sat. 1.4 also, Sat. 1.10 is primarily concerned with its recip-

indeed, the chief 'dialogue' of the tenth satire is the conversation Horace m 

with his addressees, and here too it seems that audience response is to make sen-

se of the satire. The dialogic structure of Sat. 1.10, moreover, creates the impression that 

Horace is constantly returning to things he said in the fourth satire, indicating that the 

al satire of the first book is intended to be read as a continuation of the 'conversation' of 

its first 'literary' satire, and suggesting that Horace has unfinished business that he wishes 

to raise anew. 462 

That Sat. 1.10 resumes the discussion of Sat. 1,4 can seen for example the 

V'"'F','''<> the fmal of Book with a .... t ....... 'n ...... to what he had said 

461 The conversational devices in Sat. 1.1 0, just as in Sat. 1 are twofold: these 'diatribal' 
dialogue with interlocutors, on the one hand, and a 'conversational' structure, on the 
other. Once again, these two work to such an extent that it would be to them 
apart. 
462 Sat. 1.4 and Sat. 1.10 touch on the issues of both satiric content or nature as well as in their intro-
ductory sections. However, while Sal. 1.4 eventually focussed more on the nature or content of 
satire rather than on which were 'put aside', the tenth satire, by contrast, concentrates on the 
issue of style. 
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ly about Lucilius' verse: Nempe incomposito dixi pede currere versusILucili ... (1.10.1-

2a). This statement, which I take to be the line of the tenth satire,463 refers directly to 

earlier criticism of his predecessor's style at Sat. 1.4.6-10, where Lucilius had 

berated for his unrefined fast and furious composition stans pede in uno. The use of 

nempe (,certainly') not only helps to create an informal, chatty style, but reinforces the id-

ea that the sentence to a conversation.464 The 1 ........... ~'" fostered is that 

the audience or reader somehow stumbles upon an already established fictional dialogue 

between Horace and an indefinite interlocutor or set of interlocutors. 

In the lines immediately following this, Horace provocatively: qUis tam Lucili fautor 

inepte estlut non hocfateatur? (1.10.2_3).465 question, a cornmon feature of the 'dia

tribe' mode, as we have seen, is thus used to drive the point horne. At 1.10.3-4 

ina adversative manner that but' on same he praised Lucilius for 

wit: idem, quod sale multolurbem defricuit rHt1wtn laudatur eadem. to 

Horace's assertion, at the start of the fourth satire (1-6), that Lucili us descended entirely 

463 Although the concensus is that the lines (Lucili, quam sis mendasus ... ut redeam illuc, IA
SA), which are attached to the begimring of Horace's satire in some of the manuscripts (MS group FA), are 
spurious, there has been a small but substantial body of scholarship that has tried to re-instate them. Hen-
drickson (1916: that they may have been the work of Horace, but were subsequently deleted 

the poet himself. The reason for their deletion, to Hendrickson (id: 1917(a): was 
the removal of direct personal reference to Valerius Cato. The standard view is that the lines 
are un-Horatian but the work ofa (see e.g. Brink 1963: 167 n. 1; 1993: 170-

A '"". ....... 'w ... , '" nevertheless (ibid.) uses this S-lined 'introduction' in support of his thesis that Valerius Cato 
does hide a group of contemporary literary critics). An important point was made by Fraenkel 396): 
no Horatian satire actually with such a as is occasioned by these 'false-start' S lines 
tacked onto the start of 1.10 (emphasised by ut redeam illuc, UO.SA). Fraenkel in addition (ibid.) draws 
our attention to the fact that the direct address, in the vocative, of the he is on the point of criticising 
(Lucili. quam sis mendosus ... , 1.l0.lA) is also highly unusual for Horace. He also (id.: 394) advances 
another cogent argument for the non-authenticity of the disputed first eight lines when he points out that the 
start ofPersius' third satire (Nempe haec adsidue ... ) can only be appreciated as an imitation of the start of 
the tenth Horatian satire if the first line of the latter is indeed Nempe incompasita dixi. This is not the only 
example of this in Persius, as Fraenkel notes: the start ofPersius' fifth satire (Vatibus hie mas est ... ) for 
example is recognisable as an echo of the start of Horace's third (Omnibus hac vitium est If 
the S questionable lines are ignored, Sat. 1.1 0 is as a continuation and development of the 
argument of Sat. 1.4. The author of these lines, whoever he was, may consciously have a 
facsimile of Horace's digressive That the line which starts the text proper seems itself to in 
medias res might explain the perceived need for an added introduction in the first place. 
464 As Bakhtin maintained, all speech is a response to words that have been uttered before (see Morson's 
Ul"'v,"",,,.v.U, 19SI: 3). Horace, however, is clearly very conscious here in underlining this. 
46S Some scholars have attributed this statement at 1.1 0.2-3 to the imaginary interlocutor, but as it is not 
truly adversative but follows logically on the previous sentence, it makes more sense to assume that it is 
spoken by the narrator himself. 
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from the tradition of libertas of the Old Comedians in branding deserving targets.466 Hor

ace's use of an adversative statement adds to the impression that he is already engaging 

an argument with an adversary. In the Introduction we saw that adversative statements 

were one of the aspects identified by Mukarovsky467 as typical of dialogic discourse, and 

since Sat. 1.10 is structured as an argumentative 'conversation', it is even more appropr-

iate that many of its statements should be structured adversatively. is the first of a 

series: at idem .... laudatur (3), at magnum/eeit ... (20), sermo lingua eoneinnus utraque 

... (23), dixi ... (50), andfuerit Lucilius, inquam ... (64).468 have intruded, apparently, 

upon Horace in a polemic mood. 

Mention here of the stylistic castigation Lucilius in the fourth satire is therefore soon 

followed by .. ",i"~ ... "" .... to his praise there (1.10.1-4), inverting the sequence of 1.4.1-13, 

where approval was followed by criticism. Not surprisingly, it has been claimed that 

finally takes to heart the advice he so liberally dished out in Sat. 1.3, balances 

LuciHus' virtues against his faults. But contrary to the advice of the third satire, Horace 

does not in fact come down on the side of the former.469 He says that while granting that 

Lucilius possessed the attribute of much incisive wit, he will not concede 'the rest' .470 

Not only does it turn out that this incisive wit is the sole Lucilian virtue that Horace will 

grudgingly acknowledge (3-4), as in Sat. 1.4, but in addition he proceeds immediately to 

pile on further Lucilian faults and to downplay this single virtue, saying that this alone is 

not (7-8). By advocating brevity directly after asserting the insufficiency of hum-

our on its own (9-10), Horace reminds us of a point developed the fourth satire, 

466 sf era! dignus describi (1.43); viris est here (1.10.16) echoes quorum 
comoedia prisca virorum est (1.4.2). 
467 See Introduction, p. 30ff. 
468 Hendrickson (1917(a): 78 identified these as the five four of which are introduced 
adversative at, which indicate statements attributed to an interlocutor and on he noted, the lU'011ml"nt 

of l.l 0 is based. Of these those at 3, 50 and 64 seem to be the main narrator, 
'Horace', as he conducts his sermo in a polemic fashion and orientates himself his adversaries even 
when these are not themselves heard to speak. 
469 Cf. 1.3.70-1. At 1.10.64-71 Horace weighs up Lucilius' against his and after 
listing the former:juerit Lucilius, inquam,/comis el urbanus. limatior idem/quam rudis et Graecis 
intacti carminis auctor'/quamque poe/arum seniorum turba ... (64-7), he comes down on the side of the 
latter, that Lucilius would do very differently ifhe were still alive in Horace's age: 
ille/sf/oret hoc dila/us in aevum ... (67-8f; the adversative aspect of the sed here is striking). 
470 nec tamen hoc tribuens dederim quoque cetera ... (1.10.5). 
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namely that brevity was not among the virtues enjoyed by Lucilius (9-1 the virtue 

of humorous treatment is ultimately ascribed not to Lucilius but to the Old 

and it is their example rather than that of Lucilius, that is to imitated (16_17a).471 

the start of Sat. 1.10, +h"', .. ""1" ....... "" Horace is deliberately cultivating 

that he is "'Hj;:,"!!',"' ..... in further dialogue - indeed, that he is 

ment - about the merits of Lucilius, that he is 

that, into a corner by 

in an 

the statements of his fourth 

plaintiff 'opponents' (who 

are no more than pel~SOlll1I1lCal10rlS of positive serlUrnerlt towards Lucilius) he is pig-head-

edly sticking to his guns regarding predecessor. stylistic al-

ly-created impression of heated polemic is what some scholars without a doubt 

that .... "".."IT"" •• .., the 'publication' of Sat. 1.4 and that of 1.10, the historical Horace had 

again been 

472 But 

of virulent contemporary criticism at the hands of a pro-Lucilian bri-

scholars have merely made the 

ingly 'autobiographical' fiction. Sat. 1.10, as 

with outrageous indicating that 

of swallowing Horace's seem

continues to test the 

satire is neither an earnest de-

of his satire nor a serious attack on any other group. Again, as fourth 

the 'addressivity' of Sat. 1.10 is such that audience is drawn into the conversation and 

is asked (or dared) to make sense brazenly asserts. 

471 Cf. Sat. 1.4.1 ff, where, however, Lucilius is asserted to descend from the tradition of Old Com-
edy. 
472 The situation in Sat. 1. 1 0, as many scholars have understood it, is that supporters of Lucilius 
have come to his defence and attacked Horace for his criticisms of Lucilius in Sat. 104. Thus Sat. I. I 0, like 
Sat. 1 has often been read in a literal, biographical manner. Scholars who have done so have generally 
assumed that the eight questionable lines that are usually supplied at the start of Sat. 1.10 are genuine. Even 
Hendrickson (1916: who, as we have seen, so strongly argued against this approach with regard to 
1.4, assumed that the statements of the tenth satire were a response to actual criticism, actual .......... ....,,, .... 
Hendrickson made in hostile reply to Horace's response to Valerius Cato's supporters in 
104 (id: Hendrickson later that in Sat. 1.10 the interlocutor concealed COIJlterrlpOl'ary 
Neoterics (1917 (b) 329-330). Other scholars Rudd 1966: LaFleur 1981: 1806), vvhile not 
necess:aril~ going so far as to identify Valerius Cato and associates as the have argued that Horace 
was responding to a real group of Lucilian Still others Frankel 1957: have seen the 
tenth satire as a attack on the in response to a Neoteric defence of Lucilius (cf. 
the apparently negative reference to Calvus and Catullus at 1.10.1 It has been out, however 

Scodel 1987: 204), that many of the Callimachean stylistic ideals to which Horace appeals in the tenth 
as well as the tenns by which he identifies these ideals (lihellum, versiculi are for the most part 

h",.,,,,nr,v with the ideals of and the vocabulary employed by the Neoterics. 
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Conversational style in Sat. 1.10 

the tenth Horace's conversational occasions a number of shifts in 

subject, comparable to those of the fourth 473 AH.1 are with the 

question of Lucilius' style again, but it is a different issue that is raised. 

into fictional dialogue with a vague though virulent group of Lucilian supporters. 

sentative of this indefinite group, an imaginary or indefinite interlocutor is made to pro-

test that a great deal by using Greek words in his Latin: at magnum je-

cit quod ~ .. n.o,.rr Latinislmiscuit (20-21a). Horace responds energetically, defend-

ing the stylistic principle of Latinitas - itself ironically an adaptation of Hellenismos. He 

vividly illustrates his own willingness to practice what he preaches by initially chiding his 

adversaries with a translated: 0 studioruml,474 instead of the Greek cHVqJ.a8Et(,; - 'late 

learners!' 1).475 This introduces a section in which things Greek and things Roman are 

pitted against each other. 

m SQarp 'swerves' in occur in the first section itself (1.10.1-1 where Horace the 
focus backwards and forwards between (l-3a; 9-10; 12-14a) and those 
notably humour (3b-4; 11; 14b-17a). Moreover, just as at 1.4.9ffHorace had shifted his attention away 
from the question of the nature of Lucilian satire and onto that of its style, and at 1.4.l4ffhe had turned 
away from a consideration of Lucilius himself to focus on his own contemporaries, so at 1.10. 7ff Horace 
switches from a discussion of Lucilius' style to prescriptions for satire in general, and from 17-19 he focus-

emrreilV on his But in addition to these shifts in this ftrst section from the spec-
1 Lucilius compared with 6) to the general for satire in 

8""''''''''' 7-15; satirists advised to copy Old 16-17a), to who are criticised 
(l7b-19), when Lucilius is reintroduced in the second section there is a movement from the spe:cltlC 

20-21) to the then to The series of: 
composition in is therefore an underlying casual structure 
at the start of the tenth satire. 
474 Horace himself has however used the odd transliterated Greek word in his satires thus 
in contexts where this contributed to the required such as pharmacopolae app-
ear at 1.2.1 for This polysyllabic word in an unusual hexameter line three words (for par-
odic mock-epic is used with ambubaiarum a word formed ultimat-
ely on an Aramaic stem (Brown 1993: 101). These words the of the 
that clustered around To the use of both words however could be applied the same criticism as 
that which Horace applies to Lucilius' importation of Greek words into Latin. That in theArs Poetica, too, 
Horace permits the poet to use new invented words, provided that they are from a Greek source and are em
ployed should not detain us with regard to Horace's statements at 1.10.20fT, given the 
possibly highly satiric nature of the A.P. Frischer 1991) as well as Sat. 1.10. 
415 Cf. Characters Cicero Adfamiliares 9.20.2. 
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'diatribal' exc;nange follows as the anonymous interlocutor in return to Horace's 

tirade, now appealing to of wine-mixing to defend Lucilius' mixed diction: at 

sermo lingua eoncinnus utraquelsuavior, ut Chio nota sf Falemf est (23_4).476 

The style of this interlocutor's adversative response and the terminology he uses (at ... su-

avior) is reminiscent of the avarus adversary's response at Sat. 1.1.51: ~~~ est ex ma-

tollere aeervo. In that context the LV\o.,,,.,"l and the moralist were arguing about 

greedy need to draw his essential supplies from a huge heap, an 

image which was shortly to be translated into drawing a cupful of water from a swollen 

river (l.l.54ft). that doing so was 'sweet' (suave),just as Horace's in-

terlocutor at l.10.23ffthat the eoncinnus sermo ('elegant discourse') derived from 

a mixture of the two languages (lingua ... utraque) is (suavior). use 

therefore implies that the dramatised opponents whom Horac:e to here 

appreciate their theory (and their wine) in like manner and same reasons 

that the misers relish well-stocked full and '-'" •. /',u;,/', money-bags.477 

Horace's debate with the indefinite ""Y'",,,,Y",' here is strikingly dialogic and polemic, 

even from a formal linguistic perspective: as we saw, 'lexical oppositions' of an eval

uative (suavior) and qualitative (at magnum/eeit) character were among Mukarovsky's 

observations of discourse that could be termed 'dialogic' .478 use of second person 

pronouns was also listed by Mukarovsky as an aspect of the addressive quality of dia-

476 The of Falemian with Chian wine is of course symbolic of the mingling of the Latin 
and Greek vocabulary. like water, was symbolic of poetic inspiration and thus of poetry itself. The 
Greek of the Hellenistic age speak ofa 'debate' between those who upheld water and those 
who upheld wine as the ideal source of poetic inspiration. Often these images of inspiration involved 

the water/wine the discussion of Crowther 1979: 4ft). The Hedylus may be 
Callimachean terminology to his own ends when he ascribes the attainment of A€1C'tOV to wine-

drinking (Athen. cit. Crowther 1979: 5) At Ep. 1.19.1-11 tongue-in-cheek as usual, 
takes the side of the wine-drinkers in this mock-debate, once more to the of the Old 
Comedian Cratinus: Prisco si Maecenas docte, Cratino/nulla placere diu nec vivere carmina 
possunt.!quae scribuntur aquae potioribus (1-3). Shades of Monty Python loom for the modem reader as 
Horace goes on to irreverently to the exempla of the Muses, of drink every 
moming (vina/ere dulces oluerunt mane Camenae, the 'wino' Homer (vinosus 6), and father 
Ennius himself who 'never leapt forward to tell of arms without first' For Horace's own 
alleged tippling, see Sat. 2.3.3-4 and 2.7.114. 
471 Lucilius' 'great' achievement in his diction 1.1 0.20) parallels the misers' appr-
oval of 'great' stores of supplies (ex magno tol/ere acervo, 1.1.51; magno de jlumine, 
47S See Introduction, pp. 30ff. 
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logue: appropriately, Horace responds to the latest statement of his interlocutor an in-

terrogative mode, again appealing directly and em:::rg;etlCallj> to this adversary, au'.n",,,,,,,,.,", 

emphatically the second person singular (te ipsum percontor ... , 1-1"'''''1"''' soon be-

comes absorbed the question of in Latin and, 

examples of anti-Callimachean stylistics, wanders further further from a 

style. 

conversational digressions in 1.10 allow him to turn t"1 ... "', ...... ,"uJ away from 

the issue Lucilius and to contrast his own UKlue:SL with a 

of cOiltelnp4Jrary anti-Callimacheans. example, previous endeavour 

at writing 'little 'slight' in 

Alpinus480 

...... n,..."' .. Callimachean sense, by 

now they are '"'v .......... u'-'ulJ 
479 the his equally turgid style,48J the 

479 The at lines 36-37 as well as the Greek mentioned in the lines him are 
full, or swollen in some manner, and both stand for anti-Callimachean literary principles. The 
Graecorum catervae (,crowds of Greeks') are comparable to the well-trod path (to use another Callimach-
ean that Greek literature according to this become this from a 
debate about writing in Greek in 35 to the sudden intrusion of the swollen Alpman in 36 is somewhat start-
ling, but it is underlined the and ethnic leap juxtaposed at the end of 
one line and the of the next: magnas Graecorum ... catervaslturgidus Alpinus. 
480 turgidus dum Memnona dumqueldefingit Rheni luteum haec ego ludo (36-37). 
This is normally considered to be a reference to the Furius satirised in similar vein at Sat. 2.5.41, a con-

who wrote an epic on Caesar's Gallic wars (in which he famously described 
cf. Quint. 8.6.7), and may have also written an in 

which Menmon is slain by Achilles iugulat ... Memnona). The of the verb ludo at 
the end ofline 37 contrasts with the harslmess and strenuousness of 
appeals to the Callimachean tradition by that his own works are trivial games ego 
37). It is interesting that here the pompous epic writer appears first and the description of him takes up over 
one and a half lines (36-37 - with elaborate enjambement he over into the following line), whereas 
Horace's modest trifles are given proportionately less than half a line (37). Cf. Horace's de-
scription of himself at 1.4.138-9 as merely 'playing around' on paper when he has the spare time: ... ubi quid 
datur chartis ... 
481 The A/pinus is among other to mould a muddy head for the Rhine: Rheni 

Brown's (1993: 188) that lute us may mean 'made of mud' rather than 'mud-
""'IT1i",l>'c\' to his to be The association of mud with a river at any 

in its course must, in a context, evoke the famous CalJimachean 
(Hymn to 108-109; cf. p. 145 n. 405 above). Brown notes (ibid.) that luteum 
to the source of the river or to the head of the A river is not, no'we'ver 
'"""",,",,' at its source but is so further its course, once it has accumulated silt and other de-
bris along the way (this is what one is asked to visualise when Callimachus uses the bupID'ate:s 
of the and prolixity epic). Perhaps, in the case of this whose 
effusive prolixity was such that it is stressed again at 2.5.41, Horace is suggesting that the 'muddiness' 
of his style is so bad that it has extended even to the source of his literary river. The recollect-
ion of this famous Callimachean foreshadows the a few Jines later, to Horace's 
called Lucilius' lutulentus (1 cf. 1.4.11). 
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idea of loud competitive recitation in the temple, or of repetitive exhibition in the the-

482 are all linked by common opposition to Callimachean ideals. All represent 

the well-trodden path which, following Callimachus, Horace claims to eschew. All 

these digressions, in my opinion, are de:tenlsnre a.,.v..,,,. necessary l1 ..... 'au.) ... as the final 

satire of the first book, Sat. 1.10 is a thinly-disguised comic of victory on a Quixotic 

battlefield where our hero claims to have usurped Lucilius' position by 

and re-invented satire stylistically. The evasions allow Horace to duck and 

renovated 

before 

fmally coming for the 'kill'. But, as we shall see shortly, Horace's attitudes of 

effacement and mock modesty ultimately allow him, in a type of proto-Camivalesque 

fanstasy, to 'crown' himselfre-inventor of Roman satire without actually 'uncrowning' 

Lucilius. 

Outrageous claims 

As Horace asserts, he took up satire because it was an area which had been infrequently 

and unsuccessfully attempted (46-49). Combined with his ""'.,L-...... "' ...... !; claim to be 

ferior to Lucilius at 48 (inventore minor - despite his extensive criticism of satire's 'in

ventor' both in 1.4 and here), Horace's outrageous claim at 46-49 is reminiscent of the 

mock-modest attitude he has adopted throughout the Satires, and is on a par with the oth

er questionable statements that have occurred, such as his assertion in Sat. 1.4 that he is 

not a poet. Whereas earlier in Sat. 1.10, we had the deified Romulus483 appearing from 

482 By contrast Horace's claim 1.10.38-39) that his works are not to resOlmd in competition in 
the temple nor to reappear again and again in the theatre, recalls the assertions of 1.4 which stressed the ex
clusivity of his writings: at 1.4,71ft' he annoW1ced that no shop or pillar would have his little books (libel/os) 
for the masses to sweat over. Horace would only recite his poetry among his friends and then only when 
they begged him, in contrast to those who liked to recite their writings in the middle of the forum or at the 
baths. This appeal to the Callimachean ideal of exclusivity anticipates the equally theatrical description, 
towards the end of 1.10, of the selective audience with which Horace would be content (76ft): ... nam satis 
est equitem mihi plaudere ... 
483 Horace (31 ft) describes how the quintessentially Roman god Quirinus (who, as the deified Romulus, 
"rlM"i .. "hlv meets Roman satire's requirements) interrupted him in a 'midnight dream' during the period in 
which he was to write 'little Greek verses' (Graecos ... versiculos), and suggested that he try 
something else rather than carry coals to Newcastle (34-5). An amusing Romanisation of the Callimachean 
'"l.HlfJUC:U"Y of Apollo, and based on Hesiod's famous of the Muses, Horace uses the tradit-
ional apologia for not writing for a choice not but also The idea of patriot-
ically writing Latin instead of Greek has been introduced by the derogatory reference to the Canusian bi-
lingual (1.10.30), and prior to that, the emotive that was used against the Greek 
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above to sanction Horace's literary choice, he now infonns us that really chose satire 

simply because there was no contemporary he would challenge doing so: satire, he 

would have us believe, was a generic free-for-all. Although this is partly an appeal to the 

CaHimachean 'Wltrodden path' idea, it also makes a mockery of such ideas: the YOWlg 

and timid Horace only this area of endeavour because no one else was currently 

W(JlrKllflg on it. It seems to me that at 46ff is one of the things in the tenth 

is a dualism in that it is partly true but partly also a that 

.... n,,,...,,,, has with us - as he says, ego ludo (37), CmU1eng(~S the audience or reader 

here, just as did in lA, to swallow throwaway statements such as this, but I sus-

pect that in doing so he anticipates laughter rather than a serious response from his ideal 

audience. Indeed, as Horace asserts in the fmal section of this satire, would like his 

ideal group of recipients to find his work amusing: arridere velim ... (89). 

But Horace has altogether another aim in mind, as I have suggested. Having explained his 

choice of satire, at 4 7ff Horace returns to the issue of Lucilius, saying that he does not 

wish to strip Lucilius of 'the crown that clings so gloriously to his head' (Le. the title of 

'inventor' of satire), 484 Although the blame for satire's less-than-perfect past is partially 

shifted onto Varro of Atax 'and certain others' ( ... experto frustra Varrone Atacino/atque 

quibusdam aliis .. ,' 46-7), nevertheless it seems that suggestion that was 

the one area lying open for him to i ....... ~ .. n''' .. upon (40-45) Wlavoidably challenges Lucilian 

satiric hegemony.485 is to i ....... ~ ... n''' .. upon satire (melius quod 

scribere possem, 47b) without Lucilius' 'crown'? 

with Latin: scilicet ablitus patriaeque patrisque Latinil ... I ... patriis intermiscere petitalverbafaris malis ... 
(27-30a). The extensive use of words relating to 'father' and 'fatherland' here has heralded the (literally) 
patriotic tone (see van Rooy 1970: 13), and led by association to the epiphany of Quirinus. Scodel (1987: 

notes that the continues an implicit theme of the previous passage: that writing 
Greek seems to be 'the obvious, easy the beaten track of the Callimachean original ... just as writing 
impure Latin is not et mirum'. 
484 ... neque ega illi detrahere ausimlhaerentem cap;!; cum multa laude coronam (48-9). 
485 D' Anna (1972: 286) has that the consideration of satire here in a list of Augustan genres is an
other of Horatian polemicism Lucilius, since the latter had satire as the one genre 
which sustained and embraced all the others. 
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Horace is at pains to make clear is that it is stylistically that he will improve on Roman 

satire. The return to a discussion specifically about Lucilius' style is brought about at 50ff 

by an adversative: at dixi ... - 'But I said .. .' ,486 indicating a return to a Horace 

again echoes the fourth satire, as the 'dialogue' with Sat. 104 is maintained: at dixi fluere 

hunc lutulentum, saepe Jerenteml plum quidem tollenda relinquendis (1.1 0.50-51) is a di-

rect to 104.11: cumflueret lutulentus, erat quod tollere velles.487 This reference 

to the earlier satire also relntC.rcc~s the dialogic relationship between them: Horace now 

amends, to mollifY his previous statements about predecessor, to set attempts to 

the record as it were, but without detracting his own position. Horace 

what he has been saying up until now about his pre:aelcessor his own mission 

with the genre of satire, but in what follows he manages to keep the peace, reaching a 

compromise and making a concession regarding Lucilius. IfLucilius lived in Horace's 

day, he tells us, the father of Roman satire would edit his work, and a finger-gnawing, 

head-scratching mode of composition would replace his happy-go-lucky balancing on one 

foot.488 To continue the 'one footed' analogy, Horace presents himself striking an awk

ward balance between standing by his own Callimachean principles and making assert

ions that will mollifY his imaginary opponents. Yet the attitude characteristic of 'Horace' 

has not disappeared - he establishes himself simultaneously as both heir to and improver 

upon Lucilian If he lived in nrl"ClP"T day, asserts, Lucilius would ascribe 

to the same Callimachean ideals of refined editing that Horace 

would be Horace. 

short, Lucilius 

1'1Ol'aCe then exhorts his addressees to do the same (72-3), "jJ.,a"",ul'. the ethical injunct-

ions of the 'diatribes' with stylistic commands: saepe stilum vertas, iterum quae digna 

sintlscripturus ... His addressees should, moreover, in the best CaHimachean tradition, 

486 This dixi at just over halfway through the poem (1.10.50) parallels that of the fIrst line: Nempe inc om-
posilo currere versuslLucili (1-2), and likewise refers to a previous fIctional conversation, that of 
1.4. See above. 
481 A few lines down, Horace refers directly to his at Sat. 1.4.9-10 of Lucilius dictating two 
hundred lines an hour on one foot', with the added touch now, that Lucilius' speed of composition 
allowed him to write two hundred verses before dinner and the same number afterwards: amet ~rri,.,~i~<:p 
ducentoslante eibum versus, totidem cenatus (1 
488 67b-71; cf. 1.4.9-10. 
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be content with few .. ",,,,n,,,'rc (contentus paucis lectoribus, 74), just as in the 'moral' satires 

there had been repeated for those able to reach ethical contentment without becom-

ing victims of for more possessions. The of satis est is thus as important in 

as in ethical sohlere (cf. Sat. 1.1.120). Horace indicates that too knows the 

meaning of satis the literary arena as well as in the moral. With an echo of the Lucilian 

Persium non curo Laelium Decimum VOfO,489 says that he will be satisfied 

a AlU&U - presumably ___ .. ,.,.._ ..... ,.., a 'middle-of-the-road' audience receives his work 

nam est equitem mihi plaudere (76).490 

Author and audience 

Like 104 therefore, 1.10 is patently COIlcemea witb tbe issue of audience. Both 

satires, in addition, as we have seen, test tbe audience extensively and part of this test is 

for tbe audience to decide where to align itself. In Sat. lA, it had a morally bad 

audience, tbe misguided and guilty readers of that were presented as having caused 

the trouble in the first place (1.4.25ft). The good and u ..... "" .... sole audience, according to 

Horace, was by contrast his group of friends (73-74). Yet tbe danger of satire, as we have 

seen, is tbat it can turn audiences into targets. for example, 

simply to raise a laugh 

when more inebriated, he even turns his IDlJmelt:lla1te audience into 

blackguard 

ses to make his 

(81-83; 96-100a); 

his targets (88). 

his targets 111" .... "',.. ....... , ........ ,""" ..... in 

however, learnt his teCnUIQUle as an audience of his ..... " ... ,-

ising 'fatber', and as a result he is still open to receiving moral v •• ,,,,,,.,, ... - either from his 

own life experiences, his own reflection, or a fiber 33). Horatian sat-

iric libertas, accordingly, a .. ", .. ,nUlU audience if it is to anyone. 

489 Lucilius 593 Marx, d. p. 62 n. 198 above. 
490 true to from, no sooner has he has said it than Horace undercuts this statement 
with the comment: ut audaxlcontemptis aliis Arbuscula dixit - 'as Arbuscula, of the 
rest, said when hissed (76b-77). This Horace's own attitude as 
satirist to that of a thespian of the previous generation under amusingly mock-pomposity in 
the face of rejection, but also seems simultaneously to insure Horace possible audience rejection by 
winning sympathy by the very revelation of his fear of it. Again, Horace both mocks himself and courts 
his audience. 
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both in in 1.10, himself has a to say from 

ective as a or audience of Lucilius, and in mVLtes the ~~, ... """"'''' tenth satire, 

aOCllUon, as readers to join him in (1;:);:)\;i;:);:)lH)::, others (1.1 1 bff). It is, Horace and 

his adversaries fight over the merits ....,,,,,,,UJlU". Towards of Sat. 1.10 lists 

his as learned men ( ... doctos ... amicos, 87), who, in his 

achieved ideals been setting along, and theret,ore the ideal 

listeners. IVl~JO(~StlIV who "n .. ,,,,"·,,,,,, Satires claims to derive his 

greatness chiefly by a",,'V...,Jlauvu. Undoubtedly contemporary audi-

ence, at the same time this us, the actual ......... .LV","'''', to uU~'E>U'''' ourselves as 

Horace's extended coterie of friends: if we are recipients of Horace's Satires, and he has 

stated only his .L.L.,",U""",, to hear we are to his bluff or we are to call 

are encouraged, it seems, to include ourselves among the ever 

expansive are added to .... "' .. .,,.,."" ~"".L''''U''',"" After all, 

nr~,+ple", to identify with anti-Callimachean U(1\.lUH.i:> Llenletn Tig-

ellius, YUU",UL, Horace "'U".n,..,,, does not as an audience? 

two occasions on which the u.u .... ...,"uau ..... audience is mentioned .. ",.n",,·n the tenth sat-

(78-80; 90b-91) ""' .... ' .... u.1 of Horace's TT'H~nr'<J and ideal 

ients Satires (81-90a). and are unambiguously 

bade, in the to go among of their summer school att-

........ ,u ........ "''"' is warned of what will happen if we foul of the 

ace's 111'",· .. ",1"'{7 enemies are banished to outer aaI'KnI~SS, 

including and Virgil (81), are praised as ideal group of 491 

it is Demetrius Tigellius, and not Maecenas or or any amici, 

who are the last named C1UIUH;::s:st,t:;:s in the (1.10.90). The UU.u'VI".L"'U' 

of the means that even undesirable aU(llellCe is still an aU(lle11Ce satire is 

to its t"rc'r",t" as much as it is to its of recipients. 

491 On the other has remarked 
well read this list of friends as ostentatious last-minute narrre-(lrotlDU1Q 
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Conclusion? 

neat at very of Sat. 1.10 he has an ace up his slee-

ve. dialogue is not yet over and he has one last test for audience. In final line 

famously gives order to to be hastily "'VI-''''''''''' 

this satire to his volume: i, atque mea citus haec subscribe libello (92). 

This line, implying a <on.· .. "" than a slow and painstaking app-

to with the V~U.""'U'Y diminutive libello, calls into 

if not undercuts all that has asserting throughout Sat. 1.10 about his suppos-

ed Callimachean ideals. It suggests an attitude to composition which we have been led to 

would more appropriate to Lucilius492 than to and, in addition, hints 

has been a mere afterthought. 

Far negating nGfra(;e OTI-Slau::u Callimacheanism, nn"XlP'upr this « .. j,VA,,,""'"'" final 

to the fiber sermonum encapsulates what, essence, Horace is both as a 

ist in geIler:al and in Sat. 1 and 1.10 particular: he 

with to which he so obviously 

everything, even 

S elf-satirically, 

may be COIICeamlg is really is no than Lucilius after Oops, is 

almost becoming 

versational structure and continual .. u •. " ...... ,"" 

explication in terms 

of Sat. 1 J 0, 1' ... ", .. ",T.n .. ", with 

one has the meaning is 

be indicating that Roman 

.......... ,,"""', will to some extent 

with con-

evade 

final 

meaning, Hi""""<.1, • ...,,, that no 

UU,,,U-'viU.""U uncert-

ainty, allows a loophole to 1'prn!'l1n free for dialogue further dialogue 

which, as we shall see Part is up in his sec)ona book 

492 Cf. Zetze1 72), who notes that Horace seems hereby to deny 'all his statements in the poem about 
slow and careful COllt1polsition, that like Lucilius, writes standing on one dictating to a 
slave ... ' 
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PART 2: 

OTHER VOICES: 

SPEAKERS, AUDIENCES AND OTHER ROLE 

REVERSALS IN THE MORALISING SATIRES OF 

HORACE SERMONES BOOK TWO. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: INTRODUCTORY CHAPTER TO PART 2 

In the 

MORALISING SATIRES OF HORACE'S SECOND BOOK: AN ECHO 
AND A RETORT 

Crowningldecrowning is a dualistic "mbivalent ritual, the inevitability and 
at the same time the creative power of the shift-and-renewal, the joyful relativity of all 
structure and of all authority and all position. already 
contains the idea ofimmanent it is ambivalent from the very start. 

Mikhail Bakhtin Problems o/Dostoevsky's Poetics (1984: 124). 

satires Horace's first book of Sermones, as we have seen, 

,.,.", ........ '" from a IJ""'''''''' who WVLU""'U",,, with the Horatian satirist pelrsona. In Part 1 we 

explored, with recourse to the Bakhtinian theory of dialogic discourse and 'addressivity', 

the satirist's strongly audience-orientated speech, his relationship with his recipients, and 

- in spite of the formally monologic structure of his addresses - the complex dialogue of 

competing voices in the first triad of Book One. In second book of Satires, how-

ever, much ,",U<"",E,"''''' Most striking is alteration, on a formal H.LAI",u"n,,,, level, of the 

form that the take: the second book full-blown 'dialogue' the place 

'monologue' or the so-called 'diatribe' style of Book One. In addition, 'Horace', 

the authorial speaker-persona 'of the first book, is now largely replaced by other speakers 

with their various axes to sometimes at ... ,..r",c'", expense. 

We are prepared for these changes the introductory satire of the sec:on.o book 1), in 

which consults Trebatius, a expert, about the dangers satiric 

The legal consultant cautions to avoid provocative satire.493 While in Sat. 2.1 it-

self Horace seems not to have taken this advice very seriously,494 in subsequent poems 

493 See e.g. Sat. 2.1 60b-62a; 79-83a. 
494 See 2.1.82ff for the ptm on mala carmina, meaning simultaneously' libellous verses' in the legal sense 
and 'bad verses' in th literary/stylistic sense (Muecke 1995: 218). Horace also deliberately plays on the con-
tradictions of 'law' in the legal sense and as a generic rule, i.e. the 'laws' of the genre of satire . 203ft). 
However, for the political of having Caesar act as the final arbiter of Horace's 
verses, see Tatum 1998: 693-699. That Caesar could be seen to Horace's sophisticated wit and 
style, and could even possibly at his own expense would. in my win for him 
positive press, 
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there are indications that the satirist persona may indeed be LaA.U.l/"i it to heart. 

much of the remainder of the second book we see 'Horace' making a hasty retreat from 

active of satirist which he has warned off in Sat. : instead of holding for-

th on a ''''"r'1PT'' issues as he did in the book, a 'Socratic ,495 now poses as 

.. '.n .... .., ... retires to the 

Allowing others the limelight, in Book Two 

mt~erl<)cutor and ironist.496 

,.. ... .,., ... , .• ....., readdressed: the .... un .. - ..... ,"' ... ,,'" inversions of Book Two 

Horace's sec;ona book of Satires inverts reverses many of the of the first book, 

although, as we shall see, it also expands on others.497 Whereas the 'diatribes' of Book 

One had Horace assuming the guise of moralist, on the contrary in what may be tenned 

the 'moralising of the second book it is mostly speakers other than Horace him-

self who are granted authoritative role. Sat. the first overtly moralising piece 

of Horace's second book, the sermo is attributed by Horace to one Of ell us. In the 'Stoic' 

satires, 2.3 and 2.7 res'oec:t1 

and Davus the 

brief interjections. The 

interlocutor of the second. 

the would-be moralists 

whose ability 

book has u ..... 'vu .... 

inept fanatics Damasippus 

to respond is limited to a few 

addressee and sometime 

moralising 'diatribes' of Horace's first book of Satires exhibited a sophisticated 

dialogicality which included a complex orientation towards various addressees and 

audiences. In our examination of dialogism in the moralising first triad (Part 1) we con

centrated chiefly on the concept of addressivity, the reciprocal relationship between 

'Horace' and his audiences. The switch from the fonnat that isformally 'monologue' in 

495 See Anderson 1982: 13-49, on the Horace ofthe second book as the 'Roman Socrates' in the Platonic 
(rather than the Xenophontic) mould. 
496 In Sat. 2.5 Horace's speaker-character even disappears from the scene completely, as that satire 
comprises a dialogue between two somewhat altered epic personalities, Teiresias and 
497 For it has often been remarked that the apparently moral and social concerns of Satires Book 
One are reduced to dietary ones in Book Two, as the issue of food looms large in all the even-numbered 
satires of the second book. Food and the cena or as a satirical context do feature in the first 
book, but these are substantially in the second. 
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most of the satjlres of Book One, to one comprising mostly conventional 'dialogue' the 

second book, means that questions of who is "1J'w ... .l'.J..u,~, or to whom he is speaking, are in 

many cases more " ..... !:llr"'nt in the latter. In Sat. 2.3 and particularly, the formal dia-

logue structure differentiates the ",,,,,,n,,,. of the individual 'diatribe' speeches from his 

addressee and recipient. In these satires the speakers are hailed by name, though not al-

ways enthusiastically, by Horace's t-tn .. ",,-.',," , too, is sooner or revealed, by 

suggestion than name, to be the addressee of the "TT1n .. "T 'diatribes' .498 At the 

second book means that other same time the complexity of the reversals !lft."('b.rI in 

issues come focus. 

In the second book the relationship between author and audience seen in Horace's 

book is stood entirely on its head; in Book Two the author, or at least fictional repre-

sentative he presents in his work, has become the audience. The moralising speakers of 

Book Two are likewise topsy-turvy versions of the Horatian moralist in the first triad of 

the liber sermonum. Indeed, almost every-textual role discernible Book One is switch-

inversions not only of author and U ... Jl ..... 11 ........ , but even of ed in the second book 

moralist and target occur. for ex,lmtJIe, might easily have been the targets 

of the 'diatribes' of the first book, such as the ex-businessman and Stoic neophyte Dama-

sippus in Sat. to tell 'Horace' off for his own faults and failings.499 And in that 

most thoroughgoing inversion of roles, the Saturnalian Sat. Crispinus, a much despis-

ed of Book One, even turns up as the ultimate authoritative source for the servile 

498 Damasippus, whose assault starts Sat. is identified by name for the first time at line 16 in his 
victim's initial retort. His interlocutor wishes a barber upon the now bearded Stoic convert and how 
it is that Damasippus knows so much about him: di te, Damasippe, ob cons ilium danen! 
lonsore. sed undeltam bene me nosti? (16-18). Both the matter at the start of Sat. where 
Damasippus' addressee is ironically criticised for writing in the manner advocated 
by the Callimachean Horace of the first book (cf. e.g. Sat. 1.10.64-74, esp. and the hints at 2.3' send 
about the interlocutor's profession, habits, and relationship to Maecenas (305-326), would seem to confmn 
that audience and victim is 'Horace' himself. Similarly Davus in Sat. 2.7 is introduced by his 

servile name almost at once: Davusne? 'Is that Davus?', asks his addressee and master as early as 
line 2; ita, Davus ... - it's Davus ... ', comes the prompt reply. Here hints concerning the ad-
dressee's with Maecenas and mention of the Sabine farm in a threat at the 
end (118), that Davus' master is indeed 'Horace'. Cf. Part 1, chapter I, p. 52 above. 
499 For Damasippus' business background and conversion to see Sat. 2.3.1 for his criticisms of 
Horace's see 2.3. 303ff. 
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satirist 500 In this penultimate the on his own admission a veteran 

eavesdropper, SOl takes the floor and attempts to reverse many of the claims .......... ,Tgr·'" 

made in satires of both books prior to Sat. In particular, Davus to the 

appealing self-portrait Horace sketched in Book One. A prior unofficial audience 

master's voice, as his many echoes of foregoing poems attest, Davus fmany gets to give 

the ior;atl~m ,,, ....... ,,. a dose of his own medicine. 

But while even an is pennitted to tum satirist in the se(;ona book of 

by contrast some of the aOCUe!iSeleS of the book are relegated to the sidelines, 

as the new dialogue fonnat has inevitably shifted the poems' dramatic centre. In the 

Stoic 'diatribes' Book Two, as addressee, himself assumes the position fonn-

erly occupied by his patron Maecenas.502 Although Maecenas and his circle are not direct

lyaddressed in Book Two, it appears certain that Horace composed the sequel to the tiber 

sermonum with what Bakhtin would tenn a 'sidelong glance,S03 at his amici, in particular 

Maecenas.so4 To keep him content, the patron receives a great of positive m 

Satires Book Two, which is all the more subtly complimentary for not being vulgar direct 

flattery. contrast, it seems that the actual audience - the modem readers - are reduced 

to eavesdroppers:sos no longer directly addressed either, we overhear the contretemps be-

tween and the individual Stoics. 

Horace's ever-present self-mockery in the first book of Satires is replaced by direct attack 

set in the mouths of others in Book Two. The humorous humiliations heaped on Horace's 

500 Sat. 2.7.45. 
SOl See Iff(Iamdudum ausculto ... ) 
SOl Oliensis observes: ' ... Damasippus and Davus stand in the same relation to Horace as Horace stood to 
Maecenas in the diatribes of the first book ... In the diatribes of both books, a speaker of inferior status ad
dresses someone of superior status. In the second book, this narrational dyad is transposed downward on the 
social scale: Horace takes the seat formerly occupied by his patron Maecenas, passing the satiric mega
phone to his social inferiors ... ' (1997: 96). 
SO) See e.g. Bakhtin 1984: 32. 
504 Oliensis (id.: notes: 'If Horace no longer addresses his patron directly, it is nonetheless clear 
that the satires of the second book are for Maecenas' . For the introduction of 
Augustus, too, as amicus and interested 'overhearer' of Satires Book Two, see Sat. 2. cf. Tatum 
1998: 293ff. 
50S For audiences as 'eavesdroppers' of other Horatian texts, see Pedrick 1986: 194 (on Odes cf. 
Sutherland 1995: 448 (on Odes 1 
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. own character's unfortunate head seem more credible in the second book, the fact 

that here the "",;HUU is attributed to outsiders and others who have apparently had 

cnjmc~e to observe the incorrigible satirist's comings goings. In retaliation Horace 

of Book Two the various anonymous interlocutors who in the previous book 

would ."'1', ......... .1 interrupt and attempt to 1'1"\ .... 1" .. ,>£1 .. ,,1- the main moralist "'1-''''''''''''''' Hilariously, 

second book more often not of ..... ,...·t .. "'1- fall on deliberately deaf 

ears, forcing him, the end, to resort to and ultimatum. Interviewing and listening 

in sum the Horace of the second book takes place 

not only of Maecenas, oeCllCar[ee of Book One, and the exclusive group of friends who 

had there Horace's ideal audience,506 but he also replaces the internal audience, the 

indefinite adversaries and targets of Book One. 

Remarking on the world' of the new book, William Anderson laments the 

that Horace 'lets himself be ""''''''''' .... off the stage by fools who proclaim their 

warped ideas on various subjects, while the satirist meekly listens to them ... ' . 507 

However we may interpret the other changes of Book Two, unquestionably the very in-

version of speaker and addressee, author and audience, satirist and as well as the 

eaJlgtunem of other textual roles, invites speculation as to the meaning of these roles 

as to significance transposition the second book. Ultimate-

ly, the ;:>1Oi\_VUJ ... book seems set to provoke contemplation as to nature and 

the moralist, ., ..... u~ ••• It is able to do so chiefly by means of its relationship 

to its Dr<::oeicessOl Horace One. 

Horace through the looking-glass: tbe relationship between the satiric books 

The inversions or reversals of roles between Horace's two have ""C:U.l;:>IOi\.l 

scholars to liken the second book of Satires to a shattered mirror which only 

fragmentarily and partially 

506 See Sat. l.I0.81-90a. 
507 1982: 42. 

images of the first book. 508 

508 See Labate 1981: cf. Oliensis 1997: 90. 

is the 
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in the second book of Satires to be viewed solely as a distortion of the apparently pristine 

image of the speaker-persona of Book One? What exactly is the relationship between the 

two books of Satires? To regard the second book only as a distortion of the first is to my 

mind to oversimplify a far more complex interrelationship between Satires One and Two. 

Dependent on the fiber sermonum by virtue of its very interlibral inversions and reversals, 

Book Two shows itself to be a brilliant variation on its predecessor. The alignment of the 

author persona with the audiences in the second book is a rather clever move. To trans

pose the ideas of modern experimental theatre to ancient satire, it is as if 'Horace' joins 

the audience in their seats while still engaging in dialogue with other characters on stage. 

Having identified himself with the audience, Horace almost automatically evokes our 

sympathy. Instead of simply being sidelined, therefore, in the second book the authorial 

and actual audiences are in tum urged to align themselves with Horace: the ideal authorial 

audience of Horace's contemporaries is subtly entreated to witness Horace's battle with a 

succession of loquacious adversaries; the actual audience, rather than being reduced mer

ely to an eavesdropping role, as surmised above, is flattered by being invited to join the 

authorial audience in following the satirist's exposure of the inept through irony rather 

than through direct attack, as before.509 

While much changes in the new book, some ofthe trends of the fiber sermonum continue. 

Horace's unquestionable ability to laugh at himself, even through the eyes of his detract

ors, can only endear him even further to the audiences. As noted, this self-satire which in 

the second book of Satires is amusingly placed in the mouths of Horace's adversaries and 

critics, is in itself nothing new. In the past four chapters we have examined in detail Hor

ace's tongue-in-cheek presentation of his own character-speaker in the formally monolog

ic moral speeches of Book One. It was precisely the internal multiple voices and polyse

my of the moralising poems there that made this undercutting of the main speaker poss

ible. In Book Two, to be sure, this self-satire becomes increasingly virulent as Horace 

permits ever more outrageous and inSUlting accusations to be lobbed at him by voices 

509 Speaking of the second book and its 'Socratic' satirist in the role of audience, listening to the inept 
speakers, Anderson notes (1982: 42): ' .. .it seems to me that I am expected to do precisely what Plato asks of 
his readers, to criticize the foolish speaker with my own rational faculties ... '. 
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attributed to others, particularly (and understandably) in the moralising satue:s. 

and 2.7. As we shall see, Damasippus and Davus certainly aim to give the moralising spe

aker of the first book, now voluntarily turned captive audience, tit for tat. At the same 

however, the nT~.~'T'"",o ineptitude of the ,"J~, ..... ",. themselves means that much of 

faults and briefly entertaining the aud-criticism, while ",,,,,,,U"UI"! to expose 

ience with the spectre of them, fails to do any ... .,',".F. damage. Horace prn,P1"ctP from his 

indictment even more pathetically human and universally appealing than before. His es-

cape, one su~.peCI has more to do with the foolishness of his amlCK:ers than his own in-

nocence. 

the very irony of its twists and turns, its revolts and reversals, Horace's second book of 

Satires seems to me to have been written with an eye fixed firmly on his first book. I can-

not however agree with the recent verdict of Ellen Oliensis that second book is 

the product second thoughts, an attempt to write over and thus blot out his earlier pro

duction ... ' .51
0 Rather than being an unequivocal negation of the Satires to date, Horace's 

second book, in my view, continues and even intensifies some of the trends of the first 

book, while at the same time inverting and reversing others. Like a mirror Book 

Two reflects the shapes and colours first book, but reverses their direction. 

one. Again, to use a verbal analogy not a distorted image so much as a """I.-n, ... , 

IS 

than a visual one, "'''''''VAl,'"' book, composed as a sequel, is an answer to first book, a 

fully weighted dialQgic which inverts contradicts but not shout down or 

attempt to obliterate, 'blot out', book's utterance. 

The dialogic relationship between Horace's books is established through a lively orchestr

ation ofthe reverberations of Book One in Book Two. As I noted in my Introduction, it is 

the moralising satires of both books that display an especially close interlibral relation

ship, and it is on this particular correspondence that Part 2 of the present thesis will focus: 

The moralising Sat. 1.1, lIthe literary-moralising Sat. 1.4 and 1.10 of Horace's 

SIO 1997: 102. She goes on to that in the process Horace inevitably retraces, and with a 
heavier hand, the ' Cf. Oliensis (1998: where she that Horace 'winced' at 'the 
occasional grossness of his self-defense' on Satires Book One. 
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book, and Sat. 2.3 and in his second provide, I contend, an arena in 

the two books can engage in a complex and sophisticated with each other. 

we shall see, the moralising satires of the second book are both an echo of and a retort to 

the moralising of Book One. 

'Other Voices': Bakhtinian theory and the moralising satires of Book Two 

Complex inversions of the 'addressivity' displayed the poems of Book One 

are not the only thought-provoking factors second book of Satires. Book 

Two, addition to author-audience reversals, is an exploration of what 

may be termed 'Other Voices'. After all, it is the introduction of different 

second book of Satires, and the allocation of extensive space therein to ':>fJ~,a.n.""l 

in the 

other 

than Horace, that occasions the rearrangement author-audience role-playing. Yet the 

alternate voices which appear in the second book of Satires make their presence felt in a 

very different manner to the multifarious voices of Book One. following sections are 

directed at examining this difference and the problems that arise from the changes. Bakh

tinian theory is explored as a means of understanding the new types of dialogicality that 

inhabit Horace's second book. 

Other Voices take over: 'monologizing' tendency in Book Two 

" ..... 'VA" ... book witnesses a multiplication, a proliferation of other voices on a 

grand a start, the satires of the second book are for the most part presented in 

the form of dialogues.511 Book Two is as much like a modem talk-show as a Socratic 

m The only exceptions to this are Sat. 2.2 and the feted Sat. 2.6. The second satire of Book 
is arguably Horace's first experiment in the extensive use of other as his is emph~ttic.all} 
his own, but is attributed to Of ell us: nee meus hie sermo est, sed quae Ofelluslrustieus .... 
3). This satire shares aspects both with Horace's moralising speeches of the first book and with those of 
Book Two, as we shall see in the next chapter. Although, as I shall argue, 'Horace' is to be as the 
relayer of the precepts concerning the simple diet, the 'real' Of ell us is heard at the end of the piece (116-
136). The famous sixth too, although also formally presented as a monologue, is similar to satires of 
the first book in its use internal features. A substantial portion, likewise, at the end of Sat. 
2.6 is devoted to the tale of the Town Mouse and the Country Mouse (79-1 as told by Horace's 
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,:>"''''''V'H Horace acts as host to an array of guest mT~r\rll':'JIl1t'1'0 them on their 

ideological positions, but n"" ... ,,,,,..,, allowing them to speak for themselves. The 1"'Ipt·cn,"I. 

alities we meet in the second book vary, but most are more than ready to the floor 

and to provide a disquisition on diverse subjects for the benefit of their aU<llellces. In 

much of Book Two we therefore listen, along with Horace, to a succession of different 

main speakers: the 'dialogues' of Book Two are ironically no more than inverted mono-

logues. In Sat. 2.3, and - the satires of the second book which I term 'moralising' 

in the sense that they indulge most overtly in ethical lecturing - the main speakers' homil-

ies occupy not only the core but the Irrellterportion of the poem. In the case of the obese 

Sat. the overgrown discourse of the 'other' voice appears to strain and stretch the 

girth of the satire ironically rather like the puffed-up frog to which Damasippus 

unflatteringly compares Horace.512 

While Horace plays the long-suffering host in Book Two, it seems that some of his ill-

mannered guests are reluctant to relinquish any speaking time at the 

magnification 

ism on the 

on the in the second book is at the eXJ:)em;e of dialog· 

Like the first triad, many of the seCllJna book's spe:eClles do incorp-

orate short 'diatribe'-like interviews with imagined adversaries, and many are addition 

replete with inserted apophthegms, anecdotes and fables. But on the whole, in spite of 

their outwardly dialogic appearance and frames, the moralising speakers of Book Two do 

not readily tolerate interruptions by interlocutors: on the surface the 'diatribes' -in-dialog

ues of the second book, as louder voices, appear to shout down some of the variant voi-

ces, including which to contradict Domination by a 

within could viewed as the ironically 'monologizing' tendency of the 

mal dialogues of Book TWO,S13 as the dialogic tendency ofthe formally monolog-

ue moralising satllres of Book One. Yet, at the same time, the moralising of the 

second book are arguably possessed of other f!:ll1'1PTtI"'C of dialogicality identified ex-

neighbour Cervius (77). as in we have discourse attributed to an authority other than Horace's 
own persona. Like Of ell us, Cervius is credited with a countrified 
512 Sat. 2.3.314-320, see Oliensis (1997: 95): 'In a sense .. .it is Damasippus, not 
inflated frog of this puffed-up poem.' 
513 The theorist Tarde commented on this tendency of fonnal dialogue; see my Introduction, p. 29 n. 90. 
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plored by Bakhtin. In what follows, I shall that the 'diatribes' second 

book of Satires anticipate three closely related 'dialogic' variously promulg-

ated by Bakhtin as phenomena of modem 'novelistic : heteroglossia, polyphony, 

and Carnival. 

Otber Voices as Sources: beteroglossia and tbe moralising satires of Book Two 

The 'other' discourse that we hear in Book Two is itself derived discourse. Many of the 

chief speakers of Horace's second book, and not solely the utterers of the strictly ethical 

harangues, attribute their stories or teachings to still other sources. Catius, for example, in 

the pseudo-didactic Sat. 2.4 derives his culinary philosophy from an instructor he declines 

to name. The three moralising satires of the second book - 2.2,2.3, and - all con

tain exhortatory sermons which their preachers claim to have derived from elsewhere. At 

the beginning of our speaker (,Horace') informs us that the coming speech is not 

but that former neighbour, the country philosopher Of ell us. In 2.3 listens to 

Damasippus recount 

the Stertinius. 

Stoic lessons he claims were bequeathed to him by his saviour, 

Davus admits to having received the ethical theory he hurls at 

Horace from a oorkee:per who tum heard it from his master the Stoic Crispinus. 

In 2.2, therefore, the lecture is once-removed, as it were, from its origins; in 2.3 Horace, 

relaying Damasippus' version of Stertinius' lecture, passes on to us a sermon twice-re-

moved from its source; in 2.7, Horace's recounting of Davus' already dis-

course means that the Stoic address is thrice-removed from its apparent originator, 

inus. 

Although the concept of a removed source appears, especially in 2.2, to add authority to 

the moral lecture, it inevitably raises doubts about the reliability of the process of trans-

mission itself: if one transmits the discourse of an absent source, one is also 

to alter accidentally or even consciously misrepresent the original. Clearly 

a position 

of 

retelling itself has potential for a 'broken phenomenon: much of the 

inal message may have been lost or altered en route. When original u • .,"'v, ...... is 
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-removed, the risk of misrepresentation, .. "'~"u,~u .. ';u or deliberate, is tripled. One may, for 

example, substantially enhance one's own ideas by SUf:1:ge~)tm that they '5'"'''''''''"' with a 

hallowed source. The concept of addressivity is also significant, in that a speaker usuaUy 

adapts what he is saying so that it applies to his particular addressee. But there may equal-

ly be the case where someone faithfully "",,, .... 1'\&'1'1 the speech of his source, only to 

.-OJ"' .... it pallTOlt-Illlsn:lon to a new ...... ~u"' •• "'_ without en~~agmg with the source material in 

way or even attempting to adapt it to new !:Irh'p<l'~pp 

Sources were as important an aspect of the Bakhtinian theory of dialogue as addressees. 

Bakhtin often made the observation that human discourse is never nor original: all 

our words and utterances are ultimately built on the words and utterances we have heard 

from others. Bakhtin pointed to both the universality and the fallibility of this derived 

'otherness' of our discourse: all areas and ideological activity, our speech is 

filled to overflowing with other people's words, which are transmitted with highly 

degrees of accuracy and impartiality.'sl4 None of us is consequently truly an 'original' 

Spe~aKc~r for none of us is an 'original' human. SIS Literary texts are likewise replete with 

the echoes of earlier written or spc,keln. The which, view, is 

most receptive and creative both in importing and in stylizing 'other voices' within the 

is the modern novel. 

consciously depicted derivative nature of language and discourse in the modern novel 

JJUlU",'u', as we have seen, termed heteroglossia, a concept which refers to the discourses 

514 Bakhtin 1981: 337 in the Novel'). On the of in Bakhtin 
of once enclosed in a context, is - no matter how trans-

mitted - always subject to certain semantic The context embracing another's word is responsible 
for its dialogizing background, whose influence can be very Given the appropriate methods for fram-

one may bring about fundamental even in another's utterance accurately quoted ... '. Quotation 
and is importance in the 'diatribe' where common opinion is quoted or framed in 
such a way that it may be contradicted or 'disproven' by the moralist. These concepts will also be of signif-
icance in relation to the satires of Book wherein the speakers supposedly seek to transmit 
the discourse of their various sources to their but must inevitably, to some engage in 
their own with these voices. 
m Bakhtin 'Only the who a virginal and as yet verbally unqualified 
world with the first word, could really have from start to finish this inter-orientation with 
the alien word ... Concrete historical human discourse does not have this it can deviate from such 
inter-orientation only on a conditional basis and only to a certain ' (id.: 279). 
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of different social strata and even languages that contribute to the novel. Bakhtin, how

ever, points out that social heteroglossia is linked ultimately to the novel's broader 

versity of individual voices, artistically ,516 Thus heteroglossia in the dialogism 

of the modem novel may refer also to discourse that was originally another's, but which 

is included in nrl"QP'1t speaker's discourse. speaker nT"'r.:ll .... T" with the alien 

course that he has 1rn,,,n'f't .. rI '"'''£';''/5,''1/5 in dialogue with it, as it were, and inevitably plac-

on it own adapted to his own addressees. Bakhtin thus observed: a 

living, socio-ideological concrete as heteroglot opinion, language, for the individ-

ual consciousness, lies on the border between oneself and the other. The word in language 

is half someone else's. It becomes own' only when the populates it with 

his own intention, own acclent, when he appropriates the word, adapting it to his own 

serrlantlc and expl'eSSl intention ... ' .517 

Like the speaker of the first triad of Book One, some of the 'diatribe' speakers in the sec

ond book of Satires are fired with intentions not simply to pass on information to their 

addressees, but also to persuade their listeners of certain points of view, making use of 

their authority as moralisers, temporary or otherwise, to do so. Other speakers, however, 

may be using derived discourse simply to enhance themselves. In his essay 'Discourse 

and the Novel', Bakhtin distinguishes between two varieties discourse with authority, 

one of which he terms 'authoritative discourse' .518 This is a powerful but closed-off 'pri

or discourse' ,519 'located in a distanced ,520 which 'demands our unconditional all

egiance',S2l and which one must either entirely accept or reject.522 This clearly renders a 

516 ld.: 262. 
517 ld.: 293. 
SIS ld.: 342ff. 
519 Ibid. (emphasis Bakhtin's). 
520 Ibid. 
521 ld.: 343. 
522 Ibid.: 'It enters our verbal consciousness as a compact and indivisible mass; one must either totally 
affirm it, or totally reject it.' Examples that Bakhtin appears to have been thinking of as 'authoritative 
discourse' are religious or legal injWlctions which can be obeyed or disobeyed, but not really engaged in 
debate or These are isolated, eternal types of discourse that demand either to be accepted wholly 
or rejected wholly. 
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dialogic response to this type of discourse, either as transmitter or as recIPHmt. imposs-

ible: thus one cannot really 'represent' authoritative discourse, but only transmit 523 

The other of discourse with authority Bakhtin 'internally n"" .. ",,<> discour-

se' ,524 This, as I understand it, is a discourse of authority the himself has 

heard, has perhaps wrestled with, but has ultimately reclaimed passed on as partly his 

own. Internally persuasive discourse is """''''UUll(I.ILIWU' into dialogized by the new speak-

er's own discourse. as opposed to discourse that is externally authoritative and al-

most ideologically internally discourse becomes 'tightly interwoven 

own word' ',525 and internally word is half-ours and half-so-

meone .526 In contrast to 'authoritative discourse', therefore, internally persuasive 

discourse is either contemporary or is reclaimable as contemporary,527 and is primarily 

audience-orientated, with a 'special conception of listeners, .... ".n .. ' .. '" perceivers .. .'.528 

lntlernaH) persuasive discourse then, a type of authoritative .... ~."'v\.U~'''' which the 

recipient and transmitter has credibility and 

own words, if needs be, a re-accented form. 

and is worth passing on in one's 

about different voices as sources were originally formulated with regard 

to modem novel: are they strictly applicable to Roman Although he identified 

heteroglossia chiefly with the novel, Bakhtin acknowledged that roots went back fur-

ther: • ... .long before the appearance of the novel we find a rich world of diverse forms 

523 Id.: 344. 
524 /d.: 342ff. 
525 Id.: 345. 
526 Ibid. 
527 Jd.: 346. This is clearly in contrast to 'authoritative discourse' which is said to be 'located in a distanced 
zone' (id.: 342f). As opposed to the inviolate nature of 'authoritative discourse' (for which it is probably 
useful to an ancient canonized religious text, e.g. the Biblical 'Ten Commandments'), dialogic and 
addressive discourse' would be immediate and relevant to its new addressees - what . 
Mukarovsky would call an orientation toward the 'here and now' (cf. my p. 
this would mean to from life (as Horace does in Satires One) rath-
er than to rarefied epic Damasippus does in Sat. 2.3); cf. Bakhtin 1984: 108. For the Horatian 
moralist's own rare (and humorous) use ofa mythological see Sat. 1.1.99-100 (the poor man's 
Clytemnestra who finally puts the miser out of his misery): liberta .. .fortissima Tyndaridarum, p. 86 above. 
528 Internally persuasive discourse always 'presupposes a special conception of the listener, of his apper
ceptive background and the degree of his responsiveness .. ,· (Bakhtin 1981: 346), 
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that transmit, mimic and from vantage points another's word, another's 

d ' 529 In . . hie " ... ,_",,,u an . antIqUIty, eterog ot 10rms were not necessarily novels. 

we saw our Bakhtin traced the of novelistic heteroglossia back to 

a number 'low' genres antiquity, including and ... ,,,,uu,, .. satire. essay 

and the Novel', Bakhtin even mentions Satires by suggesting 

that harbinger of heteroglossia. 530 There noted approvingly 

that the style cmnplrtse:d 'a dramatized and parodic-ironic appropriation of other 

points of view ... ' , 53 J and likewise praised Horace's Satires for their 'parodic 

accepted points of view, the opinions ... ' .532 

Horace's second book of Satires, parodying points of view, based on the 

mode, been extended to embrace whole spe:ectle 

IVIr\1"""r\'!~'1" the 'H~"~'"'''' speakers Two 

by philosophers and 

to various degrees, 

appropriated still other of view. some of these speakers have also the 

authoritative soe:eClles of their heteroglot sources their own, by dialogizing them, absorb-

ing them, and adapting them to new addressees. The moralising satires of Horace's 

second consist mUltiple layers of voices and sources, of quotes within quotes, and 

sp~~ak:ers within speeches. 

The second satire second book appears to Horace's experiment as satirist 

with the question of sources. The spe:ak:c~r of Sat. 2.2 attributes his virulent moral lecture 

on simple to Of ell us, but as the satire progresses, it becomes increasingly 

that deal of LA,",'""",,", with his rustic source. 

struggle for the appropriation of moralising discourse: 'Horace' 

his own In Sat. 

Stertinius' doctrine hook, line 

however, disciple ..., .... u'", .... "'.'" 

now simply 

poem in effect, a 

renloaem:a 'Of ell us ' 

simply swallowed 

dogma, with-

out consciously seeking to adapt it to new <>n,"I ... ",,,,,,,,,.,,, and intended convert, Horace. As 

529 Id.: 50 ('From the Prehistory of Novelistic ..... ,~ .. v'u"''' 
530 Id.: 371 n. 38; cf. my Introduction, p. 44 above. 
531 Bakhtin ibid.: n. 40. 
532 Ibid.: n. 38. 
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I shall show, from its preface and aftermath, Damasippus' is indistinguish-

able from master Stertinius'. At its therefore, Horace is compeUed to inquire of 

the T'01"P'l'H:!,.,IV the Stoic paradox relates to him, as this has not been made 

clear. by contrast, seems to discourse of his 

sources more fully. has not only Stoic lecture 

indirectly his own, but on of the ..., ........ u ......... , the slave 

sought to apply it unsparingly to his adclres,see and target, master Horace. Davus, it 

seems, unabashedly appeals to what is the "'"t-, ......... , of his sources to back up 

what he to have know anyway. 

Other on Horace: polyphony and the moralising .",.11" .. ~ ... of Book 

In Satires Book Two, as noted, Horace has become not solely the addressee and ''''''''A",,''''''' 

of but its target. The moraHsing Satumalian of the second book, who 

offer .. Horace', "'''''''7''''' UU"',,".lHj:; the satirist 

first book, are undoubtedly most problematic of Book Two. """",uu.", 

us in Sat. and Davus in Sat. 2.7 gleefully put spokes in wheel: 

criticises both Horace's literary output and his morality, while the latter is ofthe opinion 

that the satirist fails entirely to practice what he preaches. greatest reversal sec-

ond IS demolishing positive portrait a little inept but always 

honest 

weare 

but that 

Yet are 

to believe that 

deliberately 

blatant assertions 

world 

or audiences One have built now 

is not just a silly or too 

his listeners start. 

bitter Stoic converts to be regarded as or 'acc-

Is Horace, "'''''''H'~''''', the 'diatribist' "5"''''''' 

ambition in going all out to "' .......... '."" the high-born Maecenas, 

as Damasippus suggests he live beyond Are we to that he 

truly is the playboy consumed by passion for a thousand and as many And 

what of Davus' numerous accusations and intimate observations? Is Horace really as 
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fickle and as foolish as the claims? the former satirist no better than a feeble yes

man, responding happily to an eleventh-hour invitation to jumping obediently 

when Maecenas says to do we, addition, to understand that Davus' un .. ,,,.,,,. the 

once bitten, twice anti-adultery propagandist of Sat. 1.2, is still a would-be 

who sneaks off at night incognito to visit a woman? Is our poet the irascible, gre-

edy and snobbish hypocrite his accusers imply? 

The criticism at .... ",T""·· ... character in 'Stoic' pieces ofthe second book, Sat. 

and 2.7, was the cause of much consternation among earlier scholars, many of whom, 

consequently, leapt to defence and attempted to the poet's by vari-

ous means, often confusing the historical Quintus Flaccus with the authorial 

sona masquerading as him within the Satires. "'''"'' .• VALU,," have sought to rescue Horace from 

the emlban~assm 'adultery charge' Sat. by regarding the relevant of that 

(46-71) as an excursus addressed not to Horace himself, but to an anonymous 'diatribal' 

adversary,S33 who conveniently takes Horace's place for that portion. Others have 

ested adulterer, who is said to doff the which identifies him as an eques 

night on 

equestrian 

town (2.7.53f), cannot be Horace on the grounds oflatter's alleged 

534 As we shall see later in our study of Sat. itself, 

a 

of 

are most implausible. They are compromised by the fact to affirm the Stoic 

paradox and subject of his lecture that no-one but the sage is free - Davus twice in 

in and surrounding the supposed excursus pointedly emphasises his ad<:1re:ssee' 

ironic position as his master. 535 

Another manner in which scholars have sought to redeem Horace is to disqualify his att-

ackers on grounds incompetence. they are immeasurably helped by the would-

Stoic philosophers themselves, as both Damasippus and Davus foolish in a num-

ber of ways. After deriding Horace failing to write Damasippus launches into 

a mammoth lecture devoted to paradox that all people are mad, barring of course the 

533 See 1921: 325. 
534 For criticism of this standpoint, refer to the article of Taylor 161-170), which still remains valid. 
535 Sat. 2.7.75, 81; cf. 1973: 275. 
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sage. Apparently intent on ","'r"111lnn that everyone is in his peculiar way, Dama-

discusses main varieties insanity, illustrated by a flurry seemingly end-

less examples. Although many scholars have I.IJ.JlU"J,l.Il~;;) in themselves 

defensible, the neophyte's obsessive and naIve new-found Stoic dogma, £1111T'Jr1l1 

interpretations of mythology, and reliance on exempla suggest that Damasippus 

is very much a misguided if not (conventionally) mad moralist. Damasippus' 

outsize can only a stylistic nightmare for the 

Horace, who had in addition elsewhere "' ... ,uu'"' .... warned as a 

apparently by a fortune-teller, to steer clear of the "P'l"hn,~P 536 

Davus apI)earS even more unhesitatingly erroneous than Damasippus, beginning his dis-

quisition by suggesting, outrageously, that perseverance 

vacillating either between vices or between virtue and 

same vice is than 

The slave's newly and in-

directly Stoic theory is sometimes employed an unorthodox if not 11l"'"",W 

manner. At other times grasp of is theoretically correct, but m-

appropriately applied. Lapses of learning and logic on the part of these and author-

ides in Horace's second book William Anderson famously to dub Damasippus, 

and others the doctores inepti or 'inept instructors' of Satires Book 537 

some extent the self-appointed Satumalian satirists are indeed the rU1,l"tn",0<, inepti that 

scholars suggested they are. contrast, nn< .... "r .... pictures the ironist 

to speakers with a subtle Socratic and an occasional dry comment, as he per-

nay, them on to make utter fools ofthemselves.538 Damasippus and Dav-

us are indeed laughable in their as would-be moralists. However, a neophyte stru

Stoicism .,. __ ._".,.. ... , or is over-virulent in his newly adopted faith, does this ggles to 

mean that he is way off mark in all his observations about Horace? Although, 

as we shall see, over-zealous application of Stoic theory explain away notor-

ious adultery accusation, is it that the QOlme~)uc slave's impression of Horace rushing 

SJ6 Sat. 1.9.29-34. 
S31 See 1982: 46. 
538 Jd.: 42-43. 
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at last minute to join Maecenas' dinner-table remains one of the most 

and enduring U"UM"'" of the 1-1"' .. ,,1-,", .... "'""u"',, Why do even certifiable Damasippus' im-

ages ambitious to keep with the magnificent Maecenas so 

Nor is emlgIIlatllc impassivity .... nr'u·p sole response to lectures doctores inepti: 

although responds Catius' cooking class patronising irony at the close 

it takes considerably more on part to Damasippus and to 

In both 2.3 and Horace reacts with impatience, mockery " ....... uM irritation, 

and, at the end of with rage. the suspicion that censure 

contains some elements of truth reSDOlnSlOle for inciting Horace's incensed reactions.539 

How, then, are we to interpret what the 'Stoic' 

Who, in other words, should we regard as 

have to concerning Horace? 

It aDDlears that "''''''''AM .., ..... LV" of Horace's se(';OD:U book are populated by more 

one of views, more than one perspective, more one , as it on 'Hor-

ace'. J.'\.aI_U"~ than J.1HUHj'5 one voices exclusively 'right' , we should, in OPlll-

attempt to balance these other, allowing if necessary for two or 

more ideological viewpoints to be simultaneously valid even ambivalent. Truth, as we 

saw, is according to Bakhtin not to discovered in one viewpoint or voice, but is 

only to be by at least two voices or viewpoints VUE,"5-'H5 dialogue one 
540 

In the Introduction, we saw that Bakhtin developed the of polyphony to describe 

interplay of multiple independent voices the novels of Dostoevsky. to 

C. Bakhtin's invention of this ~ ... ~ ..... '" theory relation to the novel appr-

quality author's imaginative - the ability or willingness to 

539 Reckford (1997: 592-3) remarks on our reaction to Horace's angry response to Davus' portrait of him at 
the end of Sat. 2.7: 'Nothing, we think, could be less like Horace ... Yet Davus strikes a nerve ... Perhaps it is 
true, or close to true: for Horace loses his and calls for stones and arrows, and the 
discussion - and with it, the satire to a and very arbitrary end'. 
540 Bakhtin 1984: 110. 
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aHow voices into the work that are not fundamentally under the 'mono logical ' control 

the novelist's own ......... "' .... 'Fo .541 Deriving ultimately from a musical metaphor,542 

tinian polyphony 

sented as equally 

polyphony, 

independent 

another and with 

whereby the discourse of characters in a novel is 

and significant as that of the author-figure. In tenns of 

about himself and his world is just as fully weighted as 

, .543 Rather than acting merely as the mouthpiece for the 

discourse is aHowed to sound uncensored within the work, 

,544 as Bakhtin would have it. Within the work the charact

aurorloilnOllS ".nlr"~" thus engage unhampered in 'dialogue' with one 

'personality' . 

"''',.''' .. ,rl ...... ,1T to Bakhtin, do not sound on 

but are ""~"6"''''''' to a C01nDllete DelrSonaJIU" ' ... Dostoevsky's is profoundly 

sonalized. thought as the position of a personality .. .' .545 'out 

of contradiction Ul1T,n .. a person Dostoevsky tries to 

order to 

Dostoevsky 

caricature of himself, 

contradiction and develop it extensively ... ' .546 

confronted by his conscience, 

so on. 54 7 Indeed for Dostoevsky, 'two thoughts are 

a 

two 

people, for there are no thoughts belonging to no one and every thought rpnrpt;!,:>nn an ent-

Ire 

ists549 _ 

, 548 

are 

individual heroes are thus all men of the 

out only through their dialogic interaction with 

consciousnesses.550 It is within the polyphonic novel, with its multiple voices and acc-

541 Id.: xx, in Booth's introduction to the 1984 Gll)",""''' version of Problems of Dostoevsky's Poetics. 
542 Id.: 22. 
543 Id.: 7; cf. my p. 38 above. 
544 Bakhtin: ibid. 
545 Id.: 9. 
546 Id.: 28. 
547 Ibid. 
548 Id.: 93. 
549 Id.: 78. 
550 Id.: 87-88. 
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551 

Bakhtin had originally attributed the discovery 

loved Dostoevsky. 552 in his 1963 

the 1984 English is a translation, 

en working within a stretching back to 

testing of ideas the people who 

polyphonic novel to his be-

of the of which 

acknowledged that novelist had be~ 

antiquity, and added a chapter 

"'''''.T ..... to a discussion of the ancient sources ofDostoevskian novelistic poiyphony.553 

with his theory of heteroglossia, Bakhtin the origins novel to 

'low" frequently , serio-comical geIllfes of antiquity. 554 variOUS gen-

res, notes Bakhtin, .;,u,;u", ... alia their 

mythic epic) onem:anon,555 their use 

contemporary (rather than a dis-

exempla and to common 

their embrace of stylistic variation rather than .. n'u ..... ""j .... '" unity, and 

fmally, their inclination to incorporate 'other' ""n" .. ", and discourse within 556 Thus 

the 'represented word' aPl)ea:rs alongside word', and some gemes, 

are combined into Bakhtin tenns a 'double-voiced word' ,557 whereby the dis-

course of the accents of another or of others. Bak-

l<lI.1U""U above all ............. 1"' .... ''' ..... satire as exemplar ofthis 558 and had 

much praise also for Socratic notion of the ........ vi .... '" nature of truth' perceived in 

SSI Id.: 6. 
552 See again Bakhtin (id.: 34): 'In our opinion Dostoevsky alone can be considered the creator of genuine 
polyphony'. But see also below. 
S5) Near the start of his 'Characteristics of Genre and Plot Composition in UOiswe:VSIi:Y'S 

Bakhtin reneges on his and notes Dostoevskian HU''';;U;,U,""nnIVl'>I,nnv' 

new thing was polyphonic use and combinations. Its roots reach 
back into the most remote . 105). For criticism ofBakhtin's of tune in this see 
Bez:eczl~ 1994: 341. 
5S4 1984: 107ff; cfmy pp.39-41. 
m The serio-comical genres are 'presented not in the absolute of myth and legend but on the plane of 
the day, in a zone of immediate and even crudely familiar contact with living contemporaries' (Bak-
htin fd.: 108). 
S56 Ibid. 
S57 Ibid. 
SSg Id.: lUff. 
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the Platonic dialogue.559 Roman 

those varieties recognised as KlIlor'eo 

- Lucilius and - and 'diatribe' were ....... v ..... 

560 

our study of the first book we examined Horace's adaptations of the so-call-

ed 'diatribe' style, with its 'Or,amatl:1:ed and parodic-ironic appropriation of other of 

view,.56l we 

customary use 

seen, the 'diatribe' style 

imaginary and mdetiltute 

often been defined according to its 

'voices' which represent mis-

guided public opinion, or the delusions adulterers and others that the main 

spe:aKc~r seeks to contradict. The device of the imaginary interlocutor means 

that, in 'diatribe' mode, every viewpoint, every opinion, is represented as oelon,gmlgto a 

person. In Horace's 

dramatize the 

book as we have seen, 'diatribe' mode was used to 

... ", .. ..,u"" entertained by the satirist's enemies, moral or stylistic. an-

onymous interlocutor provides a voice a 'personality', however temporary, against 

which the satirist spars. Like Dostoevsky's, the world too is profoundly person-

alized, as he perceives every as emanating from the perspective of a personality. 

In the second of Satires the 'personalization' and dramatization viewpoints 

place on merely a much larger scale: as noted Introduction, it is as if the 'if someone 

were to say ... ' construction of' diatribe', by which imaginary interlocutor is often in-

troduced, been enlarged to such an extent that it now embodies whole, named person

"'1.1","'''''.''''''' of Horace's critics in the second book. some manner 

Damasippus and 

moralising C<:l'r"r",c 

ace' . Both Ua:ma:slP1PUS 

matter how far-fetched. 

are over-developed of the imaginary interlocutors of the 

come to their vp" .... ;u'" at and 

Davus, n""x, .. ,,, ..... imperfect, are ideologists, men of an idea, no 

Damasippus' and Davus' views are not contradicted, and as 

559/d.: 110. Elsewhere in the same work . 100 n. I, cf. 81), Bakhtin seems to have felt the need to 
the Platonic dialogue from accusations of 'philosophical monologism': 'The idealism of Plato is 
not purely monologic. It becomes monologic only in a Neo-Kantian interpretation. Nor is the Platonic 
dialogue of the pedagogical type, although there is a strong element ofmonoiogism in it...'. Bakhtin appears 
to have found the character of rather than the Platonic dialogue per se, a of dialogic 
interaction. Cf. my Introduction, pp. 39-40 above. 
560/d.: 113. 
56! Bakhtin 1981: 371 n. 40. 
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.,"" .. ,,,,, ..... book of Satires alongside 

U"U.'''''''JL'" is, I would 

Horace's Satires. 

testimony to a 

196 

if anything, to 

VOIces on 

to their credibility. 

are allowed to 

VI .. nU .. 'JU.:> and U"".,'...,LO> IU"""""U'''''''' by 

of polyphony, or use of multiple 

unflattering 

painted by Damasippus 

~"''''~'''''''''''' or perhaps ruthlessly nortest portraits of 

Davus in Book Two offer us <>n''' .... '''' .. candid look at 

l'tH''''''t'''''''' within the Sermones, no less valid rather more 

..... ".,,"""'" Horace himself offers us in his book of Satires. alternate urn .. ",,, 

In 

ews are allowed to to be in not one but sides 

coin are made of the mythology 'Horace'. This polyphony which I 

for Horace's Satires is comparable, although not to that detected by Bak-

much later of Dostoevsky. But, as represented in an ancient whi-

.lJ<u".uu.U h'lms,elt reCOgIllSf:O as part dialogic tradition, this proto-polyphony - if 

we may call it second is worth ImreS1Clg~mrlg 

.... m~II,.lfflll,ill as """'''''-'''_1 

Horace's Satires are only proto-heteroglot and proto-polyphonic, but are 

part of an associated tradition which was also researched by Bakhtin that of Carn-

In what I shall suggest some of the moralising poems Satires Book 

may be . It cannot accidental, for that the 

major reversals 

target - are most 

that the 

most cOilterltlo 

Two - and audience, and '1f1l'· ... "·~..,.., satirist and 

defined in Sat. 2.3 and especially Sat. 2.7. It is satires, 

hands of new self-appointed ""+'i .. ,,,*,, becomes of 'Horace' at 

satires are set at the time of the ancient Roman 

of the later Saturnalia (1 December), ways the Tn",,'''''''' , .. "" ... "'< .... Carn-

ivaI. This Roman festival pivoted, as did the later on temporary reversals of 
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normal societal power and status. The Saturnalia, 

to provide marginalised (and in this case 

later counterparts, apparently 

members of society with a way of 

steam. 562 Rome slaves were traditionally granted leave to dine at their 

tables, and, like Davus in Sat. 2.7, to speak their minds to their masters, 

although perhaps not as as Davus does.563 

Carnival, the theme of Bakhtin's thesis and book on Rabelais, is the subject (apart, per

haps, from 'dialogue') most commonly associated with him, and it has certainly one 

taken up most enthusiastically in the West.564 Bakhtin not only acknowledged the similar-

ity between the Roman Saturnalia and later European Carnival, but even suggested 

that there was in effect no break the tradition antiquity to the Middle Ages.565 AI-

though one could probably be more sceptical about positing a direct link between 

the ancient and Medieval versions, the Saturnalia and its representations in Roman literat

ure could arguably be viewed as a type of proto-Carnival. Indeed, many of Bakhtin's ob

servations about the European Carnival, as lived and depicted during the Middle 

and the Renaissance, seem retrospectively valid for the Saturnalia. 

Bakhtin aeIJlI1es phenomenon of Carnival ('in the sense of a sum total of all (1nrpt"~p 

festivities of the carnival , and from its literary transpositions) as a 'syncretic 

pa£~ealltrv of a ..... u .• "' •.• " sort', 566 and that the types vary greatly, 

'depending upon the epoch, the people, individual festivity'. 567 Carnival is something 

which is neither contemplated nor performed, but is lived: ' participants live in it, 

they live by its laws as long as those laws are in effect' .568 Participation in Carnival, 

htin uaA .... " .... "" is inclusive and potentially universal: 'Carnival is a pageant without 

562 See Bradley 1979; 11 cf. more 1997: 306ff. 
563 (id.: 309f£) attc:mn,ts to delineate Satumalian reality from the use of a Satumalian context as a 

suggesltmg that there existed a wide gap between the two. ' 
564 For a discussion of the Western reception of the Bakhtinian of 'dialogue' and 'carnival' in 
comparison to recent Russian see in his Introduction to Bakhtin: Carnival and other 
Subjects (1993: 
565 Bakhtin 1984: 129. 
566 Jd.: 122. 
567 Ibid. 

568 Ibid.; emphasis Bahktin's. 
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without a division into and spectators ... everyone is an 

'A ... "r ....... communes in the carnival .569 Carnival involves the SU~ipenSl.on 

the prohibitions and restrictions ordinary life: all distance ... "",'U1<'''''''' 1J,",'JlJl,"" 

place 

socio-hierarchical nature, is 

familiar contact .... "' ....... 15 U .... V.Jl"" 

this reduction 

SO(;lO··meralrcJucal distinctions effected 

ant, 

carnivalistic mesalliances: 

"""'.v"" with the profane, the 

with the stupid'. 571 In short, 

ons and reversals of hierarchic order, rp.n,rp.~p.nt 

of the (monde a l'envers).572 

Bakhtin's very 

pOl:enl1al, Carnival's reversed or 11''''''''''''''' 

with during 

570 Bakhtin notes that this 

between people and the UUJlU ........ ' ... 'U'u 

world of Carnival often leads to ~ ... ~.,.._ 

together~ unifies~ 

with the low, the great with 

and 

(and Saturnalia), with their SUS.peIlSl-

turned inside out' or reverse 

criticised) faith in 

world, as well as its reduction of merar,cn

its participants with an 1\'I"\'nI\1'Tl to explore a 'new mode 

relationship tlel'wec:m individuals~ counterposed to the all-powerful socio-hierarchical 

itions' non-Carnival life. 573 Some critics labelled Bakhtin' s belief in 

potential for social experimentation and as overly optimistic. 

argued, was aimed merely at society's underlings in 

by nr"',f1" ..... 

might 

them with a temporary outlet 

1\,"'",,,,,,,,, real scope for societal r .. T ..... J>;I 

masqueraded as potential 

569 Ibid.; cf. Bakhtin 1984 (b): 7. 
570 1984: 122-123; cf. 1984 {b}: 10. 
571 1984: 123. 
512 Id.: cf. 1984 (b): II. 
513 1984: 123; cf. 1984 10. 

IrUStr::ltlOIflS.574 The view that 

is consequently condemned as hope-

.... 15'.u .... uu,'vu was simply another variety 

574 Cunliffe (1993: 65) points out that in this regard Bakhtin into the hands of his detractors 
by that 'Carnival' tended to be employed more or less as a societal 'safety-valve': 'As Bakh-
tin what better way is there for to divert resentment than a relatively controlled 
space which offers groups the illusion life in a more 'real', authentical fashion?'. 
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disguised _..,~.~v,,~. When the are over, have Carn-

ivaI (and Saturnalia) always turns 575 

However, it seems that Bakhtin too was acutely aware of the limits of the and 

inversions since he acknowledged, for example, the ambivalence inherent in 

Carnivalistic phenomenon. Later European Carnival's 

according to ..... ""[\..[1"'11 'the, very core carnival sense of the 

world',576 "'111..,!,","" similar Saturnalian ceremonies, Ulh,pr~·h'l.! Roman were app-

ointed 'king' or 'master for a day', in an inversion of the usual pecking were 

temporarily perml1:tea to rule 577 Although the Carnival 

are to be seen as celebrating 'the power joyful relat-

ivity of all structure and order, of all authority and all (hierarchical) position', Bakhtin 

nevertheless cautions that within the act of 'crowning' from the start there 

of immanent uncrowning.578 one who is crowned, the Med-

ieval Carnival, is antipode a 579· ; m 

the Roman Saturnalia the one given rreeQ()m of "' ... """" .... '" is the opposite 

same way, at 

man and 

master he is allowed to address. At end of both Carnivalesque ceremonies the 'king 

slave will return to original positions or worse. All same, in a day' and 

Bakhtin's shift itself, process of replaceability, and 

not the precise that is 580 

Bakhtin draws a direct link between the transposition Carnival into literature and its 

contribution to what he termed 'dialogic' genres, the tributaries modern novel-

575 See Bernstein on Saturnalia and 1981: 99ff ('When Carnival turns bitter... 1987: 450ft 
576 Bakhtin 1984: 124. 
511 Epictetus (Diss. 1 refers to the custom of chosing a by lot at the and he goes on 
to describe how to this game the temporary 'king' is made to give the orders as a type of 'master 
of ceremonies': '€V paOl.A€U,' yap nai~aL 't'au't'TJv 't'TtV naLOCav. 
npoo't'aO<J€1. 'au au KtpaOov, au au ci:ntAB€. au tABi.' - 'At the Saturnalia a king is chosen 
by lot; for it has been decided to play the following game, He issues orders: 'You there - drink! you, mix the 
drinks! you, you, go away! you, come here!" Cf. discussion of Bradley 1979: 115. 
57S Bakhtin ibid. 
519 Ibid. 
580 Id.: 125. 
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stream. He the themes, ........ 5""· and characteristics of as part and parc

he included Roman el of that 'dialogic' group which, as we 

satire. 58 ! 'familiarization' of Carnival, with its L .... "'.>"' .. ~.B distance, 

Bakhtin in is largely responsible for the 

low, 'dialogic' line generic development 'These carnival cate-

gories, and all the categ4Jry of free familiarization were over 

thousands of years transposed into particularly into the ~.~.~ ..... '" of develop-

rnent in novelistic .582 Carnivalization, Bakhtin claimed, npt'prrn1 

familiarity author's L/V;l,lU\.,'U with to his characters (impossible in higher 

) ,583 tt 'b t genres "', an a n u e Bakhtin elsewhere tenns 'polyphony' ..... n."'''' ..... 'Carnival' 

and 'polyphony' are perceived to association with one afl()IDler as Bakhtin 

'Carnivalization is combined organically with the other characteristics of the 

polyphonic noveL.'. 584 In addition, the ambivalent theme crowning / uncrowning, whi-

ch Bakhtin saw as an ... "0 ........... part of Carnival, was in extraordinarily influential on 

this of literature: ritual detennined a decrowning structure 

artistic UHal=.'~" and whole works .. .' . 585 

Satiric Saturnalia: Horace's proto-'Carnival' 

The second book of Horace's Satires presents world turned upside down', a proto-

Carnivalesque monde a I opn;'or,' since, as we have seen, it is 
. . 

many ways an Inversion 

book 'diatribes' Book Two striking 

triad of Book 

"Vi11"'i" .... , appropriately, with One. The spe:ClIllCaJl) Saturnalian settings 

the reversals of these satires- as we have the 

,. .... 1''1TI" ... satirist and of Book becomes addressee, aU\J11;;Jl11,.;1;; and target of 

58l Bakhtin earlier suggests that one of the defining characteristics of the serio-comical genres VIlaS their 
'carnival sense of the world' (id.: 107). 
582/d.: 124. 
S83 Ibid. 
S84 /d.: 159. 

585 Jd.: 126. Bakhtin remarks that VIlaS the Carnival ritual most often 
transposed into literature. 
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moralising lectures placed in the mouths of Damasippus and Davus. these satires 

Horace allows his world to be turned upside down or inside out, as in either satire 

he is confronted, TP..:nPI'.t"TP by equivalent a former pOltell'Ual target and an un-

v ....... "'.' ... prior ....... ,"'''' •• ''''''' of his sermons, both of these authority. 

uSPienS~lon of Just as the actual Saturnalia, as a precursor Carnival, involved the 

laws, prohibitions and restrictions of ordinary life, so Horace's 1T"''''O'''' Saturnalia means 

the of the normal laws and conventions of the genre of ........... "'. 

In Sat. 2.3 and especially in Sat. 2.7, as others take over the role moralist, the tonner 

satirist is given tit for tat. As as it is to see Horace's called, 

with the introduction of 'other voices' which we hear the ex-satirist of not prac

of the 1,1'"", .. " .. ", Saturnalia ultimately what been pre:acJung, 

m As rernaJrke:d earlier, Hn,T'!:II"'", eallgnmelnt as both internal 

target of the satiric moralising seems almost automatically to him to the actual au

........ , .. "" ... of the Saturnalian curiously, the prior moralist's new role as underdog sub-

tly nudges audiences into pitying and supporting him, into feeling we are on ...... ""·<lr· .. 

side, as it were, We are thus drawn into becoming active participants in the 

communing in the 'carnival act' of literary Saturnalia. As divisions 

between performers and spectators are blurred, the of Saturnalia, too, 

appear. 

Although, as we seen, Bakhtin' s extremely positive !:InT'Tr\!~{'h to led him 

to hierarchy and social control were done occ-

asion of such a 1"",,,'1"nl'11"'\1 586 it is Saturnalian COltltexts m 

second book of Satires, ..,".'..,"'1<UJ')' takes more account 

of the social inequalities that ultimately."'........... (and of) the tem-

porary from Davus, as we tackles Horace cautiously and 

indirectly, because, even although it is the Vv,,(1i:)JLVU of the free-speaking he is 

fearful of his power. Throughout speech Davus constantly makes 

586 Jd.: 123. 
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ences to his of punishment, proving himself to be the standard his name 

implies he At the end of the penultimate of the book, Horace will L ...... ' ........... 

use his authority as master (and ultimately, of course, as author) to threaten Davus into 

silence. Consciousness 'day , when the festival freedoms are removed and life 

is back to 'normal', is fact clearly present in Saturnalian satire: despite 

provocative if temporary explorations literary reversals and inversions, Horace's 

Sat. 2.7 as Bernstein has suggested, already a 'bitter Carnival'.587 

'Crowning' and 'uncrowning' ... and snatching it back 

For experiments satire, moreover, adopted a 'crowning'! 

'uncrowning' type of structure - which Bakhtin would eventually claim as Carnivalesque 

- both in the pivotal and penultimate 2.7 as well as on a broader scale. Sat. 2.7 

slave is allowed to usurp the role both of master and of satirist, and is thus empow-

ered to give 

the many 

Almost 

a lecture on his failings, dwelling extensively, as we shall see, on 

in which the prior moralist has not in fact practised what he 

theme explored and berated in the moralising satires of both of 

ace's satiric books prior to Sat. is thrown back at him, with a clear ironic accus-

ation of hypocrisy. will be examined in greater detail in my final chapter. 

There m a broader structure of - that himself - in 

the two books of Satires taken together. ..... ,,'1-''-''''' .. ,''-' .. of Carn-

ivaI (or Saturnalia) "'1J'."'I"U decrowning type 

artistic images works'. It is my theory was one 

these works Bakhtin would eventually term a Carnivaiesque (or 

. Saturnalian) structure. the moralising satires of Book Horace himself up as 

moralist and satirist, albeit a human and sometimes laughable one; in Book by 

placing satire now mouths of others, Horace allows himself to 'dethroned' 

and 'uncrowned'. However, he can no tolerate this state affairs, a vitriolic 

S87 See 1981: 99-119; 1987: 457ff. 
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and vituperative Horace unceremoniously to his 'crown' back, 

ultaneously 'uncrowning' his temporarily exalted detractor, 

Therefore the broader structure of both satiric books it is 

together - .... 1"I .. ,..~" the structure of the understanding that 

significantly second 

as a 

are meant to be 

2.7. And at same in turn the structure 

This clearly important penultimate satire of both books 

echoes retorts - to the statements of the other moralising ,","',"'AU., 

Satires Books One Two. Investigating and their dialogue fur-

ther will be the task of the remaining three chapters of this work. 
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CHAPTER SIX: 

SOURCES, SPEAKERS AND ADDRESSEES: HORACE'S EXPERIMENT IN 
'DERIVED' DISCOURSE IN SAT. 2.2 

'My God! Look at the company that I am 1r~~",in,,1 th,rmoht 'Yet what a fool I must look to 
them all!... Do these blockheads me a at 

Fyodor Dostoevsky Notes from 
Underground (1994: 

The second satire of Horace's second book is the first in a series consisting of the even

numbered pieces of the second collection, aU of which are in some way concerned with 

food or .... "".' ... 0. But, unlike the other food-oriented satires of the second book, Sat. is 

also the most part a rnoralising satire,588 with a reproving sermon on the ethics 

of eating. As a moralising satire, Sat. may be seen as precursor to the subsequent Sat. 

2.3 the penultimate Sat. both of which contain moral although IS 

many ways distinct from these SaturnaHan pieces.589 

In form, the second satire of Book Two is reminiscent rather of the 'diatribes' of Horace's 

first book. In as in the first triad of Book One, we are presented with a 

person speaker, who in this case energetically lectures his audience on 

of the 'simple diet' and forcefully berates sins the ov •. uu ....... ' .... Yet there is a new 

velopment unlike the 'diatribes' Book One, moralising discourse of the se-

cond satire is presented as consciously in that the .... "''''v .... imparted therein are 

5SB I have elsewhere defined an Horatian 'moralising satire' as one in which the holds forth specific- . 
ally on ethical issues in a manner which ostensibly is intended to and reform. See my Introduction, 
pp. 7-8 above. Of the other even-numbered satires of Book 2.4 may seem to have the claim to 
the title of satire'. While to Sat. Sat. 2.4 however contains more of a 
didactic rather than a strictly ethical lecture. There the hopes to inform his listener of the 
correct way to prepare certain dishes. But Catius confuses food and his fault is that he treats 
es as ifthey were on a par with moral philosophy, The sermoniser in Sat. however, is concerned 
ely with the correct monil attitude to wherein he seeks to reform his audience. The speakers' aims are 
thus diametrically opposed: Catius elevates food, whereas the moralist of Sat. 2.2 seeks to put food in its 
place, under the guidance of morality. One makes morality out of a while the other makes a meal out 
of morality. 
589 Rood (1966: 160ft) terms Sal. 2.2 one of the 'diatribes' of Satires Book Two, and groups it loosely with 
Sat. 2.3 and 2.7. 
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to emanate from another, supposedly more authoritative source. In this resoec:t. rather 

than reflecting the first the second of Book Two anticipates ... ,,.,"'...,.'" 

and Sat. Sat. is thus intermediate between formally (but as we 

ve seen, significantly' dialogic') moralising satires of the book and 

bes'-within-dialogues of the second. Sat. as I shall with recourse to Bakhtinian 

theory, is both an unsung pivotal piece within Horace's second book of and is 

so central to the moralising that I am ugf:1:estmg exists between both books of Serrn-

ones. It is therefore not so much my purpose to examine the subject matter treated Sat. 

as to the relationship between sp{~ak.ers sources and 

en piece. 

A question speakers 

At start of Sat. 2.2, almost at once, our speaker asserts that the serrno ('talk', 'speech', 

but simultaneously also 'satire') is not his own, is derived 

Of ell us, a rural eccentric and amateur philosopher who, we 

precepts 

discover, was known to 

'Horace', <l'l"'l1"<l .. ,>ntl!" in early childhood:59o nee meus quae 

Ofelluslrusticus, abnormis "'''''IPYI erassaque Minerva 'This c:nl>prh mine, but what 

the rustic Of ell us, an unconventional and homespun philosopher, taught' 592 

above two lines interrupt the satire's sentence grammatically, and are thus placed 

590 Sat. 2.2.112f: puer hunc ego parvus Ofellum ... Touted as a rustic, down-to-earth authority fit to echo the 
famous figure of Horace's 'father' in Sal. 1 Of ell us is also paralleled by that other country neighbour in 
the second book who appears as towards the end of Sat. the fable 
of the Town Mouse and the Mouse (77ft). 
591 This is an echo of Plato Symposium 1 where on love by "'''':''~'''''U'UIJ<. 
authorship and attributing what he has to say 'in the manner Meianippe', as he says, to Phaed-
rus: 'H IJ.eV IJ.Ot aPXTJ 'tOO .l.6you eon KCX,a 'T]V MeAav( 1t1tTJv OU yap eIJ.o~ 6 IJ.UeO~, 6:'ua 

,OUOE ov IJ.e.l..l.w .l.eyetv. This is derived from play Melannipe lhe Wise fro 
where that the account she is about to relate (about the origin of the world) is not her. 
own, but comes from her mother (paralleled in Sat. 2.2 the elder malel'father' figure of : KOUK 
ef.1o;;; 6 f.1ueO~, cU.l.' eIJ.il;;; IJ.TJtpO~ The Latinised version: nee meus hie sermo est, could be taken 
as a formula for Horace's second book of Satires, with its constant stream of 'other' and the 
complex of derived discourse in many of the poems. 
592 The nuances of Of ell us , homegrown wisdom have been already extensively explored 
other so I shall not attend to them here. For discussions of Of ell us' description as abnormis sap-

see e.g. Palmer 1883: ad loc., 1911. ad loc., 1921: ad loe. 
mtp'rn1",pt"tuw. of Bond 1980: 117ff. 
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parenthesis by a ......... u • .,.!. of editors ,and commentators,593 indicating for some an aside on 

the of the for an authorial interjection in propria persona. the sta-

temlem at is one of the things that have perplexed many of the and 

there is no consensus .... ,'vu.F, scholars as to who is to be understood as the speaker 

of Sat. is it who is moraliser or is it rather a 

of the two, such as, for "',., .... "..,.,~. 

words, the 

reporting, either verbatim or in his own 

is the frugal, countrified authority on the 

simple diet (whose name, a play on ofelia, may fittingly be rendered 'Mr Morsel' or 

another masks? In short, does Of ell us represent Horace, or 

. ace OfeUus? 

While Palmer595 and Lejal96 thought that Of ell us , as recollected by Horace, was to 

ro:>",Qr/'1o:>l'1 as the speaker of the sermo, Kiessling-Heinze, on the other reasoned that 

the old farmer " .. u ........ have to be credited if Of ell us were indeed the speaker of 

with an extensive "n,r"A",,,,,, iT .. of .. "".1"" .. "'"'''' philosophy such as an Italian rustic was un-

likely to have acquired: for the satire's lecture on diet is saturated with the (opoi of 

.................. moralising. Indeed, apart from the twenty which are unambiguously att-

ributed to Of ell us, 

viously beyond the 

of the satire is replete not only with philosophical ob-

ken, but also with references to contemporary ."'Ull .. ...,. Kiess-

the in the 115 lines of the satire was to m£!-nt~lill~e t1:1ercetolre concluded 

understood as Horace uU"""",u, T'PT,nl"hn in his own words the of Of ell us. 597 

593 E.g. Fritzsche 1875: ad loco (brackets Palmer 1883: ibid. (dashes Lejay 1911: ibid. 
(brackets), Wickham 1912: ad loco Kiessling-Heinze 1921: ibid. (brackets). 
594 Although Of ell us is a real name of Os can origin (cf. discussion of Muecke 1993: ] 16), its striking simil-

to the word the diminutive of ofJa. can hardly be accidental in the context of this satire. To call 
Of ell us 'Mr Titbit' is appropriate, both in terms of the subject matter of Sat. the tenuis and be-
cause, as we discover at the end of the the old farmer has been left with very little yet 
remains content with the titbits that are left to him. For see TLL 9.2 col. 485. 
595 Palmer (1883: 256) that Of ell us , discourse was to be understood as reported verbatim by Hor-
ace, and wishes he had used inverted commas for the rustic's speech in his version of the text. 
596 {l911: argues that line 2 is to be taken literally. Thus Of ell us , as recorded Horace, is to be 
understood as the " .... "'~I{.>T' 
591 'Aber da er im Hauptteil des sermo nicht Of ell us UiBt, sondem fiber seine Lehre iiber-
nimmt er anders als bei den des Damasippus und Davus selbst die Verantwort-
ung fUr den wesentlichen und indem er es im einzelnen dahin sein Hillt, wieviel von dem Ge-
sagten auf Rechnung des wieviel auf die seines Interpreten schafft er sich auch die Mog-
lichkeit, Verbaltnisse und Personen von denen der apulische Bauer nicht wohl Kenntnis hab-
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If, on the contrary - as many scholars have - Of ell us is regarded as spea-

ker of problem of the satire's allusions is hardly laid to rest by su-

pposition 

scrolls 

farmer may have had at 

........ '''' ...... ",.598 This UIlllecessary 

disposal a private library containing a few 

juxtaposes Of ell us ' char-

an improbably "'''' •• v .... u . .] While Fiske concluded that a ...., ... "'u;'a ... 

moralising 11n".,. ......... much of Sat. 2.2,599 he also IJV'J.U""y, out 

that ,,-,A"'U"''' be no more than a for Horace's own philosophical 

ideas .. .' . 600 however, Fiske had that Horace could equally seen as 

playing the role reporter of Of ell us' precepts the tradition of a1tOllvTUJ.ovEUllata.601 

Rudd 'less satisfying than satires in the book' ,602 due both to 

the uncertainty 

viously corme:Cle:a 

relationship to '-',L'''.n' .... 

ue~m(Jln of the poem's ser[m:g. 

to the equally 

11lmselt felt that "'''''.''''.1':. was 

Horace's COltltemplof::!.ry Rome, and as 'a rather feeble device ,603 

cause the old was 'too vague and shadowy a to absorb all the opinions 

expressed in the piece and prevent them from ascribed to Horace. Coffey 

noted the preponderance of contemporary Roman as well as the Greek comm-

onplaces the 

tter suited to a 

Rudd, nC"WP'IJPT 

speaker and 

on the 'simple diet' too suggested, would 

moralist'605 than an elderly" ........... country dweller. In contrast to 

hinted that the placed between .... ny·",,,,,, 

of Sat. 2.2 was, for the satire's 

fey surmised that ~n1'""r'''' had to avoid attacking the new owner of the old countryman's 

en konnte' (1921: 1 Muecke (1993: 114f) follows in arguing that 'Horace thro-
ughout and there is little that can be said to before his quoted 
end ... '. 
598 Lejay 1911: 313. The Gallonius who appears at 2.2.4 7 is very likely an echo ofLucilius 
1238ffMarx 203-5 W). 
3991920: 381-387. 
600 • 379. 
601 Id.: 156. This on Fiske's appears to have led Bond (1980: 112) to attribute to him a 
'middle position' in the debate about Of ell us , role in the satire. 
602 1966: 171. 
603 Ibid. 
604 Id.: 172. 
605 1976: 83. 
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former farm directly, tmable to do so either propria persona or dev-

ice Of ell us; accordingly, the criticism ofUmbrenus at the satire's end would be 

safely indirect innocuous by the of the poem as a whole.606 

More recent students of Sat. 2.2, likewise, have sought to explain the anomalies of the sa-

tire as deliberate, and tended also to be more conscious a complex and possibly 

ambiguous relationship np,'u,~'pn Horace and Of ell us. Robin for example, regards 

Of ell us as speaker of the main portion as well as 

attitude towards that, as presented in the poem, t1Olra(~e 

argues 

philosopher is ironic 

and not as favourable as was often thought the past.607 Bond's Of ell us, as of 

the satire, is far from nplrTP,~T is characterised as a cOllservCllu exponent of the 

mores maiorum, as tmsophisticated, xenophobic, often banal, and as limited and inconsis

tent in his grasp ofphilosophy.608 Bond argues that within the satire itself Horace purpos

efully distances himself from Of ell us 'in order to ensure that he is not identified 

with the person or the personality' of the old farmer. 609 Yet towards the philosophical 

precepts themselves, Horace is seen as neutral, being 'neither totany agreement with 

the views' he ascribes to Of ell us, 'nor [discotmting] 

Ie Bond allows that leamt::a allusions to 

al at same 

value entirely' .610 Further, whi

philosophy are placed his 

he that 

are carefully stage-managed by the poet to 

message Of ell us ' stream of eloquence' .611 

across or even tmdercut the prevailing 

606 Ibid. is of course assuming that both Of ell us and Umbrenus are real individuals, rather than 
merely inhabitants of Horace's satire. However, the recent political past and rehabilitated present 
context of the historical Quintus Horatius Flaccus and his relationship with Maecenas and Octavianl 
ustus, it would naturally seem wise for him not to criticise the political decisions of the new dispensation 
too virulently or indeed, I shall argue later in this chapter that rather than sid(~-steotJiin!l: 
these potential Horace takes the bull the as it were, and effects something very clever in 
Sal. 2.2. 
607 1980: 112ff & 122. 
608Id.: 
609Id.: 116. 
610 Ibid. Bond argues in like manner, Horace neither condemns nor approves the Stoic ethical ideas 
which he places in the mouths and Davus in Sat. 2.3 and 2.7 f"PC1r'Pf't, 

611 ld.: 117. 
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Ruth Parker Horace both as 

2.2 and as a doctor ineptus transmits, but does not 

speaker 

comprehend and ther-

misrepresents the teachings As translator of the old rus-

precepts to sophisticated contemporary __ " ....... ,'''' .... , 

unfortunately adopted a persona that is extreme, ~.~,~ .. ," ... 

suggests, has 

and inappropriate. Nllsmter-

preting 'real' Of ell us , teachings, has assumed role of inept instructor a-

of its other who will make their appearance later in Book 'Horace 

the same mistake that we shall see in ....,"uu •• '" and Davus. has 

uncritically and overzealously embraced the of another, in so doing, .u"".ur;'''''''' 

them. is the of the , 612 

Horace and/or Of ell us 

While Bond and 1-'" .. 11' .... reach diagonally opposed conclusions about the identity of the 

main speaker of Sat. 2.2, both _ ........ _.J an acute awareness that the layers of 

One could ces' the ..... _._ .... ,"". speakers are from qu-

ite simply, that as author-figure in the 'Horace' is as much Of ell us' 'reporter' as 

Of ell us, as a character in the Satires, is Horace's 'mouthpiece': each rp.rlrp.~:p.n't" and is re-

presented by other. In much of the lecture, however, their vnl{"PIl appear thoroughly 

...... " ... n.~1i and inseparable, boundaries n ... u''',dTl them _ . .,. __ ,,..., __ .613 Indeed, exist-

ence of the controversy over the "IJ"""""""'''' in Sat. 

'Horace' 'Of ell us , is 

Nevertheless, the 

is an independent source. Not only 

gone to 

he announce, at 

distinction n",,-,u~,pn 

eng;ms to insist 'Of ell us , 

that the lect-

ure which was to follow was derived from rustic philosopher, but 

ated subsequent talk several references to by name, -"--'~'e to 

612 1986: 115. 
613 Knoche : 54-55) "ue..s"'~"""'" that while Horace is to be imagined as rpn'''ITflrIO' Of ell us , speech to a 
group the resultant comprises a between the two since Of ell us' 
have become blurred with Horace's. 
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him always the person,614 and thus implying that 'Of ell us' is from of 

the main speaker.
615 

Shortly the speech at satire's the speaker once more 

mentions Of ell us by name (112), anticipating moment the audience finally is 

allowed to the farmer's speech, albeit in a relayed form. the main 

... , .. ",.....,."', adds to impression of authenticity by relating that has been known 

to him boyhood, indicates as the paradigm of the simple sens-

ible Of ell us ' direct speech, it is implied, will add to argu-

ments (Quo magis his credos, 1 

Scholars have pointed the metrical and stylistic changes that occur in the last 

twenty lines of the poem, fueling the argument for a change of speaker in this fmal 

When old Of ell us is at the chance to be heard his own words', as it 

we are m a neither in style nor in content is the man we have led 

to he 616 Ironically, this section, which, as argued, comp-

rises the only part of the poem which is unquestionably attributed to Of ell us, is metrically 

and stylistically far 'smoother' than the foregoing material. For example, it been ob-

served that while in first part of the poem there are as many as 12 lines that to end 

on the desirable two- or three-syllabled word norm for polished verse of that period), 

in the twenty lines is only one line (127) that not meet requirement.617 

...... ""',, .. v. of, "'.un ...... poetic style, are far more frequent in 

the last twenty lines of Sat in the pre~celam,g portions.618 addition, fmalline 

of the satire is famously a so-called 'Golden Line' which is unprecedented in 

the first 115 lines of the poem, and is moreover rare in Horace's satiric corpus as a 

614 Besides the reference at 2.2.2 quae Olel/us, there is also Olelloliudice - 'in the opinion of 
Of ell us' (53), and Olel/urn (l where Horace is of having known the farmer as a young 
This last reference may be strategically to remind the listener of Of ell us shortly before we hear the 
old man's direct speech, quoted in the last 20 lines of the satire. Admittedly the name Of ell us occurs in the 
final 20 lines as well (in what I understand as Of ell us , quoted speech, 133), but here the context is clearly 
one in which the actual name under which the farm is registered is specifically discussed. 
615 See Parker 1986: 114. 
616 Ibid. 

617 This was observed Nilsson 1952: 184-1 cf. Flintoff 1973: 814-815. 
61SFlintoffid.: 815-816. 
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whole.
619 

The metrical differences ..... r .. ' .... >n the final twenty lines and the foregoing por-

tion of the poem, too numerous to be coincidental, contribute to the impression that Of ell-

us, presented in this way, is meant to be a character significantly 

er of the satire's main part. 

than the sapiens. 620 

But in terms of content too, it has 

turns out, metrically at 

suggested that OfeHus, as 

Tt ... 1· ... nf from the speak-

to more refined 

at the satire's 

end, does not any way subscribe to the strenuous and unattractive aS~;~lJIC advocated 

by the '"'I-I",a .... ",. in the first 115 lines of Sat. Parker remarked that in spite of Of ell-

us' modest dining on workdays, and contrast to well-meaning but gauche ..... ~A""' .. 

Ko,mlms mentioned earlier, who would offer a rancid boar to their guests,621 Of ell us could 

provide a sufficient ifnot elaborate feast when he wanted to do SO.622 Moreover, as he 

oks back on those feasts with loving openness' and is set quite apart from the 'anal ascet

icism' of the main speaker,623 the kindly and moderate Of ell us himself ironically comes 

far closer to symbolising the 'mean' than the virulent 'diatribist' who has sought to 

him. Indeed, the 'real' '-'L ........ .., 

ible Country Mouse Sat. 2.6. 

nearest paranel is most likely the hospitable and sens-

But who, then, is the speaker of the satire's initial part? this 

really thinks that storing a rancid boar n:un"",, is a good or else SOInelthUUZ ent-

is on the the main portion of Sat. the spe:aKI~r it seems, is playing 

mercilessly with his audience, as we have seen At the of Sat. 

2.2, for example, the main cOIue:sses. with typical L'V"~"~'" irony, thesermo 

619 Flintoff id.: 816. Flintoffnotes that 'Golden' while rare in Horace's are more characteristic 
of Virgil, particularly of the Cf. n. 620 below. 
620 Flintoff (ibid.) suggests that Horace was consciously '-(>"'·('II1,',rl 'a ofthe that his 
friend Virgil had employed in his recently published Eclogues. as Of ell us the countryman is ironically made 
to speak in a manner reminiscent of Virgil's shepherds (cf. id.: 814). Whereas the speaker of the 'diatribe' 
which coincides with Sat. 2.2's main body impugns mollitia as a modus vivendi, paradoxically the old farm
er who has the last laugh at the satire's end adopts a style which Horace himself had described as moUe 
atque facetum I 
621 Sat. 2.2.89-92. 
622 1986: 114-115. 
623 Ibid. 
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is not his own even as he himself is speaking This is perfectly in tune with the self-sat

iric pseudo-modesty of an authorial persona who, in the book of Satires, had claimed 

not to be a poet even as he was writing poetry, or to chosen satire because it was 

only field in which his contemporaries had not excelled. We are thus encouraged to con

clude that in the first 115 lines of Sat. 2.2 it is 'Horace' who has assumed the stance of a 

virulent moralist but has seen to attribute this to 'Of ell us'. Quite simply, then, 'old 

ellus' is Horace: he is an ill-fitting mask which Horace's speaker-character (already in it-

self a type of mask) has adopted - partially the initial 115 lines of the and more 

fully in its fmal 20 lines. In this final section 2.2, I would imagine, gIves a per-

formance of a revealingly different 'Of ell us' : here he becomes the 'real Of ell us' , as it 

were. Naturally however, both Ofelli are actually 

By making a number of moral assertions in the initial 1 lines, but by regularly attribut-

ing all these to the mysterious agrarian philosopher Of ell us, 'Horace' can be seen to 

achieve at least two things: first, he himself escapes responsibility for the moralising he 

spouts, some of which is fairly virulent; second, by alleging that his lecture on the simple 

diet derives from a suitably hoary rustic source, he also seems to win for it a certain cach

et, combining authenticity with authority. Paradoxically, the and distancing devic-

es not only Of ell us ' status as but also render more authoritative the tea-

chings attributed to him as 'Other'. Moreover, Sat. 2.2 is the successor to Sat. 2.1, the in

troductory piece of the second book which Trebatius was heard to warn Horace of the 

dangers of his chosen genre. It is therefore appropriate that an apparent awareness that his 

satire should be toned down informs the drama Horace's subsequent satires: while in 

2.2 the poet may merely pretend to disclaim authority for his monologue, in succeeding 

satires he goes even further, as we shall see, not only lectures 

themselves to but his own status to that of addressee, interlocut-

or and in places, to that This is the elaborate experiment of Satires Book and 

Sat. attribution of its moralising to another, outside source appears to be the 

satirist's first step in that direction. 
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'Derived discourse' in Sat. 2.2: Horace and heteroglossia? 

In Sat. we are addressed, then, by a tnP''I''n~'t1 moralising _" •• u .. , .... ,'" of two ",nc""r_ 

ent voices, which are, in many places in the '1"1''1''11"1'''''1''''''1"1 barely distinguishable, 

yet in other places are revealed to be distinct. The irate rebuking of contemporary culinary 

fashions which pWlctuates Sat. dietary sermon,624 the sneering references to Roman 

topography for supposedly determining the value of a as a delicacy, 625 and the speak

er's disproportionate concern with the current condition of Rome's architectural heritag-

e,626 all indicate that a contemporary urban voice is loudly heard within piquant 

tribe' which, Horace has assured us, belongs to an Wlschooled Italian peasant. a 

Bakhtinian theoretical perspective, is 'double-voiced'. 

Many of the other i::IlJ'"'(.ll\.l,a who aotJlear later Satires Book 2 claim to derive their disco-

urse from elsewhere, from sources that are perceived to provide their renditions with an 

authoritative stamp. As we shaH see in the following two chapters, there is a particularly 

conscious assertion of this in the moralising satires of Horace's second book, Sat. and 

2.7. however, is Wlique in that, Wllike in the later moralising satires, here we are 

provided with a cn,IDc:e to evaluate the success of the relaying of his claimed . 

source: the twenty lines we are permitted to a distinctly different 

Of ell us, the 'real Of ell us , , as it were, and to compare this character with that presented by 

the satire's main speaker, 'Horace', as the source of his moralising on the simple diet. We 

are invited, it seems, to unravel source from speaker. 

In previous discussions we have seen that Bakhtin developed an extensive theory to acc

OWlt for the representation in discourse of other voices and alien sources, so as to study 

the particularly conscious emphasis on these within the tradition of what he termed 

elistic discourse'. As we have seen, this concept has become known to the English-speak-

world as Bakhtin's theory ofheteroglossia. Bakhtin himselfreJ:lea1teol,,) defined 

624 See e.g. Sat. "","",.k-'J',L, 46b-52. 
625 See 31-33. 
626 See 103-104. 
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oglossia not only as a diversity of social languages or 'speech types', which are incorpor-

ated into and reflected novelistic but also as a 'diversity of individual voi-

which may be represented this stream.627 All languages ofheteroglossia 

are, '!l('r'/u',rh'l1lo to Bakhtin, ... "'''' .... ''' points of view on the world, forms conceptualiz-

world words, specific world views ... '. 628 Heteroglossia enters the novel either 

as the impersonal stylization of a 

posited author, of narrators, or, 

fully embodied image of a 

, .629 In the case of the latter poss-

ibility, Bakhtin notes that these cha,rac'ters the speaking nPT"""tT"" the novel, are aU 

logues - representatives of an idea- and that within the work the speaking characters are 

charged with presenting their varying ideas or views on the world.63o Yet, as we have se-

en, none of these heteroglot or 'voices' or indeed, is able to be original: all 

human discourse is ultimately derivative and some is consciously so. 

"('1'111 .. " ... derivative - that constructed out of the words of Not only is much of human 

others, or transmitting the .. .u;:, .... VI.U - but at the same time it often appears con-

sciously ''''''T_'I''''''T .. ~rT'''''''' concerned precisely with .. """nAn discourse itself (,what 

ople say ... '): 'The transmission and assessment of the speech of others, the discourse of 

another, is one of the most widespread and fundamental topics of human speech. In all 

areas of life and ideological activity, our speech is full to over-flowing with other peop-

Ie's words, which are transmitted with varied ae'rrei~S of accuracy 

transmission and assessment words of 

group, closely .. .,,,'v ... , ....... ' .... 

world, which would eventually beC:OITle what Bakhtin would term 'nov-

ty' .631 This concern with 

valent as it is daily life, ..... oJ'." .. ,,'" naturally to that 

with the "'""'~Tn 

elistic discourse'. Novelistic 1;1.('£".11'1"''''' attempts not only to transmit but also to represent 

and ultimately, to assess speech V""VUl",'U15tO another.632 

627 Bakhtin 1981: 262-264 ('Discourse in the Novel'). 
628/d.: 291-292. 
629 /d.: 331-332. 
630/d.: 333. Thus the novel may be defined as 'a dialogized representation of an ideologically freighted 
discourse ... ' (ibid.). 
631 /d.: 337. 
632 /d.: 338-340. 
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emlIle:Q the so-called style, the mode and We have seen that Bakhtin himself 

mainstay of moralising in Hn,r<1t"p book of Satires, as an early prototype of what he 

termed novelistic discourse. 'diatribe' mode, as we have defined it, is IDCleea concer-

ned primarily with the topic of human discourse itself ('what people say .. .'). This rhetor

ical mode operates, as we have seen, by means of the signature device of the imaginary 

interlocutor, according to which erroneous ideas or common opinion are attributed to a 

person (often only identified as • or 'people') and are quoted, dialogically en-

gaged with, debunked by the main speaker. 'Diatribe' thus transmits, repres-

ents and assesses words and opinions attributed to others. As a commonplace rhetorical 

mode, 'diatribe', we have observed, might also include prosopopoiia, the introduction of 

a personified abstract concept into the text to present arguments in support of the main 

speaker's brief.633 In either event, the so-called 'diatribe' mode is principally CUllcc:mtm 

with points of view on the world, expressed by fictional of the 

simplest It is then, that Bakhtin this as an early 

for the prototype of his later novelistic heteroglossia. 

As we have seen, Horatian satire, too, was identified by Bakhtin as one of the possible 

forebears of the later novelistic discourse. In the moralising poems of his liber sermonum, 

as we have observed, began to modify and adapt the commonplace 'diatribe' rhet-

mode to create the J,UlJ, .. "" .. ..u"'.'" impression of a conversation between u .... "' ... as spe-

aker-satirist and other fictional characters, aQ(Ue1>sel~S and audiences. imaginary inter-

locutors used in the 'diatribe' mode of the moralising satires of Horace's book are re-

placed in Book however, by more fully developed speaker-characters or 'ideolog-

ues' who now address Horace. Satumalian speakers Damasippus and in Sat. 

and 2.7 respectively, can be likened to larger-than-life of'diatribal' fictional 

adversaries, who in the book have grown perilously out of all proportion are 

ambitiously threatening to unseat the himself. 

633 See pp. 97ff above. 
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attl·ibl1tiC)ll of his UISll;OUlfse to on particularly 

the am:)eal'anc;e of the at the satire's is supposed to function much like a 

prosopopoiia: while Damasippus' and Davus' accusations are to be aenllea as we shall 

see, the of old Of ell us is meant to be akin to that of hoary .... HI ..... ·" or Nature in the 

'diatribal' tradition.634 The representation of ""L'..,UL." 

to throughout the main body satire, as well as directly quoted (apparently) towards 

the satire's is evidently mtlenclea to lend an authority and authenticity to Hor-

ace's talk635 With its attribution of much of moralising speech to an()m(~r removed 

authoritative source, Horace's at exploring not trans-

mission but assessment ofl'l .. ··,,,~'1'1 discourse. But 

while assures us that is faithfully and representing discourse be-

longing to Of ell us himself, the of assessing this is ultimately the audience's. Indic-

ations - have been left there in the to help us reach a conclusion. 

Other asplects highlighted by Bakhtinian theory may us further. have noted ab-

ove that Bakhtin expressed doubts that derived is necessarily a true echo of its 

source, instead that it to be transmitted 'with highly degrees 

curacy and impartiality'. If one traltlsnuts or rerlres.enl[S discourse 

one IS a position to accident or even deliberately the or-

igina1.636 Alternately, an independent message that the new speaker to get across 

may be substantially enhanced by being associated with or attributed to a ven-

erable source. A possibility is that the source may accurately quoted, but may at 

same time been absorbed re-animated new speaker's mtentlorlS Cin-

temally persuasive discourse'), and being aimed at new addressee or audience, its 

meaning may have been substantially (the concept of 'addressivity'). shall dis-

634 For Poverty see e.g. Teles 'A'I.l't"apKEia,;; pp. 6-7 for Nature see 
Lucretius DRN 3.93 Iff. Cf. pp. 97ffabove. 
635 As noted above, the introduction of Of ell us ' direct speech towards the end of 2.2, Horace tells us, is so 
as to make the he himself has been advancing more credible: Quo magis his credas ... 

12). 
See chapter 5, the introductory chapter to Part 2, p. 184f above. 
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cover shortly whether any or all of these possibilities may 

laying of Of ell us , teachings in Sat. 2.2. 

to Horace's supposed re-

In 2.2 the speaker demonstrates interesting relationships both with his _~ ... ".,_._ 

sources with his own unnamed addressees. In this regard, the Sl::l;UnU satire anticipates 

the represc::nultlo:ns ... u,,,.u.'E> ", ... "'''''"'u .... u,"'F' .... ""...y derived from sources, placed in 

the mcmU1S interlocutors in As proto-novelistic discourse, 

Sat. may seen as an experiment the assessment 

authority, as well as a study relationship between who 

au"" ... ,", or transmute what emanates from these newrec-

ipients. uaLUJ.'.,.u .• au. theories both heteroglossia and "''''''U,",'''''''' loosely .. ..,. .. , .. "', .... could 

Sat. as an analysis ofthe ,,,,.,,,,,,, ... u., between the speaker, 

his supposed source his new addressees permit us to grasp something of what 

Horace be up to this ap,.."pr<J underestimated 

Horace and 'source' 

Repeated to Of ell us during moralising on simple are evid

harangue, ently meant to suggest not that old farmer is the source of this 

but also that 'Horace' is assiduously viewing contemporary urban environment of the 

wealthy the and ethical standards of a different setting entirely, appar-

ently that of his rural boyhood. Rather the resurrection in the Caelio 

the ancient moral paradigm Appius Claudius, summoned from grave by Cicero's 

oric to his recalcitrant descendant,637 so sermon the main body of Sat. 

comprises what seems to reckon would ifhe were there to wnne1;;S 

the u""'",a,u' ..... u. diet of the contemporary .. "VBm ... elite. while o-1l1n,,',.., ...... U.;:;I"' ..... } keeps 

suggesting the old tanmer-tlglllre is the inspiration for and source of his virulent 

leC'(UI'e on tenuis the OfeHus at the satire's 

indicates that, prior to this, claimed been at worst an enclOl'Setneltlt of 

637 Cicero Pro M Caelio Oratio 33-34. 
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the tirade, at best no more than a and a badly-fitted one at that. From 

behind the obvious mask 'Of ell us , there peeks out another thinly-disguised "' .... "nn 

that 'Horace', the author-persona in world of the Satires. 

But why is it so very patent that 'Of ell us' is, an ill-fitting mask, a 'vague and 

shadowy' figure, or merely a name to be dropped intermittently to incredibly, 

that the tirade on urban contemporary emanates a respectable rustic source? 

In my view, the answer to this is paradoxically to be discovered Horace's relationships 

with whom he is addressing in main speaker's relationships with his 

addressees and audiences are as complex as that which he with his reputed source, 

this aspect ofthe satire's 'conversation' has never been as much attention 

as the latter. However, the Bakhtinian emphasis on 'addressivity' - the that the add-

ressees of the speaker's discourse are an integral part of his utterance from its inception, 

and are central to an understanding of that um~rallce - prompts us to pay o:I1T,~nT'u'tn to 

of the . Whom, are we to understand is addressing in 

Sat. with his (ac)claimed source? 

At whom does peek out behind the makeshift mask, what is really 

up to this satire? 

Horace and his audiences 

In the first line of Sat. Horace already indicates group of primary addressees by 

means of the plural vocative boni (usually rendered 'gentlemen' or by translators). 

Commentators have noted that is a direct translation of the wya6o{ sometimes 

found the context of philosophical addresses.638 The nuances of this form of address at 

once characterise Horace's '''r< ......... '' as an elite, wealthy and educated audience, presum-

638 Bond (1980: 114ff) argues that boni, as the direct Latin translation of the Greek underlines the 
creative tension between Greek and Roman influences in the poem. Moreover, this form of address, in 
either the singular or the plural, was often where the speaker intended to his listeners of 
a particular argument (e.g. Aristophanes Knights 843, Plato 311 a). Bond also points out that 
wya801 shares the conservative and elite connotations of the associated phrase Kalo't KtXya801, which 
usually described 'men who enjoyed to the fun the benefits and the responsibilities which derived from the 
posses!non of inherited wealth, based on the of land .. .' Cid.: 115). 
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ably one familiar with philosophical As the singular fonn O:YIX6i is far 

more common the plural,639 however, it may by using Latin version 

more u ... u", ... <u Hn,."CU'P is deliberately 

audience is 

",,,,,,,.u..., the fact that his addressees are 

The plurality of 

at the beginning of the fourth 

640 Therefore the impression 

plurallmt)enlltl disc-

seven-

llslceners rather 

an individual is indelibly fixed our L .. U. ..... ." 11"", ... "1,,,,, 

switch to the conventional, unnamed seC:OfllQ 

is shortly to be a 

~''''e~''-' addressee so common to the 

'diatribal' tradition (Sat. It is plausible that evidently"' ........ ..., ... ..., .... and clearly 

contemporary of addressed at start are to identified with 

Horace's elite, literary-oriented friends in 

the end of the first book of Satires 

circle such as were 

'authorial audience,).641 

to-

That the 'authorial audience' a difficult time, however, is already 

by Horace's 

ees listen to his 

within the 

'unlunched' (impransi, 2.2.7). 

that his exclusive address-

idea of listening to a learned 

disquisition on an empty .VLJ ....... 'U and not in tempting, da2:zlulg dinner-table, 

which warns against, admit of an cultural or philosophical 

ree.642 What cannot ignored, however, even if it is not immediately so soon 

Damasippus prefaces his version of Stertinius' Stoic 'diatribe', which he to 
"''',15'''''''' vocative fonn bone 2.3.31). 

is curious. found only here in classical the 
inlegal contexts. Scholars have that disquirite 

Plato Rep. but even in Greek the noun fonn '*1)0\1;; is 
more common than the verb 1921 : ad . Muecke 1993: ad Kiessling-Heinze sug-
gest that is intended to echo discite three lines earlier. In my opinion the high incidence of ab-
nonnal words in the ftrst few lines of Sat. 2.2 (abnormis/ab normis itself in line 3 has been another schol-

bone of contention in the past) is meant to that something serious and philosophical is about to 
But this intimation of a serious enquiry of a philosophical nature belies the virulent sennon (a mod-

em 'diatribe') which instead. Later in the second book of Satires Horace claims that sophisticated 
philosophical dialogues were customary at dinners on his estate, cf. Sat. 2.6.70b-76. 
641 For Horace's list of docti amici whom he would choose as his audience, see Sat. 1.1 0.81-90. 
642 The (before lunch) was considered the appropriate time for scholars to concentrate on in 

Muecke 1993: ad lac.}. Being faced with food, Horace would cloud the judgment 
. Coulter (1967: 40), moreover, that the concept of the 'conuptjudge' at lines 8-9 is 

POS:Sillly a reference to Aristotle EN 1 where it is cautioned that no-one is a neutral or unbiased 
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into the satire, is that lecture is to dwell extensively on the subject food 

and consumption. In true discursive soon deviates of the 

tenuis victus the strictly positive sense, and instead departs on a Laui;;''"''' concerning the 

sins gluttony conspicuous consumption. What'is more, this tirade against the glutt

onous, fussy eater is laden with detailed, mouth-watering descriptions of luxurious meals 

and costly delicacies. Are we to ..... _,., __ ._ that Sat. as 1-'" .. 1.'", .. has suggested, Hor-

poor authorial audience is to with grumbling stomachs to a lecture 

that not merely denounces but describes at edible indulgences?643 

harangue of the second 1"1"''''''('\11 singular <1Uli.ln::SSt::t:: which begins at line (seu 

te discus continues at length through the satire. While this is a convention of'dia-

tribe', as we have noted, the constant use of the second person singular ironically renders 

the of the moralist's barrage of accusations all the more direct and personal: 

audience(s) is at times encouraged in the that and every memoler 

himself is the 'you' endlessly "'<>~ .... ~"',,.. here. Moreover, the culinary foibles 

and gluttonous fads which Horace .... '"'''n"''' in all specifically U,",HJHit< 

ly contemporary Roman the tirade which is conveniently but 

ibly attributed to the old moralist Of ell us may even seem to serve as an '''~'''''''J.U'''''' 

of Horace's contemporary urban audience friends, who certainly are Romans rich eno

to indulge. or at least are sufficiently well-connected to be indulged in this manner.644 

The joke is that hides rather obviously behind the flimsy of 'old Of ell us' in 

order to attack his audience of wealthy contemporaries. tactlessness which in Sat. 1.1 

could be read Horace's 'diatribe' on the contrasting sin awkwa-

643 See Parker 1986: 112. Unlike however, it is not my view that Horace in so doing is character-
ising his own persona as a doctor the that his audience listen on empty stomachs 
to a lecture all about food seems to me to be part of the elaborate that takes place between 'Horace' 
and his authorial audience in Sat. 2.2 (cf. n. 644 below for the likelihood that the opposite was in fact the 
case). Horace's of his audience is to the equally merciless self-satire that is evident in 
this as in most. 
644 remarks 531 n. 26) that the convention of after-dinner recitations among the literary 
elite in Rome may well have meant that Horace's audience of friends at this poem's first re
ceived it not impransi but when were already 'comfortably wined and dined'. However, it would be 

ironic if we were indeed meant to imagine Horace's satiric persona (rather than the historical Horace) 
his poor 'addressees' of sustenance. while the reality was the exact opposite of this scenario. 
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rdly addressed to his wealthy patron "'.l.a'..," .... ' - appears have returned with a venge-

ance in Sat. This new attack seems as foolhardy as 

the Ueli,;H(leIlICe of those with sesterces to scatter can 

the authorial audience. 

satire: an attack on 

way to the favour of 

But as in 1.1, so the second "",'"e,.,," .H5'l,4UU addressee ('you') 

adversary or 'internal ~~,,,.,",,, .... ,,, may at same be viewed as the ...... 5 ...... 

that we have seen employed so frequently Horace's adaptations of the 'diatribe' mode. 

throughout the virulent tirade against gluttony and dietary the internal audien-

ce could regarded as being made to bear the 

in the other 'diatribes', therefore, so in Sat. 

the authorial "~""""'''''''' who 

of the moralising attack. 646 

the beleaguered 1nT"'1"n!ll 

otherwise have the ce provides 

direct According to conventions of 'diatribe', the internal audience is sum-

moned to shield the authorial audience from the moralist's ire, as in this satire the 

vious of 'Of ell us , n .. ",1'Al't" the underlying authorial persona, 'Horace', from 

responsibility this 

The ofa direct on the authorial ....... , ....... ,,, .... '" IS teDl1perea 

the many deliberate 'errors' evidently committed 'Horace': these a speaker who 

is fallible thus, ironically, all the more tolerable. The extremism and heightened rhet-

oricism of his speech itself is at over-the-top and consequently amusing. what 

su~:ges.tea that of the context, the question of the poem's setting? Alison Parker 

addressees at the of Sat. 2.2 (whom, as we seen, boni) are to 

understood as he is SUtiDOsea to entert.:tmmg on his Sabine farm.647 It is 

645 Cf. pp. 78ff above. 
646 despite (or because of?) the fact that far less backchat from the internal audience is allowed in Sat. 
2.2 than in the other satires that we have examined to date. the tirade against the 

the sense of a conversation is kept the main that 
imply responses or opinions held by the adversary. A fictive adversary the 
glutton's rather than the glutton himself expresses its opinion) and at 99-101, which spurs the main 
speaker on to a succession ofhighJy dramatic in true 'diatribal' rhetorical style (l 02·111). This 
reduction of textually-based elements I term the paradoxically 'monologizing' tendency of the 

of Horace's second book of Satires. 
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equally possible, somewhat less USlaCt,ory gIven 'country' feel contributed to Sa!. 

the figure of Ofellus, to imagine at house in Ro-

me.648 I argued, there is reason to believe are not just anyone, 

but are exclusive group~ coterie IVlaecelnas. Might 

tlc,ra(~e on the other not also understood as a at a party hosted perhaps by 

his patron? In event it is 

would soatter both guests when 

viciously negative satirist of Sat. 1.4 who 

even the host with his abuse, 649 

appears to have a social occasion and to be SUbjecting all sundry to 

his inauspicious either kind of hospes, 

sacrosanct "'- .... ~ .. L--H\J"" relationship. 

is presented as comprom-

That context of Horace's tirade on gluttony may ill ..... ''"''"''''' a dinner-party or luncheon, 

IT'lT'I,(\rtf'/"1 by the re{)ea'[ea emphasis on the nature guone hosted by himself, is 

est-host relationships around the dinner-table: theme is touched on the 

Satires and especially in Two, but is particularly striking in this satire. Some of the 

polemic of Sat. is aimed not solely at the bad dietary habits of individuals, but at their 

treatment oftheir guests. We are 

own authorial persona in 

to evaluate 

light of 

implied ."'.,"'''''"'' of his guests by 

extremes of conduct presented in 

On the one hand, the miser Avidienus (Mr 'Avaricious') is described as stingy even on 

TO ... '''''''' occasions.65o the other hand, however, the zealous ancient Romans are 

shown to be ridiculous - they are reputed to overboard 

whole but reg:rettabl mature 

for 

nate custom is deliberately, we can be sure, at u,.,,!'r".-..... a 

648 See e.g. Rudd 1966: 171. 
649 For the bad behaviour of the niger, see Sat. 1.4.81-91; cf. p. 155, n. 447 above. 
650 Sal. 2.2.60-62. 

to 

of 

a 

parlance) 

unfortu-

in 

65! Sat. 2.2.89-92. See Parker's comments on the use of rancidus which is an unusual and rather 
word also used by Lucretius (DRN 6.1 to describe the stench of rotting corpses (1986: 11 
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Finally, however, towards the satire's end 'real' OfeHus, who by his own COIlte!;;SU)fl 

could his a substantial but inexpensive when was called IS un-

masked as the paradigmatic 'Golden between these two extremes.652 

by contrast his own persona committing the grave sin of keeping his guests and 

waiting their meal a 'diatribe' on gluttony, may one of the con-

tained Sat. 2.2: it seems, has behaved more a schoolmarm than a welcom-

host (or a 653 Horace's audiences are therefore led to conclude that 0-

fellus has not been faithfully represented body rather, name has be-

en used to add authority to a lecture which intends in any case to to peers. 

Arguably designed to load shouldered by authorial audience, addition, is 

what appears to be Horace's assumption oer:sonal guilt Uf1Tni1n 2.2. is it, after 

all, that 'Horace' v ..... ,u,,, all about fancy foodstuffs that he alleges are indulged by 

idle wealthy, unless he himself has (more than likely) so indulged? Even if (as one 

might protest) Horace has merely observed indulgences in others, he taken an 

intcere:st m Just as in 1.2,654 where the detail concem-

female anatomy and the in's and out's of adultery seemed to the away, im-

plying that 'Horace' was speaking from rather unfortunate personal experience, so in 

Sat. Horace's extensive ofthe tables of the as revealed his elabor-

ate images of the delicacies, implies complicity gourmet lifestyle 

experience of either the diet' indulged by the A vidienus, or mCleel(l, 

652 Sat. 2.2.118-122. Unlike Horace. Of ell us also has drinking games (rather than a moral lecture) to 
entertain his (123ft). 
653 An is at away a 
dish of roast peacock from the person who has been served it, and this exotic dish 
with chicken: vix tamen eripiam posito pavone velis quinlhoc potius quam gallina tergere palatum ... (23-
24). The combination of sensual stimulation in the culinary context (tergere palatum) - necessary of course 
because of the subject's corrupted sense oftaste - and the matter-of-fact aggression of the moralist (cf. 
eripiam), in my opinion makes for a striking image, and suggests to us an impression of Horace, as either 
host or guest, snatching the offending meal away. 
654 There are a number between the of sexual vice in Sat. 1.2 and that of 
culinary overindulgence in Sal. 2.2. Both in its subject matter and in its structural of this sub-

matter, Sat. 2.2 illustrates the failure of the mean in the dietary as Sat. 1.2 had illustrated 
this with regard to the sexual (see Fiske 1920: 378-9). in the culinary and sexual overindul-
gence were arguably almost one and the same vice in Roman eyes, as Catharine Edwards remarks 8-
9 & passim). 
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balanced diet recommended by Of ell us. This is reflected in fact that in Sat. 2.2 

there is a greater number of lines devoted to the diet than to the other types 
655 Th" b H . IS IS not ecause orace IS a doctor ineptus who cannot count 

his lines, but here, as in Sat. 1.2, the joke about authorial persona is that 

simply a great deal to say about that with which is personally familiar and about 

which he is enthusiastic. 

Is the tirade against gluttony and gounnandism in Sat. then, not admittedly the talk-

ing-to which 'Horace' himself so richly deserves? Perhaps we are to imagine that the old 

tanner 'OfeHus' recently given the adult 'Horace' a piece of his mind, which the latt-

er now relays, in a possibly altered'~d more sophisticated fonn, to own urban audien-

ce (i.e. 'internally discourse'). are to picture Horace's physic-

al appearance as short and as is indicated by Suetonius,656 then the irony a rather 

rotund, 'vertically-challenged' speaker addressing the elite on the issue of a healthier and 

more frugal becomes plain.657 Once more, as in Satires Book One, Horace's 

own implied imperfections to a great extent let his off the hook. 

655 See Parker id.: 113. For Parker the lines are further proof that 'Horace' is in Sat. 2.2 
characterised merely as a doctor ineptus. It is somehow appropriate. however, that the description of both 
the 'stingy diet' (sordidus vietus, see 53) and the 'simple diet' (tenuis vietus, see 53 & passim) are given 
less space than the excessive diet, which is described and criticised at great length and in great detail (20-

but the tirade stars off again at 73ft). In the case of Avidienus' miserable Horace appropriately 
allocates a relatively 'stingy' amount of space to the miserly side of the scale of vices (55-69). 
656 For evidence that the historical Horace was overweight andlor 'under-tall', see Suetonius' Vita Horati 
53ff: Habitu brevis atque obesus .... This seems to be based on of 
Horace in a letter: Sed libi statura corpusculum non deest ... (id.: 1964: 118-119. 
We are at liberty to ascribe the historical Horace's physical attributes to his alter ego or his 'second 
self' within the world of the Satires. This is an of how Horace plays with the idea of 
the Satires as 'autobiography': in Sal. 2.7 Davus chides Horace for his bloated, unhealthy body (the result 
offeasting on delicacies too often) which puts great strain on his feet (l 07-1 09a); Horace's short stature is 
referred to by Damasippus (2.3.308-309). 
657 If this is the case, it may be that Horace's hurried assurance nee meus hie sermo est ... in the second line 
of the satire after the idea of the simple life/diet has been is to be understood as ............. 1'1". 

ITn..,"" •• ' ..... lalugllter from his authorial who are 
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Positive press and philosophical defeat 

But ... n1"<>1"'1>- does not merely his audience off the hook in Sat. he even allows a 

degree of positive press to slip on behalf of his amici. IS, example, a 

recognition - even a celebration - of prosperity in the 'diatribe' of 

Sat. that both his high-society friends know what it is to enjoy the 

fruits of patronage by the wealthy, indeed, that they are all so privileged a position as to 

have indulged irresponsibly the excesses and the joys of a period 

of relative political all, even or bemoaning problems caused by 

opulence is a way of highlighting its existence.658 This may even be a backhand manner 

thanks for Maecenas' generosity as patron, as well as for the peace recently 

brought about by the new regime of his amicus Octavian - this in a satire which deals, 

perhaps more directly than any other,659 with one of the em~cts of the civil wars, namely 

the land confiscations in Italy after Philippi. 

subject of the land confiscations in Italy, raised indirectly in Of ell us , speech in the 

section of the poem, is admittedly a sensitive topic for someone like Horace, con-

verted, relatively recently, from the 'wrong' ofthe civil wars, to tackling.66o But 

even here, I submit, affects a cunning sleight of hand. It is true that the 'real' Of-

eHus revealed at the satire's end has an enviably orthodox philosophical attitude to life: 

his balanced approach to lifestyle, including his diet, and his ma.eptmoem;e of external 

circumstances (as advised by nearly all the major philosophical schools in antiquity) aU-

ow him to accept change aequo animo. Of ell us, as presented at the end, has thus 

658 Octavian would be tmable to complain about the flouting restrictions as on the 
anyway, Horace has virulently attacked luxury. For a concise discussion of smnptuary legllslaltlOn 
and everyday practice with to Sat. 2.2. see Rudd (1966: 1 
659 Except, of course, for the rather Sat. 1 which also appears to tackle sensitive civil war-related 
issues head-on, even ending with a ptm on 'Rex'. For my ofthis, see p. n. 272 above. 
660 The historical Horace is known to have come from an area of Italy (and indeed, a family) affected by the 
land reallocations which in Sat. 2.2 his (presmnably) childhood neighbour Of ell us is shown to endure: 
according to Appian 4.3), Venusia was among the towns whose lands were confiscated as reward for 
the soldiers of the victorious after the Battle of Philippi. While this is not, however, to suggest a 
'biographical' approach to the we should bear in mind that the authorial persona ofthe Satires is 
ultimately a fictional version of the 'rea!' Horatius Flaccus. Cf. pp. 53-59 above. 
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been applauded as the concretisation sage, LUYW",,,,,,,,,,I'> that Hellenistic philo-

sophical are indeed able to lived out by an Italian peasant. In contrast to 

and more recently, Ellen Oliensis,662 I do not thiIik that old success a IS 

meant to be questioned. Rather, we are permitted to see that while Of ell us ' beliefs may 

commonplace, they are effective: even the new owner of the the absent and 'shad-

owy' Mr Umbrenus, turns out to be an insubstantial threat in the face of well-worn truths 

about and fortune.663 It is no ",,",,,,lU',",llL that of Sat. more 

like a Virgilian eclogue than an Horatian such is Of ell us ' autarchy 

ence that he has stepped out of the 

Finally, I would that a political point is simultaneously being 

made. In terms Of ell us , worldview, the land reallocations are not significant as 

military straLtef;!Y or even as a political whim, but they are merely an example of the indis

criminate ",n,,,,,'" of Fortune. Moreover, the ideas suggested by Of ell us' example, 

that philosophy not politics should dictate lifestyle, and that been on the 

'wrong' of the political should not nr"'"p,nT the of true philosophy, may 

be perceived to lend to a politically valuable corollary: those who are not suc-

cessfully able to weather political storms along with life's other little KIlCJC1i:S have only 

and 

al and fmancial 

own philosophical to blame. On the I"', .... "t .. """" trying politic-

are 

presentation at 

their friends that they 

chance the true philosopher to show his mettle. Horace's 

then, seems to assure Maecenas, Octavian and 

any"' • .., .. .., ... "'''' nights little Mr Titbit: as a grad-

uate of the so-caned 'University of Life' (and thus the complete opposite 

formally educated LAU',","'_'"' and of himself), Of ell us can survive on titbits. The pres-

entation of the 'real' old Of ell us at the satire's end paradoxically acts as a subtly 

661 See above for discussions of Bond's 1980 article. 
662 Oliensis groups Ofellus, with and as one of 'life's losers' (l998: 53). 
1' .. '''41.,,,, Of ell us as the chief c"~m"ct,, that this 'loser' status is the reason why he, like 
the others, is to turn to satire: 'Misery - might say -loves company' (ibid.). 
663 See 2.2.133-135. 
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prC)pagaIl0l:StlC trumpcard which ultimately works in favour patron 1 'He''''''"ue,,, 

and ... ",,, .... ,.c, Octavian.664 

Derived \,IlI .. ' ..... U and the moralising satires of Horace's second book 

Sat. 

voices'. 

moralising 

that Of ell us is 

of the second book, is an experiment in 

source, and by revealing this ruse in TPt'rncnPI't 

twenty lines before end of the satire (along with clues provided throughout), 

ace shows how the position of 'moralist' is essentially up for grabs, as it were. In an ex

tensive exploration of what Bakhtin, centuries later, would term 'internally 

discourse', Horace demonstrates how 'derived' c"".ll""P is altered when it is addressed 

to new recipients . ..." .... ,,1". ... "'1".' .... , to Bakhtin, lies on the border between oneself and 

the other, and where discourse is received, engaged in dialogue by its new recipient and 

ultimately passed on, the discourse ofthe other becomes 'tightly interwoven with one's 

own word'. 'internally persuasive discourse', therefore, derived discourse tends to be 

populated with the new "'t.!\,.(,U\.'''. 

ressee(s). 

intentions, as it is now aimed at new speaker's add-

With the experiment of Sat. Horace is n1'~'n!Ol1'1 his "' ... 'U"Jll ...... ., for further explorations 

of 'derived' moralising discourse in Sat. 2.3 and 2.7. As we shall see shortly, in Dam-

asippus will relay to Horace the Stoic lecture which he claims to have derived from his 

guru Stertinius; Sat. the slave Davus will subject his master, Horace, to another 

lecture, derived "'" ... VU ..... -J.la.IJIU 

tribes', now "'''''''''''''>"1"1 aimed at 

two chapters. the 

a doorkeeper. The degree to which these 

are actually to him will be explored 

664 For a discussion of the propaganda value of the Satires (Book One), see DuQuesnay 1984: 19ft: 
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CHAPTER SEVEN: 

SPEAKING WITH AUTHORITY: 'AUTHORITATIVE DISCOURSE' VERSUS 
'INTERNALLY PERSUASIVE DISCOURSE' IN SA 

'hWlC neque dira "enena nec hosticus auferet 
nec laterum dolor aut tussis, nec tarda nnrl",OT"" 

hWlC quando consumet cumque: loquaces, 
vitet, simul adoleverit aetas: 

'Him not fell poisons nor the steel of martial foes 
Nor painful pleurisy nor cough nor halting gout 
Shall carry but, whenso' er his end betide, 
A chatterbox shall wreak it; once his age matures, 
Let if he be wise, avoid the talkative.' 

The prophecy of the old Sabine 
woman, Horace Sat. 1.9.31 

Brown 1993: ad 

We have seerrthat Sat. the first overtly moralising piece of the second book of Satir-

was prefaced by Horace's assertion that the corning speech was not his own: nee meus 

hie sermo est ... (2.2.2). In the following poem, Sat. the sermo is ostensibly not 

ace's either: here the poet ...... ·" .. n1"" own character as the victim lengthy Stoic lect-

ure, recited to him by one Damasippus, and framed at end by a professional a 

personal attack on Horace's character by this Stoic neophyte. In the prior Sat. after 

stating that the speech that he was about to relay was not own, Horace had suggested 

to his audience that the teachings were those of the wise lannel Of ell us, known to him in 

boyhood. In Sat. 23, however, the sermon to which we listen derives from a source which 

is at least twice-removed: Horace presents us with the speech of the nauseating new Stoic 

convert Darnasippus, who tum attributes moral lecture to his personal 'saviour', 

665 Sat. like predecessor, among other things 

with • derived' discourse and with various layers of "1J'",an.' .... A whose are heard 

within it. 

665 Damasippus' speech is framed by mention of his Stoic teacher Stertinius (33,296). Within this frame, 
Stertinius' lecture, as to Horace by Damasippus, is itself framed by mention of the famous Stoic 
philosopher 287). 
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Layers of speakers 

The layers of speakers within 

examination: for a 

are multiple - at least threefold something 

as satirist Horace relays to us, the audiences 

.. ", .. ".,,, .. t,,,rI to him by Damasippus; this sa-

tiric prf:selltanOln, Damasippus ~_.~ .. _u asserts to be 

me paradox 'every fool is to 

Damasippus in order to prevent the 

(n:a~ aq,pwv Il(xl vEtcn), < .. 1'./,;,",...,1.1 

businessman's intended ;:'Ull..<llJ,,", re-

of the sermon we seem to hear echoes of the '-'H/5'''''''' p:reacnj~r 

as he addressed his would-be convert; within Stertinius' reported talk, moreover, 

we occasionally hear the traces of what have been prior, 'standard' """'VI.L" of his 

, evidently to of people, to stu-

lecture-hall, or bellowed from the "1" .. ~.",1",, 666 

interplay of heterogeneous - Bakhtinian 

on 'other voices' in Sat. of speakers are babushka 

dolls, appearing from within of the other. This 

has already been witnessed Sat. 2.2 where, as noted, the unbalanced, 

'diatribist' eventually the small, smooth Of ell us, far more 

and stylistically the speaker who him. But as 

layers of Sat. 2.3 are cast aside, who emerge are 

666 The fonnula at lines 77-81, for appears to derive from a addressed to a multitude of 
listeners: audire alque togam iubeo componere, quiquislambilione mala aul am-

ore,lqll.isquis luxuria tristive superstitione/aut alio mentis morbo calet; doceo insanire 
omnis, vos ordine adite - 'I bid ye settle down to whosoever suffers from evil ambition or love ofsil-
ver, whosoever is feverish from luxury or troublesome superstition, or any other draw 
near to me, as I teach you that you are all one by one, come forward ... '. uses the 
verb ere pare ('to croak, rattle') to describe Stertinius' style of speaking (sf qUid Stertinius veri crepat ... , -
'If there is any truth in what Stertinius' croaks on about. .. ', 33a). Many scholars have found Damasippus' 
use of this verb problematic Rudd 1966: who labelled it 'disrespectful'). it would seem 
that crepare describe the Stoics' to preach in the open air and of necessity, 
at the of their lungs (el alta voce docere solet, Orelli ad loc., cit. Bond 1987: 10; cf. Lejay 1911: 

We are thus invited to the zealous Stertinius still in his usual rhetorical 
as if to a huge congregation, albeit now to his new audience While finding that 

crepare was always ironic or that was to be under-
stood as unconscious of the Horatian . 10-11) follows here. 
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neither as pleasant nor as as old Of ell us: the dismantled C'<lh ... C't displays the 

some Damasippus, who turn uncovers his long-winded guru, Stertinius. 

the layers of speakers in Sat. imply, in addition, layers of 

and audiences is of slgmIICaJnce for our here we may test the Bakh-

tinian theory of • addressivity' or manifest awareness of that is said to char-

acterise discourse. Damasippus was the addressee of Stertinius' , just 

as is the Damasippus' transmitted version of that lecture. Horace, as 

a character within Satires, as satirist, and ultimately, as the author of Sat. is obvi-

ously conscious of (at least some of) his own addressees and audience(s). layer has a 

different addressee or set of addressees, and one could expect each speaker to have a diff-

erent aim in Q.U"U"'~'''llJIl'', his intended audience. However, because the discourse of Sat. 

is 'derived' from sources within sources, things are not quite so straightforward: within 

the multiple each presumably with individual of orientation to-

wards audience, there resound echoes of prior layers with their own respect-

ive audiences and intentions. The interrelationship of these layers and their various 

ees of addressivity will be the present chapter's main focus. 667 

Exchanging roles: 'other voices' take over in Sat. 2.3 

Horace's as which most of the Satires so (even 

Sat. 2.2, despite protests to the contrary), is for the first time seriously undermined in Sat. 

2.3. As is clear within first few third satire of the book, like the 

seventh, is set at the of the Saturnalia (ipsis/Saturnalibus, 4-5), the Roman proto-

Camivalesque festival which, as noted in the introduction to Part 2 of this thesis (chapter 

five), occasioned yet fundamental in positions of societal status. In 

the Saturnalian of Horace's Book Two, literary inversions within the genre ofLat-

in satire mirror the role-swapping of this Roman festivity. Sat. first of these 

satires, comprises the most a moralising monologue to which is SUbjected. 

667 For a recent in-depth treatment of the Stoic of Sat. 2.3's central sennon, see Bond 1998: 82-108. 
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In accordance with the topsy-turvy inversions of the Saturnalia, Damasippus usurps the 

satirist's right to monologue, and he thus takes the floor as speaker, while Horace is re

duced to the status occasional interlocutor:This is the most extensive example of the 

monopolisation of "'''''''''''''''.1''> time by another voice with authority in 

so far. 668 
book of Satires 

further of roles takes however: a freshly converted and loyal disciple of 

Stoicism, Damasippus hastens to surrender new-found as speaker to his 

master "t"rill'" whose teachings he now claims to relay. 

er than is Damasippus, which dominates the satire as the voice with authority. But where 

does Stertinius begin and Damasippus end? How much of Sat. 's central Stoic sermon 

can be attributed to Damasippus himself?669 Since diligent Damasippus assures HClrac;e 

that he has 'made notes' during Stertinius' lecture (descripsi docilis praecepta 34), 

it is certainly possible that he has respectfully preserved the Stoic ....... ,,"' •• 1"> .... in his cbtoj.1 V'l-

j.10vEUj.1ata, and that now transmits it intact as the 'gospel truth'. 

Bakhtin termed this type of discourse with authority 'authoritative , .... ,,"""' ...... ,which he 

explained as a 'prior discourse', 'located in a , which 'demands our un-

conditional allegiance', and which one must either entirely accept or 670 It is im-

668 Even where full rather than merely elements such as the interlocutor, has 
been to this, it has hardly been comparable to what happens in 2.3 in that Horace 
always seemed to control: in 1 the most satire of the first book, in which the poet feU prey 
to another of the dreaded loquaces. conversation with the bore was recounted Horace himself, and the 

between the two alternated with Horace's narration ofthe event. Although 
the consultation with was a it was one in which Horace did most of the talking. In 
although elements were present in a attributed to Of ell us, these were 

subordinated to the main discourse until the final 
669 Rudd 174-1 complains of 'blurring' at a number 
presentation of Damasippus' character. over what is attributable to uamaslO'OI 
Stertinius is reflected in the tendency of some modem scholars to of either 'DslIllasiPI'· 
us' or of'Stertinius' (e.g. Wallach 1975) as the speaker of the Stoic sennon contained in Sat. 2.3. In crit-

Rudd's allegations of incompetence on Horace's part, Bond (I987: 15) argues that we 'should talk 
rather of the conscious existence or non-existence of such blurring, rather than ascribe incompetence to such 
a master craftsman as Horace ... '. My own interpretation is that confusion or between vvhat Dama-

is to have said himself. and what can be attributed to fostered by 
Horace. We shall examine the effects of this below. 
670 See Bakhtin 1981: cf. p. 186ff above. 
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portant to realise that one cannot with 'authoritative discourse' at all, only trans-

mit it: any rr .. <JT11l1P> or dialogic response to it is rendered 671 

there is undoubtedly some tension between, on the one hand, Damasippus' s conscio

usness of the need to preserve and communicate the StoiC 'gospel' in as orthodox a form 

as possible, and the new convert's enthusiasm, on the other hand, for the teachings he has 

recently digested, and thus his inclination to the message across in his own words. In-

deed, where in foregoing chapters we explored the nuances of 'derived' discourse,we 

saw that someone who transmits the discourse of an alien source is always likely to alter 

the article somewhat: a former audience can even become rewriter of the script. As he 

transmits the discourse he has derived from Stertinius, therefore, Damasippus could at 

least be expected to add to it his own slant. The question of 'addressivity' should again be 

considered: if the transmitter of the discourse shows himself to be dialogically aware of 

his new addressee, this could be expected to alter the transmission of the discourse to 

some degree. In that case the proselyte-turned-preacher may, for the benefit of his own 

addressee, not only transmit but also .... ro, .... " .. ro1' 111 a manner and even the 

OlSICOUlfse that has derived from his source. 

We have seen that Bakhtin labelled this second type of discourse with authority 

ally .... "1, ... "'" , describing it as 'tightly interwoven with 'own word", 

'contemporary or ...... , .. u ..... 

'special conception of """.,",H''''' 

as contemporary', and 'primarily audience-related" with a 

. ' .672 Thus 'internally persuasive dis-

course' tends to be highly 'addressive' - patently "...,n"u,", of its addressees intended 

audiences - while 'authoritative discourse' is not. Since, therefore, both at the beginning 

at the of Sat. Damasippus directly .. """'.s""" Horace and makes valiant if 

misguided attlempts to improve by reproving him, we could anticipate that in the central 

of the satire, too, having "'H;::, .. .!', ........ enthusiastically with Stertinius' sermon, hav-

671 'Authoritative discourse can not be represented - it is only transmitted ... It enters the artistic context as 
an alien body, there is no space around it to no emotions - it is not surrounded by an 
aglt:i:l.tea and and the context around it words dry up .. .' . 344). 

Bakhtin id.: 345-346; cf. pp. 186-187 above. 
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himself 'internally persuaded' by it, 

Damasippus now passes 'message' on to 

made it his own, as it were, 

own addressee, Horace, in a manner in 

which hopes will be convincing to iIitended convert. 

Unfortunately, however, degree central sections of Sat. 2.3 is 

severely limited. although framed by .............. "" dialogue between Horace and Dama-

sippus, despite of superficial and minor ways, the "'''''.ILl';U 

'diatribe' 2.3 is not, on whole, addressed to Horace Damasipp-

us.673 Perhaps partly because of the universal compass paradox that it treats, the 

Stoic sennon lacks a sustained, effective of its audience. 

Damasippus is unable to sustain addressivity beyond the quick 'sidelong glance,674 at 

Horace. This is because, unlike Davus' speech in that other Saturnalian satire of Book 

Two, 2.7, to which it is often compared, Damasippus' derived lecture in the central 

portions of Sat. 2.3 not tailored to Horace's measurements. to the title of 

r1n£"U, ... ineptus, as is often lQ..,' ... "","" by scholars 675 , convert to 

that it is wmecessary to treat almost conceivable variety of human insanity in 

673 A certain section of Damasippus' lecture (lines 64-76) clearly derives from Stertinius' OVlll1 attempts to 
his Stoic 'diatribe' to Damasippus as an individual. In this we hear Stertinius add-

in the latter's OVlll1 and even humour to to his potential convert 
(e.g. the ofPerellius' senseless calculations of what Damasippus is unable to pay 75-76). 
Moreover here Stertinius twice refers to Damasippus by name, in lines 64 and 65. and at line 68 (cf. 25) 
also mentions Damasippus' former 'patron Mercury, who presided over material fortunes (merx). 
J.J,,",ua.'''Pl-''''''', however, stupidly relates the whole of this section to Horace, without to it or 

it to his new addressee's OVlll1 situation. To what Stertinius himself had made any further effort 
to adapt his lecture to we cannot be sure; from line 77 we are back with the formulaic "nf"''''~l'n 
and the lecture now to all humanity. But Stertinius did achieve more than the mere tra-
nsmission of his because he converted by convincing him that the 
whole of humankind is mad and not solely he. does not seem able to con-
vince Horace of the same, I shall argue, is partly due to his failure to Stertinius' lecture specifically to 
his OVlll1 addressee, Horace. However, Damasippus was certainly a more eager if also a more gullible 
"""'I>' ..... " .. of the Stoic message than the sophisticated Horace. Damasippus' state of despair made him fertile 

for Stertinius' proselytizing: on the brink of he was ready to up all the beliefs he had 
previously held and to embrace an 'authoritative discourse' completely and W"I"w,'''\J'lU!J'~l'y 
674 See e.g. Bakhtin 1984: 11. But note that dialogic discourse 'is accompanied a continual sideways 
glance at another (ibid.) because of its orientation towards an audience or, at least, its 'intense 
relationship with another consciousness' (ibid.). contrast Damasippus very rarely if ever manages to 
alter the discourse he has inherited in order to 'connect' in any way with his OVlll1 addressee. We shall, how-
ever, examine a instance of this at pp. 254-255 below. 
675 See esp. Anderson (1982: 46), who coined the term doctor 
the of the moralising triad of Satires Book 

Anderson had previously referred to 
by contrast, as doctor (id.: 40). 
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to his point across. As he the madness all mankind at length, it becomes 

aODiarelnt that 

inherited so as to be 

of editing the 

.,..,. "'"",,nr to his present 

that he has 

the richly 

served question, once his as to how exactly all that precedes applies to 

Hn,r"f"'" 676 

This complete lack of the 'addressivity' that by contrast is common to what Bakhtin wou-

Id term 'dialogic' discourse, indicates that Sat. 's central lecture we have to do with 

a rather more 'monologic' of In Damasippus, I would so far as to 

est, there has a struggle,671 in Bakhtinian terms, between 'prior authoritative disco· 

and 'internally persuasive OlSICOUlfse , that seems to have to former neutralis-

ing the so uncritically with 

source, because he is such a true believer in Stertinius' un;;,.,.".~ .... this inviolate and 

Because Damasippus allies himself so completely 

unquestionable 'prior authoritative discourse' has ironically effect for LJallll<1-

sippus, 'internally discourse'. This after all, what 'blind' or thorough 

conviction effectively comprise: a authoritative discourse that is internalised by the 

believer. As a result, the believer 'dialogises' or engages with the authoritative discourse 

only to a very limited extent, and fundamentals of the dogma never come into quest

Stoic ....... '.,"".5'" has made Stertinius' authoritative discourse Ion. lJamaslPIPl faith in 

seem personally persuasive to him: other words, has it hook, and 

Damasippus' complete belief in thus total identification with his master Stertinius 

means he ensures that they, too, present a united front. Whether or not Damasippus is 

to be understood as repeating Stertinius' teachings verbatim, religiously replaying his ma-

676 Sat. 2.3.300-301. 
671 Bakhtin sees struggle as natural to discourse': ' .. .it enters into an intense 01""0'010 

with other discourses. Our ideological such an intense 
within us for among various verbal and points approaches, directions and 
values .. .' (id.: 346). In Damasippus' case, however, I am arguing that whatever persuasive 
discourses' were competing for dominance within him (causing enough internal disturbance to 
have him contemplate suicide on the failure of his have been overrun by the ove:rwltlellnmg, 
unassailable 'authoritative discourse' of Steninius' Stoic 
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the fact ~"'u.~"~ • .., that it is hard us to separate convert from teacher. Within 

two speak mostly one, combined authoritative voice (which 

have u"",,,a.,.lUH to refer to as 'Damasippus-Stertinius,).678 Just as when (in the 

on::sellli author's country) it is observed that trainee UVAU-"''''"''''U preachers679 so

...... "" .. ,I"~ln ,",,',","''''''h which they seem to .. ",o", .. t1 as admirably a patently fake 

authoritative and tend to use particularly when they are repeating teachings which 

have picked from their so Damasippus Stertinius' manner of 

""''''''''1''1''1 along with his dogma. ~ lenmllUS " ... "." .. " .. has DeC:OITle Damasippus' own dis-

course, and heteroglossia is now the ref;!;lstler of the brainwashed.68o 

Silencing the interlocutor: the 'monologisation' of Sat. 

But 'monologising' tendency of Sat. 

status in has become 

goes further than this. We have noted that 

of 'occasional interlocutor' - fact, his res-

ponses are very occasional indeed. Unlike the first triad of Satires Book One, Stertinius' 

homily, as relayed by Damasippus, allows little opportunity the usual 'diatribal' 

ventions of an lUl'JP'f'l;!l'IT"V nor, indeed, does it anticipate potential objections of an audi-

ence.681 Damasippus himself as having never, in his awe, interrupted or questio-

Stertinius' evangelism,682 or at least he does not relay this to his new audience. Like-

678 The discourse of the central sennon should be 'double-voiced', since Damasippus has derived it from 
Stertinius. However, because Damasippus recites Stertinius' whole speech from start to finish without any 
intelligent it is a voice that we hear. Bond (1998: 1 on the other hand, argues for a 
....... "''''''''" characterisation' of the three and for precise boundaries between each of their 
speeches (id.: 
679 The analogy between the avid Stoic and some modern charismatic Christians was 
already Bond: 'Like some born-again charismatic with his foot thrust finnly into Horace's 
doorway, Damasippus' intention is to his victim the news' ... ' (1987: 10). 
680 Inasmuch as Stertinius and Damasippus are to some extent homogenised or 'blurred', as Stoics they are 
both equally the victims of Horace's satire and parody. 
681 See Rudd (1966: 185), who argues that Stertinius' 'diatribe' addresses itself to an 'anonymous listener' 
rather than an because this addressee never answers back. 
6S2 But see MacKay (1940: 164-6), who that lines 84-103 could more logically be explained 

them between Stertinius and Notably, MacKay would apportion sive ego 
prave ... animum vidisse (87b-89) to Damasippus. The quid ergo sensit ... heredes 
voluil? (89b-91a) is then attributed to Stertinius in and so on. is this would mean 
that 84-103 is another section (like 64-76) on in the lecture in which we hear rather dim-
wittedly his entire interaction with Stertinius to Horace. From line 84, moreover, Stertinius is 
appropriately addressing avarice, the variety of from which could be Said to have been 
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wise is not ....... ",n-t..rI or he does not the opportunity to interrupt 

sermon. the lengthy Damasippus' repetition of 

all opposition as an inviolate, 'authontati ve Ols,coun;e 

seems to floor 

ignores its aud-

iences . .1n\.<..,..,',-" it 

are on the 

starts 

be nOltlCe:a that the only 

clearly '"'u'"""" ..... 

of his >£1<4,"''''' 

manage 

it really 

The poet's of Damasippus name ( ... Damasippe ... ) at 1 to the rea-

der, if this is not already evident, that it is someone 

1 Llla ... "u"" of this 

spoken the 

coincides more or less with 

the usual line positioning ofthe interruptions of the transitional imaginary interlocutors in 

the moralising triad which begins we were to compare 

the structure 2.3 loosely 

tirade "5';0£"'" u ... "", ... " to 

of Book would 

slack output an-

alogous to beginnings first triad, and Horace's objection the equivalent 

of that of a transitional imaginary interlocutor. Horace responds to Damasippus at 

26_31,684 but he is until line 300: neI'Wefm 31 and 300 U1<.A ... ,,, no 

to his conversion (cf. Horace's comments at As MacKay points but . 165), at this 
in the recorded interaction between Stertinius and the latter would still have been the 

'unregenerate business man' whose only reason for living had been wealth. Also, the idiomatic epithet 
patruus ('lmcle') applied to Stertinius well fits the avuncular tone that he has been with regard to 
Damasippus (ibid.). This early interruption ofStertinius on the ofDamasippus would 
character's own speech. What is ",,,-tit'111 

fact that on these passages without them so as to be appr-
",rlrl .. p~~pp Horace. Avarice after all, one of the few vices with which ...,"",u .. ~""'''' 

does not even to tar Horace in the final section of this satire. In the final analysis, however. all of 
the retorts attributed to Damasippus by MacKay could more sensibly be to Staberius, the protagonist 
of the anecdote related here. 
683 See. e.g. Sat. 1.2.17-19; 1.3.19-20. 
684 Horace's own of Damasippus is best revealed by the comments he makes here. He lik-
ens the eclipse earlier obsession by a newer and worse one to a new illness which has dis-
placed an old one or to a case where an illness has moved from one of the to another (2S-

and even more to a case where a victim oflethargy becomes a boxer and beats up his doctor (Ul 

lethargicus hic el medicum 30). The last image has special significance, as Horace, the 
moralist of the first book of Satires but now himself the target ofa 'diatribe', is indeed anagolous to the vic-
timised doctor, as he is attacked by Damasippus, a moral 'patient' 'healed' by another 'doctor'. 
Ironically, the now considers himself well and fit to and cure the mental illness-
es of others by the prescriptions of his 'doctor' Stertinius (SO). In the past, lines 27b-30 have often 
been assumed to to Damasippus Palmer 1883: ad I am the alternative 
no\vever which has lines 26b to 31 'lit libel) to Horace (Kiessling-Heinze ad loc.; 
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attempt to interrupt Stertinius-Damasippus. Ironically, in f"Arnn!ll to the lecture 

2.3, the 'diatribes' Book although couched as monolog-

ues, are ill more 'dialogic' in reLative openness to the potential objections 

in their constant awareness of their audi-'other 

ences - this despite 'listener' 2.3 is undoubtedly to be imagined as 

physically n"~''''''n~ throughout the sermon. It is therefore clearly not just speakers and 

listeners but varieties that are reversed in 2.3: monologue has 

itself within a frame structured as a 

Not only Horace permit Satumalian reversals of Sat. to him of his 

voice as main if not the sole speaker, he also further, denying himself 

most the right to the floor even as 'J"'l""'''C'' Instead, has aud-

"pf'1n1,"'n~ of the sermo. Furthermore, both at the beginning of Sat. 2.3, 

where, as we shall see shortly, Damasippus makes an attack on what asserts is Hor-

ace's of poetic and at end, where Damasippus, asked to be specif-

IC, ""a~.u)':,at"">7J Horace on the grounds of the latter's alleged lifestyle, Horace has become a 

satiric And, while not effectively or personally addressed by 2.3's cen-

tral sermon, .... n .. "'r·p is its victim: 'canned' not only applies to all 

humanity because universal nature of the paradox that it treats, but it on 

v'"", ..... ,,'v .. aims some oblique blows ('with a at its new rpt".n.,,,,nt as we 

see. Horace, the satirist, assumes the doubly passive role generally 

disregarded audience but ,",'-'<4""'V"'4' target of a second-hand 

Rudd 1966: 174 & 297 n. 20; Muecke 1993: 136). It has been noted that is needed to provoke 
Damasippus' statement at 31 bff. which as many scholars note, is virtually unintelligible is also to 
be as by the Stoic convert: ... 0 bone, ne insanis et tu stultique prope omnes 

Muecke 1993: 136). Rudd likewise argues that the final statement attributed to Horace to 
this ut libet (31) - incites reply. The adversative aspect oflines 31 ff in response to 

to a 
nrp,rpn."" which can be desire to take Horace down a 

my discussion ofMukarovsky's ideas in the 
HHE, .... '""''' terms and at least in this section of the 

ntr()OUlctlOn, pp. 
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and identities 

the Satires to date, Horace alJB..'''''.:u truly to have 

Vu.."n.-,""'£llL and to have another to assume the reins chariot. But 

who is this Damasippus who has allowed to take over from and to 

become, however temporarily, the new "'1J".an.'",l and moralist of the are we, 
the .. ",~.11"' .. " to take him? In Sat. 2.3 hints as to how we 

the satirist would us to exam-

pie, f'I""'''''1~''' fact that, when our new Horace 

into victim, it is his recent conversion, ualmllSll:JP11S 

his own 

been among the 

discourse in Satires Book 

erly, on his own confession, devoted his ",n''' .. OlP<! 

His business mterests were in fact comparable to 

who, over sea in hurried pursuit 

of the vices castigated by the 

As a merchant Damasippus 

tracking down expensive 

of the dissatisfied mercatores 

were lampooned 

685 

moralist in 686 Prior are indeed thoroughly revers-

ed in 

erstwhile 

satire of Book 

tOIm(~r satirist 

moralising has 

In spite of his the houses and gardens 

much retarnled the common touch: until recently 

roads (jrequentia ... compita, where 

victim, by contrast an 

in this, the first 

elite (24-5), Damasippus 

to out at the crowded cross-

nickname 

685 This former financial hotshot had relished discovering probably inventing) such curi-
osities as the exact Corinthian bronze piece in which the founder Sisyphus had reputedly 
washed his feet: ... olim nam quaerere amabamlquo valer ille pedes lavisset Sisyphus aere (20-21). This 
impossibly antique as Rudd comments, 'would have caused a stir at the Roman Sotheby's' 
(1966: 174). Damasippus was thus formerly like the Albius, by bronze, who appears in Horace's 
list of satiric targets in Sat. 1.4, the literary satire in the first section of which the topics of the three pre-
ceding moral 'diatribes' are ... stupet Albius aere Damasippus could also 
be said to have his with much the same deluded Catius pursues 
culinary specialities in Sat. 2.4. 
686 See Sat. 1.1.6-8; 29-30. When Damasippus' own metaphoric ship however sank on the ancient 
equivalent of the stock omnis res mea est ... (Sat.2.3.18b-
19a), he was to the Fabrician before Stertinius' 
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man' because of his (former) winning streak in business. The influence of the common 

folk on Damasippus is still evident after Fortune has turned against him - even the meth

od by which he was planning to commit suicide was apparently one associated with the 

lower classes.
687 

As we shall see shortly, Damasippus' proletarian background makes him 

thoroughly incompatible with the exclusivity, both social and literary, to which Horace 

had appealed repeatedly in his first book of Satires. 688 

Another clue to Horace's attitude, as satirist, to the Stoic speaker lies in the name 'Dama

sippus' itself, which, in spite of the fact that it has been identified with a real person men

tioned in Cicero's letters,689 may also be ajoke. The name's Greek origin suggests some

one of servile or freedman birth, in keeping with the Saturnalian context of the satire. But 

there may be more. It has been remarked, for example, that Damasippus' conversion in 

extremis parallels that of the famous Stoic Chrysippus, who was said to have come to 

philosophy after the misfortune of having his property confiscated.69o While this sort of 

story concerning philosophers is not uncommon, nevertheless the similarity between the 

names Chrysippus and Damasippus is also striking, as they share the originally aristocrat

ic second element -ippus, the Greek tnno<; - 'horse' .691 Literal translations notwithstand-

687 Throwing oneself off heights onto the earth or into water was to be expected of the lower classes or of 
slaves (van Hooff 1990: 70, 78; cf. Grise 1982: 94). Jumping seems to have been despised because it result
ed in a disfigured corpse; as a method which required no technical preparation, it appealed to the poor or 
desperate. Jumping to one's death was only admired in cases of ill-starred lovers' suicide pacts or when a 
besieged city was on the point of being taken (van Hooff id.: 73-77). The 'well-bred' were traditionally 
supposed to embrace their swords in an honourable Romana mors, although under the Principate the 
senatorial elite were more inclined to open their veins in a hot bath, sometimes even with the emperor's 
doctor in attendance to provide expert assistance (id.: 47-54). Antiquity placed madness (foror) and 
bankruptcy among the less noble causes of suicide (id.: 96ff, 115). 
688 Cf. especially Horace's moralising and programmatic satires in Book One (counterbalancing both the 
moral and literary fronts on which Damasippus attacks Horace). Not only were crowds the hotbeds of every 
vice under the sun: quemvis media elige turba ... (l.4.25ft), but the common mob was an undesirable satiric 
audience, whose approval need not be cultivated: neque te ut miretur turba labores (1.10.73). Horace's 
satires would not be exposed to public circulation for the common mob and Tigellius Hermogenes to sweat 
over with their greasy hands (1.4.71-2). See discussion below. 
689 Cicero Ad Fam. 7.23; Ad At!. 12.29. In the first reference Damasippus' name was mentioned in the 
context of an offer to buy statues, and thus he may plausibly be an antique dealer here; in the second Cicero 
is potentially interested, but only as a last measure, in buying gardens which Damasippus appears to have 
been selling. Could Damasippus have been auctioning off his property once his affairs had gone wrong? 
690 D.L. 7.181; see Bond's discussion (1987: 7). 
691 The Athenian name suffix -ippus would almost always refer to someone of an upper class background in 
a Classical or Hellenistic Greek context. In the Roman context, however, Damasippus' Greek name would 
ironically rather be indicative of servile or freedman origins. 
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ing ('tamer of a horse'?- bo ,)692 th 'I ' ver alJ.alU, ano er entIre y unorthodox mterpretation 

suggests itself from fact that the name occurs independently times 

Satires, it is generically synonymous with the and the low. 693 

gether the two halves of the name 'Damasippus' may evoke the of poor man's 

Chrysippus', which indeed Saturnalian of Sat. effectively 694 

Stertinius' name also have .......... u .• v" ... u. even humorous connotations. The ele-

ment is so similar to verb to snore,695 that it is hard to no 

is intended, "' ... 'v"'· ... u.Y Stertinius' 'diatribe' is long enough to have 

effect on an audience sufficiently sophisticated to the commonplaces CU\1'l"lP'U'I'> 

wearisome - could somnolence be the reason for Horace's silence between lines 31 and 

300?696 In other words, the lecture attributed to Stertinius (or, as be 

.L.JU.j<,u" .. , 'Prof. Snore') is so and boring become the 

of possible (living) audiences: has fallen U,,.,,,,,,~,697 It is interesting, ... v",,",v that 

692 While means a horse', 'Damasippus' may be interpreted as a would-be aristocratic 
'horse-tamer' if we consider that Horace is the 'horse' which he is to 'tame' - in his terms, 
to convert to Stoicism - in Sat. 2.3. Horace sometimes likens himself to a horse or donkey, cf. Sat. 2.1.18-

where Horace describes himself as a 'floppy-eared' (Flaccus) donkey, in contrast to who is here 
pictured as a highly-strung race-horse with ears and a to kick Cf. p. 56 n. 182 above. 
693 The name Dama is synonymous with someone of servile or lowly origins, cf. also Sat. 1.6.38; 2.7.54, cf. 
also the dirty Dama at 2.5.18: Utne tegam spureo Damae latus?, the inheritance-hunter asks of 
Teiresias when bidden to cultivate the rich but low-born. 
694 Coupled with the suftic -ippus would seem to suggest an oxymoronic 'lowtbigh-dass' person. 
Ironically, in of his attacks on Horace's ambition (307ff), is a lower class individual who 
seems to have above' himself. In support unorthodox name, it 
may be worth that name was on by his for ex-
ample, apparently dubbed him , 'horse-hidden' or 'obscure' horse - the 
(D.L. 7.182). 
695 Snoring could also be symbolic of moral delusion and folly, as it is used at Lucretius DRN 3.1048 (in the 
midst of the 'diatribe' against the fear of death), where the addressee is derided for the standard 
human illusions about life: et stertis nee somnia eernere eessas - 'when awake you are still 

. It is that sterto is used in a similar sense at Persius Sat. a satire 
.... "" ..... ,,, version of the Stoic paradox treated in Horace Sat. to which satire it has 

often been (Smith 1970: 306 & cf. Morford 1984: 45-49). Stertinius; his name would imply, 
is therefore not only but also deluded. 
696 At the of this satire Horace is accused vini somnique (2.3.3); ct1l..l .• VU!,-,J here 
it refers to his habits in also Horace warmed 
perhaps even a little when accosted by 
697 Horace mentions a Stertinius at 1.12.20. Ps.-Acro at 1.12.20 tells us that Stertinius wrote 
220 books on Stoicism in Latin verse, which might mean that it is his for tortuous longwinded-
ness that is satirised in Horace Sat. 2.3. If this is the case, Stertinius' unfortunate but name would be 
an additional cause for mirth in 2.3. 
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when Horace does begin to respond to Damasippus-Stertinius' lecture after line 300, his 

first question refers to the start of the long argument that he has supposedly just sat thro

ugh, and not to its middle or ending: has horace just woken up? If Horace has been nodd

ing off or even slumbering while Damasippus waffles on, it is not surprising that the poet 

has been unable to apply his usual CaHimachean file to the resultant satire's bulk. 

Deflating the poet, inflating Damasippus?: the start of Sat. 2.3 

There are, however, two sections in Sat. 2.3 in which 'Horace' is undoubtedly awake - at 

the start and at the end of the satire, where Damasippus and Horace engage in straightfor

ward dialogue with one another, and which together 'frame' the poem.698 In these sect

ions, where Damasippus is engaging in personal criticism rather than Stoic sermonising, 

he does indeed address Horace directly. These sections are especially revealing: certainly 

the initial 15 ~ lines of the satire, where we are confronted with Damasippus' impromptu 

(and unwelcome) criticism of our allegedly unproductive poet, are densely packed with 

images and hints indicative of the character and convictions of Horace's immediate inter

locutor. Although it will not be possible to treat every aspect ofthis initial section in what 

follows, it is clear that one of its effects is to put forward an unfavourable and unsympath

etic portrait of Damasippus that will remain with us, unavoidably, throughout Sat. 2.3, 

confirmed and augmented by his long and boring lecture. 

Damasippus, finding Horace apparently ensconced in the country at what must be his Sa

bine farm,699 begins the satire by hauling the poet over the coals for apparently not com-

698 The apparently lll1warranted attack at the start of Sat. 2.3 is balanced by the somewhat more directly 
solicited criticism of Horace's lifestyle at its end, thus 'framing' the satire. This framing device not only 
allows for the introduction of the speaker-within-speech constructions used in this satire, but also recalls 
other dialogic works which are structured arolll1d the idea of framed speeches, such as Plato's Symposium -
arguably here one of Horace's chiefintertexts (as we have seen, the nee meus hie sermo est ... device used in 
the previous satire was also possibly derived from Symp. I 77a). Plato (whom I take to mean the writer of 
philosophical dialogues) is moreover among the writers whose works Horace has prescribed himselffor 
holiday reading (11). Although scholars have seen sense in some of the arguments presented in the lengthy 
bout of moral ising which occupies the central sections of Sat. 2.3, the Stoic lecture itself is, inevitably, set 
off on either side by its frame (see conclusions of Bond 1987: 15t). 
699 This is how most scholars interpret hue fugisti (line 5) - Horace has 'taken refuge' out on his farm on the 
occasion of the Saturnalia (see e.g. Rudd 1966: 173). The cosy villula 'little COlll1try house' to which Dama-
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or n"," .. U1t.. with intentions, 

tomes into his rucksack to away with him. Damasippus' 

all up: raro scribis ... - 'You write so infrequently ... ' (2.3.1f). Hl'lr<lr'''' 

not 

new parchment 

Damasippus .... "" .. ,,.. ... "". 

enough is 

four times a year, indicating that 

to very little. 700 ~U'U"""IJIJ"" 

at the start 

of both collections (well over 300 lines where most are just over 100). 

however, is to understood as 'spoken' not 'Horace' ... ", .. ,,,.'U 

four hefty 

to Horace sum it 

observes, 

producing 

does 

longest satire 

most of Sat. 

by Damasipp-

us reCltlIltlI his guru Stertinius' hand-me-down it is in effect Damasippus and Ster-

rather than who, as conversationalists, are the sermo. Aft-

er ttelTIots to have ( ... incipe. nil est, 6b), pro-

satire reiterating lecture. 

the literary criticism with which Damasippus attacks Horace at the start of Sat. 2.3 

may ironically be motivated by something which is from literary. uama:slPlpus is try-

to convert ""V,,,,,,,,,,, and as it is duty to our poet that he ne-

to converted. like was ripened conversion 

by complete [mancial and emotional breakdown, so, I would suggest, the motive behind 

Damasippus' highlighting of Horace's struggle to poetry is a much misguided att-

break down the artistic thus guaranteeing, hopes, a con-

poet's to has SIgn-But the f"MT'I',Crn 

u ..... 'a."''"' for Sat. 2.3 and Horace's Satires on whole, as a number of scholars have 

seen: Damasippus' glorification of speed and bulk as criteria for writing in the face 

CaHimachean ideals of brevity and 

book of Satires. 

painstaking composition that 

.... n, .. "'r·'" has asserted in criticism pVlnrpccP't1 Damasippus at ' 

refers in line 10, and which Horace has evidently been longing for, bears this out. The fact that Hor-
ace in addition, said to have brought study material with him is another motivation for him as hav-

left the city (11-12). The point is that the Stoic busybody IS mter-
with Horace's ataraxia at the latter's supposedly solitary retreat (cf. Bond 1987: 

The gift of the Sabine farm is of course famously treated in Sat. 2.6 (Hoc erat in 
Sat. 2.3.1-2: ... utlolo non quater annolmembranam pascas ... It is moreover the 

the that Horace uses so and not even the charla or paper made 
the final version would be Muecke 1993: ad 
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the be~~lrurung of Sat. 2.3 is a Satumalian of the literary ideals asserted in Book 

One. By complaining that writes slowly, rnp''I'pt,n".p Damasippus VULv""llY indicat-
es that the poet is carrying out Callimachean compositional 

In the tiber sermonum the long-winded and had been stylistic tan~ets 

enemies much the same way as the greedy and adulterous had butt of 

moral ising. Stoics - and Crispinus inhabited a number 

in the book, where were the bane of the CaHimachean-inspired satirist's 701 

Moreover, himself, on whose name, as we have seen, 'Darnasippus' seems a 

and to authority the Stoic appeals 702 was credited having 

an exceptionally or prolix depending on bias.703 a 

therefore, although a new one, Damasippus - the man's - is fittingly 

longwinded, and is appropriately aligned with ridiculous Stoic windbags of the 

sermonum. It is not surprising, then, that Sat. 2.3, longest satire, should 

owe to a lengthy lecture. The concerns are evidently not t'l"'IlnnnQ_ 

ition but COl1ve~rSlon, and consequently, like the preaches, strives to be as 

inclusive as possible, 

Since the IT"''''''''' references first 15 \t2 of Sat. 2.3 have already been mined 

extensively brought to 

undoing 

I shall att(~ml)t to elucidate only a few fur-

u.,..'''.'''. Horace his a times, 11-"'UUJ'0> Da-

701 Fabius appears near the beginning of Horace's first satire as the 'wordy Fabius' loquacem ... Fabium 
(l.l.l3- I 4). is said to Horace to a competition to see who can write more in a limited 
time, which the declines, thanking the gods that they have furnished him with a puny intellect (pusilli 

so that he has little to say and then on rare occasions (1.4.13b-Zl). expresses active 
aDt)rec:iation of the anti-Callimachean notions of , 'faster', and 'more'. The scholiast I->r.T-nh·,,,,,,," 

describes as the author written tam but it is hard to show that Porphytion is not 
indebted to the Satires themselves for this of information. 
702 Sal. 2.3.44, 287. 
703 Diogenes Laertius (7.180) tells us that Chrysippus wrote much but not very well. No one was more in-
dustrious (1tOVl.KW'tIX'tOC;), by which that was the author of over 705 works. 

volume as a to Diogenes, to increase the number of his 
1J .... ''' ... al1lJu'' by arguing on the same Corrections made added to the and the 
text was padded with quotations, once, including almost the whole of Euripides' Medea. 
However verifiable these outrageous Diogenes' later representation reflects an amusing tradition 
that Horace, in saw fit to use the as he mocked their paradoxes and 
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masippus, again unaware that IS correct aplpr()ach for a Callimachean: ... 

orum quaeque retexens (2.3.2). image, a metaphor for COlno,osltlOJn. may 

have an additional .... ,,..,., .... !o;, as not only retexo .,.jOi ...... "' .... u only 

here in Horatian corpUS, but addition the would seem to recall the most 

ous weaver (and 11n._n'.f'.n ... 

ace unpicks and reweaves. 

work would ensure that 

of them all Penelope. 704 Penelope, 

Homeric undoing redoing of handi-

shroud was never completed. well 

by uamaSlP1Pus as the crux of the analogy as applied to Horace will 

never complete his at the rate he is 

there I would suggest, another side to which must escane Damasipp-

us. to complete the was due to her desire to faithful to 

absent husband Odysseus, and to avoid having to marry one of the suitors. Likewise, Hor-

motive 'unpicking' work is similarly based on a P"'''''''P'''' of exclusivity, whi-

ch is closely allied to his stylistic - the desire an exclusive ........ , ...... " .... 705 On 

the 

Damasippus' popular reputation and his common touch mark out as part 

as we seen, is reflected 

stylistic and compositional exc1usivism. 

brash of understanding ofHor

with Penelope, even 

is undoubtedly blind to its range of nuances, Damasippus is therefore ir-

onically 

preserving 

to suggest Horace's literary "''''LJ''"'u ....... parallels Penelope's ", ... n"'j::'J for 

in that constantly reVVOIKlI1lg the textum poems, Horace 

704 Retexo is however also used of Penelope's at Cicero Ae. and later by Ovid at Amores 
3.9.30. For the Homeric treatment, see Odyssey 19.149-151, where l:'eIlel()pe reC01.ll1ts her diurnal weaving 
and noctural strategy. She also relates how she was eventually and caught 152-1 
Like Penelope, Horace's for textual composition have been fmmd out in the course of this 

satire, are also frustrated by his critic Damasippus. 
70S In his first book Horace had tnt~'MY\"ttpt,th, ""vr ... .,.~~pt1 the intent to address himself to a limited 
and exclusive audience. His works were not to be on sale in shops or be on pillars for the sweaty 
hands of common mob and to fondle (Sat. 1 Instead, Horace would recite 
his works only to his friends and then only when compelled him (nee recito cuiquam nisi 
eoactus, I A catalogue of Horace's preferred readers appears towards the end of the fmal satire of 
Book One, where he also links the ideals of slow with those of exclusive in the Callimachean 
tradition: 'You must often use your eraser, to write worth a second and you 
shouldn't std ve for the admiration of the (turba), but should be satisfied with a limited readership ... ' 
(1.10.72-74). Unlike the garrulous Lucilius, who claimed that he wanted average people to read him, Hor-
ace, as his in 1.10 will settle only for the best of his Only a constantly 
edited style would assure him of that exclusive audience. 
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addresses himself to an audience in much the same way as Penelope, by an ana-

logous device, reserved herself solely for Odysseus.706 

ironic is Damasippus' assertion that our '''"in .. ,,,,ln poet is lavish with wine 

and ( ... vini somnique benignus, wine is one of the proverbial sources of poetic 

inspiration.
707 

U3lmliS1lJpllS understands the enthusiasm for wine a more literal sense, 

however: Horace is too drunk708 

I have suggested, we understand 

to compose poetry, he asserts. Perhaps, as 

effects of this, in combination with the tedious 

."'''' ...... '''. rather literally too - inebriated and thus drowsy Horace off while Dama-

sippus, following Stertinius (,Prof. Snore'), composes the on his behalf. Foolishly 

also, Damasippus accuses Horace specifically of not 'singing' anything worthwhile, any

thing worthy of sermo:709 nil dignum sermone canas (4). Damasippus' of t ",rrnl1!"1n-

706 Another with roots in the Odyssey is that of the Siren 14; cf. Ander-
son (1961: 105ft) has drawn attention to the of the unexpected noun-in-apostrophe Desidia at 
the start of the following line: vitanda est improba SirenlDesidia - 'Take care to avoid the shameful Siren 
Sloth!' (14-15). Anderson notes that, from a Epicurean perspective, doctrina might have been the anticipat-
ed word, since is thought to have his followers to flee from education as if from a Siren (id.: 
106). From a Stoic on the other it would indeed be desidia sloth) which was 
improba and to be avoided. Anderson therefore that we have here in Horace's Satires an mi-

of standard Stoic . 107), although this would have been ironical-
ly beyond Damasippus' own grasp id.: 105). While the term Siren had become associated with 'the lure 
of intellectual things' (id.: 106) - for example, Alcibiades is made to use it of Socrates at Symp. 216a - Da
masippus Horace's intellectual pretensions concerning his art of composition as sloth. Anderson 
(id.: 108) sees the mention of Desidia here as part of an indirect proganunatic statement on Horace's 
COrLCel:mI1lg his new, apparently laid-back in Satires Book Two. 
707 The 'wine-drinkers' were often pitted the 'water-drinkers' in terms ofthis commonplace 
A.P. 11.20; cf. Crowther 1979: 4ft). Horace had earlier used the to describe an 
impure Latinity at Sat. 1.1 0.23ff - cf. p.166 n. 476 above. 
708 I follow Bentley and : ad loc.) in understanding sobrius (line 5) as to 
the sentence beginning in line 4: at ipsislSaturnalibus hue Jugisti sobrius This that Horace 
arrived at his holiday-house sober (promising poetic output), but has proceded to drunk once there. 
The as in (1911: ad loc.) and in the Oxford text (Wickham 1941: ad loc.), is to take sobri-
us with what follows: sobrius aliquid would seem to 
contradict the VlnZ somnique in line 3, unless of course Horace has sobered up in the mean-
time (this seems unlikely), or if sobrius should be 'serious-minded' or 'reasonable' 
rather than the ebrius (also unlikely). would still not exclude the like-
lihood of Horace's inebriation on his in view ofline 3. Has Horace been the 
supplies ofFalemian that would only go to his heir oneday <lTI'fUl<IV 

709 There are a number to understand sermone. The word a literal trans-
lation of the Greek &~LOV, a value Fin. cf. Bond 1987: 4, 
who that we are to the neophyte the of his new faith wherever poss-
ible). it is unnecessary to assume, with Bond (ibid.), that one of the he sugg-

or that more than one meaning cannot coexist. Therefore dignum sermone (&~tOV ).,0YOlJ, 
.Io'U'_'''''llL5-U',U.Lt>v 1921: ad loc.) could mean simultaneously 'worthy of talk', 'worthy of your talk (i.e. 
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logy here is unfortunate ifhe is to "'U,JAA.., to practice his satiric art: was 

associated with the higher 

magnum opus of Horace's 

first line future 

H",,.,,1-·,,, ... satirist's refusal to on 

orders is again an 

F,HUHJ.U .... "" recusatio. 

standard Callimachean-inspired pro-

un.''''''''''' programmatic assertion at start thus emerges from the 

anti-Callimachean Damasippus' literary criticism set out there, which is simultaneously 

own positive programmatic statement the speech he is about to make: in-

deed, the greatest contradiction to Horace's ideals (and, at the same time, a con-

ofDamasippus' ideas) is the very length 

is concerned, Damasippus has, by producing a 

m"n .. '" where his mouth is. Having, he supposes, .... """ ... ,''''' .... 

As as the practice 

.. ..,~j'F,."., put his 

his crit-

thereafter proceeds to inflate his own 

.""'J',"'J Stoic speech. As main spf;akl~r 

"''''' .. 'uu, .. ''' the girth of 

swollen with hot air, 

better approximates to 

which compares the allegedly ambitious ...... n.·",...'" 711 

what you said you would do)' -like dic aliquid (6) - and ironically that this layer of 
"''''''''''''''5 is hidden from the Damasippus) also 'worthy of one of your satires'. It may also be 
ificant that upon finding Damasippus planning to off the Fabrician tries to 
him from anything 'unworthy' of him: cave/axis/te quicquam indignum (38-9). This refers to the 
Stoic belief in suicide only at the appropriate time, itself discernible only to the sage. there may 
be some correlation between indignum with reference to Damasippus' own situation on the verge of con-
version, and (4) with to Horace's. If Horace has not written much and what he has writt-
en is not dignum sermone, seems to be suggesting, Horace's literary equ-
als own one when he was desperate enough to exchange a off a for a 
leap offaith. This would the idea that Damasippus' motive for literary criticism 
for his moral criticism of Horace: conversion. 
710 The writers that Horace has stuffed into his bag and taken away for holiday (Plato, lVlemm.uer 
Eupolis, and 1 that he is to be as working on his Satires and 
(cf. Haight 1947: rather than more genres to be . There may, be 
another to the reference to . If Horace is consistent (as I maintain he from satire to satire 
and from book to book in his construct of a satiric and a literary polemic, it may be that 
'singing' (as to talking, which is the art has received very bad press in Satires Book One: 
Horace's favourite satiric butt was a singer (1.3.l-3; 129), and his pal the ape 
only Calvus and Catullus at Sat. 1.10.19. This may be interpreted as 'recite in a sing-song fashion' 
- in other without or much e.g. Brown 1993: ad loc.). 
711 Sat. 2.3.314-320. The is both to Damasippus, inflated with self-importance, and to the 
enormous satire itself. See Oliensis who calls Damasippus 'the over-inflated frog of this 

and in the end, of course, Horace will pop both. 
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Yet, unmistakably, Damasippus will never equal magnitude as satirist, even if 

he burst himself in attempt. While in the recent as we have noted, ~"H'''','''I-' 

would have been the targets of the moralist in the book 

presently also shows himself to a stylistic nightmare: in bulk alone 2.3 

the subtitle of not to write Horatian satire'. Not solely in terms 

set out by Damasippus at its therefore, but also because of their realisation 

of central sermon, the Saturnalian Sat. 2.3 is both an inverse 

of and a dialogical retort to the ideals Horace expressed in Satires Book One. 

not to write Horatian 

the central sermon of Sat. 2.3 is not just 'un-Horatian' because of length, but by its 

very nature. the surface it seems that there are many both style and co-

ntent, between treatment here and ascribed 

to 'Horace' as speaker in the first book. However, the apparent dialogicality of Sat. 2.3's 

Stoic lecture is merely superficial, as we shall see shortly. In addition, the far more struct

ured nature of the sermon that it is closer to an 'authoritative' formallect

ure than to the 'addressive', informal conversational style cultivated by the Horatian mor-

alist of Book it is undesirable to fall into the trap of following every of 

the lengthy follows we shall only a samples of 

the manner in which speech of Damasippus-Stertinius is comparable to but also strik-

different from the 'diatribes' attributed to Horace's own character, especially in 

moralising triad of Satires Book One. 

When set against the 'diatribes' of the fiber sermonum, the most strikingly thing 

about Damasippus-Stertinius' homily is habit of announcing what one is to do 

one does it, something quite foreign to Horace?12 before beginning his 

tribe' proper, Stertinius, as quoted by Damasippus, reveals to his listener his intentions 

therein: will look at what it means to be mad, and if it turns out that only Damasippus 

712 This was already remarked by Lejay (1911: 356). 
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is mad, he will not latter from committing Immediately there-

topic of his of everyone mad, is ann-

ounced,andthe tenet is trumpeted to Chrysippus 

'Whomever evil stupidity of the truth on, Chrysippus' stud-

and followers This formula applies to populations and great 

kings, all except the (43_46a).713 The lecture confirm that Dama-

sippus-Stertinius' approach is precisely what he calls it - a formula (45), a general rule 

taken to apply in case. 

77-81 -,-,a"ua"u!-,Ul!:),-":lLt:;l summons all who ambitio (78a), avar-

ilia (78b), (79b), (80a), 

vites them to hear homily.714 This announcement IUDlCnC)nS as a preview of the subject 

matter that Damasippus-Stertinius will treat, and indeed, it turns out that the speaker more 

or less faithfully follows the approach which is mapped out here.71S There is also a 

ation of the """""U",,eU to which the Stoic preacher ..... ",u"." to subordinate his subject matt

er - that all are mad "''V'~'"'''''T''''' the sage (81). Throughout 's central sermon 

a recurrence phrases 

us-Stertinius' C!n ... p.f"1"1 716 is, for eX::ImJ,le, 

toned nunc (now), which indicates whatever the 

amount to rubrics 

retlea[ea use of the !-'''''''Q~;vl';n'''Ul.J 

speaker is embarking on next: 

713 quem mala stultitia et quemcumque inscitia veri/caecum insanum Chrysippi porticus et 
grexlautumat. haec populos, haec magnos formula sapiente, tenet. 

IS 

714Audire iubeo componere ... huc propius doceo insanire omnis vos ordine, adite. As 
noted it is as ifStertinius' 'diatribe' was with a audience of students in and the 
standard welcome is reiterated even when it is addressed to only one. However, the universal nature 
of the standard Stoic thesis Stertinius is spouting encourages this cursory expansion of the lecture in any 
case. In this there is the that Horace each one the readers, as well) is included among 
the of this 'diatribe'. 
71S r:l.lI.HVI ... l",l' the order of appearance of the first two Damasippus-Stertinius mentions are in prac-

jJa.IH";~lIlIJU;' mixed them this is indeed more or less the order in which the ;'''1,;'1''''''''''' 

ms:am1tv (82-3), is treated first and at gresltest 
followed by ambitio, which is treated (179-186). After an luxuria is treat-

followed by madness in love which presumably would either be a subsection of 
luxuria both vices were closely or would fall into the category of alius mentis morbus. 
These are followed fmally by a treatment (281-295). 
716 Nilsson (1952: 186) noticed that these (Rubrikverse) are metrically marked out from the other 
lines by the high of elision in them; cf. Reinelt 1969: 82. It is almost as though these Rubrikverse are 
treated to the metrical equivalent of the modern convention of putting in bold or 

them distinguishing them in some 
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'Now hear why everyone, including you yourself, is insane ... ' (46b-4 7); 'Now I am 

to show that all people are mad with a similar delusion' (62-63); 'Now, come on, help me 

taking luxury and Nomentanus to task ... '-(224).717 There is also the regular 

of the standard Stoic ratio (reason), by means of which Damasippus-Stertinius 

uently prefaces new sections in his lecture. 718 The fmal section on superstitio is the only 

part of the lecture that is itself unheralded, but is labelled retrospect (295). 

By contrast, the satires of the first book, AA,""~'_"" constantly took his audience by surpr-

and we could never sure what he was going to do next. Seldom would he proclaim 

his programme in advance: more often he would approach his topics indirectly, and on 

occasion he would even promise to do something which clearly he had no intention of 

doing.719 speaker moral of Book often adopted the style 

of a casual but intimate conversationalist rather than that of a formal lecturer or preacher, 

as does Damasippus-Stertinius.72o unlike Damasippus-Stertinius who readily drops 

the name of the Stoic messiah Chrysippus (44), moral 'diatribes' of the first book 

Horace never appealed seriously or directly to a philosopher or to a single school 

of philosophy, but appeared to mould his own personalised moral universe around an idi

osyncratic adaptation of popular moralising. He also tended to attack formulae and formal 

tenets, particularly Stoic ones, such as beliefthat all sins are equal (in Sat. 1 

717 Nunc quareldesipiant omnes aeque ac tu ... (46b-47); ego vulguslerrorem simi/em cunctum 
insanire docebo (62-3); Nunc. age, luxuriam et Nomentanum mecum ... 
718 See lines 83 ratio is used to start off the section on avaritia), 227 it the section on 
luxuria) and 250 the sub-section on in love). Undoubtedly ratio translates the Greek 
}'6YOi;;, the fundamental and to the Stoics. Muecke (1993: 
ad loc.) that the use of ratio in these contexts means, in according 
to us Stoics ... '. 
719 The famous instance oftrus is at Sat. 1.4.63-4: ... alias iustum sit necne poema,lnunc illud lantum 
quaeram ... , a Horace fails to fulfil in this satire. But the tone is obviously mock-serious and 
at the end of that Horace hints that he does consider satire as he includes himself in a 

(141-143). 
As Fraenkel noted, 'Throughout his sermones, Horace ... takes care never to the impression of 

delivering a lecture or preaching a sermon: he wants to talk, as a gentleman will talk in congenial 
company ... ' (1957: 94). In conversation, moreover. it is perfectly acceptable to go off on a tangent or, at 
least, to seem to do so (ibid.). Anderson also remarks on the succinct and carefully-cultivated unpredict
ability of Horace's conversational style in the Satires: 'Reading Horatian satire, then, is work. There are no 
moments for relaxation. Even the transitions from sentence to sentence often escape the casual reader, who 
suddenly fmds himself in new territory, totally unable to explain how he got there ... ' (1982: 19). 
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In support of his doctrine, nevertheless, Stoic of Sat. has delved 

bag of common philosophico·rhetorical gimmicks and stock-in-trade 

ments.721 a result, in exclusion from any dialogic interchange with 

Damasippus-Stertinius, minor dialogic elements enliven central lecture. Super-

ficially comparable to the 'diatribist' of the book, therefore, the Stoic speaker 

punctuates his speech with questions addressed to a fictional interlocutor, such as the sto-

ck-figure of the miser (l 

the 'diatribist' of the 

128), or a character from epic (187ft). More obviously than 

book, however, the Stoic "'1-' .. ,,, ..... ';,;;. appears to answer almost ev

'rhetorical' question .... H""~ ... , thus 

. I' d 'th d 1 722 exercIses supp Ie WI mo e answers. 

a result, Damasippus-Stertinius controls 

ventriloquist his dummy: 'Who is sane, then? 

these little more than didactic 

,..uuv, ........ elements of the sermon a 

man who is not a fool. What about 

miser? a maam,an. Well? someone is not a does it follow that he 

is sane? No. Why, Stoic? I'll tell you ... ' (158-160).723 These dialogic exchanges are 

clearly more like a catechism, with neat, standard and .. v ..... "i-.. ri answers, than a dynamic 

conversation in which .. ", .... ""..,1'" are eXIJresse:a It is ....... 1'\.-"',"',,,,... that 

spite obvious .... u ........... " .. " .. , the puppet miser-figure of Sat. 2.3 is not heard to argue 

back at the moralist, as the more vociferous miser-interlocutor of Sat. 1,1 was per-

mitted to do. Even the targets of Sat. 

than fictional interlocutors. 

's central sermon are fictional 'listeners' 

Like the 'diatribist' of Book 

ifabulae) which 

however, Damasippus-Stertinius makes use oflively 

.. nUH/ .. with dialogic elelrnelms. Anecdotes abou-

HUi>i>JHj<, his cue on (57-62); 

financially-minded epitaph (84-99); the Opimius' 

721 As Muecke notes 131), a in the process of proselytizing could not afford to be 
completely dull as well as long. It is an indication of Horace's skill as a poet that Stertinius' lecture is 
indeed entertaining to the modem reader, if somewhat lengthy, while being evidently boring to 'Horace', 
the character in the Satires. 
722 See e.g. 2.3.89b-94; 199-203a; 295 (quone malo men/em concussa? tim ore deorum). 
723 'quisnam igi/ur sanus?' non stu/Ius. avarus? 'Istultus et insanus. quid, siquis non sit 
avarus/continuo sanus?' minime. Stoice?' dicam. 
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refusal to take his medicine even when at death's door ( 

Oppidius' testamentary therapy his sons' problems (168.181); the profligate Noment

anus' instantly dissolved patrimony (224-238); Metella's pearl, equally quickly dissolved 

and swallowed by Aesopus' son in an act of supremely decadent luxuria (239-242); the 

crazy freedman who prays 

foolhardy vow on her 

unique immortality (281-286); and the superstitious moth

reC;OVj~rv (288-295) - all of the above animate the sermon 

with variety, even if, palraaOXlcau their raison d 'etre is to support the 

singular argument that everyone shares the same degree of insanity. Indeed, the 

whole technique of argumentation is founded simply on heaping illustration upon illustr· 

ation. 

In and surrounding illustrations, the common stock of moralising topol concerning 

the cardinal vices of avarice, ambition, and so on, has been hauled out and put on display. 

While these anecdotes topol may have satisfied the 

when related to him by Stertinius, repetition to a more sophisticated audience has a 

less happy result: for one, they appear to have bored Horace to sleep. Yet recognisable 

parallels with, or possibly even "'''''.'V,",'' of Horace's own treatments of these vitia in 

of Satires Book One724 have prompted some scholars to argue that the central 

724 While the may be indicative rather of an inheritance of popular-philosophical comm
on both to Stoicism and other the similarities themselves beg us to compare Damasippus-Stertinius' 
use of topoi with Horace's. The comparable topol in turn invite comparison between the entire moralising 

of Sat. 2.3 and that of the 'diatribes' of Book One. The section in which treats 
avaritia (2.3.82-128), for has much in common with Horace's treatment of avaritia in Sat. l.l 

Sat. The miser of Sat. 2.3 is said to hide away his money and unaware of how to use what 
he has accumulated and to touch it as if it were sacred (qui nummos aurumque rt7(',nnr;m 

Ullicon'l[)O'SClS metuensque velut sacrum, 109-110). In Sat. 1.1, unlike the ant which in hibern-
ation used up the supplies it had in the summer (non usquam et illis 
Iquaesitis sapiens, 1.1.37-8), the miser did not understand the use to which money was to be put: quo 
valeat nummos, quem (1.1.73). Cf. nescis ... usum (1.1.73) and nescius uti (2.3.109). Dama
sippus-Stertinius' miser lies awake keeping vigil over his heap of com, stretched out and armed with a long 
stick, not touching a grain of it even when hungry, despite the fact that he owns it: si ad ingentem frum-
enti semper acervumlporrectus vigilat cum longo fuste neque illinc!audeat esuriens dominus . 

111-11 Likewise Horace's miser had an equally uncomfortable to 
rno,ne,,-n:'1!>s. with mouth agape undique saccisl indormis 

7 I), or staying awake all long, the fires and slaves that could consume or assume his wea-
lth (1.l.76-8: an vigilare metu exanimem ... ?). The miser of2.3 is like the man who does not dare touch his 
heap even when hungry (112-3), but in fear seems to regard his wealth as something sacred ( ... metuensque 
velut 110); likewise the miser of Sat. 1.1 his as if they were sac-
red ( ... ettamquamparcere 1.1.71 purpose, but 
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moral lecture is above reproach that it should be divorced entirely from Damasippus' 

and unsympathetic character portrayal elsewhere in However, it is not that 

Damasippus-Stertinius' tabulae or use of oilier to poi are problematic in themselves; it is 

rather that every one of them adds up to a relentless barrage illustrations that renders 

the lecture exhausting. if aU his are above reproach, Damasippus' moral-

ising is simply too much of a thing. However, there is no of recognition 

the insensitive Stoic speaker that he be going on far too long, as story is .. """1-' ..... ". 

upon story. 

As the relatively concise speaker in 'diatribes' of his first book, by f'n .... 1"r"C't 

would on apologise for wearying even when such an apo-

logy was entirely unnecessary.725 In addition, Horace exhibited a certain impatience with 

simply regurgitating standard 'diatribal' illustrations or topoi; instead he would often alter 

them or, where possible, a contemporary 726 We have already seen 

that Bakhtin described the dialogically- and audience-orientated 'internally persuasive 

discourse' as 'contemporary or reclaimable as contemporary' .727 Admittedly Damasippus

Stertinius, too, has recourse to a number of contemporary Roman illustrations, but he 

embellishes his with an equal .,,, .. ~"""'v .. of mythological exemvta from epic and 

tragedy, something quite un(marac'ten of Horace's own in 

One.728 While Damasippus-Stertinius' Roman exempla might be reclaimable as 

contemporary, the Stoic speaker's interpretations of mythology, along with many of his 

anecdotes and examples, are largely confused and decidedly quirky . 

....... ".,.uJ'; them as works of art gaudere tabellis, 1.1 and so on. Cf. also Sat. 
2.3.122-128 and 2.2.55ff. 
725 See e.g. ne Ie morer, Sat. 1.1. non est/abula, 95. 
126 See e.g. Sat. 1.1 cf. pp. 71·74 above. 
121 Bakhtin 1981: 346; cf. p. 187 cf. also my p. 30 for Mukarovsky's observation 
(1977: 8) that references to the 'here and now' are one of the characteristics of 'dialogue' in a fonnal 
linguistic sense. 
128 Cf. p. 86 and p. 187 n. 527 above. 
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Ineptitude, idiosyncracy and irony 

For a start, the Stoic misinterprets as aof profligacy the famous anecdote abo-

ut the Cyrenaic philosopher Aristippus (99-103), who Was said to have ordered his 

to dump the gold they were because their burdens slowed them 

d t h 729 D . S" , h' own 00 muc . amaslppus- tertmms VIews t IS as an example of fatuous pvrr,:n'<l{'L 

ance, an insanity which is the equivalent of the miserliness he has just treated 

(uter est insanior horum?, 102b). His understanding the tragic Orestes' foll-

ows the tradition of the orators rather than Aeschylus, as suggests Orestes was al-

ready "',.1"1"\,.,. he committed matricide. 730 

Responsibility a good portion of this idiosyncracy may be laid squarely at the 

door inflexible aOI[lll,a. 

a philosopher on the one hand, 

unusual "' ......... i;:,'"' of a well-known 

of the Oresteian cycle on 

are motivated mainly by the thesis that all ~~~'''' ..... the Stoic are mad and equally so, 

the argument to which he subordinates everything: thus to maintain the validity of this 

tenet he must, of necessity, regard both the Cyrenaic philosopher and the pre-matricidal 

as Alternatives, such as the possibility that Aristippus might have been 

motivated by moral independence of such externals as material possessions rather than by 

insanity, or that I .. "",,.,,,,, might have killed his mother for the purpose avenging his fa-

ther's murder, and might tum owe his temporary insanity to the aVf:ngmg Furies, either 

escape or are pointedly ignored by this speaker. 

On a more complex level, however, the authorial and actual audiences of Sat. 2.3 are in-

vited to detect ae~zrec~s of irony between the different layers of the satire. For example, at 

104ff, where he is impugning avarice as a variety of insanity, Damasippus-Stertinius cites 

three exempla of people who acquire the equipment appropriate to particular professions 

729 See D.L. where this chreia is also said to have been recounted by ota-rptJ)ai,. 
730 See lines 134-136. This is made to fit the just prior to that someone who kills 

for whom he paid cash (l28b-132). 
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but to use this equipment. exempla, which are metaphors the 

twin vices of acquisitiveness and to use his store of are: someone who 

buys only to store them up and never to use them (104-5); someone who buys cutt-

when he is not a cobbler (106a); someone who buys ships' 

the idea of trading (106-7). 

against 

exempla, I would suggest, broader "'~I5,UU,Jl"''''''''''''' within the poem 

as a whole: the example of the who buys lyres never to use them in the 

any Muse could have literary connotations, and within the context ofDamasippus' repet-

ition of the Stoic may be an indirect dig at Horace, the reluctant poet whom 

had attacked at the start of Sat. 2.3. 731 Again, third that of the 

man who buys sailing equipment when avers us mercaturis (107a), may be another touch 

of Horatian self-satire placed in a Stoic mouth. We have seen that merchants were among 

the Horatian moralist's targets in his first satire, as they were continuously sailing the seas 

in pursuit of wealth. We have also seen that Damasippus had himself ironically been a 

merchant (and one of Horace's 't'.llrr, .. 'tC' prior to his fmancial demise and "uU'''I,;;~ 

conversion. What is more, as he u" ... "",,,, to I";t,,,1"t'r," '&I<r".I'\" of the lecture, Da-

masippus would as yet have been the failed merchant in the process of conversion. 

ever, in this particular instance Damasippus had at least been an active merchant - unlike 

Horace, of course, whom Damasippus himself has ridiculed as a passive and unproduct

ive poet. While on the surface merely repeating Stertinius' exempla, Damasippus may 

even 'with a sideways glance' be favourably to Hnr<>"·",, however, 

the subtleties of both these exempla are felt to beyond ............ .,. they may altemat-

ively read as ironies perceived and exploited by 

the event 

~"' •. "''''' ... himself his recounting of 

131 We have seen that, at the start of Sat. Darnasippus might have been exhorting Horace to attempt the 
higher genres, possibly lyric, when he berated him for not 'singing' (line 4). However, here the owner of the 
lyres neither plays them nor, indeed, honours any other Muse: nee studio citharae nee Musae deditus ulli 
(105). 
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But what is particular importance for of the IS irony contained in 

second ... ",.. ....... ,"'. which should almost certainly added the 

course own transcription composition) lecture. This is exem-

plum of someone who buys shoe-manufacturing when he is not a cobbler (sf 

etformas non sutor ... , 106). In this case, I would su,!!,!est the import is philosophical 

rather than literary. Being a cobbler, despite no practical experience of this was one 

of the "' .......... .. attributes the Stoa ascribed to the the 1"0,'7'''' .... " nature of 

impracticable was itself Horace Sat. 1 732 Although this may 

fortuitous, the that the speaker at Sat. 106 appeals to the example of sutor, 

rather any other tradesman, may significant: the point the made 

their r;:nnllPJ'l - a master every roE"""'O despite having never 

a particular one - is of course an entirely SelJarate affair to that of a man who buys the 

tools of the fails to use them. But the lack of practical experience in either case -

man owns the title 'cobbler' "''''''1.1<' .... never having made a of and 

man who owns equipment for shoe-making does not make - In some sense 

renders them curiously analogous. having Damasippus-Stertinius ironically refer to 

sutor, Horace pokes fun at Stoics, reminding us of his derision their impract-

ideas end of Sat. 1 

Addressivity and Authority: conclusions 

the manner in which Damasippus concludes speech derived Stertinius is 

.... " •. LlLAI'''' and which is again something uncharacteristic of Horace's own discursive 

style. this conclusion/33 Damasippus announces that preceding speech has com-

prised 'weapons' (arm a, donated to him by Stertinius, whom loyally LUU' ...... L>;, 

732 See e.g. 6 1921: ad loc. At Sat. 1.3.127-128 the 
interlocutor, appealing to the of Chrysippus, had been made to announce the paradox that the 
sapiens is a sutor although he has never made any shoes or sandals: 'sapiens crepidas sib; numquamlnec 

sutor tamen est sapiens'. Horace's response to this had been an unceremonious but npo,pf'\j·il'lO 

urnerllum octavus, amicolarma dedit, ne compellarer inultus.!dixerit 
insanum qui me totidem audiet ignoto neniuerlllU tergo 
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by proclaiming 'the eighth (sapientum octavus, 296).734 These 'weapons', o-r~,nT~'f1 

to 'friend' (amico, 296) Prof. Snore, are aimed at defending Damasippus against 

the insults of all those people who persist in: calling him mad - there are evidently 

many, he was driven to the brink of their taunts insanity. But if they 

call agam future, Damasippus assures us, they will the same in 

ofthe speech on the paradox but sage being mad. Damasippus' 

conclusion is then neatly rounded off further with a .. "'-t-,"' .. "' ..... ,,"" to a children's 

tioned earlier. 735 

men-

The defensive nature formal conclusion to the sm~ecln. reflected in its imagery of 

weaponry, reveals what Damasippus himself perceives to the purpose recitation 

may in tum ",n.tnu"" his curious failure, u .... " .......... .... most of the talk, to indicate his 

awareness of, or at least to his to it is 

Damasippus' duty to convert Horace to Stoicism, and it is made elsewhere that this 

is indeed his intention, in central "''''r·y''' .... of the satire, as he relays Stertinius' mess-

age, ua:ma~)lPJ)U ..... ...,.",' .. , incapable personally directly. In 

words, as we have noted, there is a dire lack of 'addressivity' Damasippus'repetition 

Stertinius' speech: Damasippus recites the speech at Horace, of talking to him. 

We have seen that while, in Bakhtinian terms, dialogic and addressive 'internally persua-

discourse' could said to characterise the with authority of .... "' .. ",... .... own 

... ~" .. "u.., .... ,., satires in Book One, by contrast 'authoritative discourse', which is fixedly 

'prior' and the doctrine that Da:masippus transmits, the most part 

without any creative representation or independent evaluation, in the central sections 

Sat. 2.3. 

734 This was a variety of compliment in antiquity, e.g. Sappho 'the tenth Muse' or 
Berenike 'the fourth Grace' We may the bathos compliment by 
considering modem equivalents such as 'a second Einstein'. 
m Cf. ignoto discet pendentia tergo (299), and te deridet, caudam trahat (53). The first refer
ence at line 53 can almost be attributed to Stertinius himself. In this idea at the end of the 

Damasippus may of his own accord be recalling the earlier illustration, or he may, for his own bene-
"'1)",aw.II;;( parting advice given him by Stertinius at the end of the latter's recitation. 
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Damasippus does not address Horace, I would maintain, because he is not reciting the 

central speech benefit; rather, someone worry-beads, Dama-

sippus "'''' ...... ''',t''' Stertinius' address at length to himself and for his own reassurance. Dama-

sippus, it seems, intends to convince himself that not only can he protect himself against 

taunts, but that he can also revenge on those who call him as the .... ~.r,w. 

of 297 particular (arma dedit ... inultus) within the following two 

lines of warfare are exchanged those of playground battles: as 298-

299 would indicate, Stertinius' speech is Damasippus' security as victim against Rome's 

bullies, and puerile Damasippus seems to think that must repeat it as fully and as 

accurately as possible for it to take to point to the tails on backs of those who 

taunt This ... "'JL ...... ',. ",..n,Tnl,;n1£l" for Damasippus' recitation of Stertinius' 

lecture may explain why many readers have felt that Damasippus fails utterly to 'connect' 

with in the central sermon there it is the most part not Horace's 

conversion Damasippus' own "'""" ... ' ... "' •• "",. and comfort are being ~1'I/'r",<,,;, .. 'rI 

In fmal lines of the poem, there is a return to dramatic dialogue between Dama-

.... "1 .. ""'" , as from line 300 onwards the latter sippus and 

beginning by 

to reassert his authority, 

UUJIUU..", the role of interlocutor, continuing with some incisive question-

of the claims and assumptions ofDamasippus' relayed SOf~ecn, and finally reaffirming 

his own position as host, main SO~~aKleI satirist, ultimately, as author. First ""''''''' •. ff 

that feels himself to be sane nam videor mihi sanus, 302b), Horace shortly 

ows that may foolish (stultum me fateor ... , 305a), or even (atque insan-

um ... , 306a), but ........ u<Y, .... " to know with which vice Damasippus 

to be afflicted (quo melaegrotare pules vitio, 306-307). 

Pressed, Damasippus comes up with a belated736 explication of exactly how Horace can 

be considered 'H~'''''_ first, although he is vertically- and socially-challenged, the amblt-

10US is allegedly engaging in extravagant building projects (presumably on the Sa-

736 This is belated because failure to address or at least to his derived lect-
ure to Horace prior to that it is so belated could be as further testimony to the dearth 
of 'addressivity' in Sat. 2.3' s central sermon. 
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where this interlude taken is apparently out to emulate 

ron, ................ ' .... ,", who is ''''''''''''",",,,,, here by name for the first second book 

Satires (307bff). By way illustration, is now famously compared to the 

in the fable 

even it should 

tries to emulate a calf, which it 

the attempt 

of course never equal, 

is as much a com-

p .. 'e ......... to the patron as it is a joke at expense. The of Maecenas, 

the allusion to the emblem on his seal - which apparently depicted a frog - inevitably 

draws our attention to fmal or 'outermost' shell of this 

not only role ofa within the 

main speaker and author, and where M~lecenliS is not only .... ""'''5 the authorial 

ence of Sat. 2.3, but is ultimately the audience and nearly be ... v."".'",,,,. the 

'Superaddressee' of the Satires. This "'''' ..... ''''''''. fittingly, just as Horace is in the process of 

"'''' ..... ,ull'"5 the .:>v~""~"" and Damasippus . now all the ple-

ces been "",41,,""":1.1.<.11"''''' and the nlJ,nU',nIlIJ doll is cOlnpllete once more. 

remainder of Damasippus' accusations now come thick and fast, and as mcre-

ase towards the close in frequency, outrageousness, and proportionate improbabil-

we get the ........ u v.,"" ....... that critic is at straws a oe:soe:ra1[e 

attempt to indict him: not only is Horace ambitious and too for his boots, as evidenc-

by his building, but he is also insane, according to Damasippus, because is a poet 

poemata nunc ... , 321a), OJ"' ... ' ...... " ... 

extravagant beyond 

quick ."'LjJ'v .... ( ... horrendam 

limit censu, 

323), 

and 

allegedly insatiable ",",A.YO' apt)etlltes (mille puellarum, puerorum 325). 

Damasippus' that Horace's poems indicate his insanity ironically not only re-

flects the topos poets should 

of his on Horace at of this 

ily enough: as a Horace, it ;;:0'"''"',''1':>, is damned 

a little crazy,737 but is also unfair in 

not poetry soeeo

oarnne~a if he doesn't. 

131 Cf. A.P, for a humorous treatment of the vesanus poeta. The concept of the 'mad' poet as the truly 
also goes back at least to Plato Phaedrus 245a. 
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" .. " .. ,..." ..... of .... ."r<lr·"" poetic has DellDf~a 

the satire of his three times the length, even this has consisted 

almost entirely of Damasippus; own lengthy o::n"'Pl"h Therefore IS msane 

and the poem results mostly of what Damasippus has to say 

IS ~ .... u ... '''' had a hand 

pointed out, Damasippus denies his own :738 his as 

after that madness is a universal human malaise, if only u ........ ,"''' in different 

madness is a 

True madness, 

own comment in the fmal of this poem 

n ... 1""' .... 1- one that, COlltrall to Stoic is a question 

not plethora of cOlnpc~tlI1lg chatter 

personalities, but of one endless, mono logic, undialogised unchallenged vOIce. 

all his faults, much of what Damasippus has to say, particularly about Horace in the 

section 

contradicted, and 

indeed struck horne. 

Damasippus has 

In the 

"Leu", ....... ',., true - at none of his ""'U",I",, IS 

infuriated .. """' .... r .. "'''''''' would seem to indicate that sornethUllg has 

poet's horrenda rabies is confirmed when, almost as soon as 

of it, Horace starts threatening to fly into a rage (iam 

of Sat. that Horace's charact-

er is not the mCloeSl contented pelrSOJnallt that he ...... ,,"'. 

in Satires Book rather, 'Horace' more ambition than would admit to in Sat. 

he is more irascible than he had hinted in poems such as Sat. 1.9, less likely to live 

within his means and perhaps not as sensible in ""'''' ..... matters as his own warnings in 

Sat. 1.2 and in Sat. 1.4 to 

if we do not believe them, Damasippus' accusations are amusing simply because of 

the way in which 'Horace' has characterised in fiber sermonum. Damasippus is a 

dramatic of HI"I,""'(,'P self-satiric ."' ...... """"'.1' which was evident as early as 

first Whether a c)1C)lC"lmmn 

ed incarnation of his conscience, or as his stylistic noire, Damasippus nevertheless 

738 Palmer conune:ntltlgon Sat. 2.3.32 (1883: ad loc.). 
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another an equally valid viewpoint on .... n.·""'" . This 'polyphony' anticip~ 

ates Davus' own ." ......... Jll<. of as expounded the penultimate Sat. which will 

be my fmal area focus. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT: 

A WORLD TURl'fED UPSIDE DOWN: 
AS PROTO-CARNIVAL IN SAT. 2.7 

You must remember that for a chink, have been listening to the kind of stuff which 
you usually utter. I have been to it, and it over, until it is no great marvel that I have 
learnt it all and can set it down in more or less literary fonn ... 

Fyodor Dostoevsky Notes from r"rFll1J"n (1994: 

At start of Horace's penultimate satire, as in luvenal's 

chance to speak. 739 Sat. with 

name of Davus, aruloUlllc:mg that he has 

cu/to, 1), is itching to few a words with Horace 

a listener fmally the 

the Comic 

a long time (lamdudum aus

uu.",,,,,, Ubi dicere .. .! pauca ... , 

1 b-2a). Davus is exhorted by his master to advantage of the freedom granted by 

Saturnalia - as in Sat. the .....,"'''''''.HlJ.~l holiday is also the context 

to speak: libertate Decembri .. .! ... utere; narra (4-5) . 

.IJ'"""u .... ,"'" the Comically .,v., ....... n ausculto 740 poem's line lacks an it is 

UIllcertain to what exactly Horace's has been listening. The time oflamdudum 

is also vague: to how long a period does some time now' refer? A number of sugg-

have been made to explain UIllcertainties,141 namely Davus was listening 

739 The later satirist Juvenal has his persona indignantly his Satires by a similar frustration 
with the role of listener and his desire to take the floor: semper ego auditor tanlum, numquamne 
reponam? (Sat. 1.1 ft). This may be a deliberate echo of Horace Sat. a symbolic claim to the role of 
satirist on the part of the later poet/speaker, as Sat, 2.7.1-5 the start ofDavus' brief reign as 
satirist. On JuvenaI's persona here and indignatio, see Braund 1988: Iff. 
740 That which often occurs in Roman comedy, is used instead of audire helps both to establish 
Davus' Comic persona and to emphasise the Comic setting of Horatian satire. It is interesting that when in 
Plautus' Miles gloriosus the servus callidus Palaestrio comes on for the first time, as he is >I" •• rp""1n 

the audience and asking for their rapt attention, he auscultare three times in a row (albeit in different 
as he the Comic audience's behaviour: Mihi ad enarrandum hoc argumentum est 

fllB.!fE.!'JJll:.!m!m vos tra erit autem nolet exsurgat foras,lut sit ubi 
sed eat ilIe volt (79-82; my emphasis). 
741 Scholars have suggested various contexts for the words lamdudum ausculto. These are outlined 
Palmer 1931: 356-7 ad loc,; cf. discussion of Bond 1978: 85. Palmer notes that while (l) sug:ges:tea 
that this meant 'while Horace was the last satire', and Orelli it meant 'while Horace was 

out or talking to the older commentaries (3) had proffered 'when Horace was scolding 
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while Horace was reading aloud or talking to himself, listening while was scold-

some slaves, listening while Horace scolded himself, listening at the door whi

aelJreSSl1on, or listening for Horace's comm

the dramatic context of the satire itself 

Ie was sleeping or was slumped 

and. All possibilities can be defended 

as well as from what we know about servile existence the Roman household.742 But I 

would .,u~~"'., that the open-ended nature ofthe statement lamdudum ausculto is deliber-

ate: this way Horace allows the additional possibility of a 'literary' interpretation, 

namely that Davus has 

now ready to comment. 743 

overhearing all sixteen of the poet's previous and is 

What Davus means by pauca, 'a few words' (2a), it turns out, is a moralising lecture aim-

at his master: ('\n'::''''''11 the floor, the slave takes the opportunity to scold Horace at 

th all shortcomings. Davus is helped in this by his tenuous of Stoicism, in-

directly obtained, we discover, via a somewhat unreliable source - the janitor of Hor-

perpetual bete noire in the book, the windbag CrispinuS.744 Evidently, 

then, Horace is only speaker to whom his slave 

standably, the Stoic paradox none but the is free 

ao<j>o~ eA€6e€po~ ii<j>p(i)'I) OOUAO~)745 has 

been giving an ear. Under

every fool is a slave (M6'1)o~ 6 

fancy, as it must 

some slaves'. Palmer (3). Other have included the scenario where Davus would have 
been (4) 'listening at the doors for his master's commands', or (5) 'listening until Horace awoke from sleep, 
or rose from his lectus lucubratorius' (Palmer ad loc.). Bond (l that Davus is intent 
chiefly on Horace 'for some of the verbal which he has had to endure throughout his 
lifetime as a slave ... " but adds that the idea of Davus the but of his 
master, possibly self-critical musings' is also given that the slave is on the point of a 
critical attack on Horace (ibid.). Cf. the idea of Horace up on Maecenas in Part I, p. 87 above. 
742 Slaves usually stood within earshot outside the door to a room, at their masters' beck and call. Prohibited 
from speaking out of turn, slaves were to listen (cf. ecquis audit?, Sat. 2.7.34-35); it was this state 
of affairs that the Saturnalia would temporarily reverse. On servile eavesdropping and gossiping, see Aristo
r,hanes Frogs 749ff. For extreme cases of slaves being forbidden to talk, see Seneca Epis!. 47.2-4. 
43 As Harry B. Evans observes, 'Davus, having listened to Horace sermonize for a long period (indeed we 

have already encountered 16 satires in the two books) now has his chance to play satirist and proceeds to 
deliver his own diatribe' (1978: 309-310). The literary significance of the Saturnalian background can be 
found in the inversions of Sat. 2.7: here a prior audience of the Satires (however surreptitiously 
he has that role) usurps the role of satirist. 
744 Cf. Sat. 2.7.45: ... quae docuil me janitor ... Correspondences with Book One, such as the reapp
earance of Crispinius here, would seem to confirm the close interrelationship that I am suggesting exists be
tween both books of Horace's Satires. 
745 Cf. frs. 349-366 von Amim SVF 3. This famous Stoic paradox had already been treated in Latin by 
Cicero at Paradoxa Stoicorum 5 ( ... so/um sapien/em esse liberum et omnem stu/tum servum). In 
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impressed Crispinus' slave, and this provides the theoretical background to the 'diatribe'. 

As the satire og]·es~;es. Davus works his way around to the idea that his master Horace, 

is ironically a moral to various - unfortunately the 

very vices he has been wont to impugn as satirist. 

An audience comes out of the woodwork 

I am therefore inclined to imagine Davus the slave lurking all while in the background 

as an rOl)D1ne audience to date. Eavesdropping, 

behaviour in Roman comedy, is often the recourse powerless, a measure to 

by those whose or livelihood depend entirely on the of who need 

access to knowledge not otherwise available to them. Like Crispinus' janitor who is clear-

ly in the habit of overhearing his H'U."~",,, we are to <AU"!;,"',",, has it his busi-

ness to listen on Horace as composes his Satires and dictates them to his 746 

janitor also, until now Davus has leading a liminal "''''''''''''''''''"'''"'. as an ignored, 

Wladdressed, unintended, and largely hidden audience who has been hovering on Hora

ce's threshold,147 and who can now be read retrospectively into the prior world of the Sat-

ires. At the start of Sat. this ........ ~ ............ '" has finally come out of woodwork, ready to 

his ....... ,""'. satirist, a own medicine. 

interpretation is encouraged by the many echoes prior themes and dict-

in Davus' speech, echoes which go back as far as Sat. 1.1 and which ...... t.., ... l'".'" the poem 

in intertextual dialogue with a number of satires between. For example, inconsistency, 

Horace may Davus echo Cicero's more serious treatment. The ofthis 
"'<lr<lfl".", to Davus' and Horace's situations is based on Stoic and the 

Pllll\J,J.1'" that virtue no-one whether slave or free De Ben. 3.18; cf. fro 508 von Arnim 
SVF3). 
746 Cf. Sal. 1.10.92: 1. puer. alque mea citus haec subscribe libel/o. 
747 It is often observed that societies tend to credit their liminal members - those who are far from 
'insiders' but who are also not excluded - with access to truths not visible to those at 
centre This observation is particularly applicable to Davus, as a domestic slave but also as 
(presumably) a foreigner in origin (he is a 'bought' slave), is both a type of 'insider' and an 'outsider' in 
relation to Roman society (on ambiguous 'marginality', see Versnel1993: 60ft), and who is also literally 
liminal in that he appropriately inhabits Horace's threshold: in Sat. 2.7 this liminal character takes centre 

and his master with the less than 'truth' about himself. 
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topic that Davus first addresses, and of which eventually accuses Horace, had 

the subject of discussion start of Sat. I where Horace had similarly impugned 

hapless TigeUius; discontent, of which Davus also claims is guilty, had been the 

topic of the start of first satire; adultery, an ac(;us,atI<)n to which Davus devotes a 

large portion ..... "''-'A, had been ridiculed by the Horatian satirist himself in Sat. 1 

and gluttony, of which slave also judges his master guilty, had been taken to task 

Sat. 2.2. Davus turns the tables on the satirist and accuses him ofthe very vices which he 

had seen fit to criticise in others. By suggesting that many of the assertions made by 

ace throughout his Satires about his own character and about his habits are 

fact the opposite of what he claimed they were, Davus implies that 

ocrite. Horace, according to his household has not practised what he 

Saturnalian satire: proto-Carnivalesque role reversals in Sat. 2.7 

or are 

is a hyp

preached .. 

In Horace's penultimate the freedom of the Saturnalia, on which slaves were tradit-

ionally allowed to have their say, thus appropriately occasions a thoroughgoing reversal 

roles both and literary: a slave assumes the &~""'&"'AA'E authority 

and a tOlml~r audience of the Satires to lecture the textual and 

extratextual role discernible within or in to .... ",r",,-p Sermones is reversed, ex-

changed, or rotated in Not only Horace relinquished role of speaker and 

assumed that addressee and interlocutor, as in much of the second book, but taking the 

trends of Sat. even further, he has become the central target of the new moralist's att

ack. While Sat. 2.7 occasions a dramatic and dialogic interaction between Horace and his 

slave, we, the actual audience, now ourselves cast in the role of eavesdroppers, are com

pelled to listen in on Davus' upbraiding of the erstwhile satirist.748 Positioned just before 

748 Another person reduced to the role ofinterested eavesdropper is, Horace's patron and fonner 
direct addressee and dedicatee ('primary audience') Maecenas, who is mentioned by name at 2.7.33. As I 
shall argue, there are certain in Sat. 2.7 which appear to be clearly marked for the attention 
and which are in effect designed for Maecenas' we shall see that Horace's satire is 
conrlDosed with a subtle 'sideways at the patron. On cf. p. 178 n. 505 
above. 
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the end second book, Sat. is strategically placed to entire 

"" .. UJU,,'" of the Satires that Horace has constructing the start of his first book. 

These inversions and reversals Sat. 2.7 create a Saturnalian or - to name it by its later 

title - a Carnivalesque spectacle whereby entire miniature of Horace's Satires 

to which we have . privy up to this point has completely turned "'P""""'" down 

(the Carnival monde a I 'envers). to customs Carnival, and predecessor 

the Saturnalia, a lowly character (in this case, Davus) has been elevated to the position 

the figure, and is allowed to 'reign' temporarily. At the same time the usual author-

ity figure (in this case, Davus' UUA,.,."". the satirist Horace) has demoted and for the 

time being is subject to the power of the new and must do 

context of Sat. 2.7, this means that Horace is required to listen to Davus, while latter 

is granted the privilege ofmonologue.749 

Davus: doctor ineptus or capable critic? 

Not everyone, however, 

of modem scholars 

result, they have tried to 

we.lCome:O the thorough role rf""rpr,:~ of Sat. a number 

---"---.1 found the criticism contentious. As a 

Horace, by attempting to nUllify the criticism it-

self and its vehicle, Davus. An impression of autobiography, as we have seen repeatedly, 

is one of the foremost fictions that Horace consciously creates in the Satires. many 

earlier scholars seem to have felt the to defend Hnr!>("p. and to deflect Davus' 

him is unquestionably the result of their often naIvely autobiographical appro-

ach towards the Satires.750 is exactly the effect that the attack on the 'poet' is 

749 On monologue as generally a of the powerful, usually occurring only once Spe{:ltlc conditions 
have been fulfilled, cf. my Introduction, pp. 28-29 above. 
750 As we have already noted at p. 190 above, some earlier scholars (Lejay 1911: ad loc., Kiessling-Heinze 
1921: have tried to shelter Horace from Davus' notorious adultery charge by suggesting an excursus 
between lines 46 and 71, in which Davus is said to attack an imaginary target rather than his master. Ace-

to this view, Horace is again the focus of attention from lines 72 onwards. on DaVus' 
at least from line 22 on (ad Ie, inquam), the criticism is indeed aimed at Horace. 

as has out, it is incredible that 0 totiens servus (70) should be directed at 
one person (the 'diatribal' target) and tune mihi dominus? (75) and imperitas alii servis miser 
(81) at another. It is obvious that the ofDavus' 'moral will only make sense 
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ed to have: having poor presented as the un"""'"".,, wins for him a ... ' ... ", .. ",',,~ 

support. But to Davus' critique as .. "''1"'''',......, .... to the Horace', the 

author himself, is to make an error of judgement. Davus' 

which is introduced as early as line his master as 

part of the world of Comedy. Moreover, as a dramatic enactment ofthe 'if someone were 

to say .. .' construction ofthe 'diatribal' mode, 

an actual occurrence.751 

nr'>'""'nf,, a fictive rather 

Fiction or not, however, scholars need to explain why Davus' irreverent caricature 

in this, penultimate so unmistakably true and remains one of the 

most abiding images on part of modem .".HLVLln to 

miss Davus, as Horace eventually does at the end, have failed consistently. Wili's 

solution, for example, was that inevitably servile viewpoint (Sklavenperspektive), 

which apparently made him envious of Horace, in disqualified him from a se-

critic of his master.752 This blanket condemnation ofDavus on account of his 

status would, I suspect, strike most recent scholars as unfair. While Roman ideology cert-

ainly rated slaves as among lowest society, and 'lowness' to the Roman meant 

kind of inferiority "U''''a''U"~''''', physical, intellectual, moral' ,753 Davus' observations 

are not to be discarded simply because IS a modelled as he is (however imper-

fectly) on the servus callidus of New Comedy whose pithy advice is ___ ",...".A"_ to help the 

if all of the above are aimed at one addressee, Horace, Davus' master who is ironically himself a 
slave in the moral sense. The irony of having a slave address this particular Stoic on moral 
freedom and servitude to his master would be lost if Davus were to have aimed his criticism at a 
target. Another consideration up by those to Horace 
cannot be directed at Horace because the would-be adulterer there is an eques 

whether Horace this status. For the counter that Horace was indeed 
status, see Taylor (1925: 161ft) and (1986: 
751 As we have seen, it is another 'Horace', a second self rather than the historical Quintus Horatius Flaccus, 
who appears as the author-figure within the Satires. The 'real Horace' may well have included in this satire 
references to his 'real life' outside his artistic work, canny at his own expense for his amused circle of 
friends - but identifYing most of these is surely beyond the scope of a modern audience. While the world 
presented in the Satires may likewise or even partially reflect Horace's Rome, it is surely not in-
tended to be viewed as a faithful reproduction of his city. Cf. p. 53ffabove. 
152 'Aber invidia und Sklavenperspektive sind nochimmer Falscherinnen des Wahren """,cr"'''''n (1948: 
107). 
753 1994; cf.1984: where he remarks how low social status was equated in the Roman 
mind with moral baseness. 
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master in the vicissitudes life,754 Davus should be heard 

the Saturnalia. 

at least on the occasion of 

Indeed, as I argue, the model of the Bakhtinian Saturnalia or Carnival is a far more 

useful way to view the interaction between slave and master, former audience erst-

while satirist, and ultimately, to 2.7. Carnival (and its ancient 

Saturnalia), as Bahktin noted, removed all distance between 

troduced in its place an eccentric new mode of interrelationship between individuals whi-

entirely disregarded or else the hierarchical power-relations of their usual day-

to-day existence.755 Through its inversions and Tf'"l.ff'T'HI Carnival (and Saturnalia) 

acteristical1y juxtaposed opposites, matched incompatibles, and joined odd couples (the 

carnivalistic mesalliances). As Bahktin put it, 'Carnival brings together, unifies, weds, 

and combines the sacred with the profane, the lofty the low, the great with the in-

significant, wise with the stupid.' 756 

Carnivalised literature often brings together .... _"' .. u or things which are cho-

sen either their striking contrast, or, by the same token, for their inexplicable similar

ity,757 Davus is both opposite of Horace, as he is his slave, but, as asserts with the 

of his favourite Stoic paradox, they are also ironically identical: ..... " ... "',.'" is as much a 

'slave' in the moral sense as Davus is in the literal. having a cnlua(~ter such as Davus 

freely views on his poetic alter in 

role of character's externalised conscience. It is Davus' task to swap roles with 

Horace his 

place as moral 

throne - in 

'decrowning double' ,758 

Davus is ..... ",nu· .. 

and thus to unseat 

Camivalesque 

154 See e.g. Palaestrio in Plautus' Miles Gloriosus, Tranio in Mostellaria, and Pseudolus and Epidicus in 
the plays named for them respectively. 
155 Bahktin 1984: 123. 
156 Ibid. 
757 Id.: 126. 
758 Id.: 127. 
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As is his lecture contains a plethora of '""vu;:HS1encaes 

and infelicities of a logical and ideological nature, as we shall see. Due to 

most contemporary 

would-be Stoic Damasippus 

foHow Anaerson in labelling along with the other 

a doctor ineptus.759 the recent modern con-

sensus is that Davus is the in the long line of idiotic speakers to whom Horace all

ows himselfto subjected, and has his Socratic-style irony in course 

Book Two. While not useful approach, we should bear in mind 

that, as we noted, the Saturnalian-Carnivalesque tradition, according to ............. ,,"u, 

' ... the lofty the low, the with the insignificant, 

the with the stupid ... '. 760 For the topsy-turvy universe Carnivalesque 

the fool, equalising force places the lowly on a n"",1"",,·''l the and familiar 

contact among np,nnlip fostered by 

imperfect to address (at length) the 

festivities permits the relatively insignificant and 

and powerfu1.761 Therefore a Bakhtinian-

Carnivalesque perspective on Sat. 2.7, as opposed to a traditional reading, encourages us 

to value viewpoint, in spite of all infelicities. 

Furthermore, as the Horatian phrase ridentem dicere verum itself suggests, mere foolish

ness or even ineptitude as a Stoic does not necessarily exclude the truth. But we should 

not expect accusations of Horace to be provable - what he and his master are en-

in, in Sat. is a ritual rather than a court case. Nevertheless, much ofDavus' 

tic ism of Horace is curiously convincing within the dramatic context of the Satires. If we 

acknowledge the fictional world of the Satires, we must assume that as Horace's domest

ic slave, Davus is party to all sorts of personal information about his master, and in the 

course of his speech, he shows that is only too eager to serve and tell. the dramatic 

context of Sat. 2.7, this domestic slave's comments, presumably inspired intimate ob-

s'ervation, are surely to be taken more seriously than, example, attack on Horace by 

759 Anderson 1982: d. e.g. Parker 1986: 106; 1993: 47. 
760 Bakhtin id.: cf. above. 
76] In a sense Horace's Satires have been Satumalian or U'.V'Lv-",aHJl!V 

beg;mnmg of Sat. 1.1 Horace has been the 
VU""lV'''. since from the 

"'''''''''1'1'' I JVlae(:en2tS, and in the final 
satire of the first book Horace also boasts on the point of (but refraining from) stealing Lucilius' 
coveted corona (1.10.48-49). We shall discuss the nature of the Satires as a whole in 
detail towards the end of this 
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the outsider Damasippus in 

ly be weighed up against 

his master 'Horace'. 

2.3. Davus' onerous ineptitude should thp1"pt,nrp constant-

ingenuous clarity of the speaker's complaints "5';"''''''' 

Amicum mancipium: friendly advice at a price 

Davus, for his is keen to establish credibility as Horace's personal critic. Almost 

at once introduces himself rather curiously as an amieum maneipium. 

ention is drawn to this by its position straddling the to third 

lines of the poem. uses amieum adjectivally, to qualify maneipium, a 'bought 

slave' - thus is 'your friendly bought slave' or 'a friend and a bought slave,.762 By 

terming himself a 'friend', the appropriately named Davus places himself firmly within 

the tradition of Roman Comedy, where, as the servus eallidus would .u. ... ' .. .., ... act as 

a friendly agony uncle to his ..... ,,,."'. or his ...... " .. "'. helping out possible and 

often rescuing family from certain disgrace. is appropriate to the Cornie atmos-

phere of Horace's Satires in crP111P1"l'I and this one in particular. However, term mane i-

with which amieum appears in tandem, a technical since it is 'usually con-

fmed to cases in which slave is regarded as a chattel' .763 But it also appears in Roman 

comedy: at least two Plautine examples see mancipium applied to a servus eallidus in 

contexts where the individual slave has been 

ironic use of this term underlines.764 
as anything but a chattel, which 

162 Translators sometimes get around this oxymoron by using a concessive construction, e.g. 'his master's 
mend, though a bought slave' (Muecke 1993: ad loc.). 
163 See Buckland 1908: 8; cf. Muecke 1993: ad loco in 

a slave, maneipium is in 
used of slaves tends to occur where is to be Seneca De Beneficiis 5. 

19.1). Until the time of Justinian, Roman slaves were defmed as res maneipi (Thomas 1976: 129). 
764 At Captivi for example, the angry Hegio calls his restored slave Stalagmus who had long before run 
off, kidnapping his master's younger son, to account with the words: lepidum maneupium meum, 'my 
charming piece of property'; at Epidieus 686, one of the master's friends terms the cheeky eponymous 
slave, who has been unashamedly taunting his master, a maneupium 'a villainous piece of 
property'. Of course, by the end of both plays, the maneupia are not only vindicated but as their 
actions have, even made them their master's 'friends' and benefactors. 
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Roman society outside of the Saturnalian period, one could not be both a 

mancipium, a bought slave, and an amicus. Based as it was on a ... ""'T .. '." of obligations, 

amicitia, whether patronage or something more, usually ... "',,"' •• ...,'"', .... the exltra1:arrlili:al relat-

ionship between free men, not that between master 

ry were automatic to the servile relationship bonds 

to ",,,,,·n .. ,-.,. them. Of course, amicitia a L'V ....... . nature wo-

uld 

ally 

an 766 m . 

servile relationship once it was Slaves could liter-

just as in ,,-,vn ... ,u rp'LU'!:Ir'n of the servus 

who had to all intents and purposes been a true master in his vici-

there was usually an ambiguity the nature of a pers-

h"'f, .. "'.< ..... master and slave, or between a former and his freed-

presentation of himself as an amicum mancipium 1"1-.", .. ",1'" .. ", uxt:apCJses, on one 

idealised worlds of Comedy, philosophy, and common .,""", ...... "'u ....... in which 

indeed be 'friends' of their masters, with that of J.VLJLU<1' on 

the other, where they would not. As an oxymoron, the tJ ....... " ... UU,,'''''''';.'''''' IS en-

appropriate to Saturnalia, the one occasion on which master 

765 " ....... "' .. 5 ... it is clear that the term amicitia could refer to a vast range 
(cf. TLL 1.1892f &1 Brunt 1988: 381), research in the 1980's tended to amicitia foremost 
with - characteristically an extra-familial asymmetrical relationship based on the of 
,.p"·' .... r'\r'" VULLF,"'''VU and (see SaUer 1982: Iff). More David Konstan 136-

re-c~mI)lla:slse the emotional, dimensions of amicitia in addition to its 
that in certain contexts amicitia was not so different from modern 

iendstrtp. No matter how one interprets amicitia. it was usually understood to 
at least on a formal level. This exclusion lends an ironic slant to Seneca's retort: amici, to 

'Servi sun!' at Epistle 47.1: Servi sum. lmmo homines ... Servi sunt. lmmo humiles 
later in the same letter (47.16), Seneca exhorts Lucilius to find his friends at home among 

rather than in the forum or senate-house indicates that the latter locations were the usual sources 
for and thus the revolutionary nature of Seneca's ''''''E,5''''''''''U' 
166 This is illustrated the well-known Roman adage that however many slaves a man he had so 
many and the truism that a loyal slave was a priceless possession. Where Cicero's brother 
ntus, for discusses the freeing of a favourite slave, Tiro, at Ad Fam. 16.16, he his 
brother that he should to have Tiro as a friend rather than as a slave (nobis amicum quam servum 
esse On the one hand Quintus is lauding the grant to Tiro of a status that was his 
all but at the same time the wording also confirms that although the two servitude and friend-
ship, coincide in perhaps particularly in the master's of the l<OUILlUU:>l.UJ.I, 

were nevertheless formally incapable of co-existence, no matter how the individual slave was .... 1'1v"rplv 
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M'''''nrl", • Designed to the concomitant 

fonnal structure of Roman society and to blur .. .u<lU ... .., .... J,,<I between 

the phrase anticipates Stoic paradox on which Davus will speak, to 

which both he and his master are equal in the philosophy. The phrase is app-

to a world the topoi of Comedy, according to which status of slave 

or was fabulously 

Hn'U1P'tlP1" one of Davus' own motivations for prc~semlng himself as his ..... ,,. ..... 

from this being nervous slave's captatio benevolentiae, is, I contend, to found 

within Horace's Satires themselves, and this, as with much of my interpretation, argues 

for a continuum between both books. If Davus been eavesdropping intently on 

of Horace's prior sermones, he cannot but overheard many 

ous ""'''''PTT10r,c and ",,,,nnr.,,, about friendship, and frank "'''''''',''''''u. 

ex~unJ)le, Horace had lengths to assert friendship as the context 

prevI-

1 for 

the 

and take of moral support and constructive "'u,,,"',,,,,,,,,. an amicus dulcis would weigh 

faults and virtues fellow amici fairly but positive emphasis to latter. 767 

Sat. 1.4, admitting to the possession of a few hannless faults, which even his fa-

VIgorous 

eventually 

training had been unable to 

forgivable L~"U."~:>'" 

a ...... "'a .. '''', Horace had that he 

advice of a frank friend (liber amicus, 1 

(longa 

by his own reflection I.UI·t"H'~U41·fl pro-

prium, 133).768 After to all this, and I'HnJlnU it all to heart, it seems, Davus 

767 amicus dulcis ut aequum est/cum mea compenset vitits mihi bona 
sunt - inclinet, amari/sf volet: hae in eadem (I 
768 ••• ex hoc ego sanus ab quaecumque ferunt. medioeribus et vitlis teneor. 
fn"'ln~,<i< et istinc//argiter abstulerit longa aetas. !l!l.!.~Y!!.!;~,Icl)ns;tiium nJrnnrlum 

emI,ha!iis). Frank among friends was highly valued Aristotle EN 9.9), and was .n",.on. 
one to tell a flatterer from a true friend (e.g. Cicero De Amieilia 26.99; Plutarch 'How to distinguish 
a flatterer from a friend' ). It was thought that people criticism in order to their 
flatterers could be by their tendency to approve base behaviour. However, a friend-critic was 
also supposed to balance the necessary criticism with sufficient praise, always be courteous, and not be too 
liberal with his freedom of (cf. Konstan id.: 15; IOOff). Horace had himself, however, confessed to 

been a little too direct (simplicior) in his criticism of Maecenas at Sat. 1.3. which read: 
truculentior atque/plus aequo Cf. Part 1, 3 and 4 of the 
criticism of Horace could be seen to 
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challenge of the libertas Decembris and has 

of these categories - the liber amicus. 

Saturnalia, therefore, Horace's 

to become the equi-

upon himself the On the OCCaSlC)fl 

role of a Ll.A'''''U''', rHl1rnjO·i1 with drawing Horace's faults to his ~TTi"nT'Il"\n a 

temporary 

ugh 

is to 

who not only speaks freely but 

existed only 0"""","'"".", 

even if it is temporary 

Saturnalian libertas, in the sense 

libertas, in the sense 

servile 

kind. Thro

rreleoc)m. the slave 

freedom lacking to him, however, is permanent freedom within "'''v ..... '''. 

significant 

769 

Awkward 

In spite of his tel1np()ralrv Saturnalian freedom, and despite bold introduction of him-

self (1-4), once Davus starts his speech by the 

sistency in a geller,al 6-20), without any direct rellerelnce 

While an of the initial .,,,,,.U,,"'U" 

attempt at moralising is so 

general that it hardly .u ...... "., sense at all, and the illogicality 

ace to lose him (21f£). However, the motivation for 

ach is undoubtedly his relationship, as speaker, to 

"''''T''1'n"",,1' causes Hor-

un.!,u ,",'''''' appro-

Here is an unusual and awkward type of 'addressivity': since addressee is also 

personal his owner, Davus has to test the waters, as he cannot afford to ,",ul:;al','" 

criticism right away.771 of the temporary relief of the ..:>al, .... ulaua, 

769 For the different nuances see esp. Sat. 1.4 (Part 1, chapter 4 Davus' 
Satumalian promotion of himself as an amicum mancipium ultimately fails to win for him a penmarlent 
appointment as a liber amicus. his true powerlessness as slave and in relation to master 
and satirist is demonstrated at the end of Sat. when he is silenced with all manner of threats. 
770 E.g. 1.1. 1.2.1 1.3 .l-19a. 
711 pre.amt1olo di Davo e volutamente 

""'E5"'''''' that Davus starts with a 
per non irritare subito il 

<I"''''''''<I,,,h in order to 
bad has 
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ceeds too far with his libertas, Davus is all too aware that he still faces the possibility of 

castigation once the holiday is over, a possibility that, as the many references to servile 

punishment and characteristic timidity throughout this piece suggest, is uppermost in his 

mind.772 Therefore, even although he has expressed his intention to tell Horace 'a few 

things' (1-2), and in spite of having been specifically invited by his master to speak on the 

occasion of the Saturnalia (5), it is not surprising that Davus' initial foray into satire shou

ld be vaguely general and circumspect. 

Inconsistency, the topic with which Davus be'gins, had been the theme of the introductory 

section of Sat. 1.3, where Horace had lampooned Tigellius for his irregular habits; indeed, 

within the first fourteen or so lines of his Saturnalian lecture, Davus seems deliberately to 

be emulating the start of Horace's third satire .. 773 However, right from the start, we are 

already been hinted at by Damasippus at the end of Sat. 2.3 (horrendam rabiem, 323), and we shall witness 
another bout of it at the close of the present satire (116-118). 
772 Cf. e.g . ... servusl ... reformido, 1-2. 
773 Reputedly the most erratic individual who ever lived (nilfuit umquamlsic impar sibi, 1.3.18-19; cf. p. 
120 above), Tigellius had illustrated single-handedly the famous Horatian adage dum vitant stulli vitia in 
contraria currunt (Sat. 1.2.24). He was a microcosm of the extremes of vice and excesses of virtue. Just as 
Horace said of Tigellius: nil aequale hominifuit illi (1.3.9), so Davus says of his inconstant exemplar Prisc
us: vixit inaequalis ... (2.7.10), and Vertumnis quotquot sunt natus iniquis (14). As the many manifestations 
ofVertumnus, the Etruscan god who presided over change or metamorphosis, are indicative ofPriscus' 
mutability and fickleness, this statement is more or less the equivalent of saying nowadays: 'He was born 
with all his planets in opposition ... '. Tigellius and Priscus are ridiculed chiefly for inconsistency in social 
comportment: the former was inconsistent in his manners at cenae (1.3.3b-8), and in his manner of walking 
(1.3.8-9), the latter in his choice of accessories (2.7.9-10); both varied in their style of living, Tigellius' 
number of slaves in attendance and claims of devotion to particular lifestyles vacillating greatly (1.3.11-15) 
and Priscus' style of abode differing almost as much (2.7.11-12). Priscus' extreme changeability is illustr
ated by his tendency to change his outfit with the hour: ... clavum ut mutaret in horas (10), the 'stripe' (clav
us) indicating that he had a habit of making a number of quick changes in and out of the striped senatorial 
or equestrian toga, perhaps in an attempt to disguise his status. This looks forward to Davus' description of 
Horace's evasion of detection as he consorts with a married woman, where he goes out disguised as a 'Da
rna', having thrown off all signs of his equestrian rank (53-57). Priscus also varies the number of rings he 
wears: saepe notatus/cum tribus anellis, modo laeva Priscus inani (8-9), just as later we are told that Hor
ace specifically removes the ring indicative of his equestrian status (anulo equestri, 53) when he is allegedly 
off to commit adultery. We may perceive a possibly indirect form of criticism of 'Horace' in Davus' descri
ption ofPriscus' lifestyle: iam moechus Romae, iam mallet doctus Athenislvivere (13-14; cf. Bond 1978: 
89). Ifwe take iam ... iam to mean 'at one time ... at another time ... ', rather than to designate any sequence of 
events, it is possible to regard this statement as an indirect slight on Horace, who in his YOWlger days had 
studied philosophy at Athens, and who now, as Davus will shortly be alleging (46ff), lives the life of an ad
ulterer at Rome. The variations of place stressed in Romae ... Athenis (13) also possibly anticipate Horace's 
restless dissatisfaction with place shortly to be chronicled by Davus (28-9). The subtleties of this allusion 
suggest that it should probably be read as an authorial joke rather than as a witticism ascribed independently 
to Davus, 
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with our new made aware that all is not 

initial section is that ""''-', .. '''.''' ... ' ..... 

Davus' outrageous ... 11; ....... """' .. in this 

In IS than continually vacillating between vice 

and virtue, or between . 774 VIces. had frequently. cited examples 

in his previous' diatribes', as we seen, and is arguably stylistic pre-

cedent for Davus' antitheses of now one, now another opposing example. Unlike the Hor-

atian moralist, however, Davus is actually praising one of the examples he and mor-

eover it is the wrong one for the reasons. Davus compares example of 

cus, who between virtue and to an example of what he considers more 

positive behaviour: scurra Volanerius is upheld as someone who admirably stuck to 

one vice - gambling77S - well into old so he had to assisted his pursuit of 

end (1 8a). 

Davus endeavours to explain his theory on superiority of consistency 

by means a practical illustration: he that the person who is 

ahead of someone who struggles (labor at) against a rope which is drawn taut one minute 

and loose the next: qui iam contento, lam laxofune laborat (20).776 Bond notes 

seems to describe someone who is u ..... n ...... along in a of 

or "nn", .. C'· the slave 

vus' mouth.777 As Bond 

would, of course, be entirely appropriate and credible in 

pointed out, however, the imagery oftension may be an att-

empt to reflect the Stoic theory of or i1Pcrt'",,, of harmonious tension in the so-

ul.778 In case, Davus is going too as he is implying that the tonos which was 

supposed to be associated with virtue (contento) is no better having a loose, untoned 

with vice consistently, the slave ""/"/';""'''.'', rather than to soul it is to 

774 Pars hominum vitiis gaudet constanter et urgetlpropositum; pars multa natal, modo recta capessensl 
interdum obnoxia (6-8). 
m Praise is appropriate in a Saturnalian context, not because it might be indicative of the 
inversion of roles and societal but also because itself was one of the activities 

to slaves on the occasion of this festival 395, Versnel1993: 1997: 308). 
The iam .. .iam here echoes the iam ... iam seven lines earlier (13), where the expression was used to 

emphasise Priscus' inconsistent behaviour. The echo further stresses the inconsistency in the present 
context 
7.77 See Bond 1978: 87. Since slave gangs were the usual method of transporting servile workers on the rural 
estates 1984: 1 this image may anticipate Davus' threatened rustication at this 
satire's end. 
178 See Bond id.: 87-88. 
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waver between and The argument to which Davus has subordinated his Hora-

tian echoes is one which would been acceptable neither to Stoicism 779 nor to most 

other contemporary philosophical schools: has too far by replacing criterion 

of virtue with that of consistency. The ineptitude at handling .LVU,U"U Stoic _~,..,.. .• ~ 

calls authority into 

hxasl:lerate:aby Davus' vague and inept moralising, .!..!.\.l'U"_'" demands to know where 'all 

this rot' is 780 Challenged as to attempt at Davus 

asserts that his .... l"o, ... u ....... is indeed (ad inquam... 'At you, I say .. .', 

22),781 and shortly (22bff) provides three of Horace's cU'''''Ji'.''''U inconsistency. It 

be noted, however, that to demonstrate how his on the 

ity of vice should relate to Horace: that Davus does not fact ""vl1.,..,rt his 

master to .... u,Jv""" .. ' and stick to it implies an acknowledgement on the part 

that his foregoing hypothesis is indeed drivel (tam putida) ..... "' •. "'''''' has suggested it 

or that whatever has said indirect beginning is not his primary aim. 

Polyphony: preaching practice, poet patron 

All three of Davus' "''''(lLlUj.jm",,,, of his ... 0",,.,,,,. UH'",;;::.,-,,... inconsistency do not merely under-

cut assertions of the first book of Satires, but also have a vv ..... .u., ... on of 

amicifia, and, I would "1">1"'.""', make some comment on relationship with Mae-

779 In her treatment of Sat. 2.7 in her work on Stoicism 1), Marcia Colish remarks that' ... for the Stoic, 
it goes without in the of viceis no virtue. The fixed ofthe 
fool which all his deeds is not the constancy of the sage but rather its """o . .,t""" 

185). She also (ibid.) that the fact that Davus has misunderstood a ci ..... ,ihr·.,,.,t 

Stoicism at the very start of his speech means that we cannot trust him as a on Stoic ethics in what 
follows. 
780 non dices hodie, quorsum haec tam putida tendant,/jUrcifer? (21-22a), Horace of Davus in 
Comic vein. 
781 Davus uses the stuck in mud to describe what he claims is Horace's helpless state: ... et 
nae!reS,lne,(JU1,(JUGrm caeno evellere plantam We are asked to visualise Horace with his foot 
stuck fast in a trying in vain to extricate himself from the slime. This is another of Davus' subtle infel
icities: although this of Horace stuck-in-the-mud looks forward to the idea of the master's mc,apabll· 
ity of doing anything about his hopeless position of moral servitude developed later, at this point it is 
used to illustrate his changeability, and one cannot but note that this is a very consistent metaphor with 
which to describe inconsistency! 
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cenas as 1-11 "''''''11 .• '''' .... in the 782 Davus' point is that although appar-

entIy ..... ,,''' .... '''L,'''' ... with the ...... "·""""IT allegiance to mos maiorum, 

am)anmtllv ",·",t"" .. " the 'good old days' (mores antiquae plebis) of to con-

teOrlO{)ralrv life, he is not m and 'if some god' (sf quis ... deus) were sudd-

to olden times, Horace would ironically to the end.783 Sat. 

1.4 Comically inspired 'father', whom he had claimed as the model for his 

as satirist (1.4.l03ff), been to ascribe own teaching to common sense and, 

significantly, the mos maiorum. Indeed, the 'father' had appealed to the traditum ab ant-

morem (117), rather than to any fonnal, newfangled school philosophy (11 19). 

Ironically, the IS sm~2e:Stlr:12 that, despite all Horace is not '"''''', ...... to 

the paternally-derived he paid his Satires so 

Davus' diction is reminiscent of the introductory ",,,,,,'1'11"'.'" to 1.1, where 

Horace had trotted out modified (and Romanised) u .. r,,,n,,,, of the ".'U1 ....... surrou-

nding ..... .:>,,, ..... with one's lot (11€I.UVtlJ.otpia). No-one was happy with his lot, and 

each had instead praised of somebody 7U· H . Just as orace pralses men old. 

mCleelrJ. laudet 

2.7.22-3). Moreover, 

sequentis (Sat. 1.1.3) may paralleled laudaslfortunam ... (Sat. 

1.1 Horace gone on to 

the professionals chance to '"''''''.u.!'','''' places with 

that if a 

they ",",;, .. ,.rt 

were to grant 

would refuse to 

182 That Davus should seek to address amicitia is appropriate that at the start of this as 
we have seen, he proposed to establish himself as a servile version of the fiber amicus. However, 
as I hope to make plain in what follows, it is doubtful whether this amicum mancipium has really understo-
od the subtleties of amicitia, as Horace has defined it in his Satires thus far, especially in Book One. There
fore, although the criticism that is in the mouth ofa household slave in Sat. 2.7 contributes 
to the satire of Horace's character that can be seen throughout both books at the same 
time this is balanced by an ironic vindication of Horace's own as a loyal amicus of his 
Maecenas. 
183 laudaslfortunam et mores antiquae plebis, et idem/si ad illa deus subito Ie agat, usque recuses (22b 
-24). Davus ascribes this either to on Horace's - he does not believe what he preaches 
(aut quia non sentis quod clamas rectius esse, or to his inconsistency - he is not constant in his defence 
of what is right (aut quia nonjirmus rectum defendis ... , 26). 
784 Qui jit, Maecenas, ut nemo, quam sibi sortem/seu ratio dederit seu fors illalcontentus vivat, 
!:fm!f{fl'.J1£~!:fL.J>!lf1j!!!W!fl1I (Sat. 1.1 my emphasis). This is followed Horace's of the dissat-
isfied professionals: the the merchant, the and the farmer. Cf. my discussion of the start of 
Sat. 1.1 at p. 71 ff above. 
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do SO.785 appears ,",v,,,,,,,",,n to quis deus (1.1.15) with 

si (2.7.24), and deliberately calls attention to parallels between the 

two passages. 

consistent, ",..." ....... 1'1 to Davus is really no 

and in-

them: spite of his moan-

would be as as they to tum down an offer to change 

Although idea of "' ..... ,"' ...... ,' ... an offer to return to the past is an adynaton eIl1l01c)V

Horace has mo'eeO follow-ed for rhetorical purposes, and although one might protest 

mos maiorum in allowing Satumalian " ........ ,..h to take place at all,786 the acc-

"""'UU'U may nevertheless an indirect As the second mo-

past, 

man at 

in supporting 

supporter 

new status quo. 

had a """"T .. " int-

true that the Augustan re-

became increasingly backward-looking, H. ..... au"'il.~ the supposed of Rome's 

claim that Horace not really want to tum back the may, I contend, 

subtle way indicating to .... "'1-,.('\" his true ....... " ... ,"' ..... v .. with the oreSeI1lt. wh

atever poses 

slave's 

assume as a Couched in dramatic context Horace's 

the particular accusation that Horace would not return to the past if you 

paid is an indirect way poet to his approval new reglffie. 

Davus next Horace with when in Rome, pralSlng 

city to the one, is re-

1.1, where examples dissatisfied ...,..,\.J'.,n ... 

'>Ln .. ",,, ...... -'''''''' city lawyer who misguidedly pH'''''''''''''' and envied of the 

785 'en ego' vultis: eris tu, qui modo miles/mercator; tu, consultus 
modo, rusticus: hinc vos/vos hinc mutatis discedite eia!! quid statis?' nolin!, licet esse 
beatis (Sat. 1.1.15-19; my emphasis). Cf. pp. 71ffabove. 
786 Cf. quando ita maiores voluerunt, Sat. 2.7.5. 
787 Romae rus optas. absentem rusticus urbemltollis ad astra levis ... (28-9). The slave describes his master 

a clear case of inconsistency. This is greener' or 'lights are 
er' whereby the dissatisfied Horace longs for the country while in the but 
wishes to be back in the city once his wish has been parallels the point Davus made: just 
as Horace is not committed to his praise ofthe olden and would refuse the opportunity to live in such 

so his desire for the country-life, Davus suggests, is a mere whim. . 
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er, and a farmer who tum had claimed that only 

yer's and the dissatisfactions, lifestyle 

the city fact that called, are simult

aneously mirrored alternating longing for frustration with both 

country. Davus thus that Horace is similar to targets of his 

only twice as bad. 

The town-country has been prominent the Satires, but Davus' acc-

usation is made in the which immediately Horace's 

Maecenas' gift which, he would us believe, had long 

prayers, and over professed contentment In addition to 

ace with the of Sat. 1.1, therefore, Sat. a reinterpretation of 

2.6 in a retrospectively light. Far from contentedly downshifting on his small-

holding, Horace, we are to AAU"aAU_, is soon bored with the noctes cenaeque deum IS 

desperate to get back to town. noble and to which the satirist most 

directly lays claim traditionally regarded as the pinnacle 

satiric achievement, an excellent foil deflation in 2.7. 

On the one hand, boredom country house could perceived as a potential 

to the patron, but, on the other hand, the occurrence of the statement in this particular sat- . 

Sat. 2.7, may be a "h·'''!.'''_an.~ __ .. .J significant indirect compliment to Maecenas. In 2.6, 

order to emphasise by 

ably about his life in the 

the demands 

that preceding satire, the 

was wasted amid all his 

joy in his holiday 

the thankless 

part of Maecenas' 

.... nr<>r· .. had moaned intermin

of him, and 

nec<~ssltated (2.6.1Sff). 

satirist had "''''.UIJ ...... ,''' ... 

causing him to 

quando te aspidam? (2.6.60). With the deliberate contrast, 

a day in the city 

country estate: 0 rus, 

idyllic country 

circle at life the Sabine hills, existence of a ............... "'. 

788 afT7'lcn.lam laudal iuris lefT.um.,:/Ue "U.'J.'~'lJ galli canlum consultor ubi ille, dalis vadibus 
rure ex/rae/us in urbem viven/is clamal in urbe... 1.1.9-12). Cf. pp. 7 I ff above. 
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SU.!~2f:Stf:d that being Maecenas' 

se(:ona ",I1o<"'HI-'.'" of Horace's mc:onslsterlCY 

of mollifying any "~"ULLU,","'" to

np,rrpnlP'rI in the preceding poem.789 By 

frequent rural frustration, Davus is 

...... "' ... "' ..... '" or his circle, but with Horace him-

Davus' third and most Horatian inconsistency paints another not 

very flattering portrait of the poet, but I would argue, elevates Maecenas. Davus 

first sketches an impression of Horace, to get an invitation to dinner, en-

thusing over his vegetarian supper and himself for 'not having to be out 

drinking anywhere,.79o Davus' a Comic servus eallidus: velut us-

quam/vine/us eas - 'as if you ever went out compulsion', or literally, 

'bOWld,791 - seems to confirm knowledge of his master, 

which in tum enhances the credibility of his next nh'l"'1"\l~hnn' at the last minute Mae-

cenas were to invite him to "''' . .u. ...... .... ", .. or· .. would, to the .... "', ... "'.u of his 

• 792 d own paraSItes, rop 

789 Years later Horace was to echo Davus' accusation in an confession in his Epistles: 
Romae Tibur amem ventosus, Tibure Romam I the accusation in the mouth of an 
apparently unsympathetic speaker in Sat. 2.7, Horace makes the idea of his vacillation between and 
country, and the fact that he does not really prefer one over the other, seem credible. 
190 sf nusquam es forte vocatuslad eenam laudas seeurum holus ae, velul US"UQ'mIVmCI 
dieis amasquelquod nusquam tibi sit potandum ... (29-32). 
791 This not only reflects the pervasive imagery of bondage and servitude that this 
satire down, and anticipates the image of Horace himself as a moral but too that Horace is 
stubborn and self-centered, points which are shortly to be picked up by his plaintiff parasites. 
792 Ironically Horace's sudden success with his patron has left his own seurrae to wonder where their next 
meal is coming from. The parasites are Davus' fellows both in the domestic universe ruled and 
also of course on the Comic stage. One of the seurrae, Mulvius, dismayed to see his ..... ,.I'1,n'I.'ot>ti 

l'lnr,Pl'lT1np into the sunset, is introduced into Davus' in the of an authoritative ~ ..... ,,,I,,, ... 
slave will accuse his master of servitude, so a seurra is made by that slave to Horace with 

of Maecenas. And just as Davus will argue that Horace may be a more of a 'slave' to his IJ"""'V,,,, 
than he, Davus, is, the parasite likewise is made to suggest that Horace is an even worse parasite than he. In 
most editions of the Satires, Mulvius' whine merges with the continuation of Davus' own 
essenl:lall) the same point (42ff). Mulvius is thus a useful if temporary another 
our cautious critic Davus. 
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idea that character is a scurra has been an joke in Satires 

from begirming of Book That is by Davus as jumping una-

shamedly when Maecenas to do so, even although it is made abundantly that he 

IS being invited at eleventh hour to fill in the around table, once 

more brands him as no better than a scUrra. corollary is when Horace his 

solitary meal it simply mean that has been gaining an invitation to 

dinner. Davus' unflattering portrait master makes a mockery of the that 

satirist been expressing throughout but this undercuts in partic-

ular the self-portrait that had in Sat. 1.6, in the description of his 

day'. Towards of that satire, Horace had fondly depicted his leisurely 

window-shopping at the market, which had included about the price of 

other ll~H"'''''Ll by a simple on his return home. 

The poet had there sef~mf:d to in drawing this homely picture, <:!n,"\Ulln 

"'HAC • ..,.'" life of autarchy ataraxia. Davus' domestic 

casts quite a different light on this meal forces us to in retro-

spect whether Horace's detailed and proud account of himself in 1.6, happy at and 

thriving on his tenuis victus, was not """1"P"" a case of sour 

But in of the of this portrait ofHoratian inconsistency, Davus is clearly 

wrong castigating Horace being to please his patron. Not only would it have 

been construed as extremely ingratus for Horace to have refused a ........... ' .. n invitation from 

his amicus Maecenas, Davus' disapproval his upon 

ing invited to Maecenas' cena, even at the minute, is undoubtedly another example of 

Horace's indirect way of flattering patron through self-satire: is important 

enough to for him to drop even his cherished at a 

moment's notice, and to do his in a Although he has hinted 

IS a of his Davus makes it only too has not the 

ties of amicitia. Rather, it is obvious Davus' frustration with his master is motivated 

793 •• • percontor quanti holus ac jar, 1.6.112. 
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by the .,"."'AUA.1 someone who has .... "F; ...... u 

flat spin .... ~U~L .. J"' ... 

addressees of the amne~m 

• •• .,_ •.• .1 an audience of orders, Davus is one 

demands often heard on these occasions: 4nemon 

ocius? ecquislaudit? '- 'Won't somebody hurry up and fetch the 

listening?, (34-35). 

is anybody 

Davus' three exempla inconsistency may thus all be mtert)re1ted as indirect 

ways of flattering IVJ.i''''...,'''Ui1:'> his desire to please and avoid 

ace, if U".,v .. ",." all the right reasons. Yet all 

the is the rub: at least some 

that he has built up as ",,,,,.u,,,, 794 

patron, Hor

in spite of 

VJ. .. ,.V.';' ..... sticks to 

Davus' assert-

Ions, as lill,."'''.., ... credibility on account uuuu .. ,'" oelrso'ectlve as the 

satirist's dmne!mC the criticism is further cnarnpl(me~a 

m respOllse to is we are encouraged to UU<4SJCU'" 

master stop to frighten him with his expression, and 

in anger: auferlme vultu terrere; manum stomachumque teneto ... 

grimace 

that his 

lashing out 

Horace's serv-

ile assailant has unA',",,",'" struck a nerve. But while this resPoIlse, which anticipates 

the weight to what Davus has been it confirms the 

indirect '"'v.'u .. ' ..... """ .. ., to patron that are encoded 

ace'. seen many times before, the jokes at expense ult-

'lower bodily stratum': Davus on sex 

Davus next ... ",."u .• '" sex - his favourite topic, space devoted to 

"1"''''''.''''''. is starting to develop his point is a 'slave' to various 

and that the satirist's moralising is incompatible with his lifestyle. The 

the intentions behind Horace's erratic the fact remains that he is inconsistent. 
Lll'-'JU".L",\oU'-y itself and the individual examples of it proffered by Davus all echo topics previously 

treated in the Satires would appear to insinuate that Horace is inconsistent and perhaps even hypocritical 
not only as a within the Satires but also as satirist. 
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_ ... ,_""_,,, starts to become even more personal as Davus riot only nn'!Tnnte Horace with 

J.<iHJ.HFi"', but what is own lifestyle r,ll.n ... ., .... favourably with what he 

asserts is master's. Davus COIUelrlaS that not is Horace a slave to his passions, but 

that mercy of even worse passions, For a start, 

Davus poet is an adulterer while coniunx 

capit,795 meretricula Davum (46).796 

after alluding to the of both Horace and him-

Davus his ....... , .... 1".1"' .. ,..'" by jokingly asking master to "'VA.'''''''''''' which of them 

is more liable for crucifixion: peccat uter nostrum cruce dignius? (47). In practical terms 

is a moot point, since of the two only Davus could be liable crucifixion, the 

""_I"" ..... punishment slaves and question is clearly a rhet-

orical joke, one adynata temporary nature ofDavus' and hypothet-

ical nature of his argument foster. Davus applies the spectre of the most extreme form 

servile punishment - a rI .. t-...... ,"'nt- to in everyday life - to his construct of his master's 

moral subjection to foolish vices: a slave in the moral sense, Horace would do well to 

"...,lll", ..... ". the "'''''';''',1''''''' that hung over who were in the 

although he is using the terminology of (peccat), the 

UU'''''''''l''> is inappropriate a Stoic context. By phrasing question to 

sense. 

which Davus is 

with a 

comparative adverb (dignius), Davus is making a distinction between one n .. u,r ...... of 

795 The verb capit here looks forward to the theme of servitude in love to be explored in the section to 
follow, at 66·71 and 89b·94. Not only does this verb contribute to one ofthe many of 
servitude and that occur thoughout the poem and are in the mouth of a 
and because of the particular paradox that he is capturing/captivating is also of course a 
standard image of love poetry. The overlap of servile and erotic images is by Davus in his 
to show how Horace is a slave to love. 
196 another man's wife a little tart ' (my This sentence is structured chi· 
--"'--"J (which I have tried to reflect in my translation), with the shared verb in the middle: Horace 
('you') • Adulteress· - Prostitute - Davus. The te at the beginning ofthis line contrasts with Davum at 
its end, and, marking the start of the treatment of the Stoic on moral servitude and freedom, it also 

the point where comparison between Davus and his master in earnest, and where the roles of 
master and slave begin to be emphatically reversed. In contrast to the rather formal and solemn coniunx ali-

~vv",., ... ,_ to the diminutive meretricula, although possibly metri gratia, has the added advant-
less and even seems affectionate, 
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argued for the equality of all 

or worse than any other. Not only 

question line 47, therefore, but also Davus' entire contrast own 

797 one 

sins, which begins in earnest in this present section, while morally significant from a 

general IS In incompatible with orthodox Stoicism. Although he 

claimed an indirect Stoic source for his material only two lines earlier (45), has 

either not been exposed to or else not grasped this of Stoic theory. infelicity 

such as this must cause the audience to question whether Davus knows much about 

Stoicism at all, beyond the paradox that suits own situation. 

Fortunately, however, arguments which follow are influenced instead by the practical 

moralising of Horace's first book of Satires. identified .... n .. ",..·"" as an adulterer, 

Davus orc)celeas with an eH:LOClral:e contrast "' .. 1·u,. ...... as his own {"", ... i' ...... 

enjoyment a prostitute, and what he alleges are master's deluded sexual In 

married women. Davus cautions that the matrona, unlike the prostitute, is not 

sexually agreeable (63b-65), is draining (committes rem omnem ... , 67), and the 

whole adulterous is an extremely dangerous and fearful undertaking (56ft) - not 

because of the probability of a jealous husband lurking the Not only are 

most Davus' arg.uITaents the stock-in-trade of moralising On adultery, but many 

points he makes are also strongly reminiscent of Sat. 1.2, in which himself 

conducted a 'diatribe' as expensive, perilous to one's person and lethal to 

one's reputation. 798 Davus' accusation that Horace is an adulterer therefore suggests that 

the satirist is at best inconsistent, at worst hypocritical. 

197 In Sat. as we have seen, Horace ridiculed the Stoic tenet that all sins are In an 
attempt to demonstrate the unfairness and extreme of this Stoic credo should it be applied 
to forms Horace had asserted that someone would be considered insane ifhe were to 
a slave for the minor offence half-eaten dish that he had been ordered to clear away - in other 
words, if a slave's minor sin were to be treated as if a one: si quis eum servum patinam qui tollere 
iussus/semesos piscis tepidumque ligurrierit ius/in cruce suffigat, Labeone insanior inter/sanos dicatur 
(1.3.80~83a). Ironically, Horace's anti-Stoic position would have been more lenient towards a slave in 
trouble than a literal application of Davus' own recently embraced faith. The joke is on Davus in that, in 
failing to grasp the niceties of Stoic theory, he does not comprehend how if literally 
executed, these could be. 
798 In Sat. 1.2 (cf. Part 1, chapter 2 of the thesis) Horace had railed reckless sexual relations 
with any woman, even the but in the matrona, the [lIlllI-DUrn uxor who 
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Consorting with the virtually Ul"''''V'~~ matrona is so fraught with difficulty and 

such a to Horace's good name that Davus master having to venture 

out disguise to meet another thrown insign-

ia of his the adulterer 

of low social 

public lllc:ogn!tID, disguised as someone 

eminate (a with a cloak: covering his perfumed head: pro-

dis ex iudice Dama/t~rpis odoratum caput obscurante lacerna It has remark-

that Horace's ......... !". of himself, represented the cloak with which he covered 

his head (obscurante lacerna, 55), contrasts sharply with prostitute's openness, 

ected in nakedness the bright of the lamp (clara nuda lucerna, 48),799 In Sat . 

.... " ... "r'''' had cited prostitute's nakedness under her transparent attire as of 

her complete lack of ........ "' ........... uv' ... Hiding behind his cloak, as described in 2.7, 

however, is ironically more like 

h"" ... ,,,,,,+k her long stoIa (1.2.94-100). 

matrona 

a result, in 

1 who ,,~.,'v'"' .. u ....... herself 

Horace cornpl1lreS negatively not 

only with Davus but even with prostitute. 

We saw that Sat. 1.2 

had Horace in the 

with a which, although presented as hypothetical,800 

adulterer, having been "'''''''l''.1,1. in flagrante delicto, rac-

dishevelled the scene of his sins. unfortunate '1'\"'1"<;;'1"'111 

Horace hinted at Sat. 1.2.127-133 would retrospectively have added credibility to his 

"""' .... ~., ... admonitions to others to avoid adultery at 

",.-"a,,!u what was ."llCUUr; about when that 

forced to 

of the bedroom closet modern 

2.7.58-61 

band a chest, the 

it appears, knew 

adulterers. 

"' .... v .... "'hus-

graphic nature 

of both these Horatian passages InOllCalles their probable debt to the perennial 'adultery 

especially was regarded as a drain on a man's finances and a risk to his good name. Horace had by contrast 
upheld the prostitute as available, accessible (a parabilis Venus), open and artless. Pitting whoring 
adultery, Davus likewise argues that the prostitute is far more easily available and compliant (47b-50), 

to please, and of no risk to one's reputation (51 
For the clever contrast in the on lucerna ... lacerna, see Rudd 1966: 191; 1969: 26-27. 

800 All the verbs in the at Sat. 1.2.127-133 are in the in clauses a verb of 
ne ... ). But in of this, the apparently first-hand detail and the fact that Horace in 

the first person suggest his personal involvement. Cf. Part 1, 2, pp. 112-113 above. 
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mime' ,801 a of the contemporary popular The 

and tapai adultery that contributed to raucous mime routine are 

props 

in both 

maid ac(;ornpncle, is pf(~sel1t as mIme, desp(~rate-

ly scheming to '-'''I"Hl',",,-,l a solution to the ~V'-'UAJLUl", problem, but putting adulterer's 

terests last when chips are down. In both evades the jealous husband, although 

by different means - in 1.2 hiding in 

Hiding a chest well have led to adulterer's detection the classic mime sce-

ne 802 but , 1'"Ir'>CPl1r" Horace as having escaped (evasti, 68) - the present - just as 

Davus AU"'''''''''' with his mention of the of Sat. 1.2 saw him running away. The 

Horace's "'"''''1-''''' IS his master is enough to go back, even after his farcical 

away.S03 from a case of once bitten, twice shy (dactusque cavebis), J..V1a",'~. Davus su-

from his l1U')L(U ..... >:>. That in 2.7 lOcale:Q Horace within an-

other stock adultery scene and has had him escape, echoing his escape at the end 

1.2, to entrench the impression, however unjustified, the of of 

801 The mime' was one of the most famous and most of mimes 
the mime in see Fantham (1989: 153-163), and for a Petroni an see 
Panayotakis (1995: 122-1 . 78) argues that the of the sketch of the mime scene pla-
ced in Davus' mouth at lines 58-6 1 confirms that such a scene would have been to 
Horace's contemporary audience. therefore concludes that there is a strong probability that Hor-

derived 'from the popular stage of his day' (1993: compares this to the 
C01DrrlOnplalce, seen so many times on television and in movies, with the lover tripping over his box-

er shorts as he to escape the husband. 
802 the lover in a chest when the husband returns um~xpiec1:edLy 
that is also later referred to luvenal at Sal. 6.41-44, where the expresses amazement that Post-
umus is thinking a wife when he used to be the most infamous adulterer in town, hidden in 
more chests than a comic protagonist (quem (otiens texit perituri cista Latini, 44). Latinus was one of the 
most famous mime-actors in luvenal's day, who seems to have played the part of the adulterer (Reynolds 
id.: 82). Reynolds (id.: 81) suggests that the adultery mime may have consisted of a single scene, which 
probably took place in the woman's bedroom. It began with the two lovers on alone, interrupted by 
the return of the husband, prior to which event the woman (or her maid) concealed the adulterer in the 

where he was cramped and uncomfortable Horace and maybe almost smothered (cf. luv-
enal6.44 - probably the sense 'At last he was discovered, and the three characters appeared on 
the for the denouement' ibid.), the lover would voluntarily reveal him-
self when the in the chest became too much (id.. The ending of the adultery mi-
me is uncertain (ibid.), but the adulterer would probably flee the as at the end of Horace's second sat
ire, perhaps with the cuckold in hot 
803 to Horace is a slave to unlike any beast which has broken out of 

he in unnatural fashion returns ,..",,,,,,,", evasti: credo, metues cave-
'Jr17uwrp\' quando iterum paveas iterumque npr'wP.m o totiens servus! quae belua ruptis/cum semel 

reddit se prava catenis? (68-71). 
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both books of Satires, that in of all his protests, is a repeat offender adult-

While Davus is himself a character out of New or Roman Comedy, Horace's 

is no better than a farce. Foolish enough to hand over to a master (dominoquefur-

enti, 66) his entire fortune, his life, his reputation and person,804 Horace is a slave, and 

what is more, a perpetual slave (0 totiens servus, 70) to his passions.8os The posit-

ively clanks with imagery of bondage and servitude as Davus works his way around to 

Stoic paradox that only IS 
806 

By jJ ... .,.., .. UA.!". his master as a sn:3.m,e-][acea .. "' .. ' ...... w. once more that Hor-

ace failed to practise what he preached in his bouts of moralising. But there are 

two which have potential to redeem Horace in our One consideration is 

the poet has already undercut his own position and satirised his own persona by hint-

at an intimate knowledge of adultery at the end of Sat. 1.2. himself first, 

.... rn .... r .. has pre-empted much of the blame which tries to attach to him. Qui s 'acc-

use, s' excuse. As we have seen, Horace was able to laugh at himself long before his Com

ic slave took it upon himself to draw his master's many faults to his attention.80
? 

804 Sat, 2.7.66-67: dominoque furentilcommittes rem omnem et vitam et cum corpore famam? The locus 
classicus for sexuality as a master' can be fOlmd in comments attributed to the Sophocles near 
the start of Plato's Republic (329b-c). the dominusfurens at Sat. 2.7.66ffis one of the many im
ages of servitude that anticipate the paradox that Davus is about to explore. Ironically, the poem itself ends 
with a real master when Horace appears to lose his temper and indicates all too clearly that he has 
had of Davus (2.7.116-11 This outbw-st at the end is by Horace's frowning and glar-

to which Davus himself refers halfway ,hr,r\l,c,h 

Even the fear and associated with the tense moments in the adulterer's career are now, in the 
context of a slave's on moral attributes that assume servile connotations: the adulterer's 
heart-stopping fears (metuens, 56; tremis, metues,68;paveas, could be seen to the charact-
eristic timidity of a slave (reformido, 2). Surpassing the Stoic paradox which is the theme of Davus' speech, 
the slave has become like a free man, while the free man by contrast has acquired attributes traditionally as-
;)"",a,,",,, with 
806 Ironically, as noted above, and servitude were also the province oflove thus 
the topos of servitium amoris and actual servile behaviow- meet in Davus' presentation of both the 
symbolic and real servitude displayed by Horace as an adulterer. 
807 1 would like to imagine that as Davus failed to grasp the subtleties of Horace's indirect 
'confession' at the end of Sat. 1 that the servile listener took the satirist entirely at face value. PpT'h",~" 
one could argue that the accusations of adultery may even have been concocted by the earnest Davus him
self, possibly because he has misunderstood Horace's self-deprecating joke at the end of Sat. 1.2. Davus has 
a very literal approach as audience of the Satires, but this is ultimately necessary ifhe is to call Horace's 
bluff. 
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....,"',,'v .. 'u. however, as Davus himself is eventually forced to acknowledge, no of 

adultery can be with on our poet. Horace' s .LU""~6.,' .... n 

objection by means ofthe 'diatribal' of imaginary 'Non 

sum' ais - "I'm not an adulterer,' I you say' (72), Reduced to the imaginary 

protestations are at Davus' beck and call. In this moralising and 

mode, onus is on Davus to the statement has plac-

in the mouth imaginary mt~er1<)cu.tor, slave can be relied 

upon to come up with a suitably analogy: just as 'wisely' passes 

by silverware, the temptation to steal it (72-3), so avoids adultery on acc-

ount take away the ~""'I">"'~ Davus adds, Horace's 

natura will burst out of constraints: toile prosiliet /rents natura re-

motis (73_4).808 actually 

does, but only to what his domestic slave claims he would do were it not so aallg~:rous.809 

accusation of is thus applicable not to what 

arguing that .... ,.. .. "r·'" is an adulterer only by intent,810 

allegations are, practical untrue. 

admits by default that his 

a more cynical reading could 

interpret this to mean that, as has implied in the narrow 'escapes' , 

Horace has failed at adultery, though not through 

It is curious aC(;USllllClnS, although incapable convicting of actual 

vice, do seem to to him. Davus' contradict 

the formal claims made by Horace Sat. 1.2, they are not really at with the overall 

impression of his character and past experience that the satirist deliberately let slip in that 

satire. ....... v".~. nothing definite can be proven, Davus' charges of adultery have the 

ect of raising or confirming our ... .:>In"'.v •• .:> about f"1tl, .. ",c·". , thus undercutting 

808 This image echoes that of the animal bursting out of its cage at lines 70-1, and is in addition part of the 
imagery captivity and servitude which pervades Davus' entire speech and the satire as a 

cf. the of the 
It should be that in Sat. 1.2 Horace had argued that adultery was to be avoided not because it 

was morally wrong but because it was so dangerous. 
810 Bond notes that here' Davus describes the Stoic doctrine of inlentio with some accuracy.' 
According to the a person's intention and inclination were as if not 
equivalent to, committing an act Cicero De Fin. 3.9.32: sic timere, sic maerere, sic libidine esse pecc-
alum est, etiam sine effoctu). in practical terms opposed to Stoic Horace is 'innocent' 
because he does not manage to commit his intended vice. 
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privilege that of Book 

as a flawed and all too individual, 

more sympathetic to audiences of the 

yet enjoy. Presenting 

Horace continues to 

some of Davus' 

character 

himself 

eventually 

poor, victimised 

to be unsubstantiated or 1-''''''"''''''' y eVen fabricated, can 

even more sympathy. 

Only the (smooth, sage is 

Davus, 

as well as 

dwelling on 

by plunging forthwith 

to that ..... n, .. ",·". is an adulterer in act 

an exposition of the ..... l!;u.J.,u""":n 

ing (75ff), describing the nature ofthe Stoic or sapiens,&ll the 

free (83-88).812 But the neophyte's enthusiastic communication of 

is develop

one who is truly 

graphic side of 

must also contribute to our impression of his lack of sophistication. Davus' 

of the .. "' ...... '" as smooth and round rotundus, 86)-

like an mprewnable ball which Fortune (manca ... Fortuna, 88) has to att-

ack - although formally f'r. .. r",f'1' appears to highlight comic side of this 

image.813 What is more, if we are to the tradition that HI"I,r!:l(,'p himself was 

and fat,814 then Davus' ball-like is ironically the of the audience 

and Stoic 'diatribe'. 

811 Davus' reference to the sapiens (83). however, echoes his prior application of the epithet to himself earl-
ier at where he had audaciously described himself as 'wise' for not stealing silverware. While Davus is 

not going so far as to call himself a sage, the manifestation of the term sapiens in its correct Stoic 
usage a mere ten lines after its appearance in a colloquial context is unfortunate, and undercuts the 
ofDavus' serious point about the Stoic wise man. 
812 is free?' • tiber? (83), this a rhetorical one placed in Davus' own 
mouth rather than that of an parallels a similar rhetorical question in Cicero's treatment ofthls 
same Stoic paradox: is freedom?' - Quid enim est libertas? (Paradoxa Stoicorum 5.34). The 
answer of course, that the wise man is free: to liber. Davus' sibi qui 
imperiosus (83), mirrors Cicero's that libertas ut velis .. Although Davus' response 
is far less sophisticated than both make the that the wise man has power over himself and 
control over the way in which he lives· in short, freedom. 
SI3 Bond (1978: 92) also notes that the metaphor here has been taken 'to unnecessarily lengths'. 
814 Cf. p. 224 n. 656 above. 
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love 

Davus returns briefly to amatory 89b-94, he .. u.>.z;"",,'" his interlocutor 

as 'slave' a wilful and demanding 815 having to suffer the indignities 

mg out of her drenched and generally abused. Davus' use of the person 

singular at 90ff, in the of his address to his master the 

guise 

amoris to make 

exclusus amator.816 Davus may this illustration of servitium 

his recent failure to that Horace is really an adulterer (if 

deed 
. . 
IS conSCIOUS failure): he has been unable to prove Horace's subject-

to the .. "''',>Au .... ''' in the literal sense, reiterates the of the servitude to love 

a result, has previously been reduced to addressee, interlocut-

orand of satire, the former satirist is now even further diminished to 

ridiculous stock figure a literary context. Once 

whereby love is likened to are 

and exclusus amator, 

Stoic sense.817 

also makes 

ofa 

815 The woman described here is not the matrona with whom Davus has previously accused 
Horace of consorting, nor, as sometimes strictly a (see e.g. Rudd 1966: 193): although 
the specific monetary value of her request (quinque talenta) is admittedly meretricious, the huge amount 
sU2gests a woman with a hyperbolic estimation of her own worth, far in excess of the common whore. The 

is that we are no longer in Horace's contemporary Rome which, however fictional, had seen him nerv-
.... ,;;,J~W~'il'~ his but rather in the highly literary realms of New and love poet-

ry, with Horace playing the role of ill-starred lover of a demanding courtesan. 
816 clearly grown in confidence, the formerly timid Davus exploits the ambiguity of the second 

" .... ,""""'.'..,. as both a formal aspect of Roman rhetorical speech, and as literally referring to a direct 
singular almost as fearlessly as we have seen Horace himself did in his address to Maecenas on 
miserliness in Sal. 1.1. Cf. Part 1, chapter 1 of the present thesis. 
817 In his treatment of this same Stoic paradox, Cicero had similarly the'l ..... ,'''''/u 
man who is in a woman's thrall can be called free: An ille mihi fiber, cui mulier Imn,eral'! 

., .. ".Do/· .. il1,if iubel, vetat quod videtur? dandum est; vocal, minatur, 
eXlimescendum (Paradoxa Stoicorum IfDavus is made to imitate either Cicero or the type of 
Stoic rhetoric of which Cicero is typical, then Cicero's poscit, dandum est may be picked up in Davus' 
quinque talentalposcit te mulier (89-90), and his vocal, eiicit, abeundum may be reflected in 

vocal Cicero's Stoic verdict is that the man who allows him-
self to be subject to a woman is not only a slave but a slave of the most vile kind: ego vero istum non modo 
servum, sed nequissimum servum, etiam si in amplissimafamilia nalus sit, appellandum puto (Paradoxa 
Stoicorum 5.36). Davus contends that no-one who subjects himself to feminine tyranny such as he has de
scribed could possibly call himself 'free' (91 b-4). Cicero also shortly thereafter makes the point that altho- . 
ugh there may be a hierarchy of slaves in a household, they are still slaves - as Davus toys with the que-
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However, Davus may be own treatment of the exclusus ama-

tor at Sat. 1 where, as we saw, the had described one Villius 

Villius, we a distinct parody of 

standard 'diatribal' orC'SOjDOlJOllta ""''''' ..... ''''i_ ..... ,'"' Sat. our IS 

mercifully 

ing the 

a lecture he embarrassment ofhav-

tables on him by a lowly member of his household. 

On Davus' of how he his master rOTTlngT'P when it comes to 

enjoyment are so O"T'!l,nn-,l' (literally 'pornographic', the of 

Davus' l'Y,u,Y1I:"(! is the '!Tnn,,,',, that one cannot help concluding that, 

from relishing details, Davus has some additional motive in this. Davus' almost 

consuming stress on sex in 2.7 is comparable to Horace's own disproportionate em-

phases, as on tempting women and t ........... t-in food, 1.2 and re-

spectively. Sex is an understandable topic for Davus to is one 

areas of life which both he Horace footing, as men, whe-

technically or ,.....","H"'''', almost boastful, of own 

sexual .. """'''''''''' the prostitute may aro'uslIlg both 

Horace and envy . ........ Yi_,"""'''' ... '1S what Bakhtin was to term the 

or the 'material bodily principle', something often the Carnival-

literature,819 Davus' steamy sex scenes certainly contrast sharply with his 'u ... " .... , 

adulterous frustrations. 

stion as to whether in the moral Horace could be said to be his vicarius or his co-slave (78-80). Da-
vus in addition implies that his master is not only a moral slave but such a slave many times over when he 
states that not even three or four acts of manumission could free Horace (76-77, cf. 0 toliens servus, 
818 See pp. 97-101 above. 
819 Bakhtin (1984 18t) the positive but graphic images of the body that are often depicted in 

literature: ' ... the material principle, that images of the human body with its food, 
maeC(llllu:n, and sexual plays a role.' In my view, the on the body 

especially, the grotesque grew in Medieval and Renaissance literature than it 
had been in the Latin literature of the Saturnalia (as because the later literature was 
partly a reaction to the negative attitude to the body on the of the Church. 
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Another joke at .. v,,,,,,,~,,,,p of Horace's as we seen throughout 

the is that he is continuously I-lia",u,.;;u by sexual failure and misfortune: from 

the bed-soiling victim of the mendax puella in Sat. 1.5 to hinted-at close brushes 

with the UaiJl!;:'vl of adultery, the 

us eXD1(nts this insecurity on 

of the 

part 

has had trouble 

to drive home 

laid. Dav-

TPn'lP .... t to luxury rather than 

satiating basic "' .... ~ ... 1"1'1" ... " - things that in oth-

ers throughout Satires - are at root of the Dr(mlf~m. This ....... .,.,u ... ,.",., can also be seen 

tastes in the two other areas 

constant champion simple life, it 

that Davus tackles next: art and food. 

out, is not so modest and content after all. 

Art appreciation 

95 Davus DrClcel~as directly amatory to the c .. ",~.uu,uv as he begins to con-

trast his own master's in the visual arts.820 While Horace swoons 

over a1.l.1Ll.I.'l'S" by Pausias, Davus is impressed by flashy depictions gladiatorial fights, 

which we should probably understand lively posters advertising events in the arena 

-101). Constantly drawing attention injustices and between the 

tment that 

nothing 

of them receives, Davus complains while he is .aU' ... i .... ,'"' a good-for-

a dawdler for stopping to admire his taste art, Horace on the 

820 Not only are these topics naturally but Cicero too, in his treatment of this directly after 
that sexual subjection was servitude, had that equally enslaved and no less deluded were 

those led by an delight in a host of antiques and collectables, which included paintings: 
stultitia sunt, quos quos tabulae, quos caelalum argentum quos Corinthia opera, quos aedi-

magnifica nimio opere deleetant ... (Paradoxa Sloicorum 5.36). Cicero's addressee was accused of 
being held by a painting the artist Aetion and by a statue Polyclitus, but the is 
comparable to Davus' in that the so-called art enthusiast is a wretched slave to these Aetionis 
tabula Ie stupidum detinet aut signum a/iquod Polycleti ... intuentem te, admirantem, clam ores tol/entem 
cum servum te esse omnium iudico ... (Paradoxa Stoieorum 5.36). Cicero's treatment 
associates the paintings with the accumulation of other objets d'art, and criticises the art enthusiast for his 

"Ill v <JlJ"';:'" and as well as the foolishness ineptiarum) of his 
nequam et eessator at ipselsubtilis veterum iudex et eallidus audis (100·101). labelled a 

loiterer may, at least at a later have earned a slave more than a mere rap over the knuck-
les: an edict in the Digest (2] .] .1.1) lists dawdling as one of the from which the of a slave must 
be protected, and it seems to be regarded here at least as as fugitivism. 
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contrary is hailed a connoisseur.822 

art, however tasteful, is a type 

point is that Horace's addictive attachment to 

that it is merely social than 

moral differences that 

Once again linking the literal 

indulgences acceptable and his own deplorable. 

.UjJHV,U"', Davus suggests that Horace is no 

servile in his passion for ~"'.Lun.'u art than 

garish of popular artforms. 

basest slave in his appreciation of the most 

Pausias, Horace's "" .. ,.+"' .... "rI !-'UUJlL"''' was a pupil of Pamphilus 

oman UU ... U ... ..",L'L.l<:u approach to 

tuosity. Pliny the us the whole collection 

was brought to Rome after a liquidation sale, also was a 

generally slow worker were habitually small, 

ects featuring boys women with flowers. 824 His enemies argued that 

atures oec;am;e to paint anything larger, and furthermore maintained 

that it was his pal,nSl:aKlmg .... ,,"""'''' technique that slowed him down; Pausi-

as, unlike challenged by Crispinus, 825 rose to the occasion, a 

picture of a boy 

anecdote reveals. 

was not Pausias' usual style, however, as nature of this 

the painter Nicias, 

have regarded him as a painter 

eXl:lml)le, criticised those who chose small of 

822 Horace's enslavement to the ",vo1un"uv,"uy ple:aSlIlg ornnnl1" of refinement. Cf. the 
sarcastic comments that Davus earlier in his scurra Mulvius when 

by 

Horace runs off to dinner with Maecenas. Horace is no better than '''''''u'''''' it is he acts 
as though he is and cloaks his vice in fine words: ... velut melior decorislobsolvas vitium? 
42). Cf. p. 279, n, 792 above. 
823 See HN 35.124. 
824 McGann 98 n. 5) refers to comments by Fronto which mention Pausias: Parrhasium 
versic,'!lm"Q n:ina.""''' iuberet aut Apellen unicolora" .aut lascivia aut Pausiam t <ristiti> a 

were to order Parrhasius to paint multi-coloured or monotonous 
one-toned ... or to portray erotic subjects or Pausias of a serious satiric nat-
ure?' (I. 131; van den Hout 1988). The question is of course ironic, in each case adynaton that 
the painter in that is the opposite of his own Pausias is contrasted 
with Euphranor, as is with Parrhasius. McGann (ibid.) has that the erotic nature ofPausi-

"UU'I""'" accords well with the placing of this criticism by Davus straight after he has drawn attention to 
enslavement to adulterous matronae, compared with Davus' more pragmatic preference 

Horace the art-lover appropriately swoons (verb at the of the paintings. 
admire the paintings - he is infatuated with them. 

cf. pp. 151-152 above. 
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scale cavalry battles and naval battles.826 It is apparent, however, that as as Pausias is 

concerned, Davus is complaining of Horace's approval of the work of an artist who stood 

for steady slow technical excellence and miniature refmement. 

Apart from yet further criticism placed in Davus' disgruntled mouth. I 

erary statement on the part poet: what 

would also appreciate on canvass.827 11rroughout his fiber sermonum particularly in 

fmal satire first book, had asserted, as we have ofa 

slow, detailed, and technically proficient method of composition. In accordance with the 

CaHimachean slim style and slim Muse, is was the Horatian satirist's PV1"1rP'"C 

ed stylistic credo. With regard to subject matter, too, Horace emphasised, in the tradition 

of the Alexandrian small, contained treatments rather large, epic-scale ones. 

Just as Pausias painted trifles, so Horace wrote books (libelli, Sat. 1 1) little 

verses (versiculi, 1.10.32,58). Pausias' """' .... "" .... "' ... JJ, .... o,F. .. , the product critical 

work, have found an exclusive, comprehending audience in Horace, as the poet en-

visaged for Satires.828 

826 At Demetr. Elac. 76 1902: ad lac. = Overbeck no. I cf. McGann 1956: Nicias is 
quoted as criticising the representation of small like birds and and recommends instead the 
depiction oflarge, worthy subjects such as cavalry-battles and sea-battles: Nt'KilX<; 0' 6 (wypa<!>o<; Kal 
.ou.o £AEYEV EtVIX\ YPlXqHKll<; .ixv'll<; ou \J.lKpOV .0 AIXPOV't1X UA'llV EU\J.Eyie'll 
ypa<!>€lV, KIXI. \J.fl .flv \J.~Kpa, OPV(fl\1X il aVe'll, aU' 
KlXl VIXU\J.IXX{IX<; ... 
827 Painting was a common metaphor for writing and is later used elsewhere by notably at the start 
of his Ars Poetica. Yet while the Horatian phrase ut pictura poesis (A.P. 361) has become almost represent-
ative of the analogy, Horace himself, as Hardie (1993: 120) remarks, is curiously 'one of 
the least pictorial of Latin . This emerges when one compares Horace with the likes of the later 
ertius, or even with his and friend Virgil . passim). Generic considerations may be 
to but the relative of the in Horace's corpus could render the 
'artworks' passage at Sat. 2.7.95-101 all the more Slg:runcarn. 
828 As we have seen, Horace has throughout regarded the multitude or the common throng (vulgus) 

represem,arnre of a undesirable and undiscriminating audience, better suited to his enem-
c[ Sat. 1.4.2Sff, Sat. 1.10.72-74. Likewise, as noted in the previous chapter, the 

prior alliance with the turba partly his failure to comprehend Hor-
cf. pp. 238-239 & p. 244 n. 70S above. 
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In the .., .. ",,,,u~,,,, on artworks Sat. 2.7, Horace's appreciation small, detailed 

...... , ... "' .. " scale with a high degree of technical "'''', ........ '''''' IS 

expressed in his first book. It is also interesting 

that, by posters, t .. "'lltl1"'1,""loud is closely 

associated of Horace's 

(contento poplite, the pictures not only ......... "' .... "'''' his 

undeniable ..... n .. "' .... for "'p;,p;,,""", among other things, that the scale 

of the .., .. .L .. "" .. I".'" is huge or a multitude (turba) has to view and that 

Davus to attempt to look over heads in order to catch a glimpse of the pop

images. Also, clearly majority of antiquity in his am)reIC-

iation of verisimilitude art ( ... velut / re vera pugnent... - if they were really fight-

ing', 98b-99a). The gladiators depicted in Davus' favourite posters are described as 

fighting painted battles (proelia .. .picta, 98), 

genre which with 

suggests a mockery subject 

professed Callimachean aes,me:t1cs, had matter of the 

rejected. the ..,u"J.1J.1u ...... juxtaposition of arm a at the start of line 100 

adds to parody by having a serious heroic formula describe the clashes 

painted gladiators.83o 

829 Although most commentators, taking contento poplile with miror (97), have interpreted this to refer to 
Davus' own a however, have W1derstood contento poplite to refer to the straining limbs of 
the gladiators in combat Palmer 1883: ad c£ Bond 1978: 94). If there is any 
deliberate ambiguity it would imply that Davus has to almost as hard as the do in 
the arena in order to glimpse the depiction of their endeavours. Possibly we are to imagine Davus so rapt in 
his role of viewer of the exceptionally realistic portrayal that he acts as he too, is part in the 
fight - in Muecke's translation Davus has 'straining knees' (1993: ad The contento in contento papUle 
adds this to Bond's list of this satire's of 'tension' (ibid.). Rudd (1966: that Davus' 
reference to his tensed limbs meant that he was rooted to the (admittedly another battle image), but I 
would prefer to the (relatively servile Davus on to view the 
830 Bloch (1970: 208f) suggests that the combination of arma vir- may have been used by Ennius. 
He notes that it occurs at least 11 times in Virgil's Aeneid in addition to its use at Aen. 1.1 virumque 
cana ... ), and occasionally in relation to Aeneas cf. Aen. where it is used of Turnus' 
singer Cretheus: semper equos atque arma virum pugnasque cane bat. Bloch . 209) surmises that the 
combination of arma vir(or)um canere is a free translation or indirect imitation of the Greek epic formula 

KAeCX - 'to sing of the glorious deeds of men'. At Sat. 2.7.1 OOa, however, a mOICK-IIn 
of the Latin formula arma vir- contributes to a as it is in a slave's mouth and applied 
to pictures It is clear that Horace has arma and viri, since it is not gra-
mmatically necessary for them to be together, arma accusative object of the present mov-
entes (line and viri nominative, referring back to the W1derstood subject (the gladiators). If Horace's 
close friend Virgil, mentioned in two satires of his first book 1.5.40,48; I 81), had 

thUlklrlg about and even composing of his in this early 
imJ)Os:slblle, it is to see this as a teasing reference to the op~:rurlg 
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As in introductory "p.r'T'''',n of Sat. 2.3, the lecture to which Horace is subjected in 

2.7 l'\"".l'\"~ITp." a subtle vindication of the satirist's professed stylistic ideals, again iron-

ically placed in the mouth of critic. Davus' own (albeit indirect) contact with Crispin-

us, Horace's long-winded, bombastic Stoic neighbour, has ..... 1.,.. .... ' .... him with 'wrong' 

stylistic side in the dramatic context of the Satires. In addition, to return to the erotic ana

logy, the exclusivity and inaccessibility of the artworks Horace admires are analogous to 

the type women that Davus maintains Horace courts - the .u ........... " ... matronae, who, 

although unfaithful are at least discerningly so. The brightly coloured and flashy posters 

Davus admires, on the other hand, are, the women slave favours, accessible, loud 

common, in a word - me:retncllOUS. as they indiscrimately a for graph-

ic in all who pass them. 

The 'grotesque body', or 'you are what you eat' ... 

As is ..... , .. ...,.,. inevitable Comedy, and as is appropriate a book which 

alternate poems treat topic of the edible, Davus' conversation eventually turns towar-

ds food. Like the Comic who about his me:awre rations, Davus once 

draws attention to iniquitous discrepancies between his own starvation diet and his 

master's elaborate feasts. Davus is the to admit his own servitude to belly, but 

later adds that he has a more not to pay giving in to tem-

ptations steaming pudding83 J - his back is beaten and he is considered a good-for-

nothing as a result of this action. Horace, on the contrary, is neither physically beaten for 

his indulgence, nor is reputation really affected.832 However, Davus consoles himself 

831 A libum was literally a cake that was offered to the gods, especially on a birthday; therefore it may have 
been appropriate on the festive occasion of the Saturnalia. Davus' submission to the temptation ofthe cake 

libo fumante ... , my emphasis) parallels the scurra Mulvius' confession earlier, quoted by Da-
vus, that he is a fickle slave of his belly and that his nose turns up at the smell of cooking ventre Jev-
em, nasum nidore supinor, my emphasis), an admission that had likewise a indictment 
of Horace. Davus' in to the cake also contrasts with his earlier reference to his 'wise' avoidance of 
the temptation to steal the silver (72-73). flying in the face of the Stoic idea of all sins being equal, 
the consequences of stealing silverware far outweigh those of stealing a bite of a cake, and this is perhaps 
why Davus indirectly confesses to having done the latter. 
832 Davus is called a 'good-for-nothing' (nil ego, 102) for his appreciation of food, just as he is labelled a 
goe,d-tOr-IIOtlling (nequam) .and a dawdler for stopping to admire the poster (100). 

as Horace was praised for his enslavement to art (10 I), so the master does not realiy lose people's 
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with the thought that master is punished his ovm way for his gluttony. Not only 

does Horace have to expend effort and money to obtain his ,",\,IJUH,; .. 

uries,833 but the overindulgence in rich food, in his 'endless round feasts' (epu/ae sine 

fine), means that he suffers the physical consequences of having overdone it. a result 

of all the Davus relates, Horace fmds that his hearty meals have turned bitter, 

and his are no longer able to carry unhealthy, bloated body around.834 Davus 

paints a most unflattering portrait of Horace, describing him as fat and unhealthy, with a 

body which is vitiosum, thus indicating moral disapproval of the physical 

outcome master's lack 

It was precisely this indulgence in a luxury diet and lifestyle that Horace had argued 

against as speaker in Sat. Appealing there to the of the old countryman 

Of ell us, as we had argued for the ideal of living on little (vivere 

parvo, 1 ), had his UU"'OLAU"'J adversary for pursuing costly and hard-to-

come-by culinary delicacies (23_33).836 By accusing his master of addiction to a costly 

and unhealthy diet, and of developing a bloated body as a result vitiosum 

respect for his overindulgence in food, although again according to Davus, Horace should probably be 
disqualified from thought to great virtus animus because his virtues are severely tested by 

temptations: ... tibi atque animus cents responsat - 'How do your .... " ... 1'1,("",,,, 
virtue and character manage to withstand sumptuous dinners?' (I 02-103). 
833 The dainties that Horace craves are both rare and expensive: tu impunitior illa/quae parvo sumi 
nequeunt obsonia - 'Are you any less punished,' asks Davus, 'when you chase after those delicacies 
which cannot be at a discount?' The use of the verb that the 
stuffs are not easy to come and thus have to be a topos of satiric and moralistic lit-
erature. Davus even goes so far as to if he cannot with that stock 
ure, the man who sells his estates to do his and finance the next round ofluxury foodstuffs: 
... qui praedia vendit,lnil parens, habet? (110-111). 
834 nempe inamarescunt epulae petitae.lillusique vittosumferre recusant/corpus (107-109a). 
Horace's burgeoning body as described by Davus here the oflater 
literature which, according to Bakhtin, 'is a body in the act of becoming. It is never finished, never compIet

it is continually built, created ... [it] outgrows its own self, transgressing its own body ... ' (1984 (b): 317). 
other the grotesque body 'overeats,' (id.: 319), and thus 'protrudes, sprouts ... .' (id.: 

320), the of and disease .. .' cr. vitiosum). 
835 Refer to Part 2, 6, pp. 205-212 where I argue that Horace, the mask of old Of ell us, 
is to be understood as the main speaker of Sat. 2.2. 
836 The complex luxury diet was said to deaden the tastebuds (21-22), and to weigh down the stomach, the 
body and even the soul (73b-79). The bloated corpus onustum hesternis vitiis (77-8) was certainly not a 
ture of health. Much like overindulgence in sex, an immoderate diet and the pursuit of delicacies brought 
about and [mandai ruin: rhombi patinaequelgrandeferunt una cum damno dedecus ... 
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" .. corpus here matches 

devoting too much 

corpus onustum ... vitiis had derided at 

and _______ J to hunting this luxury Davus 

and of 

that 

ace is a gourmand and a glutton, equivalent to pnor ''''''0.'''''' in Sat. Lt .... ,,,,,,,,,,,,, we 

seen that detailed descriptions luxury foods in 

aiding moralising attack on gluttony, also that he nu.,,,,,,,. had 

personal experience of the of the Roman moreover, seems to 

placed too much importance on their hedonistic excesses.837 

Davus' allusions to the endless round of the mention Horace attends (107) V<+i<+""", 

last minute to attend lVl,lec,emlS he of his master's cena 

(32ft), also counters that previous intimation that was only called in, like a 

scurra, at the eleventh hour, to up the and provide some ent:ert.all1IllHmt. Now 

Davus presents his master as a dandy, dining out .u .... ;uv,,. every night, and enjoying 

foods. There this, although be another veiled nod to "".,l,,",,,,,,,,,u.,.,, 

on the unhealthy v ..... u . ..,,,""' ""1"."""'" rather than on the 

generosity ofthose at whose tables Horace enjoys such feasting. However, what Davus -

the self-styled amicum mancipium - disregarded importance 

less ... .""",,,<> of parties the context of amicitia: Horace a duty to <u~,_uu the epu/ae 

and have been considered ingratus ifhe had failed to do so. 

Also, we may remind ourselves that Davus' attack on his master's excessive habits 

takes at the time Saturnalia, a festival which allowed not only freedom of 

"IJ'"'''''' but which V",'~a.,lVl'l"'U an opportunity to eat, drink, and make merry. Sat-

"'''.'(iLl." was traditionally an occasion when masters slaves would eat together:838 as 

fibertas on this day,839 we are prob-has honoured ancestral custom of 

ably to imagine has laid on some eats Davus. Are we to envisage slave 

837 See pp. 223-224 above. It is that Davus, does not dwell on the nature of the dish-
es themselves or where they are as Horace did in Sat. 2.2. the domestic slave understand-
ably concentrates on the debilitating effects that, in his observation, the endless feasts have had on Horace. 
838 Seneca 1979: 1 but cf. 309-311), who that Seneca is 
here merely referring to the example of the maiores in order to argue for more humane treatment of slaves. 
839 Cf. ut maiores voluerunt, 2.7.5. 
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attacking his master with his mouth In this context Davus' criticism 

petite would be comparable, in uJ.u''''''''J.u Western temis, to a calling his 

ap

a 'fat 

just as is partaking of the latter's Christmas pudding. Yet at the same time, 

within the of the Saturnalia, is of course assured the to criticise such 

things reflect on the nature of Horace's own lecture in Sat. it is 

only too clear that 

hypocrisy. 

Horace's of 

lot poor slave 

uses right, once to point out the poet's inconsistency 

culinary and "U;:;,VU'"''''', moreover, is contrasted with the 

involves himself in theft - "'."' ....... ,'J1'. a strigil to for a 

bunch of grapes - in order to ward offhunger 09-111). Although he does not actually 

admit to it directly, Davus, the selI-CODJ£es:sea himself 

ed seemingly indefinite """" .... u..,."" of the who steals order to supplement his 

diet. By introducing into his moral speech a reference, however oblique, to what may well 

have been his own personal misstep, Davus is asking 

of a hypothetical action, and thus, in a roundabout 

his master's theoretical sanction 

the slave is sat4~lWat own 

hide should his sin ever be laid This section of Davus' Saturnalian speech may ther-

include a hidden agenda addition to formal Stoic one. As I shall shortly 

Davus' interest in the paradox that only the wise man is free and fool is a slave 

altruistic either. 

close to home? 

Davus proceeds to make further observations about his master that appear to be at 

once more personal and of an even more serious nature.840 To top it all .... "'nu· ... according 

to his ""VUJ.~,""'''' slave, cannot stand his own company even an hour, evidently wastes 

840 ... adde quod idem/non horam tecum esse poles, non otia recte/ponere, vilas fugitivus et 
vino quaerens, iam somno fallere curam:lfrustra; nam comes alra premil sequilurque fugacem. -

'And another you are of being on your own for an hour, you do not your spare 
time properly, and you avoid a runaway slave and at one moment to deceive 
anxiety with at the next with In for a companion presses on you and pursues you 
in your ' (111 b-l 
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(otia), and attempts to esc.ane problems by U'~''''E,'' or 

confirming Damasippus' prior ""'."' .... ~"'.u.v .. "'.841 Far from the COIUeJltei[1 ... ' ...... u ....... , ... , 

even persona of Satires Book 

enemies, the 

to his father, loyal to 

here is anxious and morbid, 

u.·"' ...... "', and 

the bottle 

or couch at the drop a However, the rattled, edgy Horace is able nei-

sorrows his cares in sleep. This is U""",,:n~;:).., a sin-

companion' 11 aC(~OI1tlp~mlles him, and is the cause of his dis-

behaviour. This is a retlereJtlce not to the care which 

but also to an 

>-«n."""'·'" down 

(which nowadays we would call memento mori, 

an awareness of death, the ultimately unavoidable. Davus' point is 

ace is 'enslaved' to these 

a truant or fugitive slave would, 

us uses imagery of 

frustration at his 

Hf!;w'>VI'~r Davus' insouciant 

eventually proves too 

is worse, he is unable to run them as 

these are not tangible, physical troubles. Here Dav

from actual slavery, to illustrate by contrast 

moral captivity.842 

master's deep pelrsonal this latest batch 

addressee the nat-

841 Cf. 2.7.114, nam vino quaerens, iam curam, and 2.3.3-4, (my 
"'l"!-,W"""'}' Davus echoes Damasippus' complaints about Horace's lazy and decadent behaviour. If 
Davus has overheard Damasippus' or at least Horace's repetition ofits later this is a 
conscious confinnation of the If. however. as seems more likely, Sal. 2.3's probable location 
on the Sabine fann could be surmised to have excluded the urban slave Davus from on it. in 
that case Davus' independent observations would make Horace's indictment on these {'n"rUf'~ 

842 A passage on a similar theme is found at Lucretius DRN 
'diatribe the fear of death" discontent is shovvn restlessness and inconsist-
ent behaviour. Lucretius relates how the ovvner of a mansion in tovvn grows tired at home, 
goes out, comes back, and then is off to his country estate; however, no sooner has he crossed the threshold 
of his holiday-house than he starts or goes to sleep in grumpy mood, or else wants to return imm-
__ 'MW'J to his house. Davus has criticised Horace's restless between the and the 

(28-29). He has also hinted that Horace was unable to stand his ovvn company as we have 
seen, he earlier described his master's relief and eagerness on the invitation to attend Maecenas' dinner 

Lucretius explains that the reason for the man's changeability and restlessness is the fact that he is 
away from none other than himself - just as Davus has claimed for Horace. But since the fellow is 

bound to himself and cannot escape, he grows to hate himself, Lucretius tells us, like a sick man, because he 
does not know the cause of his illness. The advise that the man devote himself to philosophy 
lil"l"'<1'I.£, and than such as the nature of the to take his mind off 

the ';:H,J1V'lU~'Vll 
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ure of the issues Davus touches on, as well as the tone of 

are atypical of the subject matter and approach of the 

last few lines of his speech, 

gone so far 

m of that he is now threatening to altogeth-

er, and into melancholy bounds something - perhaps incipient 

ic?843 Nevertheless, Davus must stopped the only one able to do this is his 

the satirist. 

Horace blows the whistle 

At 116, therefore, Horace at interrupts Davus' discourse, abruptly demanding: 

mihi Inr,;rh,Wl' - 'Where can I a stone?'. We are suddenly to the of dia-

exchanges last seen at start, accompanied by an atmosphere of more 

ically Comic .......... v, ... as the master and '"' ....... ". suddenly..., .......... ., 

us' understandable response is to ask Horace why he needs the Ignoring the quest-

ion, Horace asks: unde sagittas? - 'Where can I arrows?' (116). It has been remarked 

that the first weapon asks IS of comedy, the second is more 

typical tragedy:844 the _ .... A'~._A "' .. ,,''''!'., • ., dramatically start line 116 and 

end, as a 'tragedy' looks set to happen at the hands of the angered master. The mast-

er's amusingly threatemmg mien towards slave is not, however, an entirely unusual 

Comic situation. But the interruption has been so sudden that Davus has failed to 

that the Carnival is over, and that they are back in the 'real world', the 'day 

, where 

laugh. 845 

joke is on Davus, not Horace, and the not slave, has the last 

843 Evans (1978: 311) suggests that Horace is demonstrating that he has 'exhausted the possibilities of 
satire', and is to move on to greener pastures. I prefer to think more positively of Horace as having 

a which he had in the first book of Satires. Rather than this 
as a 'farewell to satire', I see it as a statement of what satire is not and of what Horace will not allow it to 
become. 
844 See Scarp at ad Joc.; Muecke ad Joc. Muecke's translation 'Whence arrows?' takes the alteration oftone 
into account. The stone might be used to drive away a troublesome dog (cf. Plaut. Mostell. 266), whereas 
the arrows, the weapons of the are arms of a and more serious nature. It is as if 
Horace's notorious anger surfaces and worsens within line 116, as the close of Sal. 2.7 confirms Dama-
sippus' accusations at the end of Sat. 2.3 (cf. horrendam rabiem, 
845 The initially timid we can assume. has been lulled into a false sense as his Saturnalian 
lecture of his master has proceeded unhindered. Davus has made the mistake 
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people, slaves, with stones was .... VJ'A.;> ..... "'. a sign of madness antiq

next res,pOJose should question Hor-Uity,846 therefore it is not smprising 

sanity: aut insanit homo aut versus facit ... - UI~'aIjll;O or else is 

versifying' (11 is Davus' comment on and it may be another 

""1':>",,""':>"''''' literary staterneIlt placed in the mouth: of course, connected 

insanity regarded as one of the marks of a poet.847 By Ull:lllwUU! 

mouth of his interlocutor, midst of what is unnlistakably ver-

se, is subtly his identity as poet, something which in the he has had 

occasion to even as a joke. 848 

protagonist Ignores last comment, however, and HI;:)'."''''U his final 

at, an overwhelming delmons1:ratlon 

plays his ace, which is the U1<)',,"1'''' 

ourers on his llI<~':>L'",l Sabine farm, 

Ini rapis, accedes opera agro nona 

king with 

doubtedly +"" ..... ,""", 

twisting arm a little to 

the silences Horace 

will be packed off to join the ranks of lab-

at once: ocius hinc te 

Horace is to some extent jo-

him to stop, a statement un-

would traditionally have within cer-

and death over his slaves, it was ~,._~_+I" within his 

to alter 'conditions at will. 

verbal response as indefinite tolerance. Now, hrn"p"",,, Davus has gone too far and Horace has in. 
For concepts of the 'day after' in Carnivalised and the 'bitter Carnival', see Bernstein 1981: 99-
121. 
846 It is perhaps worth that at Sat. 2.3.128-130, UtlUH1"llJliJU" had cited the <;;}\~llI1UH;; of someone 
hurling stones at but in particular at his own 
standard test case for extreme madness: servosve tuos quos aere 
pararis,linsanum te omnes was considered a common sign of 
insanity, then stoning those who were one's own was as crazy. That in Sat. 
2.7, therefore, Horace should be shown reaching for the stones, may be an intimation by the satirist that his 
persona has been driven 'insane' by and is now identical to the lJ'ua .... I'~Hl" 

Stoic tirade madness. 
841 The of the vesanus is Horace at A.P.453-476. Cf. Damasippus' reference to 

AU"""'«'f in connection with his poems at 2.3.321-322: adde nunc ..... .Iquae si quis sanus 
foe it, et tu. By the formula aut...aut here (2.7.1 Davus is made to 
say that either Horace is mad or he is a In this way Horace is able to establish both his 
as a poet, and as a (relatively) sane one. 
848 For the famous instance of this, see Sat. 1.4.39ff. 
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Ironically, same Sabine farm which had been JOIlII!t:lll-lIUI rus, the epitome of 

contentment in the satire preceding this one, is now used as a weapon of masterly might. 

The urban (if not urbane) Davus, who has oeen preaching, however inexpertly, on the 

Stoic of moral enslavement, is now faced with the of physical slavery: eith-

er is to hold his tongue or banishment to the harsh and isolated ways lowly 

rustic servitude. Davus must either forgo Saturnalian libertas, or face a drastic reduct-

ion in little freedoms that, in spite of his servile status, he ordinarily enjoys in the urb-

an context. 

Short talk to freedom? 

What, are we to understand, is Davus' aim in Sat. 2.7? Apart from his satisfaction at 

simply 'having his say' once, and apart also from a probably genuine desire to rescue 

master from a life of vice, Davus may well be up to something else. I have already 

suggested that our speaker wishes at to ensure compassionate treatment from 

his master.849 arguing that both he his master are moral slaves the Stoic 

and even overstepping the bounds of Stoicism when he suggests that IS 

inally 'more the two, Davus is attempting to have Horace reflect on 

common humanity, thus be merciful towards him. IS lT1<"'U""~" howev-

that despite their often acclaimed humanism, Stoics, to whom he has been appeal-

directly and indirectly throughout, traditionally disdained mercy on the grounds that it 

was a 'passion,.850 Nevertheless, Davus' descriptions of his hardship as a slave win sym

pathy from a modem audience where he was likely to have earned derision from an anci-

ent. We, actual audience, ironically come far closer to being Davus' 'Superaddress-

than either 'Horace' or any of his contemporaries. 

849 We have seen that Davus may in some instances be himself the punishment 
which was bound to be forthcoming as soon as the Saturnalia was over; cf. p. 298 above. See also Stahl 
1974: 49. 
850 Again, Davus is deluded as to Stoic theory because of the dangerous little he knows about it, courtesy of 

doorman: 'Mercy is a fault and a vice of the human soul,' declared traditional Stoicism, 'Only 
the fool is merciful. The sage is not moved for anyone: he does not condone the faults of anyone. A strong 
man is not conquered or deterred from an appropriate (frs. 213ff. von Amim SVF 1). 
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of only the man being and every fool a slave, 

as it does on a su~~ge:stmlg that 

is independent of an actual or state, Ul<'"UlI.au."", Ro-

man status quO.851 in the mouth of a slave, paradox is especially IJVJ>,>,H,;uu. 

ctetus, who himself was once a slave, was later to point out, foremost of 

slave was freedom.E52 To a Roman audience it would seem not unlikely that, with a serm

on on the universality of servitude and the moral freedom of the wise, a 

vus should be above all at manumission:853 the mancipium would at be trans-

formed into the amicus he had dreamt of becoming.854 If this is indeed the case, Davus' 

real foolishness in his naive belief that, by convicting Horace of moral failure, will 

succeed his master of his own culpability, will turn him around, will 

thereby win his hopefully his efforts being set 

a frequent fate of the suc:ce:SSI1LlI servus callidus in Comedy.855 But even before Hor-

8S! The in Sat. 2.7 was used by its free Stoic either, like 
in the moral sense, or like to argue for amelioration of servile conditions. Cicero or Seneca 

never use the for such purposes as to argue for freedom or and certain-
ly not to advocate the abolition of slavery. In the ancient world, 'social categories are so fmnly fixed that in 
ritual however revolutionary its images, the playful alternatives never carry the germs of structural 
social change' 1993: 118). 
852 (; ooiiA.o~ €u6u~ . «4>€6f)'Vcn Hdi6€po<; (EpiC!. 4.1.33). however, uses the idea 
of the slave's yeaming for freedom as the step in his argument that no-one is ever satisfied with what 

tnM"", .. lv desired once it has been achieved, but rather want more (cf. Sat. 1.1). Yet this context 
also indicates that the servile desire for freedom was taken for in Stoicism did, 

also maintain that no-one was born a slave (cf. fro 352 von AnUm SVF 
853 In view of this, it is possible to re-read a number of things Davus says in the course of his speech in a 
slightly different light: the reference to the mundior libertinus in his introductory section (l2), which might 
on the one hand be seen as, an example of Davus' own elevation to the status of a freeborn speaker in that a 
freedman is given as an example of someone fairly low on the social scale: 'even a freedman would not like 
to live there ... ', or may on the other hand even be seen as an oblique reference to Horace's own supposed 
paternal (libertino patre natus, cf. Williams 1995: 296-31 may in addition be viewed as 
a hint on Davus' part. In the same way Davus' that Horace cannot even be liberated from his moral 

by manumission (76) may be intended partly to put the idea of manumission in the master's head. 
As with his moral however, the Davus' attempts to hint about manumission also fall flat - if 
he thinks he is to be freed his master to the last section of the satire shows that 
he is wrong. 
854 It would indeed be ironic if Horace is to be imagined as wearing the pilleus, the cap that was tradition
ally worn upon manumission by but which was also worn by the free populace at the Saturnalia 
(Martial 14.1; 11 cf. Versnel 1993: 147) all the while that Davus the slave is his talk on tT .. '·rI .... m 

8S5 Davus' over-the-rainbow freedom is explicable in terms ofthe topoi of Piau tine Comedy, where 
the particularly crafty slave was sometimes his manumission as a reward for successful machinations 
on his master's behalf. An example of this occurs in Plautus' Epidicus, where the eponymous servile hero is 
liberated at the play's end. The epilogue explains that here was a fellow who won his freedom by his 
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ace threatens AVA'",,"""" and eventually banishment, it is that Davus' fate is not to 

manumission: fool is a slave, then this is a fool. 

Saturnalia as nr;ot(]I-L:a 

Nevertheless, the poet and Saturnalia has, 

Carnival, lofty with the low, the the 

the stupid ... ' .856 occasion of this must be heard out, 

deed, in well-documented ineptitude, criticism of Horace 

canny 

the 

within the context of the Satires. Through the reversal of 

is revealed, point by point, as a more than worthy 

those he 

the start a self-destructive 

those he had mocked in 

1.2, inconsistent like 

'father' had "'"TTl''''' 

in Sat. 1 a gourmand and a profligate as he Sat. 

really the selI-CIDmam,ea, COI1ltented individual that he saw 

sent in "",1'1,,,,,,,, such as 1.6, where he claimed to in his simple lifestyle, or 

an un-

own 

at 

whe-

rehe , ...... , ... .."".1'1 to delight in his rural estate. Davus' dramatic criticism of his master invit-

es ""''',L'''J''''~'''' to reassess their images 

has claimed for .. A .. A""". 

"'''<'U'U'U Horace's 

During attack on the satirist 

relentlessly satirist, as the 'diatribe' of 

established as his own ,..."' .. "' ........ the 

stands prior "",f""",,, on heads 

tneret;ore we witness a ritual "'''oJ,,,,,,,,,,-,, .. ,", 

ofthe authority figure. Davuscrowns 'moralist' in Horace's 

most of 2.7 as sole speaker. does not mean that the satire is strictly 

not only is Davus' more 'addressive' than that ofDamasippus, as 

CWlllling: Hie homo est qui liberlatem malitia invenit sua. 
model himself after the servus eallidus. 
856 Bakhtin 1984: 123. 
851 Rudd 1966: 194. 

as we have seen, has been attempting to 
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the servile "'"., ... , .......... brings a series of Horace's faults to '",UHUl". but in add

ition IS engaged in intense ntr:ate:~tual 'dialogue' with the 

pnor Sat. 2.7 repeatedly the claims 

of its predecessors, as we have seen, it allegations made 

against Horace in Damasippus, n'tr,.-wlpn first and 

foremost by an he presents another offering an-

other viewpoint, interpretation of 'Horace'. VOllce,anc~ss or polyphony 

of the Satires, on 'Horace' are just as 'nES.H .... ,''''' .... ' .. and as memorable as the 

satirist's on himself. Davus' discourse on world of the Satires from 

the but also intimate perspective of household is thus as fully 

authorial figure: in ~",,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,u. ..... Davus'voice 

sounds alcmg;slCle 858 

Horace's to Davus' accusations at 

vertheless some way to suggesting that there is more 

even if feigned, ne

truth in what the 

has already slave has been Yet much of what Davus ...... "'ES. ... ,'" .. J" ..... '" 

dealt with, indirectly, by the satirist himself in ,n,' .... ",(' One. In the 

satires as we saw in Part 1, 

from not only to his status as an 

the truculent and tactless 

tolerant M~leClem:lS 1.1 and 1.3). Far from 

world of the 

been no more than a murmur consistently 

his character to be far 

(Sat. 1.2), but also 'admitt

of the great and graciously 

"' ...... "'" .. !"l an entirely new angle on 

vocalises what up until now 

moralist's superficial bravado. 

Whether rec:o£!m~;ea as Horace's alter conscience, or 

regarded as dramatic personalisation of the someone were to 

tribe', Davus is also the eventually embodied self-satire.859 
IS a 

that has present all along, hovering 

858 Cf. Bakhtin id.: 7. 
859 It is true that as satirist Horace has often made mention of his own imperfections, but he also asserted 
that these were few and far like moles an otherwise body: Sat. 1.6.66-7: ... velut 

i/po'YPGin iy,'~n.,..~()~ re~Dn~nena'IS corpore naevos; cf. 1.4.129-131: ... ex hoc ego sanus ab illis,lperniciem 
mediocribus et vi/Us teneor ... The difference between Davus and Horace 
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There is undoubtedly some satisfaction in the satirist, who, as we have witnessed, 

has berating others throughout the moralising 

guilty of the very sins he has been lecturing "f§'"""""'" 

finally 

- sins 

just 

he 

privileged too had committed, but to which he never COlllesseo directly. permitting 

position as satirist to undercut, first to a small extent in Sat. 2.3, and 

Sat. Horace apt)ears to question the very role of moralist-satirist, and as a result, 

penultimate satire leaves us doubt as to whether anyone who is human is to 

take on this role. And by snatching Davus' temporary 'crown' at of Sat. 

become too much, Horace vividly ael:I10nStrates 

power that author and ""'1-..... ,,1- creation and over the protagonists within it: 

despite valid voice within the it is Davus not Horace IS real 

puppet of the show,86o and at the of the day back box. The bitter 

proto·Camival of Sat. 2.7 is now over, and 

society and of satire reassert themselves. 

usual power relations and rules both 

retorting to the claims "",<,,,,,,,,'1£"'" of Horace's prior satires, and in particular the 

moralising satires of both satiric books, Sat. presents, as it were, a detailed inverse 

miniature world Satires, a topsy-turvy universe in microcosm. But Horace's 

ultimate satire also echoes another aspect of both books of Satires taken to~(etller. and this 

is the proto-Camivalesque aspect: not Sat. follow a Camivalesque structure 

- with the 'crowning', and of the temporary Satumalian ruler -

the Sermones as a whole do so also. Davus, the cautious but audacious lecturer of rel

atively great and powerful master Horace in Sat. 2.7 parallels another speaker who under-

takes to address at length the great and influential - relatively lowly Horace himself, 

who at the start of Sat. 1.1 boldly begins to illustrious, wealthy patron Maecen-

is one while Davus the moles, Horace to focus on the 
unblemished remainder. 
860 See Sat. 2.7.81 b-82, where Davus that Horace is no better than a wooden puppet (lit. 'a mobile 
piece of wood') manipulated by somebody else Maecenas): atquelduceris ut nervis alienis mobile 
lignum. 
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as on contentment, and eventually, miserly And later, in the literary sphere, 

(almost) strips the crown (corona) from his predecessor Lucilius' head.861 

A proto-Carnivalesque literary ritual could indeed provide the context in which to locate 

and explain playful 'buffoon'-like characteristics observed by Freudenburg and others 

in the speaker of the mOt:alising salllres of Book One. Horace, is a speaker far 

from perfect, but like too, is permitted extensive speaking time and his over-

,""",tu,""",;> appears to be tolerated. Davus Horace gains 

starting with the moralising first triad and continuing over the seven remaining satires of 

first book, as he establishes himself as part of Maecenas' coterie. Thus the structure of 

the moralising satires of both satiric books taken together follows Horace's address to the 

Maecenas at the start of Book One, his as " ..... , .. 1\,' ..... and moralist throu

ghout most of that book, culminating 

actually 'uncrowning' Lucilius) in the 

miraculous 'crowning' 

poem of Satires Book 

.... , .. ,,"' ... (without 

this is shadowed 

in Book Two by the Satirist's gradual retreat from the limelight, ending with his inglori-

ous penultimate 'uncrowning' in Although Horace unceremoniously snatches his 

crown back at the of Sat; when he fmally reasserts authorial it is a 

crown which, dented by will never again fit quite so welL It "' ........ ,'''' merely 

for Sat. 2.8 to provide an epilogue to the Sermones, with 'Horace' staying well clear of 

the satiric fray.862 When the Saturnalia is over, so is Horatian Satire. 

Audience and amicitia 

Yet, all told, by means of his Saturnalian displacement in Sat. 2.7, Horace once again 

monstrates to his audiences that he is aware of his can laugh at himself, and above 

all, understands the importance of amicitia. It is not accidental that Davus introduces 

861 Sat. 1.10.48-49: ... neque ego Wi detrahere ausimlhaerentem capiti cum multa laude coronam. 
862 However, Sat. in which 'Horace' is now more than ever completely part of the 'audience', has its 
own internal structure. We see an attempted self-crowning but equally swift uncrown-

of the ambitious but hapless host Nasidienus. Ellen Oliensis has suggested that in trying to amend his 
fortunes means of his 'art' ( ... ut artelemendaturus fortunam, 84b-85a), Nasidienus at least partly 
for Horace himself (1 997: 102). 
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himself as an amicum mancipium at the start but is ultimately shown not to have 

grasped the niceties of this institution. Horace, on the other hand, as he had stated at 

end of Sat. 1.10, has his beloved circle amici as audience. As the subtle 

ences to this group in the sec:ona book have indicated, amici are never from 

his thoughts - particularly Maecenas receives many a positive mention, many a 'sidelong 

jO,L,,""V" , even when is not Satires Book Two is designed for the 

delighted n".~ ... t'''''<1''''''' 

ill penultimate satire, however, last one which himself appears as an active 

protagonist, Horace, as we have noted, himself as the and the victim 

satire. thereby appeals consciously to other potential audiences, even encouraging mo-

dern readers to him sympathetically and to jump (sometimes foolishly) to def-

ence, to act protectively - in 

of his fIrst book of Satires, 

to act as though we are 

had his 

amici. Whereas at the end 

......... LVU ..... "', in the 

ultimate poem of Satires Book Two, by contrast, he invites other audiences to be his 

u. .. "u .... .,. ill his last satire admits, and not for the fIrst that satiric 

persona is morally far equalling the teres atque rotundus 

ridiculed so Rather, the Horace of the Satires is an 

of the Stoics whom 

too human individual 

who en4:;OllIaJ~es us to "' .. 1 ..... /"'''' in dialogue with him, to ex.!mme and Tn .. ' ..... "' .. his own (al-

be it limited) failings as "",,,<AU,,""''' and ours. 
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CONCLUSION 

At the start of this thesis I orCiDo:sea investigating the manner in which both books of 

Horace's Satires could be said to be 'dialogic' in a Bakhtinian sense. I ",v ..... ",,,,,:,,,.rI my 

intention to study the Sermones precisely as conversations, paying attention not only to 

what is said, but to who what to whom and why. Right from the of Satires 

Book One 'Horace' converses animatedly with his dedicatee, Maecenas, and with his 

other addressees and audiences. He also engages in dialogue with a number of different 

voices, many of which, particularly in the moralising (,diatribe') satires which start the 

first book, are attributed to imaginary interlocutors and adversaries. 

In my Introduction, I examined the concept of 'diatribe', 'a term that has often been att

ached to Horace's moralising satires, and I concluded that, although not historically acc

urate, the term is best applied to a collection of rhetorical devices that together constitute 

a vividly dramatic, exhortatory or polemic mode. The so-called 'diatribe' mode typically 

engages in snatches of dialogue with the voices of imaginary or indefinite interlocutors, 

and is thus halfway between full monologue and dialogue. This mode, as I defined it, is 

used in a wide variety of texts, and it is also imaginatively adapted to Horace's Satires. 

examining a number of theories on the dialogue-monologue interface, including the 

ideas of the Czech scholar Jan Mukarovsky, which I have had to refer back to at 

a number of places the course of this work, I settled on the dialogic theories of the Ru

ssian thinker Mikhail Mikhailovich Bakhtin as being most comprehensive and insightful 

for my purposes. Bakhtin, a classicist by training, had himself on more than one occasion 

included both 'diatribe' and Horatian satire a list of those ancient varieties of literature 

which he identified as the foreunners of the later 'dialogic discourse' which he had found 

in the modem novel, especially Dostoevsky. My Introduction also introduced the read

er to a number of important Bakhtinian dialogic concepts, such as polyphony and hetero

glossia. I have found that the extraordinary cohesiveness of virtually all of Bakhtin's maj

or theories is well suited to the multiple dialogism of Horatian satire. The use of the 'dia-
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mode is merely one of the many ways which the Satires of can be to 

dialogic; there are a host of other dialogic aspects to the Sermones, not least the 

libral dialogue which takes place betweenihe two books 

Part 1 of this work was concerned chiefly with the multiple voices that are heard 

the fiber sermonum. Here I specifically analysed relationships between speakers, 

interlocutors, addressees and audiences in and between moralising of Horace's 

Satires Book One. Bakhtinian concept of addressivity, whereby the relationship be-

tween the speaker and recipient of an utterance is regarded as immediate and contin-

uous, like a bridge linking both parties in an ongoing dialogue, was applied to the relat

ionships between the main speaker of the 'diatribes' of Book One and his addressees and 

audiences. 

The application of addressivity to the first Book One 

led me a number insights concerning these often-studied 'diatribes'. Consider-

mg broader context to his fabulously wealthy and luxur-

ious patron Maecenas on the issue of particularly Sat. 1.1, I concl-

uded that, while this address may initially appear to be in poor taste, it is actually an elab

orate joke which is at Horace's expense rather than that of his generous patron. Casting 

himself in the role ofa Comic scurra, Horace's speaker-character attempts an indirect re-

quest for a 

generosity ...... n, .. <>r'.,. 

from his wealthy patron, or at least aims to ensure Maecenas' continued 

apparently obscure philosophical route to this insinuation, if consid

of whom he is addressing, is in fact highly amusing. Furthermore, I am ered in the 

encouraged by my examination of the beginning of Sat. 1.1, in combination with suggest-

ions that are made m 1.3, to that starts by 

on Maecenas latter is peacefully reaamlg or reflecting, and subject-

captive audience to: Quifit Maecenas ... Alternately, we imagine Horace spe-

the whole of Sat. 1.1 to the mirror, practising - as is often when "'''''"U'5 

a 'raise' - what he intends to say to Maecenas. We should also bear in mind that at 

first of this satire, the patron, as dedicatee, would indeed be the recipient of Sat. 
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1.1, together with other members of his of literary who would all, I am 

sure, fmd the idea of Horace preaching before on .... ,,,"' •• J greed as 

amusing as I do. 

Sat. 1.2, on the other hand, Horace addresses a much broader audience on the issue of 

sex, as he explicity warns his off adultery. Devoting much of this satire to un-

necessarily lengthy descriptions of types of women, and explaining exactly what one is 

able to see of their bodies through their attire, Horace compels his audiences - including 

his original authorial audience, the members of Maecenas' coterie - to become voyeurs 

along with his own speaker-character. I have taken the unbalanced nature of Sat. 1.2 -

here, truly, nil medium est - and the numerous hints in that satire into consideration in my 

conclusion that in the second satire of the liber sermonum speaker-character in

directly confesses to his own unfortunate experiences with adultery, hence the virulence 

of his warnings against it. Once bitten, shy, as it were. The speaker of Sat. 1.2 is 

thus revealed to have been previously guilty of the vice he now preaches against - a trend 

which comes into its own in the moralising satires of Horace's second book. as 

with Sat. 1.1, awareness of Horace's self-satire is central to an understanding of Sat. 1 

Likewise, much of Sat. 1.3 is devoted to emphasising the importance forgiveness in the 

context of friendship. Horace's speaker-character that friends should even so 

far as to consider their friends' faults as virtues. Horace includes a catalogue of friends , 

faults, and he also makes a number of specific suggestions as to the kindlier ways for am-

iei to interpret these faults: among examples is the injunction that the friend who is ra-

ther aggressive and unreasonably outspoken (truculentior atque plus aequo liber) is 

ad to be regarded as frank and fearless (simplex fortisque). Thus when Horace later descr-

ibes himself as interrupting the Maecenas, and him with chitchat, 

favourably terms his simplicior (,rather frank'), a cynical audience could 

excused for reading 'rather aggressive and outspoken' instead. Horace addresses 

patron by name at 1 for the first time since the start of the Satires, it is probable 

that he is aiming this lecture specifically at Maecenas, who is, after all, at this stage his 
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most significant and most powerful friend. Horace, I suggested, is trying to secure 

Maecenas' forgiveness for his bad behaviour in the - this is why goes on and on 

about how important it is for friends to forgive their fellow amici, and even deliberately 

overlook their faults. Sat. 1.3 is to be read as an elaborate attempt by tlorac:e 

character to apologise for his earlier intrusion on his patron, as well as for his supposed 

outspokenness in Satires. Therefore once the of addressivity and context are 

applied to satire and the motives of the speaker are questioned, the noble ideals that 

are expressed so boldly Sat. 1.3 are revealed to be not so altruistic after all. Once 

joke is on 

outspokenness is which continues into the first' literary' 

where the issue of Horace's libertas is explored further. My inclusion 

of the book's two 'literary' my analysis in itself that I have come 

to conclusions about these satires: both 1 and 1.10, while addressing literary 

concerns, use the same style, employ the same vocabulary, and treat 

stylistic issues much the same manner as the triad of the sermonum treatea 

ethical a bad is as bad as (if not worse than) '"'''~'I-''''''''' 

morals, as the moral 

Sat. 1 and 1.10. In this sense, as I 

sermones fmds reflection in the literary universe of 

chapter 4, the literary satires of Horace's first 

book are, for an intents and purposes, moralising satires. It is misleading to suppose that 

the 'diatribe' mode is employed solely in Horace's first triad (apart from the literary sat

ires this mode also occurs to a limited extent in Sat. 1.6), or that exhortation and polem-

icism are excluded from topic in Horace's Satires that is not moral-ethical. 

Not only do Sat. 1 and 1.10 appear to be in 'dialogue' with one another - the few 

lines of Sat. 1.10 make it quite clear that the final satire of the tiber sermonum is continu-

the conversation of the earlier literary satire - but many scholars have assumed that· 

one or both of these satires is also in dialogue with the outside world, with actual detract

ors who attacked Horace for his virulence as satirist in the case of Sat. lA, and for Sat. 

lA's criticism of Lucilius in Sat. 1.10. After a careful examination of the use of dialogic 
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and dramatic elements in these pieces, I concluded that not only had created an 

elaborately fictional world in the literary satires, the' diatribal' of the 

nameless adversary, had presented himself as being in trouble for of which 

he was only too patently innocent, but also that had consciously and shamelessly play-

ed the fool with his audiences throughout these satires - satires in which, for first 

it had seemed that Horace was speaking directly to us, his actual audience, rather than so-

lely addressing Maecenas or his elite of friends. The mention of the various mem-

bers of Maecenas' learned towards the end of Sat. 1.10 is aimed for as 

at outsiders as it is intended for the ears of the select few. Horace's playful attitude in the 

literary satires of Book One is confirmed in the final line of 1.10, where once the 

poet jokes around and pretends to contradict his previously much asserted Callimachean 

stylistic analysis of the addressivity of the literary satires - words, the 

relationship between the speaker his in these - as well as an aware-

ness manner in which Horace dramatically exten(l~ dialogic 'diatribe' mode, 

has helped to unlock these of the literary satires. 

Although formally couched as monologues, the moralising and moralising-literary .... ,,""'''' 

of Horace Sermones Book One resound with a cacophony of different voices. 

satires Horace, in the role of main speaker and moralist, actively engages in dialogue not 

only with the voices attributed to the imaginary or indefinite interlocutors of the 'diatribe' 

mode, but also with patron and dedicatee Maecenas, and with his other addressees and 

audiences. The satires of Book One on which I have chosen to focus, Sat. 1.1-3, I and 

1.10, are not so much monologues but dialogues, not so much lectures or sermons but 

conversations between 'Horace' and a number of other voices. 

In moralisingsatires of Book the trends of Book One are largely reversed: no 

longer does maintain the roles of main speaker or thro-

ughout much of this new book, the retreats into the roles of addressee, 

audience, and even that moralising discourse. By contrast, the 

role of moralist/satirist is mc;realslDlgly assumed by and erstwhile aUCllelrICC::S 
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Book One, as 'other' voices now get a chance to take centre stage, at 

expense. Particularly in the case of Damasippus Davus, of 

Stoic sermons, it is as though the imaginary adversaries of the liber sermonum have 

enly become larger than life in a dramatic expansion of the 'if someone were to say ... ' 

vice of the 'diatribe' mode, and to lecture Horace. The climax, as it were, of all 

reversals coincides with the penultimate Sat. 2.7, where on the occasion Saturnalia, 

Horace's slave Davus gets to unseat the satirist from his privileged position by recounting 

master's faults. sins catalogued by this domestic slave are those which Horace 

himself preached against throughout much of Book as many of prior 

satires in satire indicate. Part 2 of this examined the conversation 

between 'Horace' other speakers the moralising satires of the second book, 

against a backdrop comprising chiefly Bakhtin's theories ofheteroglossia, polyphony and 

Carnival. Bakhtinian concept of addressivity, moreover, continued to be a central 

reference point in the analyses of these satires. 

Sat. which presents its moralising discourse as consciously derivative, is in many 

ways intermediate between the moralising satires of Book One and Two. The moral 

cepts the first part of the are attributed to an authoritative 'other', the 

homespun philosopher Of ell us ('this '). 

disguised of this attack on the diet as I Horace himself, 

whose own lifestyle and corpulence should disqualifY him from the moral high-

ground when it comes to the victus. Sat. is much concerned with the issue 

of sources and their representation, as well as with the transmission evaluation 

ir this pivotal clearly the heteroglot 2.3 

7, in both of which moralising lecture is attributed to a removed source. Sat. 

ever, is UJ.U'''I''''''' in that for once we are given the opportunity to evaluate the success 

how

the 

speaker's relaying of his claimed source. Of ell us, Horace's supposed source, is shown at 

the satire's to be a true philosopher, more refined than the speaker who 

l'>"rl1 .. r impersonated him. again, the joke is on character. 
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displays what happens a speaker falsely attributes his moralising 

urse to a removed, authoritative source, the following Sat. on the COlltnuy explores 

results of a prior authoritative discourse that is over too and too comp-

by a speaker desperately in of some dialectic to help him make sense 

circumstances. The unfortunate Damasippus Sat. has thoroughly absorbed the Stoic 

dogma recited to him his guru Stertinius, who discovered him on brink of suicide 

after his business had destroyed. Sat. 2.3 we the brain-washed convert 

Damasippus passing the I"'f'~""'" has received from Stertinius virtually verbatim on to 

Horace, without bothering to readdress the message to new recipient. The topic of this 

madman's monologue is, ironically, 'everyone but Stoic sage is mad'. The utter lack 

here of addressive quality so typical of Horace's own dialogic style of moralising in 

Book One be one of the factors that result, as I have argued, in the bored fall-

asleep during Damasippus' lengthy repetition of Prof. Snore's lecture. 

The only parts of Sat. 2.3 where Damasippus is indeed successfully addressing talk to 

are the portions of dialogue prior to the start of the lecture, at poet's own 

specific request, after it ended. On either of the lecture, however, Damasippus 

dulges active criticism of Horace. At start of2.3 Damasippus complains that 

ce does not compose poetry quickly enough, which immediately establishes Stoic con-

position as an anti-Callimachean. This position is borne out by the length 

lecture Damasippus which, with its lack of addressivity or 

truly dialogic (even with imaginary interlocutors read more like a cat-

",,,, ... ,,,,,u than a conversation), could entitled 'how not to satire'. While 

there may well or exempla, as some schol-

ars observed, what is, it is simply too much a thing. I suspect 

that we are to imagine the satire mushroomed into its monstrous proportions while 

.the usually CaUimachean Horace dozed off for a while ... 

I have suggested that the reason for Damasippus' virulent castigation of Horace's slow 

pace of composition at the start of Sat. IS misguided if altruistic intention to bring 
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the to a state where he will supposedly be in as much despair as Damasippus was 

upon the failure business, and thus be for Stoic conversion. The ignorant Da-

masippus' comments nevertheless enable to demonstrate indirectly, with a Bakh-

tinian glance' at his better informed audiences, the application of his 

Callimachean ideals. In the central portions of Sat. however, Damasippus seems to 

Horace's presence, as he indulges, like someone compulsively fingering worry-

beads, in reciting Stertinius' lengthy sermon for his own reassurance. may explain 

why so many readers have felt that Damasippus simply fails to 'connect' with Horace in 

the central parts of the satire. True madness, for Horace, does not consist of a number 

different voices, but of one undialogised and unchallenged single voice. The last part of 

Sat. 2.3, in which Damasippus, apparently at Horace's own instigation, lobs a succession 

of personal criticisms at the poet, anticipates the similar but far more comprehensive att

ack which will come in the second Stoic Saturnalian sermon of Satires Book Two - in 

Sat. 

Sat. 2.7 is the satire which stands all prior satires on their heads. In chapter 8 I showed 

how many of the virtues or at least, the venial sins to which the Horatian satirist had 

confessed in moralising satires of Book One are revealed in Sat. 2.7 to have been 

flawed or far worse than the had admitted. At the same time, however, the events 

penultimate satire are the culmination of the self-satiric trend in which Horace has 

been indulging right from beginning of Satires Book One. Not only is Davus an en-

larged, animated personalisation of the imaginary interlocutor figure of the first book, the 

human ofthe 'if someone were to but he is also the dramatic ... "", ..... ,' .. .-

isation of Horace's trademark What is more, up until now (according to his 

own Davus an unintended, uninvited eavesdropping servile audience 

lurking all the while on threshold. At thanks to the is 

mitted to have say, which involves hauling .... ",1""',..1" over the coals not 

what been pre:aCllmg. 
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While it is somewhat satisfactory for us, as audience, to see the erstwhile moralist his 

just deserts, Horace's fmal retreat into roles of recipient, and most 

antly, target of the satiric attack, also endears him to his fellow audience members: it is as 

if the poet has joined the listeners in their seats, while the coveted, powerful role 

Moralist'is by another. Yet much of this audience sympathy is undone by Hor-

angry threats at the end of Sat. 2.7, which have suggested to a number of readers (as 

indeed they are meant to do) that there must be some truth the accusations which Hor

domestic slave has been making. Whatever his motivations - and I have suggested 

that are understandably self-seeking rather than entirely altruistic - Davus' charges 

hit home. 

Both Damasippus (in the last section of2.3) and Davus provide us with different views, 

different perspectives on Horace's speaker-character the these 

'other voices' on Horace are the chief way in which the Satires in what Bakhtin 

was centuries later to identifY as polyphony. Horace builds up his authorial persona the 

au",.u.e satires of Book One only to have other self-appointed moralists happily take 

character down a few notches Book Two. For reversals to be understood, 

the great interlibral joke to work, the dialogue which these new engage 

with the satirist of the first book to be it is necessary that Horace's two 

books of Satires be if not as a unit, then at least as two peas in a pod, as partners 

in the dialogue that takes place between them. It is also necessary that the 'Horace' ofthe 

Satires be recognised as a single but also created entity. Indeed, throughout this work I 

have attempted to steer a .. u ...... J, ... path between the extremes both 'autobiographic-

aI' (including the 'new historical') approach, and of the persona theorists. Posing as auto

biography may be one of the fictions at which Horace's Satires well and truly excel, but 

there is also a tenuous - and often cleverly exploited - link between the historical Quintus 

Horatius Flaccus and the caricature of the Sermones. 

In addition, I have frequently found it necessary to consider the effect that Horace's Serm

ones would have on the wider social and political arena. Horace would certainly not de-
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liberately "'1">'~~A'C" l'\!'l.ae:celnas or Octavian in Satires, nor did he any cause to do 

so. appears to flatter Maecenas and his coterie some subtle and 

course of the Sermones. Not is Satires One 

expressly dedicated to Maecenas, but the patron is presented positively both books, 

----££J at the of course, hilariously hapless . While the 

are not conventionally political (in some such as Sat. 1 they seem ex:aspien:Ltl 

apolitical the of the most political contexts), they do some relat-

work Maecenas. For Horace, the political is personaL 

The moralising of both books 

links 

Sermones join not only what is 

one the two books, they also provide an arena in 

which a COlTIOleX set of reversals place. I have fourtd the book's 

speaker and listener, author and audience - reversals wh-

ich reach zenith the Saturnalian WaDDJffil:!: of the roles of master and Sat. 

- are urtderstood as an anticipation of Bakhtin's literary CarnivaL .... " .. <:>1"''''' 

urnalian satire, as proto-Carnival, unites disparate elements, a 

master to and allows a '"-"VA"'''' SlOCK-Iuture to come to life to beat satirist at 

his own game. And although as master and as satirist, and ultimately, as author 

sermo, Horace finally returns Davus to his place, although 'bitter' Saturnalia is over 

all too quickly, nevertheless slave's temporary and what it enabled him to 

has irrevocably captured the imagination of the satire's recipients. Horace's Saturn

satire, as proto-Carnival, celebrates the joyous replace ability of roles both societal 

and aporlpol'1l~ 

Not only is 

but, as I have 

Saturnalian Sat, an anticipation of the Bakhtinian Carnivalesque text, 

penultimate satire also mimics nature and structure of the 

Sermones as a whole. The of Horace's own persona within circle Maecenas 

Book is in itself a of proto-Carnivalesque literary 'crowning' ritual, although 

not without some original quirks. 1.10, .......... "r·!'& crowns himself the new master of 

satire without actually, he assures his llSlceners poor old Lucilius of his corona. 
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Of course, Horace's uncrowning comes in Book Two, where he is by a number 

of other would-be satirists. The set and crowned Book One is tom down 

and ridiculed in the Saturnalian sermons of the second book, particularly by Davus, the 

who turns satirist for a day. The reigns 

however, also shown to be ephemeral: 

new, largely inadequate satirists are, 

" .... ,11'-""'" them and 

(albeit crown. 

proto-Carnival is in itself a of an exchange that enhances 

other aspects of the Satires Books One Two. There is a naturally 

association the Carnivalesque and the dialogic, particularly polyphony, as Bakh-

tin himself As author allows different voices to sound in Satires, 

does not insist on monopolising or monologising the discourse, m of the fact 

all voices speakers within the Sermones are ultimately, of course, Horace 

himself, does demand that there be one version of the truth. Horace, like much 

later was - at least as possessed of a dialogic imagination. Showing that 

sermo should ideally situated the forgiving context amicitia, too seems to 

have grasped that truth cannot exist on its own or the head but is 

born only between people the of their dialogue. 
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